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Local Believers, Foreign Missionaries,
and the Creation of Guatemalan Protestantism, 1882-1944

Stephen Carter Dove, Ph.D.
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Supervisor: Virginia Garrard-Burnett

This dissertation examines how Guatemalan converts transformed missionary
Protestantism into a locally contextualized religion in the late-nineteenth and earlytwentieth centuries. Using archival materials from local religious groups and public
archives in Guatemala alongside missionary documents from the United States, this
research identifies how converts adopted certain missionary teachings but reinterpreted or
rejected others. This selective application not only altered the definition of Protestantism
in Guatemala but also affected the early growth of the movement by creating
contextualized forms of Protestantism that attracted more interest than foreign versions.
The first section of the dissertation analyzes the theologies and goals that early
missionaries brought to Guatemala and explains the intramural conflicts that created the
first Protestant communities in the country. Between 1882 and 1921, five North
American Protestant denominations and several independent missionaries entered
Guatemala, each with particular ideas about how to improve the country both spiritually
and materially. This internal diversity provided new converts with the ability to choose
vii

between multiple versions of Protestantism, but more importantly it also taught them how
to carve out their own space between imported religious ideologies.
The second section of the dissertation analyzes how local believers reinterpreted
Protestantism within those spaces by pursuing four important areas of innovation:
theological primitivism, Pentecostalism, political involvement, and nationalism. Despite
protests from many foreign missionaries, between 1920 and 1944 numerous Guatemalan
Protestants adopted variations of these four themes in attempts to create a culturally and
socially relevant religious product. As new converts opted for these new local
communities over missionary-led options, these four themes became defining hallmarks
of Guatemalan Protestantism, which by the twenty-first century was practiced by onethird of the country’s population. This dissertation argues that these contextualized
challenges to missionary ideas in the early twentieth-century made Protestantism an
attractive local product in Guatemala and sparked the movement’s growth. It also
demonstrates how poor and working class Guatemalans in the early twentieth century
used Protestantism as a tool to participate in national conversations about race, gender,
and class.
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Introduction
Since the early 1980s, scholars have given increased attention to Guatemalan
Protestantism because of its expanding role in public life, its dramatic turn toward
Pentecostalism, and most of all because of the movement’s explosive demographic
growth. In the final decades of the twentieth century, two Protestant presidents governed
Guatemala, more than four out of five Guatemalan Protestants identified as Pentecostal,
and nearly one-third of the country’s residents claimed to be Protestant, a previously
unheard of number in Latin America.1 As they described these changes, social scientists
and historians turned to several prominent Protestants as exemplars of the movement, and
one of the most ubiquitous of these models was pastor Edmundo Madrid.
As president of the umbrella organization Alianza Evangélica in the 1990s,
Madrid was quoted often on issues ranging from church growth to political involvement,
and his ministry seemed to make him an ideal representative of the recent changes in the
movement as a whole. Madrid’s church, Lluvias de Gracia, was a Pentecostal
congregation with thousands of members who were increasingly either middle-class
Guatemalans or those who strove to be part of the middle class. Madrid was also not shy
about weighing in on national issues, and he and his church were financially and
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This dissertation uses the term “Protestant” to refer to a broad stream of nonCatholic Christians in Guatemala including groups identified in the United States as
mainline Protestants, evangelicals, and Pentecostals. The Spanish cognate Protestante is
seldom used in Latin America, and the preferred self-referent in the region is evangélico.
However, because the English equivalent “evangelical” carries a much narrower meaning
for U.S. readers, a direct translation of that word is not as helpful as the broader term
“Protestant.”
1

institutionally independent of foreign missionaries. To many scholars, Madrid was the
face of the newly emerging Guatemalan Protestant movement.2
However, there is more to Madrid’s story than his late-twentieth-century identity,
and this deeper narrative raises significant questions about Guatemalan Protestantism in
general. Madrid’s narrative also points to the value of the present study as it examines
and explains early trends in Guatemalan Protestantism. Madrid and Lluvias de Gracia
were not simply products of Guatemala’s post-1980s social milieu. They were also
shapers of that milieu, and Madrid’s theological identity had been formed directly and
indirectly over the better part of a century in a way that mirrored Guatemalan
Protestantism’s own trajectory. In many ways, the Madrid family story is a microcosm of
Guatemalan Protestantism itself.
Madrid’s grandmother, María de Jesús Machorro, was the first person in their
family to embrace Protestantism, and she did so not in a capital-city megachurch but
rather in the rural hamlet of Tierra Colorada in the dusty valleys of eastern Guatemala. In
1907, decades before Madrid’s birth, Machorro began visiting evangelistic services held
by a nascent Quaker mission in nearby Chiquimula. In Guatemala, the Quakers are
2

Some of the more prominent works quoting or referencing Madrid include Susan
Rose and Quentin Schultze, “The Evangelical Awakening in Guatemala: Fundamentalist
Impact on Education and Media,” in Fundamentalisms and Society: Reclaiming the
Sciences, the Family, and Education, Martin E. Marty and R. Scott Appleby, eds.
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 442; Anne Motley Hallum, Beyond
Missionaries: Toward an Understanding of the Protestant Movement in Central America
(Lanham: Rowan and Littlefield, 1996), 111; Amy Sherman, The Soul of Development:
Biblical Christianity and Economic Transformation in Guatemala (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1997), 141; Virginia Garrard-Burnett, Protestantism in Guatemala:
Living in the New Jerusalem (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1998), 167, 200; and
Paul Freston, Evangelicals and Politics in Asia, Africa, and Latin America (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2001), 278.
2

better-known by their preferred self-referent of “Friends,” and they differ significantly
from the well-known “silent Quakers” of England and the Atlantic United States. Like
silent Quakers, the Friends mission in Guatemala emphasized direct relationships with
the Holy Spirit and challenged hierarchical leadership models that limited the roles of
women and ethnic minorities. However, the Guatemalan Friends also took their
religion’s emphasis on the Holy Spirit in new directions that emphasized evangelism and
Pentecostal-style worship.3
Machorro’s husband Jesús María Morales initially opposed his wife’s
involvement with the Friends, but after Morales reported a miraculous vision of Jesus
admonishing him to quit using tobacco and alcohol, the entire family converted. By the
time Machorro and Morales’s children were teenagers, at least three of them – a son and
two daughters – became pastors in the Friends mission. In the late 1910s and early
1920s, the Friends experienced the first Pentecostal-style revival in Guatemala, and
Machorro and Morales’s children came of age during those revivals. One of their
daughters who participated in this early Pentecostal event was a young María Morales,
who would later become an important preacher and who also would later become the
mother of Edmundo Madrid.
In the 1940s and 1950s, Madrid also became a childhood leader in the Friends
mission, but as the mission became more institutionalized, he worried that it was not
following the teachings of primitive Christianity. After pastoring several Friends

3

This dissertation follows this preferred self-attributed nomenclature of “Friends”
throughout the remainder of the text. This branch of Quakerism is commonly referred to
as the Evangelical Friends.
3

churches in the 1960s, Madrid left to join the Presbyterians in the capital at the invitation
of pastor José Carreta, who was also a former Friends preacher. In the 1970s, Madrid
brought controversy into the Presbyterian Church when he reported receiving the
Pentecostal gift of speaking in tongues while on a visit to the United States. Because his
new denomination did not endorse these doctrines, he was eventually forced to resign.
Finally, in the early 1980s, just as Guatemalan Protestantism was gaining international
attention, Madrid formed his own national, non-missionary church that soon attracted
thousands of members. Madrid was not the only branch of his family tree that took a
leadership role in Protestantism either. At least a dozen of his siblings, aunts, uncles,
cousins, and children became Protestant leaders in contexts ranging from Pentecostalism
to missionary-founded denominations to non-Pentecostal nationalist churches.4
The narrative of the Madrid family encapsulates many of the early Protestant
developments investigated in this dissertation. Missionaries from the United States were
responsible for Machorro’s conversion in 1907, and Madrid’s formation of a large,
independent Pentecostal congregation did represent one of the most prominent trends of
the 1980s. However, just as important were the intermediate steps between these two
events that included Pentecostal revivals, female preachers, denominational switching,
4

Édgar Madrid Morales, “Quákeros Primitivos de Guatemala: Ester Morales,
Concepción España, María Pinto Rodas, German Prado, María Morales de Madrid.
Basado en entrevistas por Dr. Édgar Amílcar Madrid Morales” (Chiquimula, Guatemala:
Editorial Setequ, 1999), 18-19; Édgar Madrid Morales, “102 años de fe: María Morales
de Madrid y Jenaro Ovidio Madrid Salguero” (Chiquimula, Guatemala: Editorial Setequ,
2009), 3; Ángel Edmundo Madrid Morales, Como llegar a 50 años de ministerio (Mixco,
Guatemala: Misión Cristiana Evangélica Lluvias de Gracia, 2009), 7-15, 21-22, 27-32,
36; Ángel Edmundo Madrid Morales, Historia de un avivamiento: “La visión
transformadora de un hombre de Dios” (Mixco, Guatemala: Misión Cristiana Evangélica
Lluvias de Gracia, [2000?]), 5, 8-11, 52-56, 60-63, 71, 73.
4

competing foreign influences, flirtations with theological primitivism, rural preaching
points, and urban congregations. This dissertation argues that the same range of factors
that produced Madrid’s Protestant identity shaped the movement as a whole long before
Guatemalan Protestantism emerged on scholarly agendas in the 1980s. The goal of the
present study is to analyze those early factors and to explain how they served as the
catalysts for creating locally contextualized versions of Protestantism that attracted and
empowered new converts in ways that missionary ideologies could not.
Emphasizing contextualization and empowerment is not new to the study
Guatemalan Protestantism, and these two ideas often go hand in hand. Contextualization
is the processes of interpreting and applying Protestant theology and practice from within
a given culture rather than simply accepting theologies and practices introduced by
outsiders like missionaries. Empowerment is the result of processes that enable local
converts to claim the authority to act as interpreters and arbiters in the process of
contextualization. Social scientists and historians have long recognized that both of these
factors were important drivers of the movement’s growth in the final decades of the
twentieth century. This dissertation does not dispute that Guatemalan Protestantism saw
unprecedented growth in this latter period. However, the following chapters do contend
that the first six decades of Protestant history in Guatemala, from the arrival of
missionaries in 1882 to the political opening created by the 1944 revolution, were also
critical to the contextualization process, and it argues that this early contextualization
produced previously unrecognized levels of Protestant empowerment and growth that
emerged well before the late-twentieth century. Previous scholars have treated this early
5

phase as a missionary period, and they have correctly pointed out that early missionaries
had little success establishing Protestant communities or winning converts to their brands
of Protestantism. However, this project demonstrates that early missionary ideas and
approaches did not go unchallenged and that it is incorrect to collapse all Protestant
activity in this period into a missionary mold. Rather, the evidence presented in the
following chapters shows that as early as the 1880s and with greater regularity in the
early 1900s, converts challenged missionary hegemony and carved out their own
religious space by adapting Protestant doctrine and practice to meet local needs. At
times, missionaries responded to these challenges by reforming their own approaches, but
the more common response was for missionaries to oppose what they considered to be
Guatemalan insubordination or heterodoxy. These negative reactions forced many early
converts to choose between leaving Protestantism and forming their own churches
outside of mission hierarchies. Local believers made the latter choice nearly a dozen
times before mid-century and while archival records indicate that some attempts to form
national churches failed, they also show that many not only survived but flourished,
usually outpacing the conversion rates of missionary-led churches.
Outline of the Study
This dissertation argues that there was a direct correlation between contextualized
Protestantism, empowerment of Guatemalan converts, and increased conversion rates in
the first half of the twentieth century. To make this argument, the six chapters of this
dissertation address the period between 1882 and 1944 by tracing the emergence of
several important themes in early Guatemalan Protestantism. The first two chapters
6

focus especially on the ideas brought to Guatemala by foreign missionaries and how
those ideas developed over time. Chapter 1, “Missionaries, Liberalism, and the Search
for ‘Proper’ Guatemalans in the Nineteenth Century,” details the arrival of the first
permanent Protestant missionaries in Guatemala in the 1880s and explains how they
developed and attempted to implement a theology focused on civilizing Guatemalan
converts. The chapter also examines the relationships between this theology and the
similar ideals promoted by Guatemala’s Liberal political regimes. Finally, the chapter
analyzes why this theology failed to attract converts and how some converts
unsuccessfully attempted to resist and negotiate with missionaries.
Chapter 2, “The De-Centering of Missionary Structures in the Twentieth
Century,” investigates how the introduction of competing missionary ideologies at the
turn of the twentieth century affected both foreign missionaries and Guatemalan converts.
In the first two decades of the twentieth century, several Fundamentalist, Holiness, and
Pentecostal groups with different theologies and approaches to evangelization arrived in
Guatemala. The primary result of this diversification was a de-centering of the Protestant
landscape both in literal and figurative terms. During this period, Protestantism moved
out from the capital for the first time, and new members of Guatemalan society including
women and indigenous people gained access to Protestant churches and leadership roles.
The final four chapters of this dissertation shift the focus from missionary
ideology to the ways that Guatemalan Protestants reinterpreted and contextualized
Protestantism. Each of these chapters addresses a core aspect of Guatemalan Protestant
identity that in some way challenged missionary ideas and also empowered local
7

believers. Chapter 3, “Theological Primitivism and the Foundations of Localism,”
analyzes how Guatemalan converts used early Christianity as a source of authority that
allowed them to become interpreters of doctrine and practice. The concept of theological
primitivism arrived in Guatemala with U.S. missionaries. However, local believers
quickly adapted this idea to meet their own needs, and primitivism soon proved to be a
powerful tool for circumventing other theological structures ranging from Catholic civilreligious hierarchies to Protestant missionaries themselves.
Chapter 4, “Pentecostalism, Meaning Making, and Indigenous Empowerment,”
looks at the history of the most successful form of primitivism in Guatemala,
Pentecostalism. This chapter traces the deep roots of Pentecostalism and experiencedbased theological systems in Guatemala back to the first decade of the twentieth century
and also demonstrates that Pentecostalism was particularly effective in attracting and
empowering converts that other Protestant missions deemed undesirable or peripheral.
Chapter 5, “Early Protestant Political Involvement and Citizenship in Guatemala,” turns
from theological to practical concerns and discusses how Guatemalan Protestants
navigated the country’s shifting political terrain between 1882 and 1944 that included
several dictatorships and a decade of relative political freedom in the 1920s. The chapter
shows how converts used this latter period to challenge missionary regulations about
secular activity and to establish local Protestant interpretations of important national
issues.
Chapter 6, “Nationalism, Fragmentation, and Independence,” demonstrates the
common results of these other innovations, which was the formation of Protestant
8

congregations and denominations that were independent of foreign missionary
hierarchies. Several such groups formed before 1944, but three national independent
churches were particularly successful. This chapter examines how these three groups
navigated the intersection of Protestant and Guatemalan identities and also how they built
networks beyond missionary structures to promote training, empowerment, and growth.
By connecting each of these final four chapters’ key ideas to one another and by
comparing them to missionary initiatives, this dissertation demonstrates that Guatemalan
converts in the early-twentieth century transformed Protestantism from an imported
cultural product into a religion with local relevance that had the ability to attract and
empower other Guatemalans, traits that scholars have previously attributed only to the
late-twentieth century.
Prior Scholarship
Prior scholarly research on Guatemalan Protestantism has emphasized the latetwentieth century Guatemalan Protestantism, in large part because scholars followed a
surge of public interest in the movement centered on three events that occurred in 1982.
The first was that General Efraín Ríos Montt, a practicing Pentecostal, took power in a
military coup that marked the beginning of the most violent period of Guatemala’s civil
war between left-wing guerrillas and a right-wing military government. Foreign
journalists arrived in Guatemala primarily to cover the war, but they also noted that Ríos
Montt was the first Protestant head of state in Latin American history. Secondly, 1982
marked the centennial celebration of the first Protestant church in Guatemala. This
celebration included a yearlong media spotlight on Protestant churches and culminated in
9

an evangelistic gathering in the capital that attracted an estimated five hundred thousand
Guatemalans.5 The size of that event caught many observers by surprise and pointed to
the third attention-drawing factor of 1982, which was that surveys indicated that more
than one million Guatemalan identified themselves as Protestants and that these
Protestants comprised between 14 and 25 percent of the population. These surveys also
indicated that conversions to Protestantism were increasing, and some Protestant groups
even estimated that Protestants would be the majority religion in the country by the year
2000. That latter prediction failed to materialize, but Protestants did represent roughly
one-third of the Guatemalan population by the turn of the century, a level of adherence
that called into question many assumptions about Catholic dominance in the region.6
These events of the early 1980s inspired a steady flow of social scientific and
historical studies in the ensuing decades that asked new questions about Protestant
affiliation, growth, belief, and practice. However, these academic inquiries were
preceded by another corpus of literature that, while different, was useful in its own ways.
This pre-1980s literature was dominated by internal mission histories that offered
generally sympathetic views of missionary activity.7 While this literature included

5

The contrast of this gathering with a papal visit in the same year also provided a
striking image for journalists.
6
Clifton Holland, Expanded Status of Christianity Country Profile: Guatemala,
1980, rev. ed. (San Pedro, Costa Rica: PROLADES, 2008), 24-25; Virgilio Zapata
Arceyuz, Historia de la iglesia evangélica en Guatemala (Guatemala City: Génesis
Publicidad, 1982), 29-50, 191; Garrard-Burnett, Protestantism in Guatemala, 157-158;
and Virginia Garrard-Burnett, Terror in the Land of the Holy Spirit: Guatemala under
General Efraín Ríos Montt, 1982-1983 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010).
7 Within Guatemala, anthropologists of this early period seldom wrote about
Protestants directly, but when they did mention missionaries, it was usually
negative. See, for example, Oliver LaFarge, Santa Eulalia: The Religion of a
10

obvious biases and pitfall, it also provided an important foundation for future critical
studies. The earliest of these denominational histories was a 1904 Presbyterian
publication that included a triumphalist and inaccurate account of that organization’s
early efforts in Guatemala. In 1937, the Nazarenes published a similarly positive account
of their global mission with a chapter on Guatemala that broke new ground by
supplementing the traditional missionary-centered narrative with equal attention to
“native helpers,” who the Nazarenes listed by name. This publication was one of the
earliest attempts to give credit to individual local Protestants for the success of
evangelization projects, but it did not set a new standard in missionary literature. In the
same year, the aptly named World Dominion Press, a missionary publishing company,
produced a statistical study of religion in Central America that decried the “fanaticism
and ignorance” of regional society while praising missionary efforts in converting 1.85
percent of Guatemala’s population to Protestantism, a statistic that the author claimed
made Guatemala the second most Protestant country in Latin America behind only
Brazil. With rare exceptions, this triumphant missionary model defined the literature for

Cuchumatán Indian Town (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1947). Outside of
Guatemala, there were two notable contributions to non‐missionary literature by
Emilio Willems and Christian Lalive d’Epinay, both of whose theoretical grounding was
decidedly non-religious. Emilio Willems, Followers of the New Faith: Cultural Change
and the Rise of Protestantism in Brazil and Chile (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press,
1967); and Christian Lalive d'Epinay, El refugio de las masas: estudio sociológico del
Protestantismo Chileno (Santiago, Chile: Ed. del Pacífico, 1968)
11

the next four decades, and each denomination in Guatemala produced its own accounts of
missionary successes.8
There were three notable variations from this rule. First, when early Pentecostal
missionaries Charles Furman and Alice Pullin wrote their memoirs in 1940 and 1953
respectively, they purposefully downplayed the effects of their efforts and instead
emphasized the miraculous way that God used untrained converts to grow churches.
While the Pentecostals still filtered history through missionary lenses, these memories
challenged traditional ideas about how Protestant growth occurred in Guatemala by
giving credit to locals rather than to missionaries.9 Second, Presbyterian missionary Paul
Burgess edited a Spanish-language history of his denomination’s mission in 1957 that
praised missionaries but, like the Nazarene history of 1937, also paid special attention to
the accomplishments of Guatemalan pastors as well. Unlike the Nazarene history,
Burgess’s history provided specific details about the life, work, and successes of these
local leaders and even included contributions written by Guatemalans. However, careful

8

Historical Sketch of the Missions in Mexico and Guatemala, 5th ed.
(Philadelphia: Women’s Missionary Society of the Presbyterian Church, 1904); Roy E.
Swim, A History of Missions of the Church of the Nazarene (Kansas City, MO: Nazarene
Pub. House, 1937); and Kenneth C. Grubb, Religion in Central America (London: World
Dominion Press, 1937), 28, 42, 67. For later examples of this type of literature, see E.M.
Haymaker, “Footnotes on the Beginning of the Evangelical Movement in Guatemala”
(Guatemala City: typed manuscript, 1946), Archive of the Iglesia Evangélica Nacional
Presbiteriana de Guatemala (Hereafter cited as IENPG); Russell Birchard and Margaret
Anderson Birchard, Richard Simpson Anderson: Pioneer Missionary to Central America
(Kansas City, MO: Beacon Hill Press, 1951); and Mildred W. Spain, “And in Samaria”:
A Story of Fifty Years' Missionary Witness in Central America, 1890-1940 (Dallas:
Central American Mission, 1954).
9
C.T. Furman, Guatemala and the Story of Chuce (Cleveland, TN: Church of
God Publishing House, 1940); and Alice Pullin, In the Morning, Sow (Cleveland, TN:
Church of God Foreign Missions, 1953).
12

analysis also shows that Burgess’s official history condensed, recast, and omitted the
stories of Guatemalans who appeared in earlier church records but who later fell out of
favor with the missionaries. So, while Burgess’s history was a significant step forward, it
also perpetuated the missionary-controlled narrative in a new way.10
Finally, in 1964 historian Wilkins Winn produced the first outside analysis of
Guatemalan Protestantism with his doctoral dissertation about the Central American
Mission and missionary Albert Bishop. By focusing on a leading missionary, Winn
hewed closely to the narrative of earlier denominational histories, but his dissertation did
break new ground by avoiding hagiographic descriptions of missionaries and by
analyzing Bishop’s thought in a critical manner. Winn also included a chapter about
Bishop’s relationships to local converts that at least motioned toward the existence of
different priorities between missionaries and converts.11
Internal denominational histories continued to appear well past the 1980s, and in
the last three decades this genre has also included histories written by national church
groups that combined praise for early missionaries with questions about certain
missionary ideas and programs.12 However, since the early 1980s, the literature has tilted

10

Paul Burgess, ed., Historia de la obra evangélica Presbiteriana en Guatemala:
bodas de diamante, 1882 – 1957 (Quetzaltenango, Guatemala: Tip. “El Noticiero,”
1957).
11
Wilkins Bowdre Winn, “A History of the Central American Mission as Seen in
the Work of Albert Edward Bishop, 1896-1922” (PhD diss., University of Alabama,
1964).
12
Examples of later missionary histories include Richard Eugene Waldrop, “An
Historical and Critical Review of the Full Gospel Church of God of Guatemala” (DMiss
Dissertation, Fuller Theological Seminary, 1993); and Anna Marie Dahlquist,
Trailblazers for Translators: The Chichicastenango Twelve (Pasadena, CA: William
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more toward critical scholarly analyses of Guatemalan Protestantism, with most studies
emerging from fields like sociology, anthropology, and political science. Early
anthropologists in Guatemala including Oliver LaFarge, Ruth Bunzel, June Nash,
Manning Nash, and Bryan Roberts published isolated articles or brief mentions to
Protestantism around mid-century that considered the movement in reference to larger
questions about Guatemalan society and culture. However, none of these studied
Protestantism systematically or in great detail.13
In 1982, to mark Protestantism’s centennial in Guatemala, Virgilio Zapata
published a Spanish-language history that was important for several reasons. First,
Zapata’s work still stands as the most thorough analysis of Guatemalan Protestantism
written by a Guatemalan. Second, this history was comprehensive rather than
denominational and covered the various sectarian divisions of Protestantism in one
chronological study. Finally, although Zapata himself was an insider and a Protestant
leader, he departed from earlier internal histories by including a limited amount of critical
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Completo, 2010).
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analysis that connected Protestant developments to changes in broader society and by
drawing on non-Protestant primary sources including Guatemala’s national archive and
secular periodicals. Because of these contributions, Zapata served as a bridge to the more
traditional academic treatments of Guatemalan Protestantism that emerged in the 1980s
even if few of those studies acknowledged his work.14
The first of these external studies of Guatemalan Protestants was anthropologist
Sheldon Annis’s 1987 monograph, God and Production in a Guatemalan Town, which
argued that Protestant affiliation in the indigenous town of San Antonio Aguas Calientes
was directly connected to economic modernization. As with many early scholars of the
movement, Annis’s interest in Protestantism was accidental. His original plan was to
study the semiotics of textile weaving, but the surprise of finding a thriving Protestant
community in Guatemala changed his focus. Because of this backdoor approach, Annis
made few connections between his findings and the work of previous scholarship on
Protestantism in Latin America. However, the connections he drew between
modernization and conversion reflected the prevailing theories promoted by the two
earliest sociologists of Latin American Protestantism, Emilio Willems and Christian
Lalive d’Epinay. In separate studies of South American religion published in the 1960s,
both Willems and Lalive d’Epinay argued that economic changes were the proximate
cause of a rise in Protestant conversion rates. Willems made a positive connection
between these two factors and argued that Protestantism was a social tool that helped
converts maintain control over the modernization process while Lalive d’Epinay made a
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negative connection and claimed that Protestant conversion was a form of retreat that
replicated older authoritarian and patron-client structures. Despite these differences, the
socio-economic foundation of both works continued to be a starting point for discussions
of Protestantism in Guatemala, even among those who would ultimately reject it.15
In 1997, Amy Sherman proposed a direct link between economic prosperity and
Protestant conversion in Guatemala by using a Weberian framework to argue that the
Protestant worldview inherently favored the successful adoption of capitalism.16
However, Sherman’s argument proved to be the exception as most subsequent
sociological and political science literature on the topic challenged assumptions about
links between conversion and socio-economic changes. The two leading studies that
pushed against this correlation were Anne Motley Hallum’s 1996 monograph Beyond
Missionaries and Timothy Steigenga’s 2001 book The Politics of the Spirit. Both sharply
critiqued prevailing ideas that Protestant conversion was either mono-faceted or rooted
purely in social causes. In addition to this important finding, Hallum and Steigenga also
moved the academic conversation away from conversion and toward politics. Both
authors argued that dominant assumptions about the political leanings of Central
American Protestants were misguided. Hallum demonstrated that converts did not
always, or even usually, adopt the political positions of foreign missionaries, and
Steigenga showed that traits like conservatism and quiescence were not universal or
normative among Guatemalan Protestants. Because of these findings, these two studies
15
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made significant strides in promoting the study of Guatemalan Protestants as something
related to but different from U.S. Protestantism.17
Three historical studies in the 1980s and 1990s also advanced this line of thought
and introduced new questions that moved the study of Guatemalan Protestantism beyond
the socio-economic focus of early literature. The earliest was Virginia Garrard-Burnett’s
1986 dissertation, which was the first of a series of publications by Garrard-Burnett on
the topic. Her dissertation, and subsequently her 1998 monograph, drew a continuous
narrative between early missionary efforts and the late-twentieth-century demographic
growth of the movement. Garrard-Burnett also provided significant archival data that
shifted scholarly focus on the latter period to questions of Guatemalan agency, and she
argued that Protestant growth and decision-making was personal and local rather than a
product of outside forces.18
Heinrich Schäfer’s 1988 hybrid historical and theological investigation of
Guatemalan Presbyterians advanced the approach introduced by Garrard-Burnett with a
specific focus on the period of the civil war. Schäfer argued that Guatemalan
Presbyterians developed theological tools to deal with the violence of Guatemala’s civil
war and that these circumstances created unique identities within the churches that
reflected local rather than global changes. Although he made several bold claims about
politics and religion, the central contribution of Schäfer’s work was his emphasis on the
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agency of late-twentieth-century Guatemalans and on their ability to adapt Protestant
theology and practice to their circumstances.19
In 1992, Thomas Bogenschild also completed a study about Guatemalan
Presbyterians, but his dissertation looked back into the early history of the Protestantism,
which was a new approach for academic studies of the movement. Although his
theoretical grounding privileged Lalive d’Epinay’s thesis that Protestantism was a haven
from the changes of modernization, Bogenschild spent most of his dissertation showing
that Guatemalan Presbyterians in the 1910s and 1920s did not simply adopt the theology
of missionaries but rather picked and chose from an array of imported theological
systems.20
These shifts in focus pioneered by Garrard-Burnett, Schäfer, Hallum, and
Steigenga paved the way for early twenty-first century studies to ask much deeper
questions about the relationship between Protestantism and Guatemalan society. These
more focused studies include Karla Koll’s 2003 dissertation about how violence altered
missionary-local relationships in the Presbyterian mission during the 1980s, C. Mathews
Samson’s 2007 monograph studying how Maya Protestants contextualized theology in
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the twenty-first century, and Kevil Lewis O’Neill’s 2010 investigation of the
relationships between Protestantism political identity in modern Guatemala City.21
This dissertation owes a large debt to this entire trajectory of literature, beginning
with early missionary histories, continuing through the groundbreaking insights of
scholars in the 1980s, and culminating in the more refined arguments of recent works.
These predecessors not only identified historical trends in Guatemalan Protestantism;
they also framed some of the most important questions about the movement including
how missionaries and converts related to one another and how local actors asserted their
own identity through Protestant theology and practice. These two areas of inquiry are
central to the present study. However, this dissertation also challenges certain
assumptions made in these prior studies and seeks to expand on the arguments of others.
One common trait in the literature concerning Protestantism in Guatemala is the
assumption that the movement’s history is bifurcated. The prevailing approach to this
topic divides Protestantism into an early missionary period and a late-twentieth-century
national period, with the latter era receiving the lion’s share of attention. Most notably,
the social scientific literature makes only cursory gestures toward Protestantism’s pre1980s history, and it usually reduces the period to ineffective foreign missionary
strategies before turning to contemporary topics that highlight the diversity and
21
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effectiveness of local leadership. Even the historical literature sets its gaze primarily on
more recent developments and truncates investigations of earlier history. The exception
to this is Bogenschild’s dissertation that investigated on Presbyterianism in the 1910s and
1920s. However, Bogenschild’s focus was almost entirely institutional, and this left
many questions unanswered about how institutional changes affected individuals and
why individuals chose to reform Protestant structures. Bogenschild’s denominational
focus also overlooked the profound and broad changes that his institutional actors
participated in, again leaving large questions unanswered about the period. The answers
to these questions are important for understanding the historical trajectory of Guatemalan
Protestantism as a coherent arc, and these questions are central to this investigation as it
seeks to demonstrate the early emergence of Protestant identity in Guatemala.
In her seminal study on Protestantism in Guatemala, Garrard-Burnett made some
attempts to connect earlier and later Guatemalan history, but in the end she settled on
identifying the 1950s as the “first time” that Guatemalan Protestants asserted their agency
and pushed back against the programs of foreign missionaries. In making this claim,
Garrard-Burnett speculated that this breakthrough in the 1950s rested on earlier
developments, but she did little to develop this claim because, like her colleagues, her
primary focus was on the high-profile Protestantism of the late-twentieth century.22 This
common interest in later developments was reasonable, especially for scholars who
experienced the changes of the 1980s first hand. The numerical growth and social
contributions of late-twentieth-century Protestants were complicated and important parts
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of Guatemalan history, and these prior studies rightly pointed out that the demographic
and social changes in Protestantism owed much of their existence to contemporary events
such as the violence of the civil war, the renewed U.S. interest in Central America, and
the dramatic social interruption caused by Guatemala’s 1976 earthquake. However, these
late changes also owe much to a deep-seated local integrity in Guatemalan Protestantism
that emerged long before mid-century. This dissertation contributes to the literature on
Protestantism in Guatemala by describing how this local Protestant identity formed in the
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries and by demonstrating connections between
the decisions of early converts and the later trajectory of the movement.
This dissertation is not just about Protestants though; it is also about Guatemalan
society and culture more broadly. Early Guatemalan Protestants were both influenced by
and influencers of the world around them, and the development of strong local Protestant
identities rested on the fact that early converts operated within Guatemalan society at
large. Few, if any, early Protestants in Guatemala were elite. Some were rural
indigenous peasants; others were urban, Ladino artisans; and many more claimed an
identity that was somewhere between set categories.23 Because of this, the early history
of Guatemalan Protestantism provides a unique lens for understanding everyday
Guatemalan society.
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The voices of Protestant converts represent a perspective “from below” and
demonstrate how Guatemalans without access to the upper tiers of traditional power
structures participated in and reacted to important events and trends. This is particularly
true with regard to two important areas of early Guatemalan history: first, the intersection
of politics and labor practices and second, the role of ethnicity in shaping national
discourse. Regarding the first topic, several important studies by Kenneth Grieb, David
McCreery, Paul Dosal, and Artemis Torres Valenzuela have articulated ways that
Guatemalan dictators used national policy to conscript labor both for state projects and
for large private landowners. These scholars, especially Dosal, also demonstrated that
the effects of these policies reached well beyond Guatemalan borders as international
conglomerates like the United Fruit Company used Guatemalan law to build private
empires. Since many early Protestant converts were members of this labor pool, national
policies often impacted their lives directly, and this dissertation adds to the literature on
politics and labor by demonstrating both how labor laws affected the choices of early
converts and also how Protestants navigated and resisted to national policy.24
The second topic of ethnicity and national discourse is perhaps the most-studied
aspect of modern Guatemalan history. Anthropologists like Manning Nash first directed
their attention to the question in the 1940s and 1950s, and more recently historian Greg
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Grandin explained in great detail the complicated overlap of national and local politics in
the indigenous western highlands. Specifically, Grandin showed that even though
national rhetoric relegated indigenous Guatemalans to a common lower class, individual
indigenous polities had their own internal hierarchies that created class hierarchies
according to local logic.25 This dissertation demonstrates that Protestant converts in
indigenous communities responded to both national and local class stratification by
creating third options centered on religion. In addition, the dissertation shows how some
Ladino converts participated in national indigenismo discourses by creating uniquely
Protestant interpretations of ethnicity and class that offered yet another option on the
national stage.
Limits of the Study
This dissertation’s goals of shining light on early Protestant localism and
contributing to broader conversations about labor, politics, and race influence its
chronological scope, which begins in 1882 and ends in 1944. The earlier of these two
dates corresponds to the arrival of the first permanent Protestant missionary in
Guatemala, and the latter marks the country’s October Revolution that ended decades of
autocratic Liberal rule and launched an unprecedented democratic opening known as the
Ten Years of Spring. Beginning this study in 1882 is logical since the majority of
Guatemalan Protestants trace their spiritual lineage to the efforts of foreign missionaries
even if those converts later diverged from missionary ideologies. Closing the study in
1944 is a result of the primary argument of the dissertation and its place in relation to
25
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prior literature. As noted above, the late-twentieth century holds pride of place in
existing conversations about Latin American Protestantism, and scholars of Guatemalan
history have established 1944 as a watershed moment dividing the century in two. The
post-1944 period hosted Guatemalan Protestantism’s rise, and because a chief aim of this
study is to look at the preceding period, the Revolution of 1944 marks a convenient
demarcation point.
However, neither of these dates is perfect or absolute. On the front end of the
periodization, two caveats are important. The first is that the Protestant missionaries who
arrived in 1882 were not the first Protestants in Guatemala. They were only the first to
create lasting institutions and convert networks. The first documented Protestants in
Guatemala were twenty-one individuals who faced the Inquisition in the 1500s and who
left little evidence of themselves or their alleged heresies in the official record. In the
years immediately following Guatemalan independence in 1821, a handful of British
Protestant Bible salesman known as colporteurs entered Guatemala from British
Honduras (modern Belize) to peddle their religious goods. The most prominent
Protestant visitor to Guatemala in this period was Anglican Bishop Henry Dunn who
summed up both his own experience and the fruitless efforts of early colporteurs in
Central America by writing, “From what I was able to observe, as well as from the
number (of religious tracts) disposed of, there existed no demand for such books.”26
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Slightly more successful and much more persistent than the early colporteurs was
a Belgian-born British subject named Frederick Crowe who first arrived in eastern
Guatemala as a British colonist. When that colony failed, Crowe became an independent
colporteur who sold Bibles, preached, and even opened a school in Guatemala City
between 1843 and 1846. Guatemala’s archbishop convinced the country’s conservative
president to expel Crowe from the country in 1846, and there is no contemporary
evidence that any of Crowe’s followers continued as Protestants after his departure.27
However, Crowe did leave a less direct legacy. Most of his students were children of
Liberal politicians who at the time were out of power, and several of those students
became leaders in the Liberal revolution that overthrew the Conservatives in 1871. The
most prominent of Crowe’s students was the author of Guatemala’s 1879 constitution
Lorenzo Montúfar, and in his memoirs he credited Crowe by name for combating
“theocratic domination” and for influencing his educational development.28
The overlap between Crowe and the leaders of the Liberal revolution of 1871
points to the second caveat. The 1882 arrival of foreign Protestant missionaries in
27
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Guatemala was directly connected to political changes that Liberal leaders began
enacting a decade earlier. In many ways, the early history of Protestantism in Guatemala
is a companion to the history of Liberal governments in the country. As chapter 5
discusses in detail, Liberalism was not a monolithic entity in Guatemalan history; but as a
broad category, Liberal policies and the dictators who enforced them dominated
Guatemala for the entire period of this study. Thus, it is important to recognize that the
political and social context of Guatemalan Protestant history began in 1871 not in 1882.
The periodization of Liberalism also raises a concern about ending this study in 1944.
The October Revolution of 1944 represented a dramatic change for Guatemala. It ended
the country’s Liberal period and created new space for social, political, and religious
change in Guatemala that did not exist before. However, part of the argument of this
dissertation is that Guatemalan Protestantism has a coherent history that spans the
changes of the mid-century. The broader societal changes in the country that began in
1944 certainly catalyzed Protestantism in the late-twentieth century and brought about
new growth, but 1944 should not be interpreted as the end of one Protestant era and the
beginning of another. Rather, 1944 was an inflection point at which already developing
processes received an external jolt that provided them with new momentum.
Sources and Methodology
The claims made in this dissertation rest on the source material, and there are
three types of primary sources used in this dissertation. Because missionaries arrived in
Guatemala with a focus on literacy and with institutional structures that promoted
reporting and archiving, missionary sources are central to telling the history of early
26

Guatemalan Protestantism. The missionary sources used in this dissertation include
published periodicals, private correspondence, sermons, official reports, and meeting
minutes. Many of these documents have appeared in prior studies, but this investigation
takes a different approach to these sources by reading them with the goal of identifying
local voices and interests. Generally speaking, recording the perspective of Guatemalan
Protestants was not the goal of early missionaries, and so this approach is not always
possible. When it is possible, reading for local interests requires a careful process of
identifying why and how missionaries wrote about local believers. In a few instances,
missionary archives in both Guatemala and the United States preserve documents written
by Guatemalan Protestants. More often, however, they preserve missionary-authored
disciplinary records, praises, and complaints about Guatemalans. These records are
useful but require a careful application of questions about missionary assumptions and
language use.
This between-the-lines reading of missionary sources is aided by the existence of
a smaller but still significant number of local church archives in Guatemala. The
documents in these collections are seldom catalogued and are mostly spread out among
filing cabinets and desk drawers in churches and private homes. Because of this, many of
these documents have not made their way into prior studies. The local voices in these
documents have their own biases and preconceptions, but they offer two key
contributions to this study. First, they allow Guatemalan actors to express themselves
through their own writing. Second, they provide alternative accounts of some of the
same events described in missionary writings. At times they corroborate missionary
27

perspectives, and at other times they conflict with them. However, in both cases they
paint a more complete picture of the dynamic relationships and reinterpretations that
shaped early Guatemalan Protestantism. Finally, this project augments both of these
categories of sources with non-Protestant archival material from government archives,
secular periodicals, and to a lesser extent national Catholic publications. These records
offer an external perspective on the events, policies, and social realities that influenced
both missionaries and local converts, and taken together these three types of materials
provide the necessary resources to ask and answer important questions about early
Guatemalan Protestantism.
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Chapter 1: Missionaries, Liberalism, and the Search for “Proper” Guatemalans
in the Nineteenth Century
On Christmas Day 1888, Presbyterian missionary Edward Haymaker laid the
cornerstone for the first Protestant church building in Guatemala. After prayer and
Scripture reading, Haymaker called forward the individual he deemed “the most
appropriate of all for performing the holy task” of laying the first stone. The person
Haymaker chose to establish the first church in Guatemala was five-year-old Robert
Martin, a “fair skinned, light haired and blue eyed” son of a foreign banker.1 Haymaker’s
stated rationale for selecting young Robert was Jesus’ preference for children expressed
in Matthew 18:1-4. However, the racial and cultural undertones of the missionary’s
physical description of the boy, especially when contrasted with the ethnic makeup of the
country the church would serve, are unmistakable. Along with most other missionaries to
Guatemala in the nineteenth century, Haymaker believed that Protestant evangelization
was inseparable from instilling “civilizing ideals” in converts, and he underscored the
Presbyterian mission’s dedication to this ideology in his sermon that day by preaching,
The principal object that is sought with the foundation of the evangelical church
in Guatemala is not, as many think, the simple desire to make converts and to
snatch away from the Roman Church a number of deceived members, but rather
1
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to make effective the knowledge and civilizing laws of liberty of conscience, of
worship, of thought and of teaching that are the basis of progress and happiness
for the people.2
Haymaker was not alone in this view. Although he was the most influential member of
the Presbyterian mission in the nineteenth century, he was the fourth of eight Presbyterian
missionaries in Guatemala before the turn of the century, and all of them focused their
energies in one way or another on combining the processes of evangelizing and
civilizing. Despite Haymaker’s claims to the contrary, the missionaries also focused on
traditional proselytism, and Catholic parishioners were, by default, their target audience.
However, converting Guatemalans to Protestant doctrine in the nineteenth century went
hand-in-hand with converting them to the doctrines of progress and civilization that lay at
the heart of contemporary theological liberalism. It was this liberal theology, and
converts’ various reactions to it, that set the course for the first two decades of
Guatemalan Protestantism.3
This chapter analyzes Protestant discourses of progress, social uplift, and
civilizing in the late-nineteenth century and argues that missionaries’ unwillingness to
adjust their methods and ideology resulted in their failure to attract converts in their first
two decades in Guatemala. That failure is most evident in the statistical data recorded by
missionaries themselves. By 1902, after two decades in Guatemala, the Presbyterians
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reported a total of only seventy members in three locations and admitted that actual
attendance usually ran much lower. These results were so discouraging that in 1902 the
New York-based Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions expressed “doubt whether the
work accomplished is worth the outlay.”4
These failures were the dominant theme of the first two decades of Protestantism
in Guatemala, and they were partially rooted in foreign missionaries’ own ideas and
practices. Recognizing this, this chapter begins by analyzing the Presbyterians’
ideological emphasis on “civilizing” converts and by examining missionary attempts to
reconcile their ideas of civilization with those of Guatemala’s ruling Liberal party.
However, understanding missionaries is not enough, and this chapter follows that
analysis with a careful study of why nineteenth-century Guatemalans chose either to align
with or to reject missionary messages. Because converts were few in this period, source
material about their beliefs and practices is also scarce. However, there is documentation
of several interactions between missionaries and converts that illustrates disagreements
over interpretations of Protestantism in the nineteenth century, and this chapter shows
that those early conflicts contributed to the formation of Guatemalan Protestant identities
and laid the groundwork for the future direction of the movement.
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Progress and Civilization in Theological and Political Liberalisms
When addressing the ideologies of both early Protestant missionaries and
Guatemala’s ruling political party in the late-nineteenth century, it is important to
differentiate between two types of liberalism that are distinct but historically connected.
Political liberalism refers to a progress-oriented approach to economics and government
that promotes individual rights and private ownership of property, usually at the expense
of existing corporate interest like the Catholic Church and indigenous communities.
Theological liberalism is a broad label for several movements within Christianity that
sought to make a distinction between the ethics of Christianity and the supernatural.
Theological liberalism’s most extreme proponents argued that the supernatural was
unnecessary for Christianity. Most variations, including those introduced in Guatemala,
did not go this far, but they did disparage the superstition and emotion common in many
forms of Christianity and sought to replace them with an ethical rationality.
For both political and theological liberalism, the twin concepts of “progress” and
“civilization” are important concepts. This pair of ideas set the tone for both political and
religious life in Guatemala in the late 1800s and played a critical role in the development
of the Presbyterian mission. “Progress” was a favorite buzzword of Guatemala’s Liberal
politicians in the late nineteenth-century, and they often paired it with “reform.” Even
though Guatemalan Liberals shared these terms with the contemporary Progressive
movement of the United States, the two groups used them in different ways. In the
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United States, progressivism and reform were often aimed at industry and its abuses.5 In
Guatemala, as in much of late-nineteenth-century Latin America, progress and reform
were not reactions to industrialization but rather attempts to embrace it. Political Liberals
in Guatemala embraced the scientific and progress-oriented logic of Comtian positivism,
but they tempered this ideology with the practical needs of governing a nation with little
capital and of maintaining their own militaristic dictatorial regimes. This pragmatic
positivism defined progress as economic enrichment and infrastructural improvement.
Investments by German coffee planters and U.S. banana growers typified the first trend,
and the building of railroads, telegraphs, and electric grids embodied the second. The
social reforms that accompanied these hoped-for changes were not aimed at regulating
business practices but rather at unlocking pools of capital and labor perceived to be
dormant because of traditional practices like monastic endowments and indigenous
seclusion.6
By most measures, nineteenth-century Protestant missionaries were bit players in
the Guatemalan quest for progress when compared to politicians, investors, and
diplomats. In many ways, their spiritual and moral versions of progress actually
5
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conflicted with the positivist positions of Guatemalan elites who favored secularization.
Far from requiring religious allies, positivism actually called for replacing the
superstition of religion with the progress of science and sociology. However,
Guatemala’s political leaders were more pragmatists than idealists, and they courted any
potential partners they could find in their power struggle with traditional powers like
Catholic clergy and conservative political opponents. Protestant missionaries fell squarely
into the camp of pragmatic allies. Both Liberals and Protestants in the nineteenth century
privately confided a lack of complete confidence in the other, but publicly they supported
and defended one another. For the governing authorities, the missionaries’ value was
their preaching of a parallel rhetoric that technological advancement and national
economic growth were blessings from God. These ideas meant that missionaries staked
their reputations and the success of their evangelistic enterprises on the same program of
progress advocated by Guatemalan ruling elites even though the two parties did not agree
on the details of how such progress should unfold.7
For both politicians and missionaries, the concept of progress was closely linked
to the concept of civilization, and both groups idealized the cultural models of the United
States and Northern Europe. In business, diplomacy, and even in leisure, Guatemalan
elites placed their U.S. and European counterparts on a high pedestal. By contrast, in the
7
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late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, Guatemala’s population was at least sixtyfive percent indigenous and practiced forms of agriculture, commerce, and religion
described by contemporary anthropologists as “primitive.”8 The elite leaders of
Guatemala were largely concentrated in the urban capital and viewed rural indigenous
primitivism as a stain that only external influences could bleach away, and this often
affected policy decisions. For example, during the port and railroad-building boom of the
1880s, the government often rejected local developers’ lower bids in favor of U.S. and
European projects whose terms were clearly unfavorable to Guatemala. David McCreery
attributes these choices to “the common Liberal presupposition of the superiority of
imported skill and capital.”9 This imitation of Europe and North America also
manifested itself on a more mundane level. Among the urban elite, pastimes like tennis
and baseball competed with bullfights as preferred spectator sports, cigarettes supplanted
cigars as the primary source of tobacco consumption, and domestic appliances altered
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elite construction practices.10 However, the focus of most civilizing reforms was not
elite, urban culture but rather the country’s large indigenous population that Liberals
characterized as being mired in “crass ignorance.”11 One overriding imperative of
Liberal policy was converting this population from being a drag on economic
development to a source of progress. This policy was most commonly pursued through
forced labor drafts, but the goal of these labor assignments was not just infrastructure
improvement. Labor laws also aimed to “improve” the indigenous workers themselves.
For example, while building the failed Western Railroad between the capital and
Quetzaltenango12 in the 1880s, the government of Justo Rufino Barrios ordered
contractors to use both foreign and local labor in order to demonstrate “foreigners’
superior application and morality” to highland indigenous workers. Countless other
reforms took aim at aspects of indigenous culture as varied as education, clothing styles,
language, and even diet.13 Liberal regimes also tried several schemes to attract
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permanent European and North American immigrants who they hoped would serve as
models for native Guatemalans. However, the only group who took advantage of these
economic incentives in any significant way was German entrepreneurs. A handful of
German families immigrated to Guatemala in the earlier Conservative era and began
working in the country’s nascent coffee industry but thanks to Liberal incentives late in
the century, those numbers jumped dramatically so that by the end of the century
Germans dominated the nation’s coffee industry. However, rather than integrate into
local society, these new German immigrants usually kept their German citizenship and
created enclaves that sequestered capital while limiting interactions with outsiders.14
Missionaries were very aware of these preferences for U.S. and European culture
among Guatemala’s political and social elite. Upon being transferred from Mexico in
1887 to take over the Guatemala mission, Haymaker reported, “Mexico is the negative or
repelling pole, and Guatemala (is) the positive or attracting pole of Americanism.”
Haymaker also told the Presbyterian board that Guatemala’s “pro-American feelings”
boded well for the mission and that the missionaries should use the sentiment to their
advantage.15 In the nineteenth century, missionaries like Haymaker also made civilizing
a central part of their evangelization efforts.16 Missionaries often associated effective
evangelization with reforming converts’ dress, hygiene, language, and sporting
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preferences so that they matched prevailing practices in the United States.17 From 1882
to 1891, the most visible work of the mission was the Colegio Americano, a school that
promoted itself to future students as providing U.S.-style education and offered classes
almost exclusively in English. Despite the fact that the school eventually closed due to
lack of interest and that many students opted out of the religious components of the
curriculum, Haymaker later characterized it as a success because it achieved “the
fundamental task of liberalizing Guatemala.” Beyond the school, missionary preaching
also connected salvation not only to theology but also to civilizing projects like literacy
and hygiene, and several missionaries even mixed references to contemporary
sociological theory into their messages in order to highlight the complete cultural reform
that Protestantism could work.18
The First Guatemalan Mission
With the exception of a failed, one-year experiment by the Central American
Mission (CAM) in 1896 and brief itineration trips by the American Bible Society in the
same year, the Presbyterians were the only Protestant missionaries in Guatemala from
1882 to 1899. As many previous studies have noted, Presbyterians entered Guatemala in
large part due to Liberal political patronage, so much so that the relationship between
Protestantism and president Barrios has taken on a mythical quality. The story, which is
often repeated both by Guatemalan Protestants and in the scholarly literature, begins with
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Barrios’s diplomatic visit to New York in 1882. During this trip, the president allegedly
sought out members of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions and requested that
they send a missionary to Guatemala. In response, the board diverted John Clark Hill
from China to Guatemala, and he subsequently traveled to Central America in Barrios’s
retinue. Once in Guatemala, Barrios acted as the mission’s patron, backing Hill with
both his finances and his influence.19
Much of this story is based in fact, but like many origin myths, repeated retellings
have somewhat augmented the actual events and in turn overestimated their importance
relative to later developments. It is fair to describe Barrios as a quintessential Latin
American Liberal of the period, especially in his relationship with the Catholic Church.
Upon assuming the presidency in 1873, Barrios unleashed a litany of anti-clerical decrees
that, among other things, forced priests to submit to civil courts, expelled monastic
orders, criminalized the cloistering of nuns, and secularized marriage.20 Also like his
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politically liberal contemporaries, Barrios saw religious freedom as a way to entice
desirable immigrants from the U.S. and Northern Europe. In his 1873 decree announcing
freedom of worship, Barrios explicitly stated, “The right to freedom of religion in
Guatemala would remove one of the principal obstacles which has heretofore impeded
foreign immigration to our country, for many do not wish to settle where they are not
allowed to exercise their religion.”21 As Garrard-Burnett points out, the primary
connection that Barrios and fellow Liberals made when passing such decrees was not
between progress and Protestant religion but rather between progress and the culture of
Europe and North America. In the thought of pragmatic positivists like Barrios,
economic, industrial, and technological advancement required being more culturally
similar to the United States and Northern Europe. Such ideas meshed well with the views
of the earliest Presbyterian missionaries, but that did not mean that Barrios was
preoccupied with introducing Protestantism as a religion for Guatemalans.22
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On the 1882 trip that brought Barrios to New York, recruiting Protestant
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Board minutes show that Hill’s original commission to Guatemala came in April
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mission, but the initiative lay with the Presbyterians and not with Barrios. F.F.
Ellinwood, who served as secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions from
1871 to 1907 and who organized the denomination’s entry into Guatemala, wrote a letter
about the mission’s origins in 1899. He recounted that he initiated contact with Barrios
on the advice of a Mexican diplomat rather than the other way around. Ellinwood
reported that Barrios did not solicit missionaries but that he did offer to defray Hill’s
expenses.26 Ellinwood also claimed to have turned down Barrios’s aid, but nonetheless
Hill leaned heavily on the president once in Guatemala. Hill lived in a house he rented
from Barrios for a nominal sum; the president offered bodyguards to protect the
missionary; and Barrios instructed his advisors to send their children to the Colegio
Americano. A U.S. traveler who passed through Guatemala on vacation early in 1885
remarked that “no one dared offer any opposition (to the mission or the school), for
(Barrios’s) word was law.” However, she also noted that in private conversation the
better members of society derided the Colegio Americano as a “Protestantería (a shop for
making Protestants).”27
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After Barrios’s death in 1885, Hill acknowledged that the president’s support was
“a matter of show” and that many locals saw the mission as “a new freak of Barrios.”28
Between 1882 and 1885, Hill had tried and failed to make himself and the mission part of
the elite social scene in Guatemala, primarily at the urging of Barrios. This posturing
proved problematic for Hill on two counts. First, for many elite locals and expatriates in
the mission’s target audience, church attendance ran a distant second to bullfights, horse
races, and the theater as preferred social activities. These elite preferences were
especially problematic for Hill who, despite his support for Liberalism’s civilizing goals,
held to an orthodox and conservative moral theology that frowned on the alcohol
consumption and gambling that accompanied these activities.29 Second, a missionary
salary did not provide Hill with adequate means to participate in high society. Although
competition with secular social activities limited Hill’s success, it was the financial strain
of trying to participate in such social circles that eventually erased even modest gains. In
1887, the board recalled a bankrupted Hill from the field after receiving several
independent reports from international businessmen about how Hill’s social life and
business dealings were interfering with the mission work.30 Hill’s departure came on the
heels of several negative incidents including the government banning him from
publishing sermons because of an incendiary tract against Catholicism and a spat between
28
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Hill and Mary L. Hammond – one of two teachers at the missionary school – over her
Congregationalist upbringing.31 However, the leading factor in his dismissal was his
poor personal finances and especially his entanglement in a failed railroad investment
scheme.32
This version of the origins of Protestantism in Guatemala does not deny that the
missionaries and the Liberal government of Barrios were connected. Presbyterian
missionaries certainly received support from Barrios even if he did not orchestrate their
arrival. The two groups also shared similar, though not identical, ideologies. However,
the details of this account demonstrate that the links created by these similar ideologies
were more detrimental than helpful to early evangelization efforts. Response to the
mission from both Spanish-speaking and English-speaking residents of the capital was
tepid at best, and in this situation, Protestantism’s main competitor was not the Catholic
Church but rather the secular forms of Liberalism favored by the upper class. Following
the counsel of Barrios and his advisors, Hill and the two schoolteachers who joined him
in 1884, Hammond and Annie Ottaway, did not focus their energies on the largest sector
of the Guatemalan population, which was poor indigenous people and Ladinos. Even if
they had, their message was not sufficiently distinct from the political discourse of the
Barrios regime to have expected many adherents. The elites whom the missionaries did
target chose not to align with the mission for different reasons. Missionary discourses of
civilization and progress were attractive enough, as evidenced by elites’ willingness to
31
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enroll their children in the mission school, but the actual practices of the mission were
less inviting. The type of progress the mission espoused was more readily available in
other venues where the proprietors had sufficient financial and political capital to
maintain a higher level of influence than the missionaries. Because of this competition, if
any significant evangelization efforts were to take root, the missionaries needed either to
adjust their message or to redefine their target audience. Eventually, they would do both
but not before decades of trial and error.33
John Clark Hill and Luis Canal
Hill’s tenure as the head of the Presbyterian mission exemplified the failure of
missionaries to connect with locals on almost all levels. In addition to the problems
described above, Hill also argued with his board about whether he even needed to preach
in Spanish. Hill arrived believing that his assignment was to operate an English-language
church for expatriates and to teach English in a mission school. The board eventually
compelled him to shift to Spanish-language ministry, but Hill never learned Spanish
fluently enough to preach without reading from a transcript edited by a bilingual
assistant.34 Despite this deficiency, Spanish services did begin in Guatemala City in May
1883, but it was not Hill who led them. Rather, it was a “native helper” named Luis
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Canal whose short and turbulent tenure from 1883 to 1884 offered the first glimpse into
the relationships between missionaries and local leaders.35
Hill and the board consistently referred to Canal as a “native helper,” but
technically, he was probably not a native of Guatemala. Canal arrived in Guatemala from
Mexico where he had been working for some time with a Presbyterian missionary named
J. Milton Greene. In his letter of introduction, Greene referred to the 64-year-old Canal
as a “reverend,” indicating that he received theological training and probably even
ordination at the Presbyterian seminary in Mexico City. Mexico may have been Canal’s
home country, but he had lived in Guatemala City before, having married and received an
annulment there in 1858 before converting to Protestantism. Regardless of his birthplace,
Canal was a Spanish-speaker who knew little, if any, English. This was enough for Hill
and the mission board to consider him a native.36
Like Hill, Canal’s non-ministry baggage would eventually be his undoing in the
mission. While Canal was working for the mission, he sued a man named Balmes who
had married Canal’s former wife. Canal’s goal in the suit was to reclaim property that he
said Balmes had unjustly claimed as his own. In the summer of 1884, Hill and the board
dismissed Canal on the pretext that he was ignoring his pastoral duties in order to pursue
35
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this lawsuit.37 However, records of Canal’s year in the mission’s employ reveal deeperseated conflicts between Canal and Hill. Surviving documents only touch the surface of
the theological differences between the two men, but issues of authority and the right to
lead in the mission are central to their dispute. Even though the Hill-Canal affair is not
identical to later events, it does foreshadow significant conflicts over authority that would
plague missionary-convert relations for decades, and this interaction offers the first
evidence of tension between members of these two groups.
Hill’s unease about sharing his ministry with Canal began several months before
the Mexican minister even arrived in Guatemala. In January 1883, Hill received a letter
from Greene announcing that he was sending a minister familiar with Guatemala to assist
the new mission work there. Hill immediately complained to the board that the work in
Guatemala City was not big enough for two people and that perhaps Canal could go to
Quetzaltenango, located some 125 miles to the west.38 Hill’s insistence that he did not
need Canal’s help was disingenuous at best. To that point, Hill had refused to begin a
Spanish service because he did not have the necessary language skills, and the next year,
as he was in the process of dismissing Canal, Hill reported to the board that they only
way he could take over Canal’s Spanish duties was if another male missionary came from
the U.S. to assist him. In that letter, Hill stated unequivocally that he wanted a U.S. coworker a not “a helper from Mexico.”39
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Despite Hill’s protests, Canal arrived on May 7, 1883, and two weeks later he
presided over the first Spanish-language Protestant service in Guatemala. The makeup of
the congregation for that evening service reflected the early priorities of missionaries.
Hill reported that the sixty-two people who attended were “almost entirely of the better
class of people, there were probably six or eight of the working, trades people, or servant
class.” Among those “better class” people in attendance were military officers and
families of government officials but not the president himself. Canal’s message for the
services came from Luke 24:47 and dealt with “the repentance and remissions of sins.”40
Hill’s description of the sermon was not critical but neither was it a ringing endorsement.
He reported that Canal preached for thirty minutes “though he rambled somewhat,” and
that the missionary had not received “adverse criticism” from anyone who attended.
However, Hill did express concern that Canal expended too much energy criticizing
priests, and he told the board that he had advised Canal to avoid “‘pitching in’ against
Catholicism.”41
Hill’s tentative response to the first sermon likely resulted in part from his lack of
fluency in Spanish, and because of his language struggles it is quite likely that Hill’s
critiques about rambling and “pitching in” were not his own but rather reflected feedback
from Hill’s political benefactors. The Spanish-speaking political and financial backers of
the mission were definite in expressing their concerns about Canal to Hll. They were not
pleased even though they apparently withheld judgment after the first sermon. Canal
40
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continued to preach weekly to crowds of about sixty people, and the more he preached
the more opposition Hill heard. Hill reported, “several of our best friends think he is not
flexible enough to adapt himself to the condition of his hearers. He has the idea that
Guatemala today is the same as it was when he was here 25 years ago, but it is not, it is in
some respect very different to Mexico... He ‘goes in’ on the idea that the people know
the difference between the Gospel and Romanism and uses terms and illustrations that go
over their heads.”42 Hill is sufficiently vague here that any interpretation of these
complaints warrants caution. However, subsequent letters made it clear that the “friends
of the mission” Hill referenced were the president and members of his cabinet. Their
concerns clearly related to Canal’s attacks on Catholicism, although it is doubtful that
they worried he was using illustrations that people did not understand. Rather, it is more
likely that they were concerned that his preaching might instigate civil unrest rather than
promote the visions of harmonious progress they hoped Protestantism would reinforce.
By 1883, anti-clericalism was not the main focus of the Barrios government
because the president had already dealt with the issue decisively and weakened the
institutional Catholic hierarchy so much that it was no longer a direct threat. Despite this
political ebb, however, the Catholic Church still represented a potential threat to the
regime because it remained the faith of the masses. After more than a decade of Liberal
rule, revolts and rumors of revolt remained common, and the president did not wish to
suffer needless provocation of their opponents when he had already turned his attention
to other matters. Additionally, beginning around 1880, Catholic prelates had started to
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make concessions to the Liberal government. Barrios responded in kind by granting the
clergy privileges such as exemption from military duty and even limited leeway to open
new schools. This good will progressed so much that by 1883 the government was in the
midst of drafting a new agreement with Rome that both sides hoped would assuage
earlier tensions and pave the way for some level of cooperation between the church and
the state. The last thing Barrios needed was for a numerically insignificant but politically
allied sect like the Presbyterians to open up old wounds or to create new ones.43
For Canal, however, the faults of the Catholic Church were eternal rather than
temporal, and they could not be fixed by political negotiations. Canal’s preoccupation
with Catholicism is evident in one of his few surviving letters. In July 1883, he wrote a
report on his activities to the mission board, and he opened by stating that his personal
mission was “evangelizing these people (Guatemalans), delivering them from Romanism
and making known the true Christianity.” He also focused his attention not on the urban
elites who represented Hill’s target audience but on Guatemala’s indigenous population,
which he described as “simple, docile, obedient and pure enough in habits, but having for
a religion fanaticism with all its idolatry.” In the same letter, Canal expressed confidence
the he, like Hill, had the support of the president, but that evidently was not the case.
Canal’s anti-Catholic messages risked opening up controversies that were barely in the
past; and in response, the mission’s “friends” in the government suggested that Hill
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remove Canal from the pulpit and simply have someone translate the missionary’s
English sermons for reading in the Spanish services.44
By the spring of 1884, the Spanish services had become such a source of tension
that Hill felt compelled to take action. Still apparently unsure of the content of Canal’s
sermons, the missionary interpreted requests from “the better class of natives” for him to
take over the Spanish services as complaints about the length of Canal’s sermons.
Finally, Barrios, his secretary of treasury, and his secretary of war held a private meeting
with Hill in which they urged him to sever relations with Canal because he “was doing
(the mission) great harm.” One of the men at this meeting, likely Barrios, told Hill, “You
are losing ground everyday by his connection with your mission. It is on account of our
interest in the success of the mission that we speak thus.”45 Hill acted quickly on this
advice even though none of these three men had ever personally set foot in the mission.
He wrote to board secretary Ellinwood within a week asking him to remove Canal. Hill
based his request on the preacher’s lawsuit and his alleged ineffectiveness conducting
pastoral visits within the congregation. Hill also enlisted Ottaway and Hammond to write
letters asking for Canal’s removal, despite the fact that the pair understood less Spanish
than Hill. Hammond prefaced her letter by saying, “Of course I could not understand the
Spanish preaching, yet could but notice a difference in the apparent, general impression
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when Mr. Hill preached from the apathy frequently manifested during Mr. Canal’s
discourses.” Ottaway similarly wrote of “impressions” and “appearances” before saying,
“we are studying Spanish every day but of course can’t expect to make the progress we
might were we free to use our best energies on it (rather than teaching English).”46
Canal may well have been distracted by his lawsuit, and the fact that complaints
made their way to the president is ample evidence that some of his hearers preferred
Hill’s sermons. However, complaints about Canal’s ineffectiveness overlooked his
success relative to Hill when it came to attracting Guatemalans. Hill took over the
Spanish services in June 1884 by reading sermons from manuscripts that he translated
with the help of his Spanish teacher.47 In contradiction to earlier claims of Canal’s
pastoral inattentiveness, however, Hill complained to the board that after being dismissed
Canal had opened a new service in the capital that “succeeded in drawing off quite a
number of our regular attendants.” That competition only subsided when, under pressure,
Canal moved to Quetzaltenango to live with his son.48 After Canal’s departure from the
capital, Hill reported that fifty people attended the next Spanish service.49 However,
those numbers dropped quickly. By the end of the year, the average attendance was
seventeen and sometimes as low as eight.50
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Despite its declining attendance and questionable adherence to Presbyterian
doctrine, Hill felt the congregation was stable enough by December to accept its first full
members. Of the nine original members, one was Hill’s eleven-year-old son, two were
railroad functionaries whose bosses were prominent members of the English
congregation, two were relatives of Liberal politicians, and the remaining four were
artisans or pensioners. Hill offered few details of these new members’ views on
Protestant theology, but he was careful to specify that all were “sober, temperate, honest,
and respected,” values that played well in the discourses of order, progress, and
civilization.51 In 1885, Hill claimed that there was a “decided increase in attention and
interest” in the city, but he did not substantiate that claim in his statistical report. Not
only did he report no new members of the church; he also indicated that two existing
members faced disciplinary action.52 In 1886, Hill announced that those two problematic
members had “gone cold” but were replaced by two new converts, a “peddler of notions”
and a woodworker. In this report, Hill also admitted for the first time that the church did
not attract poor Guatemalans.”53
In the midst of this controversy, the mission lost its primary patron when Barrios
died in battle in 1885. The next year, Hill made matters worse by angering the new
government of Manuel Barillas with the publication of a tract that employed the same
anti-Catholic rhetoric that had landed Canal in the government’s bad graces. Hill never
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explained the tract publicly other than to say that he wrote it in response to increased
opposition from priests. However, the government’s public denunciation of Hill and the
mission made it clear that such rhetoric was even less welcome then than it was before
Barrios’s death.54 Liberals distaste for Hill’s rhetoric was due in no small part to the fact
that the force of Barrios’s personality had been the glue holding together Liberals and the
Catholic Church in a fragile détente. When Barrios died, the Vatican agreement of 1884
disintegrated when the Guatemalan assembly, which was led by Liberals wishing to
protect their political gains against the Church, refused its ratification.55 This launched a
new power struggle between politicians and the Church that was not resolved until
October 1887 when Barillas declared himself dictator and expelled Archbishop Ricardo
Casanova y Estrada from the country.56
As was the case with Canal just a few years earlier, the Liberal politicians could
not afford inflammatory rhetoric from allies in the Presbyterian mission who had no
political capital of their own. Thus, with Hill’s political patrons angry, his personal
finances in ruin, and the Spanish congregation dwindling, the board recalled him in
January 1887 ending the first phase of missionary work in Guatemala, which included
more conflict than conversion. Hill arrived with the patronage of a strong president, but
that patronage proved more of a curse than a blessing as Barrios dictated, or at the very
least strongly influenced, the style of Protestantism that Hill would preach and the
audience he would address, both in services and in the Colegio Americano.
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The only member of the mission to attempt any deviation from this Liberal line of
thought was Canal, and not coincidentally he experienced some numerical success in his
short tenure. Other than the importance of differentiating Protestantism from
Catholicism, we are left with little of Canal’s actual theology. However, his case points
to later issues that arose concerning the relationships between missionaries and “native”
ministers. When Canal arrived he carried the title of “reverend,” implying that the
Mexican mission had ordained him. In contrast, a 1904 denominational history refers to
Canal as a “licentiate,” a trainee with fewer clerical rights than an ordained pastor;57 and
by 1912, in an apparent act of collective forgetting, the denomination attributed the early
Spanish services directly to Hill, completely omitting any reference to Canal.58 Although
the mission employed several “native helpers” in the years following Hill’s departure, the
Presbyterians did not ordain a Guatemalan minister until 1925.59 Later missionaries also
sought to redeem Hill’s legacy, often at the expense of Canal, by crediting Hill as a
pioneer who began the first Spanish congregation in Guatemala by currying favor with
Liberal politicians.60
Edward Haymaker and the Rebirth of the Presbyterian Mission
For nearly a year following Hill’s departure, the Presbyterian mission in
Guatemala consisted solely of Hammond and Ottaway. The schoolteachers were less
than comfortable with this arrangement, especially since the country’s political situation
57
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was rapidly deteriorating. An uprising in the highland department of Huehuetenango and
disagreements with the legislative assembly led to Barillas declaring himself dictator, and
by October 1887, he had installed a new assembly that reinforced the Liberal
constitutions of 1879 and 1885. It was during this period that Archbishop Casanova y
Estrada attempted to reassert the power of the Catholic Church and that Barillas
responded by exiling him, a move that would not be overturned until 1897. Barillas’s
dismissal of the legislature and removal of the figurehead of the Church illustrated the
tenuous position of Liberals even after sixteen years in power. No doubt these events
reinforced admonitions that the Protestants not stir up trouble with the Catholic Church. 61
During this tumult, Hammond and Ottaway’s involvement in the mission
remained largely limited to the Colegio Americano. Neither was entirely confident in her
Spanish, and denominational rules stipulated that a man should lead both the mission as a
whole and individual worship services. By the late-nineteenth century, female
missionaries were increasingly common, especially in educational contexts, but women
often operated in officially subordinate roles. Thus, Hammond and Ottaway were caught
between the equally male-dominated worlds of Guatemalan politics and Protestant
hierarchies at a time when the Presbyterian mission was already in disarray. During this
period, English services continued under the leadership of a U.S. diplomat, but the
Spanish congregation foundered. Thus, for most of 1887, the only consistent public
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presence of the mission in the capital was an educational institution that operated in
English and, by law, could not be evangelistic in focus.62
In September 1887, just days after the archbishop’s exile, new leadership of the
mission arrived in the form of Edward Haymaker. Haymaker was previously stationed in
Mexico and spoke Spanish fluently. More significantly, he entered the country with a
well-formed progressive theology that complemented Guatemala’s political program
while at the same time viewing it skeptically. This ideological preparation gave
Haymaker a level of nuance that Hill never achieved in his dealings with the
government.63 As both Bogenschild and Garrard-Burnett discuss, Haymaker’s thinking
was closely related to Social Gospel theology, and Haymaker’s propensity for “social
uplift” work reflected this influence.64 However, it is important not to place the
missionary squarely within the Social Gospel proper. Although precursors to the Social
Gospel existed in urban U.S. areas as early as the 1870s, a unified Social Gospel
movement did not emerge until the turn of the twentieth century when Walter
Rauschenbusch articulated that systemic reforms were central to the Christian doctrine of
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salvation.65 In both its nascent and institutional phases, the Social Gospel was closely
aligned with the U.S. Progressive movement and its call for reforms like child labor laws,
a minimum wage, and safer working conditions. Haymaker never expressed such
concerns as his guiding principles even when he shifted his focus to working class and
poor Guatemalans several years after arriving in the country. Instead of focusing on
institutional reform, Haymaker emphasized “uplift,” by which he meant training
individuals to change their practices so that they could advance in society and become
more “useful.”66
Rather than being a partisan of the Social Gospel, Haymaker was a product of the
same liberal theological milieu that sparked that movement. His thought paralleled the
Social Gospel in that he did not conceive Christian salvation as only an individual event.
Instead, both preached that salvation changed society as well as individuals. However,
Haymaker’s focus on a bottom-up paradigm individual uplift rather than the Social
Gospel’s top-down model of social reform differentiated him from that movement. In the
most systematic description of his theology, Haymaker declared,
Christ fixed regeneration as the first and most fundamental work of his mission
(John 2:2). But he did not limit his activities to procuring the new birth. He dealt
much in the Scriptures (literature); He taught square dealing to the masses
(sociology); gave a special course to his Apostles (Seminary education); taught
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the multitudes how to live a normal happy life (Uplift); He healed the sick
(medical work); His activities embraced the whole of normal life.67
Some of these ideas underlay the Social Gospel, but they are more accurately part of a
larger theologically liberal movement, which was more closely associated with
Modernism than with Progressivism.68
Haymaker’s concern with literacy, sociology, education, uplift, and medical
science matched the prevailing political program in Guatemala. Despite their similar
interests, however, Haymaker recognized the dangers of indebting himself materially or
otherwise via patronage. When he arrived, he was careful to decline direct government
aid, but at the same time he aligned himself with the Barillas government’s Liberal
programs. In a personal meeting between the two men shortly after Haymaker’s arrival,
Barillas asked the new missionary directly, “Of what use can you be to us?” Haymaker’s
reply, though surely tempered by the obvious power differential, was tellingly
progressive. Haymaker reported to the board, “I called his attention to the liberalizing
power of the Gospel on the people; to the attitude of our church regarding obedience to,
and support of the existing civil power.” The result was a continuation of government
assistance and protection though not the personal patronage that had been both a blessing
and a curse for Hill. Even without this close dependence, Haymaker’s continued
alignment with the politically liberal leadership of Guatemala meant that the new
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missionary did not attempt to change the mission’s evangelization tactics, which
continued to mirror the interests of the Liberal elites.69
The test these tactics faced when Haymaker arrived was demanding to say the
least. In the capital, Haymaker found a relatively intact English congregation thanks to
the U.S. diplomat’s interim preaching but a Spanish congregation that had all but faded
away. Several Spanish-speaking converts had even publicly renounced their affiliation
with the Protestants. In his first Spanish service, Haymaker had five “native” attendees
where Hill had claimed twelve members and an average attendance of thirty-five before
leaving.70 Even these five hardly represented a faithful remnant. Their varying levels of
devotion to the young mission, and their different reasons for attending presaged little
hope for any phoenix to rise from the old congregation’s ashes. Nonetheless, the
identities of these five lend themselves to a useful rubric for categorizing people who
associated with the mission in the final two decades of the nineteenth century. Among
the five members were three distinct types of converts: 1) converts of convenience who
were Liberal elites attempting to capitalize on foreign relationships, 2) so-called
“fanatics” who were socially and theologically conservative and who were aggressive in
expressing their new religion, and 3) supposedly model converts who adopted civilizing
ideologies but followed missionary warnings about avoiding secular forms of Liberalism.
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Converts of Convenience
The most socially prominent of the remaining members when Haymaker arrived
was Victor Sánchez Ocaña. Sánchez had been Hill’s Spanish tutor and was a cousin of
the treasury minister who was in the group that urged Canal’s dismissal. Despite having
only converted to Protestantism in the fall of 1884, Hill made sure that Sánchez became
the church’s first elder just a few months later because, as the missionary explained, he
boasted a European education, “a breadth of culture,” and was a member of “one of the
most prominent families in the republic.”71 Those traits may have made him a key link in
the political patronage system that sustained the mission, but they did not prove very
helpful for spreading the Protestant gospel. In 1887, Haymaker reported that Sánchez
had led sporadic Spanish services after Hill’s departure but “he does not attend either
regularly or punctually (and) seems to have no interest in the welfare of the
congregation.” While he neglected the congregation, Sánchez continued as a teacher at
the Colegio Americano. Haymaker expected to find Sánchez treating this job as a
ministry opportunity since none of the students were from families associated with the
mission. Instead, he discovered that Sánchez had demanded a doubling of his salary
since his conversion as a reward for affiliating with the mission.72
One other unnamed member among the five who remained after Hill’s departure
also fell into this category with Sánchez. This “chief member” of the church moved in to
the mission house after his conversion and insisted on living in the mission property rentfree because of his allegiance. What these two men shared in common was a high social
71
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position and a view of the mission as a source of both material and social capital. Unlike
Hill, Haymaker immediately realized that such a relationship was untenable, and he
moved the mission away from such tactics. Haymaker’s decision meant not only cutting
off material support for converts but also distinguishing between the mission’s interests
and the interests of the capital-city elites.73
Haymaker found two major problems with the old model of closely aligning
mission and elite interests. On a practical note, Haymaker admitted to the board that it
was too expensive to participate in high society. Learning from Hill’s mistakes,
Haymaker acknowledged that a missionary budget could not satisfy the demands of an
elite audience. Secondly, from his theological position Haymaker could not easily
overlook the “atheistical or indifferent” attitudes of the city’s “leading men.” Haymaker
distinguished between those who welcomed Protestants and those who embraced
Protestantism, and he began to realize that most supporters of the mission were eager to
welcome but would never convert.74 As Haymaker began to put new protocols into
place, it is little surprise that Sánchez and other well-connected Liberal converts drifted
away from Protestantism altogether. In 1891, Sánchez received an appointment to direct
a government school, and both he and the other “chief member” disappeared from church
records.75 However, these two men were not the last encounter the Haymaker-led
mission would have with such converts. As much as Haymaker opposed the atheistic
leanings of Liberal positivism, he could not help but see similarities between his ideas of
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social uplift and those of positivists. So, even though he avoided direct linkages between
the two enterprises, he continued to promote more indirect associations, and those still
produced problems for the missionary as he sought to exercise theological control over
the movement.
By 1889, Haymaker had gathered enough followers to identify six men as
potential ministers who were eligible for theological training. The mission board
suggested sending these students to Greene’s seminary in Mexico or even to the United
States, but Haymaker declined the offers out of fear that “students would not return or
come back to slap us in the face with some treachery.”76 Although Haymaker did not
explain this second concern, it may have stemmed from Ottaway and Hammond’s reports
about Luis Canal. Instead, Haymaker received permission to educate the six would-be
preachers himself and initiated a daily program that included theology, biblical studies,
and preaching. To pay for their studies, Haymaker hired the students as Bible salesmen
on a meager salary and sent them into the surrounding areas. This arrangement marked
both the first empowerment of Guatemalans by the mission and the first systematic
attempt to spread Protestantism beyond the capital.
In contrast to Hill’s earlier attempts to build a congregation among the elite,
Haymaker drew these six students entirely from the artisan class. However, Haymaker’s
focus on uplift treated the men’s social position as a starting point rather than an integral
part of their identity, and it also established Haymaker in a paternal role for new converts.
Haymaker’s version of “uplift work” sought to increase converts’ happiness through
76
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social betterment and included training Guatemalan’s to handle finances with an eye
toward capital accumulation rather than immediate consumption, advocating for
temperance, and introducing respectable pastimes that did not require drinking or
gambling. For the theology students, it also meant providing them a broad education.77
Although Haymaker was wary of the atheism associated with positivism, he
admired the scientific thinking and logic of the philosophy. Realizing that he did not
have the time to teach non-theological subjects, he sent three of his most literate students
to the state-run normal school for instruction in rhetoric, math, and science. The results
were disastrous. The science instructor at the national school was, in Haymaker’s words,
a “rank materialist,” and two of the three theological students found his version of
Liberalism more compelling than Haymaker’s. These two abandoned their theological
studies in favor of the opportunity to continue their education under the positivist
instruction of the normal school faculty. Haymaker responded by withdrawing the
remaining student and canceling plans to enroll the other three.78
What Haymaker realized too late was that the connections between Darwinian
naturalism and new forms of biblical interpretation were not limited to U.S. seminaries.
Although the Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy would not take center stage in the
public eye until the 1910s and 1920s, the seeds of that conflict had already sprouted in
the late 1800s in the form of Higher Criticism. This movement, which originated in
77
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Germany in the early 1800s and gained steam in England at mid-century in combination
with Darwin’s ideas about biological development, examined the historical origins of
biblical texts and argued that the scripture could be analyzed like any other form of
literature. Its danger to orthodox Protestants like Haymaker was that it had the potential
to marginalize, or even erase, claims to divine authorship. By the late 1800s, Higher
Criticism had gained followers within the Presbyterian establishment, and in the same
decade that Haymaker entered Guatemala, the Presbyterian Church was battling with
Union Seminary professor Charles Briggs over the role of this type of scholarship. After
a decade of rancor from 1881 to 1893, the denomination declared its belief in the inerrant
nature of Scripture and defrocked Briggs as a heretic. Union Seminary faculty responded
by pulling their institution out of the denomination.79
In Guatemala, the well-read Haymaker was well aware of this affair and other
parallel battles. In fact, he referred to his two wayward students’ theologies as an
“Ingersoll attitude,” referring to Robert G. Ingersoll, a noted agnostic of the latenineteenth century who pushed the results of Higher Criticism to their most extreme
conclusion that God had no role in creating the Bible.80 Since Haymaker directed their
biblical studies, it is doubtful that these two students knew who Ingersoll was or that they
had much, if any, awareness of the contentious debates within U.S. Presbyterianism.
Nonetheless, through exposure to positivism they developed similar views of biblical
history and religion. This encounter served as a reminder that the early missionaries did
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not operate in a vacuum where their only opponent was Catholicism. The shades of
theological gray that colored U.S. Protestantism in the late-nineteenth century also
emerged on the mission field, even when those ideas did not have any foreign proponents
present.
When Haymaker dismissed his two positivist-leaning students, their falling out
with the mission was permanent but not acrimonious. One of those who left was
Leonardo Mendoza, a former carpenter who had converted while working on building a
mission house in 1888. By 1889, Mendoza was conducting services in the capital.
However, his preference for the secular Liberalism of the national school was complete,
and in early 1891 he left the mission. Mendoza left the church only after having a long
conversation with Haymaker to explain his beliefs. He even maintained contact with
Haymaker for at least a decade and apparently was more materially successful after his
encounter with Haymaker’s liberalism than before, a hollow success for the missionary as
he began to reassess whether the overlap between his theology and Guatemala Liberal
ideology was a help or a hindrance to his ministry.81
Fanatics
A third member of the theological class, and also one of the original five
attendees when Haymaker arrived, proved problematic for an entirely different reason
than his classmates. After joining Hill’s congregation in 1886 and earning the trust of
Haymaker a year later, Mexican immigrant Victor González became one of the most
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important “native helpers” associated with the mission until 1909 when missionary
William Allison dismissed him from his job as a teacher in the mission school. That
incident apparently drove González away for good, but it was by no means the first time
that he and missionaries clashed over issues of theology and practice. González’s
conflicts with the missionaries were much different than his more liberal colleagues.
While those men took the germ of theologically liberal thought found in Presbyterian
theology and reinterpreted it in secular forms, González did the opposite. Somewhat like
Canal, he opted for a version of Protestantism that did not privilege Liberalism but rather
placed emphasis on the rigorous individual spirituality of conservatism that would later
give rise to Fundamentalism. For Haymaker, González’s tendency toward conservatism
was best understood as “fanaticism.”82 As important as this label is for understanding the
religious milieu of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, it is equally difficult
to pin down a precise meaning. Haymaker’s condemnation of González’s supposed
fanaticism did not occur in a vacuum, nor was the word an epithet peculiar to the
missionary. Rather, allegations of fanaticism were a common weapon both in the U.S.
and Guatemala at the time, and applying it to an opponent carried connotations that were
both definite – in that they were negative – and vague – in that they represented a broad
ad hominem attack.
In nineteenth-century Guatemala, fanaticism was most often a charge that
political liberals levied against the Catholic clergy. In this vein, “fanaticism” connoted a
militant opposition to modernizing social and economic reforms based on a religious
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argument. However, Liberals also highlighted the excessive and uncritical nature of their
opponents by equating fanaticism with ignorance.83 In U.S. religion of the nineteenth
century, the charge of “fanaticism” typically applied to Protestants rather than to
Catholics, and it was most commonly used to refer to camp meeting revivalists and
reformers who pushed against the boundaries of belief and practice set by old-line New
England orthodoxy.84 Protestants missionaries to Guatemala adeptly combined these
definitions in order to paint Catholics as militant, ignorant, and beyond the bounds of
Christian orthodoxy. Canal used the term when discussing the “idolatry” of venerating
saints’ images, and Haymaker employed it as a self-evident description of towns that
opposed the opening of Protestant outstations within their borders or of individuals who
publicly opposed the mission.85
Although Catholics were the main focus of this slur in Guatemala prior to the
1890s, it is important to note that neither Liberals nor Haymaker completely associated
Catholicism with fanaticism. They used it to refer to specific types of Catholicism that
they found narrow-minded and dangerous. Liberals focused their use of the terms on
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those who supported giving clerics secular power, and Haymaker limited his use of this
epithet to Catholics who opposed Protestant work either by violence or by alliance with
secular powers. It was not until the arrival of more conservative missionaries at the turn
of the twentieth century that fanaticism became a pure synonym for Catholicism.86 In
many ways, González embodied a precursor to this later conservative theology, and so it
is somewhat ironic that González and these later groups became the first Protestants in
Guatemala to be called fanatics. Haymaker combined the Guatemalan Liberal rhetoric
with the U.S. sense of the word fanatic and applied the term to González because of his
dogged anti-Catholic sermons that began around 1889.87 When the CAM became the
second U.S. missionary group in Guatemala just before 1900, Haymaker also called its
members fanatical because of their militant, and in his view ignorant, anti-Catholic
preaching. Haymaker later associated this Protestant fanaticism with “narrow sectarian”
ideologies, and when he and other missionaries tried to organize a united evangelical
denomination in the 1930s, he identified non-cooperating groups as “fanatical.”88
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So, while some converts could exceed the bounds of orthodoxy by being too
liberal, others could overstep orthodoxy on the conservative side and slip into fanaticism.
For Haymaker, fanaticism was apparently a lesser offense, and the missionary did not
remove González the mission’s payroll like he did with the more liberal students.
However, González’s conservatism still represented a challenge to the missionary’s
ideological hegemony and one that would prove much more problematic in the future.
When Haymaker first arrived, he viewed González not as a problem but as the
mission’s greatest asset. In his first letter from Guatemala, Haymaker reported two
“reliable” men in the congregation: one a Mexican and the other a “travelling pedlar (sic)
of small ability.”89 Though not named at the time, the Mexican was Victor González. In
December, Haymaker reported that he had been watching this Mexican and that aside
from his poor public speaking skills, the man was a model leader. In particular,
Haymaker praised González’s perseverance through the Hill affair, his “strong, logical,
and well put” arguments, and the fact that “he has never been afraid to let people know
that he was a protestant (sic).” This last point about González’s boldness would later
prove to be a point of contention, but at the time Haymaker decided that González was
the perfect man to become his first paid “native worker.” Haymaker hired him in January
1888 and outlined a training plan in which González would travel as an evangelist for one
month and then stay in the capital for the next month studying “with the idea of making a
minister out of him after a while if he proves to be the right kind of stuff.”90
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By February, González earned Haymakers’ trust and became the first recorded
member of the mission to preach outside of the capital. The missionary reported that
González spent three weeks traveling more than 350 miles on foot, preaching and selling
Bibles in communities east of the capital. 91 Haymaker also reported that González
returned “with the money for the entire stock of Bibles and books,” a note implying some
surprise at either González’s industry or honesty. It is likely that Haymaker was testing
González on both of these counts since he wrote the same year that the “the mixed or
‘Ladino’ race,” combined “the brilliancy, politeness, treachery and laziness” of Spaniards
with “occasional touches of the industry” of the Indians. With González seemingly rising
above his racially inherited “treachery” and “laziness,” Haymaker was ready to trust him
with greater responsibility.92
González continued preaching in areas outside of Guatemala City by himself, and
by the fall of 1889, two years after his arrival, Haymaker decided to entrust occasional
Spanish services in the city to González. Haymaker was shocked by what he heard. In
his memoirs, Haymaker recalled that in his first years the mission attracted more curiosity
seekers than converts, and among these were some leading Catholics including at least
one politically-liberal-leaning priest. Haymaker reported that this priest found the
missionary’s discourses similar to his own preaching, and the two men even struck up a
casual friendship. However, the priest was also present for one of González’s first
sermons, and when Haymaker’s trainee noticed the cleric in the back, he “abandoned his
text and theme, his Bible and decency and used his time firing a bitter tirade against the
91
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priests.” Haymaker never reported this event to his board, perhaps because González
represented half of his native force or perhaps because he had indirectly learned from
Hill’s conflict with Canal. However, Haymaker later recalled González’s preaching as
“never constructive, seldom instructive, and always destructive. He invariably opened
his address with the phrase ‘La Iglesia Romana’---and thence a tirade.” The missionary
also recalled González as lacking “spiritual life” and neglectful of religious matters when
he was the teacher in the mission’s school for boys from 1893 to 1909.93
Haymaker did not publish this critique until 1946, and he did not file negative
reports about González to the board during the actual events. So, the fact that González
left the mission on poor terms in 1909 probably played some role in this version of
events. However, Haymaker’s interpretation of González’s version of Protestantism is as
important as the preacher’s actual positions. Whatever the extent of González’s antiCatholic remarks, those were the basis of Haymaker’s condemnation of his trainee as a
“fanatic.” The missionary desired a measured and “proper” version of Protestantism to
take root among his flock, but his leading “native helper” instead offered a penetrating
and dogmatic critique of existing religious structures in the country, not unlike the
mission’s previous Mexican preacher, Luis Canal. González did not view his differences
with missionary Protestantism as a reason to leave either the mission or the faith, and his
fervency led him to redouble his efforts in evangelism so that by 1893 he had established
93
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himself as the mission’s “principal helper.”94 However, that same year Haymaker
transferred González from his evangelistic role to teach in the newly established boys’
school, an enterprise that was important to Haymaker but secondary to the board.
Haymaker never explicitly referred to this move as a disciplinary measure, but the
transfer seems to have been an effort to exert control over both González and
evangelization efforts because it removed the mission’s most prolific itinerant evangelist
from circulation and placed him in the same building as the lead missionary. At roughly
the same time, Haymaker also began his own evangelistic trips beyond the capital,
although he reported much less initial success than González in attracting audiences.
In 1891, the new boys’ school, later named La Patria, replaced the Colegio
Americano. Unlike the Colegio Americano, Haymaker insisted that La Patria focus its
energies on “the larger masses at the bottom of the social scale,” one of the earliest
indications that the mission was abandoning the elite focus that had produced little more
than political alliances. The school also focused heavily on vocational training and
“culture” training. The combination of this focus with renewed government regulations
limiting religious instruction in school meant that González spent more of his time
teaching blacksmithing than theology. His leadership of the school also meant that
Haymaker checked on him at least three times per week as opposed to occasional
debriefings following the month-long tours González took as a travelling preacher.95
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Transferring González, of course, meant that there was no one other than Haymaker who
could visit outlying areas on a regular basis. By this time, both the female schoolteachers
had left the mission, and two new missionary families, the Iddings and the Gates, had
arrived. These two couples provided little help for evangelization efforts. Daniel and
Minnie Iddings arrived in 1889 but spent more time at their private printing business than
working for the mission so that they were forced to resign in 1893. Rather than leave, the
Iddints sued the mission for control of printing facilities that were a hodgepodge of
private and mission property. Even after settling his case with the board, Iddings stayed
in Guatemala until 1901 pursuing business opportunities and attempting to found a rival
congregation.96 William and Clara Gates were much more faithful members of the
mission, but upon arriving in 1893, they spoke no Spanish. They would eventually open
the first mission station outside of the capital when they moved to Quetzaltenango in
1897, but at the time of González’s transfer they could not fill his role. Instead,
Haymaker turned to two new converts, brothers Anastasio and Silverio Samayoa, who fit
into the third category of early converts that offered Haymaker much more hope than
their peers, at least initially.
Model Converts
Upon their arrival in the mission, the Samayoa brothers became the favored sons
of the mission, largely because Haymaker believed that they embodied the ideals of what
a Guatemalan Protestant could be. Haymaker presented the details of his vision for such
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converts most clearly in his short-lived periodical of 1889 titled El Mensajero.97 After
realizing that Guatemala City’s elite would never form a core congregation, this monthly
paper was one of Haymaker’s first attempts to introduce the gospel to workers and
artisans. However, his desire to shift the focus of the mission’s proselytism efforts to
lower social castes did not yet coincide with a change in tactics. Haymaker later admitted
that El Mensajero failed because it had no audience. Even among those few non-elite
Guatemalans who were literate, the two-dollar-per-year subscription rate put it out of
reach of all but the richest residents, and local businessmen were apparently more aware
of the potential audience than Haymaker since regular advertisers included a French
perfume vendor, a Swiss jeweler, the Grand Hotel, and an importer of mechanized farm
equipment – all luxury items out of reach for the capital’s meager middle class.
While ineffective in reaching Guatemalans, the paper did demonstrate
Haymaker’s vision for these potential converts. The twelve issues of El Mensajero gave
some space to current events; but as editor, Haymaker declared that the periodical’s
primary purpose was “moral and religious.” In contrast to the fiery dogmatism of
González that had already strained relations in the mission, El Mensajero not only
avoided sectarianism but also adopted an almost theistic tone by declaring,
It is unnecessary to devote much time and space discussing insignificant details of
doctrine, which matter little whether one believes them or not, notwithstanding
the essential truths. It is better to open the books of nature and revelation to
discover as much as possible and take ownership of the principles of that unite
man and the Grand Architect of the Universe.
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In fact, the paper did not promote Protestantism explicitly but rather declared its object
was to be “a voice in favor of the tolerance and the sobriety and the just consideration of
primitive Christianity” and “against religious fanaticism and irreligiosity.”98
Although the paper included a few articles about Protestant activities, it never
compared them to Catholicism or critiqued Catholicism directly. It did, however, include
critical appraisals of Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism, which were all-but-invisible
threats in nineteenth-century Central America.99 The paper’s most common subjects
were promoting temperance, extolling the order of nature, and instructing women in
home economics. Even El Mensajero’s monthly Bible section focused on broad themes
like divine creation and the philosophy of Jesus. The narrowest dogmatic position taken
was declaring Christ’s divinity, which would hardly have ruffled any Catholic or Liberal
feathers. From these pages, as with Haymaker’s dedicatory sermon at the laying of the
chapel’s cornerstone, we can see that the missionary’s ideal converts would adopt a
rational form of religion that used science, thrift, and modernization to guard against
fanaticism, while not placing any of those three virtues above God himself. With
Anastasio and Silverio Samayoa, Haymaker believed he had finally found converts he
could mold into this image.100
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The Samayoas came from one of Guatemala’s few bourgeois families, the exact
demographic that Haymaker hoped to target with the revitalized mission. The brothers
received their early education from Catholic priests in Villa de Guadalupe, a small town
adjacent to Guatemala City, and had been expected to follow their father and grandfather
as civic and lay leaders in the community. When the Liberal reforms interrupted the
close alliance between Church and government in Villa de Guadalupe, Anastasio and
Silverio turned to commerce. According to family history, Anastasio remained a faithful
Catholic for a while but later turned toward secular “diversions” favored by Liberals.
Finding these unfulfilling, he then investigated the new Protestant mission and became
the first in his family to convert. In addition to bringing most of his family into the
mission, in 1892 Anastasio and his wife Felipa Braulia Dávila also become the first
Guatemalans to marry in a Protestant church. Their wedding was a significant event
because legitimating marriage was the most commonly preached topic by Protestant
missionaries not only in the nineteenth century but also well into the twentieth. The
Liberal reforms had removed marriage from the purview of the Church in the 1870s and
attached several new fees for couples seeking civil marriages. The result of these
religious and financial obstacles was the normalization of common-law conjugal
relationships, a situation that the Protestant missionaries viewed as immoral, unhealthy,
and uncivilized. With their marriage, Samayoa and Dávila became the first converts to
this Protestant point of view.101
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Although Samayoa joined the mission at least as early as his marriage in 1882,
Haymaker first mentioned him by name in his annual report of 1894, in which he noted
that Samayoa began assisting him with pastoral work in the early months of the year.
Notably, this was the same time that González moved from evangelism to education. By
December, Silverio had also begun working as a “lay helper,” and Haymaker officially
hired him in February 1895.102 In his report at the end of 1895, Haymaker announced
that the Samayoa brothers had “advanced enough to preach alone in outside points and do
the work of licenciates (sic).” Prior to this report, Haymaker’s correspondence indicated
a two-year lull in evangelistic work outside of the capital after he restricted the
unsupervised preaching of González. During this period when outside preaching
occurred only rarely and always under missionary supervision, the mission stagnated. In
late 1892, mission membership included twenty Spanish speakers and sixteen English
speakers.103 In 1893, missionaries reported little progress as Haymaker spent the first
nine months in the United States, and at the end of year “much of the gains were lost” as
parishioners chose sides in the dispute between Iddings and the board.104 The year 1894
saw only six new additions to the congregation, a gain partially offset by the suspension
of one other member.105
At the beginning of this period marked by González’s reassignment in 1893,
Haymaker had recruited “a group of young men who though not so very intelligent are at
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least in earnest and are bold in disseminating the gospel.”106 Apparently two years of
training had not produced sufficient progress. In his 1894 annual report, Haymaker
explained, “(T)he native helpers are not yet far enough advanced in their study to leave
with much responsibility. Each time that out work has been attempted, the meetings have
been disturbed by those who were tying to start an opposition church. It was prudent
therefore to work at short range. But now the opposition has disappeared.”107
Haymaker’s vagueness obscures any details about these opposition churches, even
whether they resulted from the workers themselves or from outside influences. However,
he makes two things clear. First, foreign missionaries had even less success in outlying
areas than they did in the capital during this period, and second, missionaries consciously
limited the activities of local preachers because they associated the unsupervised work of
these ministers with creeping heterodoxy. However, the pent up demand for some form
of Protestantism was apparently strong in the few areas where local converts had visited
before being reined in. The mission still received requests for preachers in areas that
González had visited previously, and in 1895, Haymaker allowed the Samayoa brothers
to take over preaching duties outside the capital without missionary supervision. Silverio
went west to Quetzaltenango, where about a dozen well-to-do Ladinos and several
foreigners had requested a new church, and Anastasio went east, where he took over the
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congregation in San Agustín Acasaguastlán that a bricklayer named Nicomedez Cruz had
founded in 1889 after working on the Presbyterian church building in the capital.108
Figure 1. Map of Nineteenth-century Presbyterian Stations

Silverio’s new field raised old problems for Haymaker. Most of the early support
for a Protestant church in Quetzaltenango came not from converts or even from Englishspeaking Protestants but rather from “people of other beliefs who are sympathizers.”109
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dominated the coffee industry in the western highlands, but many were “either good
Catholics who want their own church reformed, or atheists and spiritualists who think
that our principal occupation is to protest against Rome.” When Silverio arrived, these
“leading citizens” of the city had raised $1,500 to build a new church, a considerable
amount since the entire mission budget for the year was less than $7,000. However,
Haymaker was wary of accepting such support, no doubt because he remembered the
difficulty faced by the mission a decade earlier because of its alliances with Liberal
politicians.110
In the east, conditions were more favorable for Anastasio. Unlike Quetzaltenango,
San Agustín Acasaguastlán was a not a cultural center of Guatemala. However, its
position on the main road connecting the capital to the Caribbean coast did afford it
strong communication with the rest of the country. San Agustín Acasaguastlán also did
not possess the same wealthy plantation-owning class that dominated Quetzaltenango but
instead consisted mainly of peasants, artisans, and small landowners. These factors
seemed to have provided Anastasio Samayoa with more leeway than his brother had in
the west. After the church began in 1889, it was five more years before a foreign
missionary ever reported visiting the city. Nonetheless, the congregation there quickly
outgrew the missionary church in the capital and eventually doubled it in size.111 In
contrast, Haymaker began visits to Quetzaltenango in 1892 at the request of wealthy
foreigners and originally established an English-language service there that year. In
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1894, a year before sending Silverio, the missionary reported that progress among
Spanish speakers was difficult because the city was like Sodom and “the religion and
taste are so bestial.”112 This assessment could have reflected Haymaker’s opinion either
of the city’s Ladino elite who regarded Quetzaltenango as Guatemala’s “second city” and
as the capital of the country’s politically liberal ideology or of the majority indigenous
population whose syncretistic Catholicism hardly resembled Christianity at all to U.S.
missionaries.113
Without either a foreign-missionary foundation or the interference of elite power
struggles, the church at San Agustín Acasaguastlán flourished. Within a year of
Anastasio’s arrival, more than 100 residents had expressed a desire to convert to
Protestantism. Haymaker approved half of these for full membership and instructed
Samayoa to continue teaching the rest until they could comply with the mission’s
expectations of “a pure life,” by which he meant primarily that they needed to legalize
their conjugal relationships through civil marriage. Samayoa’s success led Haymaker to
declare in late 1895 that his protégé was “nearly ready for ordination.” However, any
expectation that the Guatemalan minister may have built based on this promise proved to
be unfounded. Questions about the readiness of other converts and growing external
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problems distracted Haymaker from any plans to ordain Anastasio despite his continued
success.114
In 1896 and 1897, San Agustín Acasaguastlán continued to flourish while
Quetzaltenango foundered, and Haymaker replaced Silverio with a Salvadoran convert
named Rodolfo Villavicencio because of complaints from the congregation. Haymaker
did not specify the nature of these complaints, but the process of removing the native
minister echoes Canal’s experience more than a decade earlier when elite, politically
liberal allies of the mission persuaded the lead foreign missionary to provide preaching
more to their liking. Villavicencio also lasted less than a year as an unsupervised
preacher in Quetzaltenango. In September 1897, despite the small and struggling
congregation in the western highlands, Haymaker decided that the city required a
permanent foreign missionary, and so he assigned William and Clara Gates to lead the
second official station of the mission.115 Neither Silverio Samayoa nor Villavicencio left
the mission at this point; they were merely reassigned for more training. Villavicencio
stayed on in Quetzaltenango under the watchful eye of the Gates while Samayoa moved
to San Agustín Acasaguastlán to assist his brother. With the Samayoa brothers working
together, the church continued its expansion. Both brothers, but primarily Anastasio,
traversed the eastern part of the country, preaching as far north as the Caribbean coast
and as far south as Esquipulas, a well-known Catholic pilgrimage site near the Honduran
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and Salvadoran borders. This locally led expansion continued despite deteriorating
conditions in the country. Haymaker acknowledged that the daily strain of travel
conditions, which included inclement weather, fleas, and poor food, was too much for
him or other foreign missionaries to handle on a regular basis. He colorfully noted that
when the CAM sent foreigners on such trips in neighboring countries “their missionaries
have gone home either to Heaven or the States without having accomplished much.”
Although he did travel occasionally for inspections in the nineteenth century, Haymaker
made it clear that he had no desire to suffer either form of home going.116
While the missionaries stayed mainly in the capital and Quetzaltenango, daily
hardship worsened for travelling preachers due to the country’s political climate. Armed
revolts became a regular occurrence in 1897 as the government of José María Reyna
Barrios weakened, and in February 1898 the president was assassinated. The upheaval
associated with this change brought open military conflict to most of the country, and San
Agustín Acasaguastlán was not exempt from either. In 1899, most males in the town,
including church members, had fled in order to avoid impressment into military service.
Although the Samayoa brothers avoided this fate, they were left with a greatly diminished
flock. Internal conflict also severely destabilized the Guatemalan peso. In the early
1890s, a peso was worth more than seventy cents in gold, but during Reyna Barrios’s
presidency its value dropped in half. The political stability following the president’s
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assassination only worsened matters, and the peso lost half its value again resting around
15 cents gold at the turn of the century.117
This rapid devaluation and the associated inflation wreaked havoc on mission
finances, which were budgeted and paid in local currency rather than in gold or U.S.
dollars. These economic changes meant that the value of board appropriations fell
precipitously at the turn of the century, and the decline hit native workers the hardest. At
its peak in 1893, the board allocated nearly $9,000 to the mission. Despite emergency
increases on a peso basis in the interim, by 1900 the allocation was half that. Because
missionary salaries were not cut, their share of the appropriation raced upward so that
they accounted for eighty percent of all budgeted funds by the turn of the century. The
remaining twenty percent was stretched between building maintenance, school expenses,
missionary travel expenses, printing press funding, and native worker salaries.118
By the 1899-1900 fiscal year, Silverio Samayoa had been removed from the
payroll. Anastasio Samayoa earned 690 pesos a year, the same amount he earned in 1896
before inflation halved the value of currency. Two newly hired preachers, Vicente
Duarte and Antonio Duarte earned a more paltry 420 pesos, and an otherwise anonymous
Bible woman named Irene de Castro received only 82.50 pesos. By way of comparison
to these four workers combined salary of 1,612 pesos, the two missionary couples in
Guatemala that year earned the equivalent of 16,000 pesos, and they were paid with the
more stable U.S. currency. In 1900, as the U.S. entered its own financial crisis, the board
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also cut appropriations on an absolute basis, exacerbating the problem. The cuts led to an
exodus of workers, including Anastasio Samayoa, as they sought other ways to provide
for their families.119
Despite this turmoil, in the late 1890s the station in San Agustín Acasaguastlán
led by Samayoa remained the closest thing the mission had to a bright spot, but
missionaries appeared unwilling to turn their attention toward working in similar outposts
where potential converts were more likely to be indigenous and less likely to be literate.
In 1900, the mission provided a fitting illustration for its preferred tactics when another
opportunity to erect a church building presented itself, this time in San Agustín
Acasaguastlán. The congregation had requested a church building as early as 1896, the
year that it officially formed as a congregation, and at that time Haymaker reported,
“Fortunately they will not need anything luxurious as almost the entire congregation lives
in grass-thatched wigwams.”120 However, even this modest request went unfulfilled, and
in 1900, just before Samayoa’s departure for financial reasons, the congregation again
requested help with a building. When Haymaker sought the advice of the board, he was
told that convincing the poor congregation to build its own church would be a good way
to measure its “vitality.” The board declined to make a donation to the project, and it was
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not until 1915 that the congregation would build its first permanent building, a structure
with a palm-frond roof and cane walls.121
This meant that the largest Protestant congregation in Guatemala closed out the
nineteenth century with no permanent structure, no physical missionary presence, and no
guarantee that its needs were a priority to the U.S. organization that introduced it to
Protestantism. In Guatemala City, on the other hand, the sturdy stone church Haymaker
and the blue-eyed child dedicated in 1888 stood in a prominent location only one block
from Central Park. It was strategically located amidst the government offices and leading
businesses that housed the educated element of society targeted by the nineteenth-century
Presbyterian mission. However, members of this audience largely chose to walk past the
chapel rather than enter it, and after seventeen years of work, the Guatemala City church
had an average attendance of fewer than twenty persons per week, not even enough to fill
half the seats in the buildings main hall.122
Conclusion
The Presbyterians’ meager attendance numbers in the nineteenth century readily
highlight their early evangelistic failure. However, the roots of that failure were much
more complex than the statistics indicate. Presbyterian missionaries arrived in Guatemala
in 1882 with a theology that heavily emphasized ideas like “civilization” and “progress,”
and these emphases made them natural allies of Guatemala’s ruling Liberal party, which
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promoted similar ideals. These shared interests initially seemed to work in the
Protestants’ favor as the government provided missionaries with financial support and
important social connections. However, government officials were not as personally
interested in Protestantism as either early missionaries or some later scholars believed.
As positivists, their view of “progress” was secular rather than religious, and they
considered Protestant missionaries as assets to the country not because of their potential
to convert Guatemalans but because of their relationship to foreign capital.
Within a few years, the dangers of the close relationship between Presbyterian
missionaries and the Liberal government manifested themselves in two ways. Most
prominently, missionary John Clark Hill overextended himself financially by attempting
to maintain the same lifestyle as Liberal benefactors like President Justo Rufino Barrios.
Hill’s personal financial troubles led to his firing and almost closed the mission itself.
Less prominent but more significant was the case of Luis Canal, the mission’s “native
helper” and Spanish preacher who offered an alternative to Hill’s civilizing theology by
preaching a more conservative and overtly anti-Catholic Protestant message. Canal’s
approach attracted new interest in the mission, and his strident opposition to Catholicism
seemed to align with Liberal anti-clericalism. However, his approach actually threatened
to re-energize religious opponents already vanquished by Barrios, and the president
personally intervened in mission affairs and convinced Hill to expel Canal. This action
proved how much control political actors had over the mission and also extinguished the
only alternative to the missionaries’ civilizing theology. Not surprisingly, it also initiated
a period of decline for the mission.
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The arrival of missionary Edward Haymaker in 1887 marked a new era for the
Presbyterians. Even though he clung just as tightly as Hill to the rhetoric of civilizing,
Haymaker avoided direct alliances with Liberal elites. The new missionary’s steady
emphasis on progress did not look much different than political Liberalism to most
Guatemalans, but he did build a modest base of converts who fell into three categories:
converts of convenience, fanatics, and model converts. Haymaker chased away many
converts in the first category because of their lack of commitment, but he also lamented
that some drifted into this group because they used his teaching as a springboard into
secularism. For those in the second category, Haymaker tried to rein in tendencies that
he interpreted as ignorance or militant dogmatism, but he was not willing to dismiss these
converts because they were committed to Protestantism. Early “fanatic” Protestants
tended to be successful in raising interest in the movement, and their preaching resonated
with certain sectors of Guatemalan society. However, Haymaker worried that these
fanatic preachers were causing more trouble than their success was worth, and so he
chose to replace them with the handful of preachers he deemed to be “proper.”
These few proper preachers were Haymaker’s model converts, and they illustrated
what early missionaries hoped Protestantism would become in Guatemala. They soaked
up the teachings of the Presbyterians without straying into either secularism or
fanaticism, and the missionaries rewarded this faithfulness by entrusting three of these
model converts – Anastasio Samayoa, Silverio Samayoa, and Rodolfo Villavicencio –
with preaching duties around the country. Notably, these three Guatemalan preachers
attracted the most interest in areas where they had the least missionary supervision. This
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development indicates that even those converts who conformed to missionary
expectations differed in some way from their mentors. Moreover, this difference was
correlated to attracting other converts, and in the few areas where model evangelists
operated with minimal oversight, they produced the largest nineteenth-century churches.
Although specific evidence of how nineteenth-century converts interpreted and preached
Protestantism differently than missionaries does not exist, statistical confirmation of this
trend points to a developing divide between foreign and local versions of Protestantism
that would become increasingly important in the twentieth century.
This nascent divide was the legacy of nineteenth-century missionary
Protestantism. The missionaries’ civilizing program achieved limited results and in some
ways actually harmed the mission. However, the few local leaders who did join the
mission before 1900 were able to adapt that theology in ways that resonated with other
Guatemalans. Although the process of adaptation in this period remains unclear, it is
apparent that these local preachers were beginning to modify imported missionary
theology and to spread those modifications in ways that made them more effective
Protestant ambassadors than foreign missionaries themselves.
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Chapter 2: The De-Centering of Missionary Structures in the Twentieth Century
By the turn of the twentieth century, the fortunes of the Presbyterian mission in
Guatemala had reached their nadir, and board members were ready to recall their
personnel, abandon their projects, and sell their facilities to another mission.1 This
despair grew out of missionaries’ failed attempts to find common ground between
civilizing Christianity and Liberal politics, which in turn led to poor financial decisions
and to an inability to connect with potential converts. However, the board’s despair also
revealed another significant change in the local religious landscape. The reason that the
board was willing to liquidate its assets was that there was another mission available to
take over the Presbyterians’ work; and more than that, the board considered these other
missionaries more capable than their own to carry out the task of evangelizing
Guatemala.
This other mission was the CAM, which established its first permanent station in
Guatemala in 1899. Like the Presbyterian mission, the CAM was a Protestant group
from the United States, and to Guatemalans early CAM missionaries were mostly
indistinguishable from Presbyterians. They were all fair-skinned foreigners with a new
religion that closely connected theological and cultural values. However, unlike the
Presbyterians, the CAM espoused a conservative, proto-Fundamentalist theology. This
difference put the two missions on opposite sides of a developing cultural divide in the
United States and created significant tensions on the mission field as missionaries
debated how best to instruct new and potential converts in Protestant belief and practice.
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This debate was not limited just to the CAM and the Presbyterians. By 1921, five
Protestant organizations and several independent missionaries had permanent stations in
Guatemala, and each of these groups offered a slightly different interpretation of
Protestantism. This new missionary diversity worked to de-center Guatemalan
Protestantism in ways that had profound impacts not just on missionaries, but also on
Guatemalan believers.
This chapter argues that the introduction of new missionary groups and their
theologies in between 1899 and 1921 dramatically changed the landscape of Guatemalan
Protestantism by de-centering it. De-centering, in this case, was both a literal and a
figurative process. On a literal level, the new missions that arrived in the early twentieth
century spurred the expansion of Protestantism into areas of the country far away from
the cultural centers of Guatemala City and Quetzaltenango. This is important because the
earliest Presbyterian missionaries actively chose to concentrate their energies on these
urban areas, and even the CAM initially made the same strategic decision. When other
missionary groups turned their attention to provincial locations, they opened
Protestantism up to millions of new potential converts, and the results of this strategic
shift convinced the Presbyterians the CAM to follow suit.
On a figurative level, the de-centering of missionary Protestantism affected
theology as much as geography. Prior to 1900, Protestantism was a single ideological
entity in Guatemala that was centered on the Presbyterian’s civilizing ideas. However,
the several new missions that joined the Presbyterians in the early-twentieth century
brought with them an equal number of new theologies, and these new theologies
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challenged the idea that there was a central form of Protestantism that Guatemalans
should adopt. This introduction of theological variety not only gave potential converts
discrete choices between types of Protestantism, it also gave them the opportunity to pick
and choose elements of each type to build their own theological systems. This process
took time to develop, but it clearly began with the diversification of the missionary
landscape.
The following chapter investigates these two types of de-centering by beginning
with an examination of contemporary Protestantism in the United States, which is
important because the theological debates in the missionary-sending community
significantly shaped the development of Guatemalan Protestantism. The chapter then
turns its attention to the first manifestation of U.S. theological disputes in Guatemala, the
Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy, and explains how this debate fractured the
missionary establishment in the country. Following this controversy, even more
variations of Protestantism entered Guatemala, but because these new missionaries staked
their claims to new territories, they seldom caused the same level of conflict as
Fundamentalists and Modernists experienced. Instead, this chapter demonstrates that this
broad diversification actually produced unity through détente, which emerged from the
signing of cooperative treaties called comity agreements that divided the country into
geographic spheres allotted to each missionary group. Finally, this chapter explores two
unexpected beneficiaries of these agreements, women and indigenous Guatemalans, who
were able to carve out unique spaces for themselves in Guatemalan Protestantism by
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navigating between the literal and metaphorical borders created by the de-centering
process.
U.S. Protestantism in the Early 1900s
The diversity that shaped missionary outlooks and approaches in early-twentiethcentury Guatemala began, not surprisingly, in the United States. In some ways, the
battlefield of Protestant theology in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries was
even more tumultuous than the revolution-strewn landscape of Guatemala. Even though
the ideological wars between U.S. preachers resulted in less bloodshed than the
maneuverings of Guatemalan dictators, they were no less intense as religious leaders vied
for control not just of U.S. spirituality but also of wealthy and influential institutions that
permeated North American society and often reached well beyond the borders of the
United States, even to places like Guatemala.
The battle that most defined U.S. Protestantism during the first three decades of
the twentieth century was the Fundamentalists-Modernist Controversy. This multifaceted conflict focused on the relationship between Protestant Christianity and broader
secular culture. On one side, the Fundamentalists argued that Christians should defend
their traditional beliefs and values against attacks from new scientific and social scientific
theories, and on the other, Modernists argued that Christians should try to reconcile their
faith with these advances. Two of the most significant arenas for this battle were within
the northern Presbyterian denomination and among a loosely connected group of
disaffected believers in the Southeast, Midwest, and Southern California. These two
groups also had an outsized impact on Guatemalan Protestantism and brought the
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Fundamentalist-Modernist conflict with them to Central America. However, they were
not the only two factions of Protestantism that would bring new and controversial
theologies to Guatemala in the early-twentieth century.
The Fundamentalist-Modernist battles were public fixtures in the United States
because of such landmark events as the Scopes Monkey Trial, and their pervasive
publicity overshadowed contemporary changes like the emergence Holiness and
Pentecostal movements. These related movements did not focus explicitly on science
and culture like the Fundamentalists and Modernists did. Instead, they differentiated
themselves from other Protestants by turning their gaze to more overtly spiritual
concerns. Holiness Protestants emerged from eighteenth-century revivals in England led
by John Wesley, and they preached a theology that advocated for pursuit of Christian
perfection, or the avoidance of sin. For Holiness Protestants, this perfection was not just
a striving but was actually a gift that the Holy Spirit imparted through prayer and fasting.
Pentecostals were a turn-of-the-twentieth-century offshoot of the Holiness movement,
who differed from their progenitors by emphasizing physical manifestations of the Holy
Spirit that they claimed accompanied Christian perfection. Pentecostals famously pushed
speaking in tongues, prophecy, healing, and a number of other physical signs of the Holy
Spirit to the forefront of their theology, and they earned the ire of more traditional
Protestants because of the seemingly disorderly way they practiced these spiritual gifts.2
Despite the fact that Holiness and Pentecostal theologies were less publicized in the
early-twentieth century, these sectarian theologies were no less scandalous to the
2
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traditional orthodox hierarchy, and in time they would equal if not surpass
Fundamentalists in terms of their impact both in the U.S. and in mission areas like
Guatemala.3
Although distinguishing between these theological systems is important for
understanding both missionary and local interpretations of Protestantism, it is equally
important to realize that both the well-publicized Fundamentalist-Modernist battles and
the later-blooming Pentecostal and Holiness movements were really part of a larger,
long-running intramural conflict between intellectually oriented formalism on the one
hand and emotion-oriented fanaticism on the other. This tension had already reared its
head in the nascent Guatemalan Protestant movement prior to 1900, and its import would
only grow more intense over time. As noted in chapter 1, intellectual debates about
Higher Criticism, which argued that the Bible could be analyzed as a human literary
document, precipitated significant infighting in Presbyterian seminaries in the late 1800s.
As students of Higher Criticism moved out of seminaries and into pulpits in the 1900s,
those debates spilled over into the denomination’s General Assembly and congregations.
The conflict came to a head in 1910 with the General Assembly’s publication of “The
Doctrinal Deliverance,” which stipulated five “necessary and essential” elements of faith:
the inerrancy of Scripture, the Virgin birth, the atoning death of Christ, the bodily
resurrection of Christ, and the historical reality of biblical miracles. “The Doctrinal
3
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Deliverance” was followed by a much better known series of tracts called The
Fundamentals: A Testimony to the Truth, published serially from 1910 to 1915, that gave
rise to the term “Fundamentalism.” A Presbyterian layman, Union Oil cofounder Lyman
Stewart, funded publication of the tracts, and several authors were notable Presbyterians.
However, the editors who guided The Fundamentals, A.C. Dixon and R.A. Torrey, were
Congregationalists associated with the independent Bible Institute of Los Angeles and the
ministry of Dwight L. Moody, a leading U.S. evangelist of the nineteenth century who
promoted both foreign missions and proto-Fundamentalist orthodoxy.4
The Scopes Monkey Trial of 1925, and especially the colorful reporting of H.L.
Mencken, cemented the relationship of Fundamentalism to Southern U.S. Protestantism
as opposed to Northern Presbyterianism. However, the actual connection of Southern
congregationalists to Fundamentalism emerged more than a decade earlier around the
authorship of The Fundamentals.5 Lyman’s inspiration for funding The Fundamentals
came not only from the controversy within his own Presbyterian denomination but also
from reading a new Scripture commentary published in 1909, The Scofield Reference
Bible. Cyrus I. Scofield, who authored the notes for this Bible, was a leading acolyte of
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Moody who presided at Moody’s funeral and took over preaching duties in the elder
evangelist’s church following his death. However, Scofield was a not only a leading
voice in the emerging Fundamentalist movement; he was also the undisputed U.S. leader
of a related theological movement called dispensationalism. Dispensationalism is a
prominent form of theological premillennialism, a staple of conservative Christian
theology that expects the imminent return of Christ. Dispensationalism teaches that God
interacts differently with humans in each of several different historical periods and that
the current age is also the last one before Christ’s end-times return. Because of this,
dispensational theology interprets not only the Bible but also current events in light of the
end of the world. This focus on an imminent eschatology produces a theology that urges
members to eschew worldly things and to focus their energies on converting as many
unbelievers as possible.6
Although born in Michigan and a long-time resident of Massachusetts and New
York, Scofield found the greatest reception for his ideas in Dallas, where he was a pastor
in the late 1880s and again in the early 1900s. It was there that he and a group of likeminded businessmen founded the CAM in 1890 based on his Fundamentalistdispensationalist principles. Scofield’s theological teaching on the end times was the
driving force behind the formation of the CAM and for its focus on Central America.
The motivation for initiating an independent mission in Central America, according to the
group’s quarterly periodical, was that:
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(Scofield) began to be burdened for the souls of the millions without the Gospel,
so near to our own land. It became a conviction with him that God would surely
hold the Christians of the United States to a stern reckoning for these perishing
ones unaccountably neglected. It seemed to him also, that the divine plan of a
campaign for the evangelization of the world laid down in Acts 1:8, forbade the
passing over of near regions unevangelized to carry the Gospel to the far off
lands.7
Several points in this explanatory passage illuminate the nature of new, theologically
conservative groups like the CAM when compared to old guard Presbyterians.
Missionaries like Hill and Haymaker had espoused a broad social component in their
evangelism, and Haymaker had introduced at least a measure of tolerance for some types
of Catholicism. Scofield, however, reduced evangelism to saving individual souls from
Hell, and he held little hope that majority-Catholic countries possessed Christian truth.
Instead, the CAM defined Christianity according to a list of specific tenets that matched
those put forward a decade later in The Fundamentals. Winn aptly observed the
difference between the Fundamentalist CAM and the modernist Presbyterian Mission by
writing of the CAM, “It laid great stress on the evangelization of the world, not the
civilization of the world.”8 Presbyterians would have argued that these two tasks went
hand in hand, but the CAM made a strong distinction between them.
Fundamentalist and Modernist Battles in Guatemala
Scholarly literature on the Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy has focused its
attention almost exclusively on how battles between these groups played out in
seminaries, denominational periodicals, and prominent pulpits. However, the urgent
missiological focus of Fundamentalist upstarts and the heavy investments of traditional
7
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denominations in foreign mission infrastructure made mission stations a key battleground
as well. Guatemala was no exception to this trend. Scofield’s CAM sent its first
missionaries to Costa Rica in 1891, and made its first foray into Guatemala in 1896.
Beset by health problems, the first CAM missionaries to Guatemala ended their tenure
disastrously and had little impact in the country. However, their reports did convince the
CAM board that the organization needed to concentrate more funds and manpower on
Central America’s largest republic.9
The CAM’s first attempt to establish a mission in Guatemala began when H.C.
and Laura Dillon moved with their children to Costa Rica in 1894 to learn Spanish.
When Laura died just a month after arriving, her husband returned to Dallas and left his
children in the care of CAM supporters before returning to Central America in 1895 with
plans to move to Antigua, Guatemala at the invitation of American Bible Society agent
Francisco Penzotti. When Dillon arrived in British Honduras (modern Belize) on his way
to Antigua, the missionary discovered that the overland route was nearly impassable and
that it would be easier to take a steamer back to New Orleans, travel again by ship to
Costa Rica, cross the isthmus by railroad, and approach Antigua from the Pacific – a
route of 3,000 miles – rather than cross from the Caribbean over the mountains – a route
of only 200 miles. Dillon’s extended itinerary led to a stop in Costa Rica, where he
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married missionary Margaret Neeley in April 1896. When the couple arrived in
Guatemala a month later, H.C. Dillon was suffering from high fever and his wife from
the measles. Margaret would eventually recover from her illness, but her husband’s fever
would lead to his death just one year later and the postponement of CAM efforts in the
country.10
The Dillons’ short tenure was largely uneventful, but it did offer something of a
contrast to the Presbyterians, who were located twenty-five mountainous miles to the east
in Guatemala City. The Dillons recorded only two definite converts during their tenure,
neither of whom matched the idealized profile of Haymaker’s contemporaneous efforts.
The first, Francisco Herrera, was the prodigal son of a landed family who had been
“thrown out into the world for ten years.” The second, Enrique Rozales, was “a poor
barefooted weaver (who) does not know how to read.” It is not clear whether either man
remained a Protestant after Dillon’s death.11
Aside from this, most of the Dillons’ time was been spent trying to convince
Catholics of their religious errors, often using frustratingly futile methods like handing
out anti-idolatry tracts at Catholic festivals and preaching to nuns. 12 Although
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understandably ineffective, these tactics reflected the urgency created by
dispensationalists’ belief that the end of the world was night, the Dillons also presaged
the style of missionary activity that would raise tensions between liberal-leaning
Presbyterians like Haymaker and the more conservative CAM. The CAM’s struggle to
gain a foothold in Guatemala coincided with the Presbyterian’s own vain efforts to
maintain the meager gains they had scratched out in a decade and a half of work. In the
midst of funding cuts and poor numbers, the Presbyterian secretary for foreign missions
F.F. Ellinwood wrote to Haymaker in 1902 saying, “What is needed is an American
bishop who will train up and superintend native preachers.”13 Ellinwood offered this
advice in response to Haymaker’s request for more U.S. missionaries, and the secretary
meant to urge Haymaker to entrust more of the work of evangelism to converts with the
missionary acting as a metaphorical bishop who oversaw pastors from a distance and
empowered them to take more responsibility in local churches. However, Ellinwood
almost surely employed the word “bishop” as a double-entendre that was also meant to
encourage Haymaker to temper his old methods and to move closer to the CAM’s model.
The double meaning of this exhortation rests on the name of Albert Bishop, the
CAM missionary who arrived in 1899 to finally establish a permanent CAM station and
who almost immediately became Haymaker’s arch nemesis. Bishop’s first three years in
Guatemala were so successful in comparison to the Presbyterian work that they provided
the impetus for the Presbyterian board to consider recalling its own missionaries and
transferring their entire enterprise to the CAM in 1902. The board believed that the
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CAM’s success was due to its use of native workers and its trusting them to operate with
relative independence. After appeals from Haymaker, the board announced that it had
decided against the transfer, but that announcement came, not coincidentally, in the same
letter in which Ellinwood expressed a need for an “American bishop,” a verbal slight not
lost on Haymaker. Haymaker had threatened to resign when the board first proposed
transferring the mission to the CAM, but he forced the issue immediately after the
“American bishop” letter. Officially, he cited his children’s education and his own health
as reasons that he needed to resign, but Haymaker could not resist also pointing out “false
accusations” hanging over his head as well as his opposition to the board’s new methods,
which in a final defense of modernist civilizing ideals he decried as “neither scientific,
economical, or effective.” Haymaker left Guatemala in 1903 and would not return until
1912, at which time he adopted a much more conciliatory tone and led several
ecumenical services and activities.14
This tension between mission organizations was rooted firmly in the United
States’ developing Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy and the ramifications that
controversy had on the roles of local preachers in mission territories. Bishop was a
businessman from Kansas who formed his own religious group because his local
Methodist church did not adhere strictly enough to premillennialism. While H.C. Dillon
was in the United States after his first wife’s death, he made a presentation to Bishop’s
new church about missions in Central America. Bishop was so moved that he sold his
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business and boarded a ship to Honduras less than six months later.15 After three years in
Honduras, Bishop and his family moved to Guatemala in May 1899. By September,
Haymaker began registering complaints about his new “blundering” competitors.16 He
claimed that Bishop was “firing away at Presbyterianism in nearly every meeting and
indulging in other extravagances, and sometimes also preaching Christ in a rational way
and doing some good, tho (sic) it is doubtful whether it is not more than balanced by the
evil they do, by attacking their brethren in Christ so violently.”17 According to Haymaker
these attacks continued in subsequent years, “the principal points of attack being, that our
missionaries received salaries while they did not, and that it was sinful and unchristian to
have an organized church with a name (e.g. Presbyterian).”18
This complaint, whether grounded in reality or not, reflected another key
difference between traditional denominational missions tied to modern-leaning theology
and the new conservatism springing up among U.S. Protestants. That difference was the
conservative preference for “faith missions.” Faith missions were groups of like-minded
Protestants who would commission almost any individual who believed God had
commanded them to become a missionary. Whereas traditional denominations tested the
fitness of their missionaries through seminary training and ordination exams, faith
missions tested their missionaries primarily on two criteria: their willingness to adhere to
a strict doctrinal statement and their ability to raise funds. If a missionary could draw on
a network of friends and fellow believers who trusted their divine calling and their
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theology, then they could go to the field. If not, then they stayed home. This standard
led to a loose organizational structure that did not require either the overhead or the
oversight common to denominations. Missionaries were expected to adhere to an
organization’s doctrinal standards, but if there was a disagreement, groups like the CAM
could not always cut off funding and recall the offender. They could only exclude
missionaries from the organization’s publicity network and bar them from using the faith
mission’s name. If the missionary was still able to procure funding, he or she could stay
in the field independently, and this happened relatively frequently.19
In his communication with U.S. supporters, Bishop did not level the direct attacks
at Presbyterians that so infuriated Haymaker. However, he did implicitly criticize the
Presbyterians, and in doing so he was following an institutional precedent. As early as
1892, the CAM’s official newsletter questioned the Presbyterians’ ability to evangelize
Guatemala on their own. In 1899, the same publication included an account of the
CAM’s origins that reported that Scofield’s motivation for sending missionaries to
Central America, as opposed to elsewhere in the world, was that “none of the
19
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denominational boards were prepared to open a new Mission in the near future.” In
effect, the CAM came into existence because its Southern and Midwestern supporters did
not believe that denominations like the Presbyterians were doing their job. Bishop
brought this rhetoric closer to home in his first description of the field in 1899. Breaking
down the country’s demographics, he claimed, “2,256 are Protestants composed of the
state and European element that hold Protestant views. (It is doubtful that 25 of them are
born again.)” Bishop assigned what little Protestant presence he found in Guatemala
squarely to the realm of the powerful and non-indigenous, a striking contrast to the
accompanying statistics he provided that one million of Guatemala’s 1.5 million
inhabitants were indigenous and that 1.25 million of the total population could neither
read nor write. Since Bishop had met at least once with Haymaker prior to this, he was
doubtless aware of the Presbyterian mission’s focus on “the state and European element.”
Bishop concluded his report with a prophetic allusion to Jeremiah, to which he added his
own dose of eschatological apocalypticism. “The whole land is indeed desolate, because
no man layeth it to heart,” he wrote. “Who has ever shed tears because of the darkness of
the shadow of death that encircles these poor Indians?” The rhetorical answer, of course,
was “no one.” The question served as condemnation of the Presbyterians who ran the
only other mission in Guatemala at the time and whose early tactics explicitly targeted
powerful Ladinos rather than the generally poorer and less politically connected
indigenous population. Bishop’s parenthetical remark about the number of “born again”
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Protestants also raised questions about the efficacy of Presbyterian work and of their
civilizing approach to missions.20
Theological differences certainly set Haymaker on edge, but the tipping point for
him proved to be the CAM’s approach to Guatemalan workers. In some ways, the early
CAM was just as paternalistic toward Guatemalan converts as the early Presbyterians.
However, their form of paternalism proved much more empowering at the turn of the
century. Whereas Haymaker’s civilizing theology espoused a form of uplift that required
near-constant supervision, Bishop’s imminent apocalypticism called for as many hands as
possible to work the spiritual fields. This theology meant that any Protestant who could
preach was sent out immediately. Unfortunately for Haymaker, the most prepared men
for that job at the turn of the century were members of the Presbyterian mission who were
waiting to find out if their salaries would be cut yet again.
Haymaker reported losing his first Guatemalan worker to the CAM in 1899, and
that same year he reported the defection of three others to Bible societies.21 Haymaker
had distributed small numbers of Bibles and tracts for the American Bible Society (ABS)
since 1888. However, the society decided to explore the possibility of opening up its
own office in the country in 1892. The ABS did not open that office until 1896, but
during the intervening four years the society’s administrators spent much time working
with CAM missionaries in Costa Rica and developed a close affinity for CAM theology.
It was ABS agent Penzotti who made arrangements for the Dillons in 1896, and he would
20
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maintain close relations with the CAM for years, much to the dismay of Haymaker. At
the same time, the British and Foreign Bible Society began hiring native Bible salesmen
from its Central American base in Costa Rica. As with the ABS, the British society
maintained close relations with the CAM but drew its earliest hires from the Presbyterian
congregation.
By 1901, Haymaker had lost all of his trained native workers except for Victor
González.22 Neither Silverio nor Anastasio Samayoa defected directly to the CAM, but
both left the mission for the Bible societies. Silverio took a position with the British
group and stayed there until his retirement. Anastasio, whom Haymaker had still not
ordained as promised, joined the ABS and traveled either independently or with other
CAM preachers to the northern reaches of Petén and the Verapaces. A few years later, he
shifted to the western highlands where he worked side-by-side with CAM missionaries,
though still in the employ of the ABS.23
As the senior missionary in the Presbyterian mission, Haymaker painted the work
of the CAM in terms of the emerging Fundamentalist movement and was quick to label
the mission “fanatical.” However, not all Presbyterian missionaries took such an extreme
view. While Haymaker complained about the Bible societies poaching his workers, his
Presbyterian counterparts in the western highlands, William and Clara Gates, partnered
with Penzotti and even invited him to lead a month-long revival in Quetzaltenango in
1901. After a massive earthquake and a volcanic eruption destroyed Quetzaltenango in
1902, the Gates opted to resign. Their resignation came at the same time as the proposed
22
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transfer of the mission to the CAM, and the board asked for William Gates’s opinion on
the matter. His response offered a sharp contrast to Haymaker, and revealed that the
emerging Fundamentalist-Modernist division was not only between missions but also
within them:
I feel certain that in the hands of the ‘Central American Mission’ the work would
broaden and be blessed of the Lord. My acquaintance with the missionaries and
work of that Mission leads me to believe that they are devoted in their labors, selfsacrificing in their living, and scriptural in their teaching. They are
premillenialists, even like many in our own church, but they are not ‘Seventh Day
Adventists,’ in any respect. The beginning made by them during the passed three
years in the Capital, is as great – if not greater than that made by our own Mission
in the same city during twenty years, so that I believe they can be trusted with the
care of souls and with the building up of the Kingdom of Christ.24
Thus, while one Presbyterian missionary was fighting tooth and nail to protect his
civilizing version of Protestantism, another sounded as if he were ready to join the more
conservative CAM himself.25
Gates’s perceived betrayal and the stress of seeing all of his trainees employed by
competing missions were too much for Haymaker. Just before resigning, Haymaker
lumped all of these factors together with a few others, showing his frustration:
In the mean time the only thing I can do is to be as ubiquitous as possible and to
try to hold out against the eleven Central American missionaries, who persistently
steal my sheep and one Plymouth Brother, the fifteen preaching priests, and sixty
two others, the world, the flesh, the Devil, and this Gates combination.26
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Although various forms of civilizing theology would persist among Presbyterian
missionaries for decades, Haymaker’s hasty retreat to the U.S. following these comments
marked the end the era when such theology was the crux of any mission’s evangelistic
attempts.
Protestantism Beyond the Capital
Gates’s sympathy for CAM doctrine reveals not only a split within the
Presbyterian mission but also significant differences between the practice of
Protestantism inside and outside of the capital city at the turn of the century. The
missionaries who guided conversations about Fundamentalism and Modernism lived
almost exclusively in the capital, but while they were fighting these battles there,
Protestantism was beginning to take root in other corners of Guatemala. Part of the
spread of Protestantism beyond Guatemala City in the early 1900s was the work of Bible
salesmen like Anastasio Samayoa, who by the 1910s became the first Protestant to visit
every department in the country and who left behind several nascent Protestant
communities in the countryside. However, the expansion of Protestantism outside of the
capital also occurred because five new mission groups followed closely on the CAM’s
heals into Guatemala. These mission groups shared many cultural similarities with the
Presbyterians and the CAM, but they differed in two ways: first, the FundamentalistModernist controversy was not central to their identity formation and second, they chose
not to begin their Guatemalan missions in the capital.
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Figure 2. Map of First Protestant Mission Sites, 1899-1921
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Among these five, the first new entrant to the Guatemala field after the CAM was
an independent missionary named Clayton Forsythe Secord, who settled in the highland
town of Chichicastenango in 1900 and worked as both a medical doctor and an
evangelist.27 Although he largely eschewed denominational affiliations, Secord was the
“Plymouth Brother” that Haymaker complained about in his 1902 letter. Secord held a
loose association with the Plymouth Brethren, a very conservative and militantly antiCatholic strain of Protestantism, and he also had a hand in the creation of the
conservative churches known as Salas Evangélicas that became important in the 1920s.
However, Secord’s work was largely independent and ephemeral, and the Primitive
Methodists absorbed most of his converts when Unionist politicians expelled him from
the country in 1920 based on accusations of espionage.28
The second group of these new missionaries arrived in 1902 in the form of two
Bible salesmen from Los Angeles, Clark Buckley and Thomas Kelly, who traveled
throughout dry valleys of eastern Guatemala in areas that had been left untouched by both
the Presbyterians and the CAM. Kelly died in Los Angeles in late 1902 from a disease
contracted in Guatemala, and Buckley died soon after in 1903 while preaching in
northern Honduras. However, the evangelistic work undertaken by these two soon
attracted other missionaries from California who by 1906 had established a permanent
mission in Chiquimula affiliated with the California Yearly Meeting of Friends, an
27
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evangelical Quaker organization. Quite unlike the “silent friends” known for their plain
dress, contemplative meetings, and lack of a set liturgy, the California Friends were part
of the Wesleyan Holiness movement that swept the United States in the nineteenth
century and emphasized the possibility of individual moral perfection.
The third new missionary group also arrived in 1902. This was a Holiness
denomination called the Pentecostal Mission of Nashville, Tennessee, that began its work
near the Friends in Zacapa. However, the death of early missionaries and a yellow fever
epidemic that ravaged the area in 1905 convinced the group to look for a healthier
climate, and they resettled in Cobán, Alta Verapaz, a highland community that was at the
center of Guatemala’s then-booming coffee industry. In 1915, the Pentecostal Mission
would change its name to the Pentecostal Church of the Nazarene and in 1919, the
denomination dropped the label “Pentecostal” altogether in an attempt to distance itself
from the practices of that emerging movement, and it became known simply as the
Church of the Nazarene.
The fourth group to arrive in this period was the Pentecostals, a branch of
Christianity that originated in the early 1900s out of Holiness revivals. Like Holiness
Christians, Pentecostals emphasized the ability of believers to attain spiritual perfection
after conversion, and they claimed to rely solely on the New Testament for their models
of church governance. What Pentecostals added to these earlier traditions was a belief
that physical signs of the presence of the Holy Spirit should accompany this second stage
of the salvation process. While speaking in tongues was the most well known of these
signs, it was not the only one. Others include prophecy, healing, the ability to exorcise
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demons, and various ecstatic worship practices ranging from fainting to “holy laughter.”
The first recorded Pentecostal missionaries in Guatemala were Amos and Effie Mae
Bradley and Albert Hines and his unnamed wife, two couples who arrived independently
around 1910 and preached, respectively, in the eastern town of Zacapa and in the western
highland town of Totonicapán.29 The greatest legacy of the Bradleys and Hines was not
in founding any lasting churches but rather passing their mantle on to two young visitors
who arrived in 1916, Charles Truman Furman and Thomas Pullin. The Full Gospel
Church of God, which is the oldest Pentecostal denomination in Guatemala, traces its
origins to Furman and Pullin, who themselves passed through a series of denominational
affiliations before eventually settling in as missionaries of the Church of God of
Cleveland, Tennessee.30 One of the missions that this pair aligned with prior to the
Church of God was the Primitive Methodist mission, a Holiness group that continued in
Guatemala after splitting with the Pentecostals and thus became the fifth and final new
missionary group to establish itself in the country during this period.
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Figure 3. Early Protestant Missionary Groups in Guatemala
Name

Primary Station

Arrival Year

Presbyterian Church (North)

Guatemala City

1882

Central American Mission

Guatemala City

1896

Chichicastenango

1900

Chiquimula

1902

Cobán

1902

Totonicapan

191631

Chichicastenango

1921

Dr. Clayton Secord
Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)
Church of the Nazarene
Church of God
Primitive Methodists

Once the dust settled from this Primitive Methodist-Pentecostal realignment, the
foreign missionary landscape of Guatemala was set until mid-century. During this
period, the Presbyterians and the CAM operated out of the capital but also exerted
influence over the southern coast and western highlands, and the Holiness and
Pentecostal groups – the Friends, the Nazarenes, the Church of God, and the Primitive
Methodists – based their operations from peripheral areas to the east, north, and west.
The only other foreign Protestant group that would enter Guatemalan prior to 1946 was
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the Assemblies of God, whose origins were closely linked to existing Church of God
congregations.
The reasons that these six groups became the exclusive embodiment of
missionary Protestantism in Guatemala in the early 1900s were three-fold. First, the
Great Depression sharply reduced funding that missionary agencies received throughout
the 1930s. Second, the administration of dictator Jorge Ubico declared a freeze on
foreign religious personnel in the country in the 1930s as part of an anti-foreign campaign
meant to build nationalism. Ubico did make exceptions to this policy, especially for
missionaries they considered to be political allies, but in general the government allowed
only replacement personnel and no growth of foreign mission forces. This restriction
even applied to local pastors just across the Honduran and Salvadoran borders who were
denied entry on several occasions in the 1930s.32
Finally, and perhaps most significantly, limits on new missions groups were
imposed from within the missionary community by means of comity agreements that
divided the country among the existing denominations. Comity agreements were
understandings between missionary organizations that assigned each group a specific
geographic area in which to operate. These contracts served several purposes. Most
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directly, they prevented existing organizations from interfering with the work of one
another. In one sense, this operated as a form of paternalism that granted each foreign
body the right and responsibility to care for the souls of a given population with no input
from residents of the area. Interpreted more benignly, such agreements simply ensured
an even distribution of Protestant religious workers in the country. Finally, and again
somewhat paternalistically, such agreements offered protections against theological
heterodoxy. As much as comity agreements were tools of distribution, they were also
tools of exclusion. Part of the understanding in the comity agreement was that the
signing parties would ensure that no new missionary group entered the country and that
they all would work together to protect the territory of their co-signers.
Guatemala’s exclusive comity agreements were a direct result of the geographic
and theological expansion of Protestantism in the early 1900s and of existing
missionaries’ desires to protect their flocks from such changes. However, these
agreements were not the only results of this expansion. The proliferation of both
missionaries and Protestant variations also had a significant impact on how Protestant
churches viewed the role of women, the extent to which they actively evangelized
indigenous populations, and how they conceived of and executed theological training for
converts. Taken together, these factors cleared a path for Guatemalan believers to
influence the movement because they not only allowed converts to choose between new
missionary options but also to add their own theological options to the mix, options that
would often prove more attractive to other Guatemalans.
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Comity and Missionary Cooperation
Even though the first diversification of the missionary population in 1899 also led
to the first conflicts between missions, the further diversification of missionary ranks
between 1900 and the 1920s actually decreased these tensions. As it became clear that
each of these new groups intended to remain in Guatemala permanently, they all – with
Pentecostals notably excluded – began working together to promote a common agenda.
This cooperation was possible in large part because despite their theological differences
all of these new groups were strikingly interconnected through personal networks. These
connections provided the basis for missionary unity in Guatemala even if that unity did
not completely erase the differences or disallow local converts from maneuvering
between different missionary groups.
The most direct lines of connections among post-Presbyterian arrivals began with
the CAM’s Bishop. In 1901, Bishop preached a sermon at the Training School for
Christian Workers near Los Angeles that inspired Buckley and Kelly to sell Bibles in
Central America and lay the groundwork for the Friends mission.33 Although the exact
reasons that early Nazarene missionaries arrived in Guatemala are not recorded, it is clear
that as early as 1903, the Nazarenes were working closely with the Friends and even
sharing resources. In that year, Nazarene missionary John Thomas Butler offered to help
Friends missionaries Alice Zimmer and Esther Bond move near his family in Cobán after
all the male members of the Friends mission either died or returned to the U.S. because of
illness. Zimmer and Bond declined and continued alone in Chiquimula for three more
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years. However, they still received occasional support from the Butler family, and Butler
also recruited Ruth Esther Smith, who worked for three decades in Guatemala and
became the Friend’s matriarch.34
Another sign of the growing interconnectedness among the various missions was
the occasional marriages between missionaries of different groups. The first of these was
the union of Presbyterian Walker McBath and CAM missionary Anna Alloway in 1906,
which signaled the start of the shift away from the years of Haymaker-Bishop
antagonism. In subsequent years, a handful of other marriages occurred, but the most
symbolic was another CAM-Presbyterian marriage, this one between Edward Sywulka of
the CAM and Presbyterian Pauline Burgess, whose parents Paul and Dora Burgess were
their denominations’ leading missionaries in the highlands for decades. Apart from
producing several generations of Guatemalan missionaries, the Sywulka-Burgess
marriage was significant because it occurred in 1935, the same year that the CAM and the
Presbyterians finally formalized a comity agreement that had been agreed to in principle
as early as 1902. There are no surviving contemporary references to this early
agreement, but in his 1946 memoir Haymaker reported that “disastrous results of the
controversy” between the Presbyterian mission and the CAM were resolved by “allotting
certain states or departments of the Republic to each Mission.” This was followed up by
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the coordination of an annual inter-mission conference on Thanksgiving Day each year
that was soon expanded to include the Nazarene and Friends missions.35
The first contemporary reference to comity came in 1912 when Presbyterian
missionary James Hayter reported the results of a missionary Bible conference held in
April that included a territorial agreement.36 The following year Presbyterian William
Allison filed a complaint with the board about the McBaths, who had recently resigned
their commission as Presbyterian missionaries and moved to nearby Almolonga to work
independently. Allison argued that by opening an independent mission, the McBaths
acted “contrary to principles of comity agreement.”37 Although the original agreement
may have only included the Presbyterians and CAM, by 1916 it was a five-way accord
that also included the Friends, the Nazarenes, and Secord.38
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Figure 4. Map of Comity Agreement
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The 1916 agreement reinforced the idea that comity was not only about sharing
responsibility among allies but also about attempting to exclude common enemies. When
the Pentecostal missionaries Furman and Pullin arrived that year, the first missionary they
met in Guatemala City was Bradley, who explained the current comity agreement to them
as a warning and then sent the new arrivals to work with Hines in Totonicapán.39 At this
point, Hines was the primary interloper in territory distributed by the agreement, and the
only permanent missionary not included in inter-mission conversations. It is significant
that he located his mission in Totonicapán, an area allotted to Secord because among the
comity signatories Secord had the fewest converts, the least institutional backing, and one
of the two most hard-to-travel regions (the other being the Nazarenes). These factors
meant that despite regular clashes with the Pentecostals, Secord did not have the power to
expel them from his territory.
The anti-Pentecostal facet of inter-mission cooperation became more apparent in
subsequent years. In 1918, Bishop sent Presbyterian Paul Burgess a theological treatise
denouncing Pentecostalism and expressing concern about the presence of the “tongues
order” in Guatemala. Bishop encouraged Burgess to join him in preaching against
“Jewish mixtures and sign-seeking,” his characterization of the corporeal focus of signs
like healing and speaking in tongues, so that they could ensure “the protection and
edification of the souls God has placed under our care.”40 Burgess responded that he
“agree(d) fully” with Bishop’s analysis and added, “Our proximity to the Totonicapán
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Mission had necessitated our taking up this matter some time ago.”41 This interchange
illustrates the relationship that CAM and Presbyterian missionaries saw between
delimiting their territorial jurisdictions and protecting their flocks against interlopers like
Pentecostals. In the same exchange, Bishop and Burgess also compared notes on a
travelling preacher named Dr. Tavel, whom they believed to be a Jehovah’s Witness. As
with the Pentecostals, they discussed their responsibilities of keeping this alleged heresy
at bay among the believers who lived in their respective districts.
Missionaries permanently cemented these early comity agreements in 1935 with
the formation of the Evangelical Synod, a Protestant organization that technically
operated as a national body but that owed its genesis and its maintenance to members of
the various mission boards, especially Burgess and Bishop. The Presbyterians and the
CAM began making plans to create a “unified national church” in 1934, at which time
they expressed interest in inviting the “isolated” Friends and Nazarenes to join their
network. At the same time, however, the two leading groups expressed distrust of “The
Primitive Methodist Mission, (which) seems to be cutting itself off from the main stream
of evangelical Christianity in Guatemala by taking up with Pentecostalism and breaking
out of the territorial limits originally agreed upon.” This comment came just before the
Primitive Methodists expelled Furman for his Pentecostal beliefs, a move that earned
them an invitation to join the synod in 1936. 42
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This final agreement in 1936 cemented two different dual-tier structures in
Guatemalan Protestantism. First, it created a definition of Protestant orthodoxy that
excluded both missionaries and Guatemalans who engaged in Pentecostal practices.43
Haymaker commented in 1946, “today you can’t tell a C.A. missionary from a
Presbyterian with the naked eye.”44 He could have also included the other three partner
missions who downplayed their Holiness roots in order to align with the CAM and the
Presbyterians. This agreement allowed the five members of the synod to present united
requests to the government and to portray themselves as the orderly and progressive form
of Protestantism when compared to Pentecostals. The second bifurcation that this
agreement cemented was between missionaries and converts, especially those who sought
some degree of autonomy. The national synod was technically composed of local church
leaders, but missionaries authored and executed the plan with only limited input from
Guatemalans. While many national leaders participated in this structure, a significant
number of pastors and lay members chafed under an added layer of missionary
bureaucracy that limited their freedom to make decisions. This tension eventually
resulted in several groups breaking away from the mission hierarchy to form national
churches precisely because they felt that foreign ministers were ignoring their voices.
Some, like Eugenio Samayoa, Anastasio Samayoa’s son, initially praised the formation of
a national body as combining the best of missionary heritage with local control, but he
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and others soon became disenchanted when they realized that neither financial nor
doctrinal decision-making would be delegated to Guatemalans.45
The younger Samayoa also represented a group of pastors who eventually argued
that the synod was too broad. These local pastors believed that ecumenism represented a
dangerous shift toward heterodoxy, and they wished to exclude not only Pentecostals but
also other groups, a move that most missionaries adamantly resisted.46 Thus, somewhat
paradoxically, by creating comity agreements and the synod to protect their flocks, the
missionaries unintentionally created a sense of distrust among some members who began
seeking even more rigid and narrow definitions of Protestantism. This response made
comity agreements the bridges that connected the de-centering of Guatemalan
Protestantism to other developments like expanded roles for women and indigenous
outreach. Viewed positively, such agreements allowed for the cross-pollination of
theology and praxis that invited new voices into the Protestant conversation. However,
for insiders who held a critical perspective such as Eugenio Samayoa, these agreements
introduced potential theological errors into traditional doctrines and paved the way for
heterodoxy.
De-Centering and the Role of Women
During the early years of the twentieth century, the role of women was never a
central topic of debate in Guatemalan Protestantism. Most foreign missionaries and local
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converts shared cultural assumptions that men would hold positions of authority and that
church women would only lead in the domestic and educational spheres. The arrival of
new missionary groups early in the century, particularly the Friends, challenged these
assumptions in a radical way, but even prior to this influence, missionary and convert
assumptions about gender did not always match reality. Twice in the Presbyterian’s first
twenty-five years, women singlehandedly operated the entire mission despite strict rules
about male authority, and critical developments occurred during each of these episodes.
The first of the Presbyterian female missionary interregnums occurred between
the departure of Hill and the arrival of Haymaker in 1887. For nine months that year,
teachers Lizzie Hammond and Annie Ottaway were the only Protestant missionaries in
the country. The Presbyterian board was clearly not comfortable with this situation, and
it attempted to transfer a male missionary from Chile less than a month after Hill’s
departure. When that failed, the directors searched in vain for any man who could visit,
even temporarily, but they found no one. Finally, the board informed Hammond and
Ottaway in June that they were on their own.47 The women greeted this pronouncement
with more trepidation than liberation. Since neither spoke Spanish well and since both
supported the male-only clerical model that dominated the era, neither attempted to lead
services. Not surprisingly then, there was no revival in the mission under Hammond and
Ottaway, but even though neither woman clamored to preach, both remained active lay
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members of the church, which is more than can be said for the foreign and Guatemalan
men who comprised Hill’s congregation.
Although Hammond and Ottaway shied away from official ministerial duties,
they did make decisions on behalf of the mission that impacted the gender composition of
the small congregation. In May 1887, when it was clear that no male missionary was on
his way, Ottaway informed the board that she had taken it upon herself to “change (the
meetings) a little by letting women come in.” The results were not substantial; only three
women responded. However, that was still a noted increase in a congregation that
previously had only male members and, by policy, excluded women from the only
regularly scheduled Spanish-language service.48 Ottaway and Hammond’s moves did not
blaze a trail for more inclusive leadership roles once Haymaker arrived in 1887, but they
did open the door to other women. Men dominated mission reports and financial
appropriations at least until Haymaker’s first retirement in 1903, but in 1889 the
Presbyterians hired their first Bible woman, a Guatemalan whose job was to preach to
other women. Unlike her male colleagues, this woman remained unnamed, and she was
originally paid one-third as much as her male counterparts. However, she was apparently
successful at her job. By 1891, despite budget cuts elsewhere, the appropriation for an
unspecified number of Bible women equaled the pay of the lone male evangelist on the
payroll, a meager sum but a three-fold increase nonetheless. In 1896 and 1899, the
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mission listed Irene de Castro by name in its annual budget, although her pay was only
one-fifth to one-tenth of that received by native male evangelists.49
When Haymaker left Guatemala after his arguments with the CAM, the duty of
operating the Presbyterian mission again fell to a woman. This time that woman was
Melissa Fitch, who was the mother of former missionary Clara Gates but was never a
board-approved missionary in her own right. In fact, she was not even a Presbyterian but
rather a Baptist whose association with the mission began when she moved to live with
her daughter and son-in-law in Quetzaltenango. Fitch may have lacked of credentials,
but by virtue of her presence and everyone else’s absence in the wake of the 1902
earthquake and the 1903 theological fight, she held the keys to the mission. Even though
new male missionaries arrived five months after Haymaker’s departure, Fitch would not
give up those keys, literally or figuratively, until just before her death in 1907.
When Fitch arrived in the late 1890s to live with her daughter, she quickly
became a useful ally in Haymaker’s civilizing programs, and the missionary even paid
her an evangelist’s stipend.50 In 1901, Fitch joined with Haymaker and eight
Guatemalans to form the Sociedad de Esfuerzo Cristiano.51 The society itself, like most
of Haymaker’s attempts to combine Christianity and social improvement in Guatemala,
was short-lived. Its public efforts like promoting better coffee-growing techniques had
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no effect on evangelism and offered little innovation when compared to secular
programs. However, this society was important because it introduced Fitch to Rodolfo
Villavicencio, one of Haymaker’s few remaining recruits.
Fitch and Villavicencio dominated Guatemalan Presbyterianism between 1903
and 1907 and raised a host of issues about the appropriate roles for women and local
believers. Unlike Ottaway and Hammond, Fitch did not hesitate to reorganize the
mission after Haymaker left. Fitch pushed the board to increase salaries for native
workers, re-introduced religious instruction into the mission school that she labeled
“purely secular,” presented petitions on behalf of the rebuilding Quetzaltenango
congregation, restored relations with the CAM, and perhaps most importantly invited
Villavicencio to be the pastor of the flagship mission congregation in the capital, a
position that missionaries had not entrusted to a “native” since Luis Canal’s short
tenure.52 When the new titular leader of the mission, William B. Allison, arrived in
November 1903, he found Fitch living in two rooms of the mission house and the
Villavicencio family occupying the rest. Allison felt it best to leave them “in charge
here” since they had “done good service” and since neither he, his wife, nor the other new
missionary Walker McBath spoke any Spanish.53 By February 1904, Allison’s opinion of
Fitch and Villavicencio – whom he always placed side-by-side in his letters – was more
ambivalent, and he asked the board when Fitch was scheduled to leave. Two years later,
in January 1906, Allison finally felt that he had enough control of Spanish to push the
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point. Lamenting that Fitch “has considered herself the head of things as far as
counseling with the natives people” and that Villavicencio “was not yet well enough
indoctrinated to be in such a prominent place in the capital city,” Allison asked the board
to take steps to “establish the (official) missionaries as prominent.”54
When the board took no definite action, the Presbyterian mission in Guatemala
City devolved into an intramural feud with battle lines drawn more according to
interpersonal disputes than theological depth. Allison suspended Villavicencio for
“immorality,” claiming to have proof from at least one woman of the pastor’s
licentiousness but never providing either a name or a specific charge. Fitch responded to
this claim by proposing that the reason Allison did not name his informant was that she
was the daughter of Francisco Penzotti, the ABS colporteur. Fitch further claimed that
Villavicencio had repented of his indiscretions but that Allison was more interested in
protecting foreign missionaries’ reputations than he was in embracing a doctrine of
grace.55 In the end, neither argument proved either gracious or graceful, and the polemics
employed in the dust-up did not illuminate much about either missionary or convert
theology. However, the results of this quarrel did shine light on how local believers
viewed foreign missionaries and Guatemalan pastors and, in turn, how missionaries
interpreted those views.
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In early 1907, the chastened Villavicencio formed an independent church in
Guatemala City. Allison accused Fitch of conspiring with the pastor since she provided
the funds to rent a building, but Fitch held no leadership role in the new national church.
Allison originally lamented that the church drew “certain people who had been members
of the different missions and who for the most part were under suspension for irregularity
or immoral conduct.” However, he later conceded that the new membership also
contained “people of very good standing,” including thirteen members of the Presbyterian
and CAM churches in the capital. These members alone, not counting the unknown
number discounted by Allison as immoral, would have made the independent church at
least half the size of the Presbyterian congregation.56 Allison explained that this exodus
was a result of Fitch’s intrigue and gossip, charges that were at least partially genderbased. However, Allison’s own attitude toward those who left is also revealing. The
missionary believed that the independent church was doomed to fail because, “whatever
may be the independent, native church, it is true the native believers in Guatemala have
not yet enough spiritual enlightenment, strength of moral character, intellectual ability
nor financial strength to establish an independent church.”57 The first three of those
points – lack of “spiritual enlightenment, strength of moral character, and intellectual
ability” – were exactly the old attitude that missionaries like Fitch and new arrivals
outside the capital were beginning to find untrue and antiquated. However, the last point
about lack of “financial strength” was still valid. By September, the independent church
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folded as a result of two financial blows. Illness forced the elderly Fitch to return to the
United States, where she died before the end of the year, and maneuverings by wellplaced friends of the mission church caused Villavicencio to lose his job with the
railroad, which meant that he could no longer afford to serve as pastor.58
Thus, Guatemala City’s second independent church – the first having been Luis
Canal’s brief experiment – expired after a short life but not without leaving a significant
legacy for Protestantism in the country. Following this episode, Allison strengthened
church discipline procedures for members “who have been walking disorderly,” both in
the capital and in outlying areas. He also prioritized theological training since, as he
wrote, “It is evident that the people here need a great deal of enlightenment on what it
means to be Christian.” Finally, he paid more attention to women, who apparently
comprised the bulk of Fitch and Villavicencio’s followers, arguing that the root of much
disobedience in the church was that, “The women of this land are the most ignorant of
spiritual things and most under power of superstition and darkness.” His solution was
two-fold. First, he advocated training more Bible women, and second, he offered a more
central role to missionary wives in providing this training.59 As late as 1909, however, he
cited the Fitch episode as reason to avoid sending independently funded foreign women
to work with the mission.60
Although both of the Presbyterian female interregnums incited pushback from the
male missionary establishment, they did clear away some of the ideological underbrush
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that blocked women’s paths in the capital-city churches. However, it would fall to the
Friends to beat a well-worn path through the thicket of gendered theologies. As the same
time the Fitch saga was unfolding in Guatemala City, the Friends mission planted its flag
in the dusty and politically remote valleys of eastern Guatemala. At first glance, the
Friends stand out as a rare breed among Guatemalan Protestants, and their approach to
gender and leadership was no exception. Although started by two single men in 1902,
women dominated early Friends history and occupied the main leadership roles in
Chiquimula as early as 1903. In 1906, the Friends equivalent of the Presbyterians’
Haymaker and the CAM’s Bishop arrived in the form a Ruth Esther Smith, the mission
matriarch who would be the center of Friends’ activity in Guatemala until her death in
1947. However, the egalitarian nature of Friends leadership was not confined to one
person. The Friends’ belief that Christians of either gender had direct access to God had
definite effects in Guatemala for foreign missionaries and local leaders alike.
Like the Presbyterians, the Friends experienced a significant turning point when
their mission was left entirely in the care of women. In 1908, disease and financial
troubles left Cora Wildman as the sole foreign member of the Friends organization
present in Guatemala, and her only local assistant was a schoolteacher named Josefina
Galvez. Although there is no contemporary documentation of what Wildman and Galvez
did during this period, a denominational report filed just a few years later referred to 1908
as “the beginning of greater permanency in the work.”61 Unlike the Presbyterians, as the
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Friends gained permanency in Guatemala, the organization did not force women into
secondary roles limited only to culturally feminine spheres. Smith led this trend as
superintendent of the mission and worked not only as the figurehead of the mission but
also as the actual supervisor of dozens of male and female missionaries. Smith also set a
precedent for other women in the mission by making several unaccompanied evangelistic
trips in eastern Guatemalan and Honduras, ignoring warnings from male colleagues in
other missions that Central American roads were too dangerous for a woman.62
By the first decade of the twentieth century, Presbyterian and CAM missionaries
had overcome their early aversion to travelling outside of the capital and had embraced
local food and rustic sleeping arrangements as necessary hardships. Upon returning in
1912, even Haymaker was making regular trips into small villages to preach to poor
campesinos. However, neither of the central missions was able to mobilize their
missionaries or local converts to the extent that the Friends did, in part because they
limited participation in these grueling trips to trained adult men. The Friends took a very
different approach and had several prolific travelling evangelists. One of the most
prolific was María Morales de Madrid, whose parents joined the mission in 1910 when
she was only three years old. By the time she was fourteen, Morales was travelling with
her father and siblings playing Protestant music and preaching in nearby towns. Before
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her twentieth birthday, she was taking similar trips without her parents but instead
accompanied by other youth, sometimes only women.63
Morales was far from the sole example of a female Friends preacher either. One
of her contemporaries in the 1920s was Cristina Hernández, who pastored the church in
Ipala, ten miles outside of Chiquimula. Like many of her male counterparts, Hernández
was a drunkard prior to her conversion, and she was also known for drawing her pistol in
cantinas to clear a space for herself at the bar. After conversion, her priorities changed
but not her personality. In one town, Hernández was preaching when a man charged her
and began beating her with a rod. Hernández reportedly snatched the rod from the man’s
hand and chased him away from the service before continuing with her sermon.64
By the 1920s, numerous – though usually less colorful – reports filled the pages
of the Friends’ monthly newsletter reporting the travels of dozens of women and several
teenage girls from Chiquimula to places throughout the eastern valleys and mountains on
the Honduran-Guatemalan border. Many times, women were part of mixed-gender
mission campaigns, but in these instances they were just as likely as men to be identified
as the preacher or pastor of the group. In several other instances, women traveled with no
listed male companions leading Bible classes and preaching for days, weeks, and even
months at a time. At the main mission station itself, women also took on the same
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leadership roles as men, preaching, serving as administrators, and even overseeing the
official theological training of new converts.65
This egalitarianism did not infect the other missionaries. Even as the Friends
challenged convention, their Protestant cousins elsewhere in the country retained rigid
gender hierarchies. However, the Friends’ views did influence new converts in other
mission territories. Even though the missionaries sought to limit outside influences on
their own converts through the comity agreement, crossing these imaginary lines
happened every day thanks to pre-existing commercial and family connections as well as
converts’ beliefs that God was calling them to specific locations regardless of where that
place fit in missionary geographies. Presbyterian missionary Paul Burgess reported to his
U.S. supervisor in 1918 that several members of his church had gone to work with the
Friends in Chiquimula. He wrote that many returned with “a holier than though attitude”
and that the Friends gave “much more responsibility to women than we do,” but he also
assured the board that these problems were easily addressed.66 One of those members
was Magdalena Kramer, who was actually sent to Chiquimula by Burgess for training to
be a teacher in the new Quetzaltenango girls’ school. Upon arriving, however, Kramer
found that she preferred the Friends’ theology and postponed her teacher training in order
to work as a pastor and evangelist. Although the Presbyterians did not invite Kramer
back to preach in their territory, they did not distance themselves from her completely.
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Instead, they claimed her as their first missionary and gave regular reports on her travels
in Honduras. The Presbyterians were not alone in this, either. Female members of the
CAM, the Nazarenes, and the Pentecostals also passed through Chiquimula at various
points in the 1920s and 1930s to receive training and to work as domestic missionaries.
What the Friends offered that other missions did not was the chance for Guatemalan
women to participate in Protestantism at the same level as Guatemalan men, an important
development that opened the new religion to a new demographic and that softened gender
hierarchies in churches throughout the country.67
De-Centering and Indigenous Outreach
Women were not the only group to discover new roles in Guatemalan
Protestantism in the first decades of the twentieth century. Guatemala’s large indigenous
population also went from an afterthought to a key constituency between 1900 and 1944,
and as with gender changes, the empowerment of indigenous converts found its root in
the post-1900 diversification of the missionary landscape. This is not to say that the early
Presbyterians were completely blind to the demographic realities of Guatemala. During
Hill’s tenure in Guatemala, only Luis Canal even made mention of evangelizing the
indigenous population, but within a year of arriving in 1887, Edward Haymaker
expressed a desire to take the Protestant message to Guatemala’s indigenous population.
Based on his prior experience in Mexico, Haymaker informed a U.S. audience that
indigenous Latin Americans “are hard to reach” but “when reached they are the firmest,
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most intelligent and most reliable of all.”68 Despite Haymaker’s early interest though, his
words were more aspirational than effectual. The personnel shortages, funding problems,
and ideological concerns that hampered mission growth in general in the late-nineteenth
century also blocked any specific efforts to reach Guatemala’s indigenous population.
Only in 1897, a decade after arriving, did Haymaker first express an interest in learning
an indigenous language, in this case the Maya K’iche’ tongue spoken in and around
Quetzaltenango. By the end of 1898, the missionary even provided the board with a
K’iche’ copy of the Gospel of Mark produced by the British and Foreign Bible Society
and somewhat startlingly confided to board secretary John Gillespie, “I am convinced
that the complete evangelization of Guatemala will be accomplished by the Indians
converting the Ladinos rather than the contrary.” However, this new interest did not
move the board, which declined to shift the mission’s focus to indigenous ministry and
instead urged Haymaker and other missionaries to continue concentrating their efforts on
Spanish-language ministry and a top-down social approach that privileged evangelizing
Ladinos.69
When the CAM arrived just before the turn of the century, they were quick to
identify this decision as a failure on the part of their less conservative cousins. In the
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same 1899 report that questioned the Presbyterians’ numerical reach, Bishop had been
quick to point out their lack of institutional concern for “Indians.” At the outset, it
appeared that the CAM would reverse this trend. One of the mission’s most important
early workers was a Nicaraguan named Salvador Avilez, who was almost immediately
granted privileges not afforded to his Presbyterian colleagues from Central America.
Avilez had his letters translated and distributed in the United States, and he received
salary in gold directly from U.S. supporters. In 1901 he even married a U.S. member of
the CAM, Eva Dawson, a level of fraternization unthinkable for the Presbyterians at that
time. Most importantly, Avilez also received the mission’s blessing to preach without
missionary oversight. One result of this in the summer of 1899 was the first recorded
indigenous convert to Protestantism, a Guatemala City fruit vendor referred to simply as
“Sister Francisca.” Bishop was ecstatic at the news of her conversion and reported to the
CAM’s supporters that Francisca’s home town of “Totarincopan” (sic, Totonicapán) was
a large K’iche’ center and that she would be the link that would take the Protestant gospel
to this overlooked population. “Surely the Lord is beginning to answer our prayers for
the poor Indians,” Bishop proclaimed at the end of a letter home.70
The mission did make some early attempts to utilize Francisca’s indigenous
identity, but in the capital those poorly thought-out efforts backfired. In early 1900,
Avilez and Francisca held a joint evangelistic service in Guatemala City’s central plaza.
The crowed “listened attentively” to Avilez’s Spanish sermon, but when “the old Indian
who speaks Quiche” followed him to recount her personal story of conversion “the crowd
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began to shout, laugh and make a great commotion.” Only when two female missionaries
interrupted to sing in Spanish did the meeting come to order and continue.71
CAM missionaries and converts often reported hostile receptions to their
message, but they almost always portrayed these problems as attempts to drive them out
of an area, not to mock them. With Francisca, the attitude was notably different.
Missionaries attributed the differences to Francisca’s ethnicity and did not report any
further public preaching by her or other indigenous members in the capital. At the time,
Bishop still harbored plans for sending evangelists to “the four largest Indian tribes of
Guatemala,” but those grand ideas dissipated as mission leaders focused their limited
funding and energies on the capital, much as the Presbyterians had. There were some
isolated exceptions to this in the first fifteen years of the mission, notably two small
stations in San Marcos and Huehuetenango, established in 1902 and 1906 respectively.
Both were in the heart of highland indigenous area, but each began by attracting local
Ladinos. Travelling Guatemalan evangelists were the founders of both churches, and the
CAM followed up with foreign missionaries when the received news of previously
unknown congregations there. In the case of San Marcos, the first missionaries found
sixty potential members waiting on them when they arrived, which made that church the
largest in the country at the time. In both of these areas and around Ladino stations like
Antigua some inroads were made in indigenous communities but always using Spanish.72
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The Alloway-McBath marriage of 1906, which marked the thawing of tensions
between Presbyterians and the CAM, also illustrated the clear secondary status of
indigenous Guatemalans as an evangelistic concern for both of the central missions. The
McBaths spent seven years ministering in Spanish as stipulated by their contract with the
Presbyterian board, but they regularly pressed their supervisors for resources to branch
out into K’iche’ language ministry. These requests were summarily rejected, but the
couple did nonetheless give Anastasio Samayoa the job of mentoring an interested
K’iche’ convert named Pedro Poz in nearby Cantel who began the country’s first entirely
indigenous congregation in 1909.73 Four years later, the McBaths resigned when it
became clear that the Presbyterian mission would not alter its stance that indigenous
Guatemalans to learn Spanish prior to their conversion. The couple then moved to
nearby Almolonga to learn K’iche’, but poor finances and even poorer health forced them
to return to the U.S. less than two years later.
In 1917, a new missionary joined the CAM and successfully picked up where the
McBaths had failed. Cameron Townsend is best known as the founder of Wycliffe Bible
Translators and the Summer Institute of Linguistics, sister organizations that spearheaded
the Protestant evangelization of indigenous communities around the world in their own
languages during the twentieth century. However, before he conceived of this
organization that would reshape both missions and anthropology, he was a twenty-yearold college student with a passion for Guatemala but no training in either theology or
Spanish, much less in indigenous languages. When Townsend arrived in 1917, Bishop
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commissioned him to travel the countryside selling tracts, and he provided Townsend
with a native helper named Francisco Díaz, who was a Kaqchickel speaker. Townsend
soon began referring to as his “mentor,” reversing the traditional mission rhetoric of
“native helpers.”74 By the spring of 1918, travelling with Díaz had convinced Townsend
that preaching in indigenous languages was the best way to evangelize Guatemala, and he
told his parents, “It is my belief that Indians make better missionaries than do Ladinos.”75
This sentiment echoed Haymaker’s conclusions two decades earlier, but unlike
Haymaker, Townsend was part of a faith mission, which gave him more room to
maneuver. In 1919, he convinced Bishop to let him establish a school in the Kaqchickel
community of San Antonio Aguascalientes rather than take up his expected assignment in
nearby Antigua. As part of this agreement, Townsend also received permission to teach
and preach in Kaqchickel, activities that technically violated both CAM policies and
Guatemalan law.76 This was considered an isolated experiment, however, and the
CAM’s official policy remained one of assimilation that was summarized by a CAM
board member, “Let the Indians learn Spanish, read the Spanish Bible, and take part in
Spanish church services.”77
Townsend broke new ground by focusing on indigenous languages, but he was
not alone for long. He represented the vanguard of new generation of missionaries who
were decoupling traditional ideas of modern civilization from the Protestant missionary
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project, especially when it came to European languages. In 1921, at the behest of two
outside evangelists named L.L. Legters and Howard Dinwiddie, Townsend, Paul and
Dora Burgess, and handful of CAM missionaries met in Chichicastenango to discuss
creating an organization dedicated to indigenous evangelization. Their plans received a
cool reception from their respective mission organizations, with both the CAM and
Presbyterian boards raising concerns about their inability to control their employees’
methods and alliances. Burgess even wrote to the retired McBath in 1921 that “(we) do
not know yet whether it will mean our severing of relations with the Board.” Bishop also
sent a seven-part criticism to Townsend that focused on the missionaries’ lack of
cooperation with established mission work but also highlighted the fact that the enterprise
contradicted the mission’s official policy of assimilating indigenous people into Spanish
culture.78
Despite these warnings, this small group of missionaries moved forward with a
two-pronged strategy of literacy campaigns and translating the Bible into indigenous
languages, ideas that reflected the modernizing ethos of traditional Protestant missions
while also challenging its assumptions about the cultural underpinnings of modernity.
These missionaries supported literacy and education, but they also believed those goals
were compatible with allegedly “primitive” cultures. Members of this group pioneered
not just religious but linguistic efforts in Guatemala, entering into their project a decade
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before U.S. anthropologists focused their energies on ethnography in the Guatemalan
highlands.79
However, pioneering came with its own set of problems, the most foundational of
which was identifying their target audiences. Correspondence from the early 1920s
shows Townsend and Burgess struggling to differentiate between linguistic groups, often
confusing or combining the similar but mutually unintelligible Kaqchickel and K’iche’
languages even though both men had been living in close contact with the groups for
several years.80 Despite these institutional and methodological obstacles, the young
missionaries persisted, and attendees at the Chichicastenango conference opened several
schools for indigenous-language speakers in the 1920s that attracted students from across
the country and inspired similar efforts among the Nazarenes, whose comity territory
included a large Q’eqchi’ population. By 1931, Townsend and his team published the
entire New Testament in Kaqchickel, and Dora and Paul Burgess had made significant
progress on a K’iche’ New Testament that would be completed in 1946. With these
milestones in the early 1930s, the established missions hoped these missionaries would
return to traditional Spanish-language work or at least remain content to continue
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working in the narrow linguistic fields they had opened up. However, neither Townsend
nor the Burgesses were willing to do so, and in 1933, both retired to pursue larger
visions. The Burgesses stayed in highland Guatemalan and maintained an active
partnership with the Presbyterian mission while operating the Quiché Bible Institute.
Townsend moved on to Mexico where he launched an audacious organization that would
transform Protestant approaches to mission worldwide by attempting to translate the
Bible into every language in the world.
Despite decades of opposition by the established missions, the wave of energy
created by these early linguistic efforts transformed Guatemala’s Protestant community
and partially fulfilled Haymaker’s prescient prophecy from 1898. Ladinos and capitalcity dwellers continued to dominate Guatemalan Protestantism for generations after the
1930s, but that decade proved to be a demographic turning point for the Guatemalan
Protestant community with growth increasingly occurring among indigenous
communities, particularly in the western highlands and on the plantations of the Pacific
coast. Once marginalized because of culture and language, these groups increasingly
called into question the one-size-fits-all version of Protestantism embraced by early
missionaries and forced missionaries and local believers alike to reassess the nature of
Protestantism in a culturally diverse country.
Conclusion
After two decades of an unspectacular but ideologically stable existence under the
Presbyterians in the nineteenth century, the opening decades of the twentieth century
brought new energy and new ideas to missionary Protestantism in Guatemalan that de145

centered the movement both literally and figuratively. Between 1899 and 1921, the
number of Protestant organizations operating in Guatemala increased five-fold, and these
changes created new conflicts over what constituted orthodox Protestantism. After an
initial period of adjustment, however, members of Protestant sub-groups who were
increasingly at odds in the United States developed comity agreements that allowed them
not only to tolerate one another but also to work together.
One effect of these agreements was the normalization of Protestant missionary
presence beyond the capital as newly arrived missionary organizations settled into their
own geographic areas. This literal de-centering marked the first time since the
Presbyterians’ arrival in 1882 that Protestant missionaries staffed mission stations outside
of Guatemala’s two largest cities, Guatemala City and Quetzaltenango. This geographic
change accompanied an inherent ideological change, which was the comity agreements’
limited acceptance of competing missionary ideologies. Although most missionaries still
shunned theologies like Pentecostalism, they were willing to treat systems as diverse as
Fundamentalism, Holiness Christianity, and Modernism as acceptable variations of
orthodoxy. This diversification opened up new space for converts to pick and choose
how they would apply Protestantism.
Missionary comity agreements also brought unintended consequences that
furthered the de-centering process. As the leading missionary organizations in
Guatemala, the Presbyterians and the CAM viewed comity agreements and the 1935
Evangelical Synod as tools for limiting converts’ exposure to competing theologies; but
converts did not confine their lives or their travels to the invisible lines of the comity
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agreements. Thus, as new and different forms of Protestantism blossomed in each comity
zone, some Guatemalan Protestants where able to transmit those ideas into other areas.
For example, the Friends’ empowerment of women attracted female trainees not just
from their territory east but also from Presbyterian and CAM areas in the West. This
cross-pollination meant that even in prescribed comity zones, there was no easily fixed
definition of correct belief and practice.
This flexible view of Protestant orthodoxy was also true of some missionaries
who realized that reaching the populations on the geographic or social peripheries of their
zones required different approaches than reaching populations in the center. In
Guatemala City, Fitch and Villavicencio’s formation of independent church pointed to
the latent demand for an alternative to Presbyterianism’s model of male, missionary
control. The fact that a non-commissioned U.S. woman and a non-ordained Guatemalan
pastor could attract a sizable congregation and that this congregation appealed so much to
local women illustrates the powerful potential of de-centered Protestantism. Although
establishment missionaries like Allison were able to rein in this particular movement by
cutting off financial support, they were not able to stop all such innovation.
One movement that the missionary establishment was not able to curtail was the
expansion into indigenous outreach led by missionaries like the Burgesses and
Townsend. Like Fitch and Villavicencio, the leaders of this movement also faced official
opposition. However, they were able to persevere through threats of censure and
decreased funding, and their perseverance created new space for Protestantism to develop
far away from the literal and figurative centers of national power. Indigenous-language
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ministry opened Protestantism to two-thirds of Guatemala’s population that lived mostly
in rural areas of the country, and it put Protestant theologies into contact with new
cultures and social hierarchies that had much different needs than urban Ladinos.
These innovations and the de-centering process in general were often unintended
effects of missionary strategies, and they did not singlehandedly transform the Protestant
landscape or tip the balance of power from missionaries to converts. However, they did
offer new opportunities for Guatemalan believers not only to choose between versions of
missionary Protestantism but also to follow missionary examples and to carve out their
own theological identities in the ideological spaces freed up through the process of decentering. It was this expansion and fracturing of the Protestant missionary landscape
that served as a key catalyst for the more contextualized changes introduced by
Guatemalan converts that would shape the country’s Protestant identity for decades to
come.
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Chapter 3: Theological Primitivism and the Foundations of Localism
By the 1910s, the changes introduced by new Protestant missions in Guatemala
had begun to affect even the Presbyterians, but converting those changes into growth
proved difficult. After three decades in Guatemala, the Presbyterian mission still counted
only three official churches in its annual reports, but in 1914, the denomination opened its
fourth congregation in a move that signaled both a symbolic and substantive shift in
Guatemalan Protestantism. The fourth Presbyterian congregation was located in the
Maya K’iche’ community of Cantel just outside of Quetzaltenango, the latter of which
was Guatemala’s “second city” and the site of an established Ladino congregation. On a
social level, the Cantel church was significant because it was the first entirely indigenous
Protestant congregation in Guatemala, and its founding marked the earliest concrete
action in missionaries’ strategic shift toward indigenous-language ministry. However,
the Cantel church was also significant for another, less obvious reason. When the
congregation formed, it chose as its official name Iglesia Evangélica Primitiva
Presbiteriana, the Primitive Evangelical Presbyterian Church. Despite anthropologists’
widespread association of the word “primitive” with indigenous culture in the earlytwentieth century, the Cantel congregation did not have that use in mind when it selected
the name. Rather, Protestants there were making one of the earliest local references to
the concept of theological primitivism, which is a religious system that seeks to replicate
the early Church and which would have far-reaching effects on the Guatemalan religious
landscape for decades to come.
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This chapter analyzes the historical roots of theological primitivism in Guatemala
and argues that this theology offered the first opportunity for local converts to take the
lead in adapting missionary ideology to their own social and cultural contexts. This
chapter treats the local adaptation of primitivism as an evolutionary rather than
revolutionary change, but it also demonstrates that theological primitivism was an
important tool that converts used to challenge both Catholic and missionary Protestant
missionary hegemony. These primitive-based challenges were significant because they
produced the first congregations and denominations in the country that were legitimately
Guatemalan in their character, meaning that they operated with limited or no direct
missionary involvement.
The evidence for these claims comes from investigations of two distinct but
related church movements in the western highlands that began in the 1910s and 1920s.
The first case in the K’iche’ indigenous town of Cantel highlights the use of primitivism
in indigenous communities to circumvent entrenched civil-religious hierarchies. Cantel
represented a breakthrough for the conversion of indigenous Guatemalans not only
because it was the first non-Ladino congregation in the country but also because it
quickly became the largest Protestant church of any kind in Guatemala. This rapid
growth resulted directly from the way that primitivism empowered indigenous church
leaders to adapt Protestantism to their social and cultural realities. This particular
example also raised new questions about the meaning of the word “primitive” and
challenged prevailing notions about indigenous people’s role in both the church and
society.
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The second case in this chapter was a mostly Ladino movement led by a
prominent Quetzaltenango convert named Carlos Kramer. Kramer was in contact with
the Cantel church, but his interpretation of primitivism differed significantly from the
indigenous congregation. Whereas that group used primitivism to circumvent a Catholic
civil-religious hierarchy, Kramer used the same theology to challenge missionaries.
Kramer’s belief that foreign missionaries had corrupted the Protestant message led him to
denounce them as “false teachers” and to form the first consciously anti-missionary
Protestant movement in Guatemala. This development was the logical, if extreme,
conclusion of primitive theology since primitivism challenged the validity of adding
cultural interpretations to Christianity and since missionaries’ main role in earlytwentieth-century Guatemala was to interpret Christianity for new and potential converts.
Cultural and Theological Primitivisms
Theological primitivism is unrelated to cultural primitivism, but in Guatemala the
two ideas intersected in unexpected ways. The concept of cultural primitivism, now
discarded as biased and insensitive, was popularized by anthropologists like Edward
Tylor in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries and referred to cultures that
lacked characteristics of western, capitalistic societies.1 Though the definition of the term
was somewhat fluid, cultural primitivism essentially signified the opposite of civilization.
Primitive societies were those that continued cultural, religious, and technological
practices allegedly common to pre-modern humans.
1

Tylor first described primitivism as “the early general condition of man” that
“corresponds in a considerable degree to that of modern savage tribes, who in spite of
their difference and distance, have in common certain elements of civilization, which
seem remains of an early state of the human race at large.” Primitive Culture, 19.
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Considering the missionary and political energies focused on civilizing the
Guatemalan population during the Liberal period, it is not surprising that anthropological
primitivism was influential in Guatemala in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth
centuries. This was true for many missionaries who thought that their religion would
rescue indigenous people from “backwardness,” and also for numerous secular visitors to
Guatemala. Adventurer-scientists and journalists in Central America regularly wrote
back to Europe and the United States with colorful travelogues that exoticized
“primitive” indigenous communities and contrasted modern development in Guatemala
with the survival of “a country that is essentially primitive in culture.”2 Anthropologists
also reinforced the idea of a primitive other by labeling indigenous dress, food,
community structures, and agricultural techniques as “primitive” and by drawing a sharp
contrast between this primitivism and the modern, urban world represented by Guatemala
City.3 Guatemala’s Liberal regimes utilized this rhetoric in two ways. On the one hand,
they tried to entice new industries to Guatemala by emphasizing how the primitive was
giving way to the modern in Guatemala and by inviting investors to be part of progress in
the country. On the other hand, however, the government also put forward essentialized
versions of the indigenous population as exotic icons to draw tourists’ attention to the
country. Thus, while the label “primitive” did mark Guatemala’s indigenous people as
2
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other, it did not mark them as complete outcasts. In some ways, this label even facilitated
the inclusion of indigenous people in public discourses, although it usually did so on
terms set by outside observers and not by indigenous people themselves.4
For the missionaries, politicians, and anthropologists who defined cultural
primitivism, the members of the Presbyterian congregation in Cantel fit neatly into this
model despite the fact that the Guatemalan government had pushed Cantel to become the
most modern and industrialized indigenous town in Guatemala. Central to Cantel’s
identity as a model for modernization was the presence of the country’s first textile
factory staffed by an indigenous workforce. However, as late as the 1950s,
anthropologist Manning Nash documented the factory’s failure to change Cantel’s
“primitive” ways of life,
Cantel has the same family structure, the same role in the regional market, the
same roster of saints, the same notions of law and justice, the same basis for status
and prestige, and the same quality of social life that it had before the factory was
established. Cantel is like the neighboring Indian communities in all respects
except that among the economic opportunities that it offers is a wage job at a
factory.5
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This failure to modernize is what outsiders had in mind when they attached the label
“primitive” to Cantel. However, the congregation itself gravitated to a different concept
of primitivism that was theological rather than cultural. In this system, the term primitive
had nothing to do with modernity but rather indicated a return to a first, or prime, state.
Specifically, theological primitivism embodied any system that claimed to capture and
reproduce the nature and practices of the early Christian Church prior to the process of
institutionalization. As with the anthropological term, this theological idea was more of a
loose category than a concrete definition. Advocates of theological primitivism regarded
the early Church as a pure form of Christianity untainted by the accretions of time or the
manipulation of human tradition, and the goal of theological primitivists was to recapture
that pure form of the Church and to recreate the zeal that early Christians had for making
converts. However, even within this framework, theological primitivism did not produce
a common identity. Rather, it served as an umbrella for a number of backward-looking
movements, each with its own particular focus ranging from community practices to
biblical literalism to simplified leadership structures.
The best-known examples of theological primitivism arose in the United States in
the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century. Historians of U.S. religion have
demonstrated that the roots of American primitivism stretch back as far as the
seventeenth-century Puritans, whose desire to purify the Anglican Church rested in part
on restoring what they believed to be original Christian values. Primitivism in the United
States approached its zenith in the early-to-mid nineteenth century when a wave of
revivalism in the United States sparked several related but distinct primitive movements
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on the western frontier. Emerging from these revivals were several groups who claimed
that true primitivism required a complete rejection of the contemporary religious
establishment. Among these were Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and Adventists, all of
which looked to Jewish norms for the true nature of Christianity. More common and
influential, however, were reforming primitivists within Baptist and Methodist churches
who did not seek complete breaks with established churches but nonetheless criticized
modern accretions in their denominations. Some of these advocated a strict interpretation
of biblical inerrancy as a form of primitivism and gave rise to the Fundamentalist
movement in the early twentieth century. Others turned to Wesleyan Holiness theology
and preached a primitivism that was based on the Bible but was less concerned with
inerrancy than it was with emphasizing the direct experience of the divine and the
possibility of perfection.
Although overwhelming in its diversity, theological primitivism did contain a
common core element that connected its various proponents, even if several would not
have admitted their relationships with one another. That foundational doctrine linking
diverse primitivists was the belief that modern Protestantism was not what God intended
it to be but rather was a collection of human accretions and corruptions that distorted the
divine plan.6 Each group also believed that Christians could shed these accretions by
replicating the Church as it existed immediately following Jesus’ resurrection and
ascension. Not surprisingly, the majority of primitivists turned to the New Testament for
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Primitivists normally focused their energies on reforming Protestantism because
they shared a common assumption that the Catholic Church was too far gone to be
reformed.
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guidance on how to accomplish this. In the United States, the primitivist turn to the New
Testament usually targeted modernism and clerical hierarchies as the great corruptors of
the Church. It is ironic then that most primitivist reformers claimed to restore the early
Church by adopting the very modern tactic of claiming to eschew interpretive subjectivity
in favor of objective reproduction. However, these claims of objectivity fell flat in the
face of reality when social and cultural influences met to produce an array of primitive
interpretations of the New Testament.7
As theological primitivists sought to expand their versions of true Christianity
beyond the borders of the United States, cultural influences on primitivist interpretations
only increased. Primitivist missionaries felt compelled to spread their ideas throughout
the world because they believed them to be true. However, what they did not realize was
that the theological systems they preached often undermined their claims to be arbiters of
the truth. This paradox occurred because their primitive theology advocated the removal
of human interpretive barriers, but when missionaries arrived in foreign countries they
established themselves as the best interpreters of how new converts should practice
Christianity. In missionary contexts around the globe, converts identified this
contradiction and responded to it by creating their own local and culturally relevant forms
of primitivism. This localization of primitivism in missionary contexts has not been lost
on scholars. Several studies have highlighted extreme versions of primitivism that
resulted from local pastors claiming that God had given them a prophetic vision for
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restoring the true church. One of the oldest and most prominent of these groups is the
Iglesia Ni Cristo of the Philippines, which claims to have corrected the unbiblical errors
of Catholic and Protestant Churches based on divine revelations given to founding pastor
Felix Manalo in 1913. Central to Iglesia Ni Cristo’s belief structure is that Jesus himself
instructed Manalo that the doctrines of the trinity and of the divinity of Christ were both
unbiblical. Jesus then charged Manalo with restoring the true Church, a calling that has
since drawn 3 million converts.8 Similar movements also developed in Latin America.
In Mexico, La Luz del Mundo built a multi-million-member denomination based on
similar claims that in 1926 its founder Eusebio Joaquín González restored the apostolic
line that ended in the first century. Historian Jason Dormady has drawn attention to the
fact that La Luz del Mundo, along with smaller Mormon and Catholic groups, used its
primitivism as a way to attract converts who were disenchanted not only with established
religion but also with institutionalized forms of national identity in mid-twentieth-century
Mexico. Thus, this personality-based primitivism offered a powerful new social
orientation to combat anomie.9
Although personal-revelation forms of Protestantism were powerful and visible
forms of localized primitivism in missionary contexts, their prominence in the literature
overshadows more pervasive forms of developing-world primitivism that were equally
8
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influential but less dramatic in their relationship to traditional Protestantism. Like their
personal-revelation cousins, these primitivisms claimed to restore true versions of the
early Church, and they also empowered local believers to bypass foreign leadership
structures. However, they did not remove themselves from the stream of historical
Christianity in the same way that revelation-oriented groups like Iglesia ni Criso and La
Luz del Mundo did. Instead, these less-dramatic groups claimed to be faithful reformers
within Protestantism’s historical lineage who had something to offer as participants rather
than as recipients of the religion. This more subdued form of primitivism was
foundational in Guatemala and provided the theological basis for a number of
developments that are discussed in the remainder of this dissertation.
Cultural and Missionary Roots of Guatemalan Primitivism
The evolutionary development of theological primitivism in Guatemala resulted
from the convergence of two cultural tributaries. Although neither of these streams
possessed enough strength on its own to alter Guatemala’s religious landscape on its own,
their combination resulted in a current with enough force to reshape social and cultural
realities for a significant minority of Guatemalans. The first of these streams flowed
from Guatemala itself, with its headwaters situated in a past that long-predated Protestant
missionaries. Even though primitivism eventually offered a tool for locals to challenge
missionary authority, the second stream actually flowed from the missionaries themselves
since they provided the ideological basis for later changes.
The first, Guatemala-based tributary to theological primitivism was the welldeveloped and complex Guatemalan social hierarchy that dominated the early-twentieth
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century and persists in many parts of Guatemala to the present day. Almost from the
moment of their arrival in the sixteenth century, the Spanish and their descendents
attempted to create a three-tiered, race-based class system in Guatemala with a small
number of citizens of reputedly “pure” European descent at the top, an indigenous
majority at the bottom, and a Hispanicized group of mixed-race Ladinos and civilized
indigenous people in the middle. This tidy model represented a hierarchical version of
the primitive-civilized binary employed by anthropologists. At top of hierarchy were
civilized Europeans and at the bottom were “backward” indigenous people. The vast
Ladino middle was a shade of gray that included Guatemalans at various stages of
progress between cultural primitivism and civilized advancement. However, these three
tiers were only an ideal conceived by those at the top of system. Reality was a much
more complex affair, and elite attempts to impose social control by force and coercion
were met with resistance and negotiation on the part of subaltern Guatemalans almost
immediately. As early as the 1500s, women, indigenous people, and any number of other
social outsiders used the tools of religion, law, and even geography itself to assert their
agency and to carve out their own spaces in Guatemalan society.10
Even the political brokers who sought to reify race-based class distinctions in
service of national progress found it difficult to establish labels firmly. In the earlytwentieth century, anthropologists, missionaries, and politicians struggled to define
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Guatemala’s indigenous population in a way that was consistent both with reality and
with their ideological programs, and this confusion allowed individuals to cast
themselves as a member of multiple groups depending on the needs of time and place.
Despite this malleability, however, the categories of “Indian” and Ladino remained
powerful tools for organizing and controlling the population because even
anthropologists who advocated abandoning racial definitions argued that indigenous
culture was a “disadvantage” compared to the “European-type culture” of Ladinos.11
The complexity of Guatemala’s social classifications also went deeper than the
imperfect divisions between European, Ladino, and indigenous populations. Just as
importantly and despite elite rhetoric to the contrary, Guatemala’s indigenous population
did not define itself as a single class entity. A popular canard of early Guatemalan
ethnography was that indigenous communities were egalitarian and that their pre-modern
social state insulated them from the class conflict endemic in the early-twentieth century
world, but the truth was much more complicated.12 As Greg Grandin demonstrated in his
study of identity in Quetzaltenango, indigenous communities were highly stratified and
had definite elite and non-elite classes that affected everything from educational
opportunities to politics to land ownership. What this meant was that social exclusion
and limitation in early-twentieth-century Guatemala was both more complicated and
more significant than it appeared on the surface. A small set of European-oriented elites
did control national economic and political discourses, but this was not the full extent of
11
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or even the most important form of social stratification. In local indigenous
communities, there were further marginalized groups who not only did not have access to
power or authority on the national level but who also had only limited access to social
goods within their own communities.13
One of the stated goals of Guatemala’s Liberal governments was to implement
national policies that allowed indigenous people to climb the race-based class ladder
through the process of assimilation. However, Liberal policies often produced the
opposite effect by reinforcing the internal class divisions of indigenous communities, and
religious reforms were central to this. When Justo Rufino Barrios instituted his first anticlerical reforms, his goal was to weaken the Catholic hierarchy’s ability to challenge his
government. Claiming that Catholic priests held Guatemala’s indigenous population in a
state of ignorant servitude, Barrios gutted clerical rights in Guatemala, deported many
foreign priests, and created an environment that prevented the Catholic hierarchy from
exercising effective religious control in most of the country. However, these reforms had
little immediate effect on people’s allegiance to Catholicism in rural areas, and the
perseverance of that allegiance coupled with the new scarcity of priests produced one of
the most far reaching, albeit unintended, effects of Liberal policy – the strengthening of
indigenous cofradías.
Cofradías are lay Catholic organizations that date back to medieval Europe and
that originally functioned as parish-based mutual aid societies. During the Catholic
13
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evangelization of the Americas, friars reconceptualized cofradías to aid in Christianizing
indigenous and mixed-race communities, especially in areas where the priests did not
have the resources to maintain a permanent presence. Although the mutual aid aspect
was sometimes present, the chief function of cofradías in colonial Guatemala was to
collect community funds for the maintenance of priests, church buildings, and
community religious festivals like saint’s day celebrations. To organize these groups,
priests created a leadership system that relied on pre-existing community hierarchies. As
the amount of money flowing through cofradías increased, so did the power of the lay
leaders in charge of distributing the funds, to the point where the civil and religious
hierarchies of indigenous towns blended into one indistinguishable group.
As early as the 1700s, cofradías became the most powerful institution in most
villages and operated as a mediator between residents and outsiders, including priests.
The Liberal reforms of the late nineteenth-century cemented these changes by removing
the official Catholic hierarchy completely from indigenous communities. By 1921, there
was only one priest in Guatemala for every 20,000 inhabitants, and in the heavily
indigenous western highlands, the ratio was one to 54,000. In Cantel, the site of the
primitive Presbyterian congregation, there was no Catholic priest in residence from the
1870s until the end of the Liberal period in the mid-1940s, a reality that left cofradías as
the undisputed spiritual arbiters of the area.14
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Some scholars have argued that in this context cofradías actually acted as social
levelers for indigenous communities because in this system men served in civil-religious
leadership positions on an annual or biannual rotation. During each man’s rotation, he
was expected to pay for the expenses of community festivals from his personal funds and
to provide civil governance services without compensation. Even though most men
rotated through the basic community positions, only those with adequate resources could
afford to progress to higher levels. Some anthropologists have concluded that the outlay
of personal funds by those reaching the higher levels resulted in a redistribution of
personal wealth to the community and thereby a lessening class difference.15 However,
this interpretation overlooks several key factors. First, although sponsoring festivals and
volunteering for public office were expensive activities, they were not empty outlays. In
return, the sponsoring individuals and their families received community prestige, and
those who spent their way to the pinnacle of cofradía leadership graduated to a the
permanent position of town elder, which was technically not an official civil or religious
position but in reality placed the family at the center of community decision making and
advice giving.
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Second, evidence from the highlands indicates that while most families
participated in the lower levels of the cofradía system, a much smaller number dominated
the top leadership positions for multiple generations. This pattern indicates that certain
members of the community could afford the costs of participation without diminishing
their actual capital. Finally, in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, Liberal
governments made a concerted effort to privatize land holding as a way to promote
capitalism and investment. These policies had well-documented effects on foreign land
accumulation, especially in the coffee and banana industries. However, they also
affected land concentration indigenous communities. Grandin demonstrated that
indigenous elites in and around Quetzaltenango expanded their land holdings in the early
twentieth century without relinquishing their indigenous identity. Thus, a policy that
Liberals hoped would weaken indigenous identity also produced the additional and
unintended effect of heightening pre-existing class divisions within indigenous
communities.16
All of these trends toward class division and distinction were foundational for the
later emergence of theological primitivism because they established rigid social systems
that mixed secular and religious institutionalization. The cofradía was a religious
organization whose main outward trappings were steeped in Catholic imagery but whose
actual function in the community included passing and enforcing civil decrees. This
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combination meant that if a marginal member wanted to opt out of the social hierarchy,
he or she also had to opt out of the community’s religious system. Indigenous
Guatemalans, who were marginalized both by national progress-oriented rhetoric and by
local civil-religious hierarchies, used theological primitivism to carve out new social and
religious identities simultaneously.
Such a leap required the introduction of primitivist theology in the first place, and
that was first made possible by the doctrine of certain Protestant foreign missionaries, the
second stream that contributed to the development of uniquely Guatemalan forms of
primitivism. Even though theological primitivism in the United States usually targeted
progressivism and modernity as inauthentic accretions to Christianity, nineteenth-century
Presbyterians were actually the first missionaries to introduce the idea of primitivism to
Guatemala. Hill claimed in 1884, “(T)he method we are using is to show what primitive
Christianity is, in the simple form as exhibited in the precedents we have in the Acts of
the Apostles.”17 In the first copy of El Mensajero in 1889, Haymaker also declared that
the periodical’s purpose was to be “a voice in favor of the tolerance and the sobriety and
the just consideration of primitive Christianity.”18 Despite this rhetoric, neither Hill nor
Haymaker showed much interest in the details of primitive theology, and the actions of
both men belied an appreciation for worldly progress that most proponents of primitivism
opposed. As theological primitivism came into its own in the United States, it became
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clear that it was at odds with the Presbyterians’ civilizing program more often it was in
agreement.19
This dissonance was brought to the fore by the arrival of CAM missionaries
whose commitments to Fundamentalism, dispensationalism, and biblical inerrancy were a
particular strain of theological primitivism that caused significant tensions with the
Presbyterians. For the CAM, these commitments represented an unwavering dedication
to pure forms of truth that precluded the errors of either modernism or Catholicism. For
Presbyterians like Haymaker, these commitments represented an insensitive and
shortsighted approach to evangelization. When inter-mission marriages and comity
agreements softened these disagreements, primitivism became more central to
Guatemalan missionaries on the whole, and this trend accelerated as the newest missions
also found common ground in their desires to simplify Christianity. Over time, a
spectrum of primitivism emerged among missionaries, with the Presbyterians on one end
advocating a measured theology of sola scriptura in the vain of the Protestant
Reformation and the Friends on the other end calling for a radical rethinking of Christian
traditions that included rejecting Christian rites like Baptism and Communion. Between
these two poles, the CAM, Nazarenes, Primitive Methodists, and Pentecostals also
advocated various forms of primitivism. Although they varied somewhat in form, by the
second decade of the twentieth century missionaries were in general agreement that
Protestantism offered Guatemalans a version of Christianity with a more direct
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connection to the Bible and to the early Church than did Catholicism. This development
was an important turn in missionary discourse that offered potential converts a new way
of understanding Protestantism. Rather than being an analogue to Liberal ideology or a
purely anti-Catholic religion, primitivism created a theological option for circumventing
rather than directly confronting the institutions that defined Guatemalan society in the
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.
The Church at Cantel
The primitive Presbyterian church at Cantel was the first organized attempt by
Guatemalans to apply primitivism in a Guatemalan social context. Even though the chief
concern of primitivists in the U.S. was the ways that modern thought had polluted God’s
design for the Church, this anxiety was not immediately relevant in a place like Cantel.
Instead, what Cantelenses and other Guatemalans faced was the tightly bonded local
hierarchy created by the merging of civil and religious functionaries in indigenous
communities. The civil-religious leaders of Cantel controlled the community in the latenineteenth and early-twentieth centuries and affected not only access to public offices but
also access to basic daily needs like land and firewood. Indigenous elites in the cofradía
system also coordinated with the Ladino government to enforce labor contracts that
assigned Cantel residents to labor on plantations or public works projects.20 Although
this hierarchy affected most aspects daily life in Cantel, the fact that it also played a
central religious role in the community was a key point in the effectiveness of theological
primitivism there. The same families who controlled access to land and coordinated
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labor drafts also oversaw religious festivals, the honoring of the town’s patron saints, and
participation in local Catholicism. Thus, resisting or opting out of one system also meant
opposing the other.21
Cantel, of course, was not the only indigenous town in the Guatemalan highlands
where this system operated. It was one of hundreds of municipalities where civilreligious structures enforced community hierarchies that privileged some residents over
others. However, beginning in 1910, several factors coincided to make Cantel the test
site for a new way to challenge these hierarchies through Protestantism. As with many
events in the early history of Guatemalan Protestantism, the story of Cantel’s early
exceptionalism began with Anastasio Samayoa, the Guatemalan preacher who was
promised ordination by the Presbyterians until financial issues forced him to traverse the
country as a Bible seller under contract with the American Bible Society. This prehistory was important because early Presbyterians were the least amenable missionaries
to primitive theology. However, when Samayoa left the Presbyterians to join the more
conservative ABS, he also began interacting with the society’s allies in the CAM. This
was how the seeds of theological primitivism came to Cantel. By 1910, Samayoa had
returned to the Presbyterian mission and received a new assignment in Quetzaltenango
alongside missionaries Walker and Anna McBath, but he did not reintegrate completely
in the Presbyterian theological system. While the McBaths focused largely on rebuilding
the Ladino church that had been devastated by the 1902 earthquake, they charged
21
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Samayoa with preaching in the numerous villages and plantations around
Quetzaltenango, including Cantel. When Samayoa visited these sites, he brought with
him not only the civilizing theology that Haymaker taught him but also the more
conservative, primitivist ideas espoused by the ABS and their close allies in the CAM.22
However, it was also not enough for Samayoa to visit Cantel. Samayoa preached
in literally hundreds of towns across the country including many controlled by indigenous
civil-religious hierarchies, but the primitivist message did not take root in those places as
it did in Cantel. The reason for Cantel’s early exceptionalism was a series of factors that
converged in a single person, Pedro Poz, who was Samayoa’s first convert in the town.
Protestant missionaries had reported indigenous converts like the CAM’s “Sister
Francisca” in earlier years, but in 1910 Poz became the first identifiable indigenous
convert of any mission who clearly maintained his commitment to Protestantism. Just a
year later, Poz also became the first regular indigenous preacher in Guatemala and the
leader of the first completely indigenous congregation in the country.
Because of his status as a pioneer, Poz’s legacy took on a somewhat mythic
quality within the Presbyterian mission, even during his lifetime. Part of this myth
resulted in competing stories about Poz’s conversion. Family tradition holds that while in
military service Poz’s assignment included guarding detained missionaries, and he
converted after being impressed by their message and demeanor. This version of the
story emphasizes both missionary respectability and Poz’s own decision-making.
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Haymaker published another version of Poz’s conversion in 1946 that highlighted very
different values. The missionary account of this event stressed literacy and the type of
moral life change that was central to Presbyterian preaching. In this version, Poz’s father
signed him up for military service on account of his son being “drunken and rebellious,”
two traits commonly attributed to indigenous Guatemalans in the period.23 Although Poz
was in the military, Haymaker attributed his conversion not to guarding missionaries but
to tract distribution, one of the missionary’s pet projects. Haymaker explained, “Our
distributor of tracts began leaving tracts among the soldiers, and Pedro in his boredom
began to read them and experienced a radical conversion.” 24
In this version, it was the written word that converted Poz, and not incidentally,
Haymaker claimed that Poz’s first action after conversion was the get his own supply of
tracts and to take them to Cantel where “the first time we knew anything about it, he
already had an established service of 40 or more regular attendants.” Both of these
accounts include historical elements such as Poz’s military service and his original
leadership of the Cantel congregation with minimal missionary involvement, but they
also overlook or distort a number of important contextual factors such as Poz’s position
23
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in Cantel in 1910 and the town’s ninety percent illiteracy rate in the early-twentieth
century.25
Two lines of inquiry offer important insights into how Poz’s conversion actually
happened and why the details of his conversion were so important for the formation of
primitive theology in Cantel. The first of these is an analysis of the basic situation of
Cantel society in the early-twentieth century, and the second draws on near-contemporary
observations made about Poz that do not align with either of the above narratives. The
most important way that Cantel differed from other early sites that Samayoa visited was
its proximity to Quetzaltenango, which was an important center of both indigenous and
Ladino culture. Cantel lies just five miles outside of Quetzaltenango, and even on foot,
residents can travel round-trip between the two in just one day to conduct business.
Cantel’s geographic location meant that it was not as separated from government
programs as other indigenous communities were. Even if they did not always accept
them, the population of Cantel had knowledge of national programs like education reform
and land privatization, and like their counterparts in nearby Quetzaltenango, the elite
indigenous population of Cantel selectively applied some of these ideas. This selective
application resulted from another important factor about Quetzaltenango and the
surrounding region.
Despite its access to central government programs, Quetzaltenango was a national
leader in indigenous self-governance. In the colonial period, Guatemala operated under
the system of dos repúblicas, which created parallel justice and governance systems for
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indigenous and non-indigenous populations that both answered to the monarch but along
different paths. After independence, Quetzaltenango was the most prominent of several
indigenous towns that maintained a version of this system through the formation of dual
cabildos, or town councils, one indigenous and one Ladino. Although both cabildos
reported to the national government, each put in place different local policies that
separated the population based on ethnicity rather than geography. The indigenous
cabildos of Quetzaltenango and Cantel drew their membership exclusively from the
highest ranks of the cofradías, and in Cantel the positions of municipal secretary, city
councilor, or mayor could only be achieved after decades of service in the town’s seven
cofradías.26
Technically, the Liberal government ended this parallel governance structure in
1894 by outlawing indigenous cabildos. However, the elite K’iche’ families who
controlled the system around Quetzaltenango responded by forming a new private
organization called the Sociedad El Adelanto (Society for Advancement), which
promoted the “regeneration” rather than the “assimilation” of indigenous society in
Guatemala. This important distinction was a challenge to Ladino programs that favored
assimilationist models, but it also was a way for indigenous elites to maintain control of
public discourse within the indigenous community after losing their political authority.
Membership in El Adelanto was broad, and the primary requirement was that members’
children attended school. However, leadership in the society was limited almost
exclusively to urban landowners and artisans who also held high posts in important
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cofradías. As Grandin points out, a key reason for the formation of the society was “to
promote a vision of Indian ethnicity that was not bounded by class.” Elite members of El
Adelanto wanted to protect their status within their communities.27 One of the most
important ways they did this was by controlling access to education. During the Liberal
period, primary education was technically free, universal, and compulsory, but in practice
the federal government did not have the funds to enforce any of these provisions. To
remedy this, the government partnered with a number of private cooperatives to open
schools, and in Quetzaltenango, El Adelanto operated three of the municipality’s eleven
schools. Because of government regulations, the society did not control the curriculum
or faculty of the schools. In fact, national law limited teaching positions only to Ladinos.
Nonetheless, El Adelanto did control the location of the schools and their image in the
community, both of which tipped enrollment heavily toward urban, elite children as
opposed to the children of rural laborers.28
El Adelanto’s role in Quetzaltenango and nearby villages is central to Poz’s story
both before and after conversion. Although later narratives identified Poz primarily by
his military involvement, the closest contemporary report, written by missionary Walker
McBath in late 1910, identified Poz as a “schoolmaster” who had been receiving tracts
from the mission for more than a year before officially taking his first communion along
with his wife Isabel in October 1910.29 In a report from the spring of 1911, McBath
added that Poz had been the “village school master” in Cantel and that while Samayoa
27
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had visited Cantel every Friday to preach in Spanish, Poz had been holding K’iche’
language services in his home on Sundays.30 Poz’s teaching position reveals several
things about his identity. First, he was literate, which in 1910 placed him in a very select
group of Cantel society. This fact and the close proximity of Poz’s house to Cantel’s
central square indicated that he had access to the town’s power brokers and was probably
at least a mid-level member of the local hierarchy.31 Since the position of schoolmaster
was legally limited to Ladinos, his post also indicates that either he had the ability to cast
himself as Hispanicized in front of government representatives or that Cantel was beyond
the reach of educational code enforcers. Either way, the intersection of Poz’s ethnicity
and his job indicates that he was able to maneuver within highland Guatemala’s complex
social-political systems, at least on a local level. Finally, as a K’iche’ speaker involved in
education so close to Quetzaltenango, Poz’s post must have meant that he was a member
of El Adelanto.32
Poz’s association with El Adelanto’s educational program was important to the
formation of Guatemala’s first primitivist congregation for two reasons. First, Poz
functioned as a bridge between the community and literacy. Literacy was a central part
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of two of the three versions of Poz’s conversion narrative for good reason. The form of
primitivism adopted at Cantel was a type of Biblicism, which meant that the theological
tool that Cantel Protestants used to circumvent alleged accretions to Christianity was an
appeal to the Bible as a holy text. Because the civil-religious hierarchy of the cofradía
was ingrained in local custom and culture, the K’iche’ Protestant congregation needed
some basis for opting out.
Their theological argument for opting out of this system was that the Bible was a
higher authority than tradition. This, of course, was not a new argument to Protestantism.
Sola scriptura was a rallying cry of sixteenth-century Reformers in Europe, and even the
most progressive missionaries claimed that their ideas were rooted firmly in Scripture.
However, the Cantel church’s appeal to the Bible was somewhat different because of its
context. The first reference to the role of the Bible in Cantel came from McBath’s first
report on Poz in 1910 that described the missionary’s visit to the services held in the Poz
home. In his missive, McBath noted that he was “especially pleased” to see that the Poz
family had removed the “hideous pictures of Romish saints” in their house’s main room
and instead “decorated with texts from the Word of God.”33 This was not an incidental
change. Although not described in detail, the “Romish saints” McBath referenced were
almost certainly images of the saints associated with Cantel’s cofradías. An important
privilege and responsibility of cofradía service was caring for the images of the society’s
patron within one’s own home.34 It is important that Poz did not simply do away with
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these vestiges of his old religious identity; he replaced them. On one level, the Bible
verses painted and hung in the saints’ places were instructional tools that were significant
because of their content.
However, this explanation is insufficient because unlike Poz most of the first
Protestant converts in Cantel were illiterate. The verses were also a reminder that for
Cantel Protestants the path to God no longer flowed through the complex civil-religious
system represented by the saints. Instead, the path went through a more primitive and
purer object, the Bible. Thus, the Bible verses were not only important for their content
but also for their representative quality, and Poz reinforced this by placing them in the
same space previously occupied by community saints. Because of his association with El
Adelanto, Poz had the skills to access the Bible on both of these levels, but for those who
did not, the symbolic power of the Bible was an important first step on the path to
Protestantism.
Poz’s connection to El Adelanto was not only important because it allowed him to
bridge the literate world of Protestant missionaries and the symbolic world of K’iche’
converts; it also illustrated the social costs and social changes inherent in replacing the
old civil-religious system with primitive Protestantism. Poz was the schoolmaster in
Cantel at the time of his conversion, and later accounts also identify him as having held
several municipal posts including municipal secretary and town council member. In
addition, despite Haymaker’s later interpretation, Poz’s military career was not simply as
an unruly conscript. Rather, he was an officer – documents refer to him as both a major
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and a captain – whose job prior to conversion reportedly included handling
communications between Cantel and Quetzaltenango’s military governor.35
In 1910, Poz lost at least the schoolmaster job and likely all of his municipal
duties because he converted. Although he remained a military officer, his assignments
were no longer centered in Cantel but instead involved regular travels as part of an
artillery company.36 Someone like Poz who had at least a moderately important role in
the local social hierarchy could not convert to Protestantism and maintain that position.
This social cost to Poz is instructive for two reasons: first, that it was exceptional and
second, that it was in some ways only temporary. The exceptional nature of Poz’s social
cost was that he was one of the few early converts closely tied to even the middle reaches
of the community power structure. Instead, as anthropologist Manning Nash observed at
mid-century,
Protestantism, in a community like Cantel, is the religion of the marginal man.
The embracing of Protestantism entails the reforming of personal habits.
Cantelenses who feel a desire to reform are those who for some reason are not at
ease in their social and cultural environment.”37
Those who turned to primitive Protestantism were for the most part already outside of the
system that exiled Poz, and so while their conversion was certainly religious and
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spiritual, they were also linked to social factors. Conversion to Protestantism turned this
marginalization into an official opting out of both the religious and social system of
Cantel, and in 1925 the congregation even adopted a policy that all members were to
bring disagreements among themselves to the church’s elders before appealing to the
civil authorities.38
The temporary nature of Poz’s exclusion was also important. Nash was correct to
point out that the Cantel congregation primarily attracted marginalized converts, but
those converts seldom remained completely marginalized after joining, partially because
of the way that Cantelenses changed once they converted but also because of the way
society was changing around them. If many K’iche’ people joined the Protestant church
in Cantel as illiterate, few stayed that way. Because the Bible was so important as a
theological tool for rationalizing the circumvention of community norms, literacy was a
priority in the church. The Bible as an object was helpful, but the content was also
important. Because of this, Spanish literacy classes taught by Poz and missionaries were
regular companions to theological education, and the church even established a daily
school for children in 1923. Poz also led literacy classes in K’iche’ and worked with
Paul and Dora Burgess to translate the New Testament into K’iche’ and to write a
K’iche’ hymnal.39
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This training was not just useful in the church; it also gave Protestants a skill set
not possessed by many of their neighbors. From the 1920s to the 1940s, the influence of
El Adelanto and the cofradías waned as several outside forces buffeted indigenous elites.
First, in the 1920s, Guatemala experienced a brief semi-democratic period that brought
new competitors such as labor unions into places like Cantel. Second, in the 1930s, the
global economic depression prevented many society members from repaying loans issued
by El Adelanto, and also in the 1930s a new dictatorial regime led by Jorge Ubico
nationalized schools across the country and removed the society from its greatest area of
influence. Finally, after the revolution of 1944, the democratic opening of the country
completely undermined traditional civil-religious authority structures. During all of these
changes, members of the primitive Protestant church in Cantel were some of the most
prepared to fill the vacuum left behind, and several members assumed public posts in the
town government and educational institutions, making full social use of having found a
way to opt out of the old system.40
The success of Cantel’s indigenous reinterpretation of primitivism was not just
social either. The converts’ theological orientation also produced the fastest growing,
strongest, and most consistent local congregation in all of Guatemala for at least two
decades. By 1913, Poz’s “purely Indian” services counted seventy members, which was
at least double the membership of the congregation’s Ladino mother church in
later and included hymns written and translated by several members of the Cantel
congregation. A copy can be found in the AGCA.
40
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Quetzaltenango. In 1914, the total passed 100, and by 1915, missionaries estimated that
200 people attended the Cantel church, a number that represented twelve percent of the
local population and was equivalent to the average weekly attendance in all other
Presbyterian churches in the country combined.41 Missionaries were not completely
absent or uninvolved with this growth. First McBath and later Paul Burgess visited
Cantel at least quarterly to check on the church’s progress, and Burgess was the official
pastor of Cantel for a decade, although his duties as pastor mainly consisted of presiding
over church business meetings and administering baptism and confirmation.
Missionaries also offered regular theology classes.
By contrast, the day-to-day leadership at Cantel, including most preaching duties,
remained almost completely in the hands of K’iche’-speaking converts led by Poz, whose
contextualized version of theological primitivism opened new opportunities for
Protestantism in the country. By applying the ideas he learned from Samayoa and from
missionaries to the context of indigenous village life, Poz turned Protestantism into a tool
for empowering people on the edge of cofradía social hierarchies. This made the new
religion more relevant in indigenous towns like Cantel, and it created new leaders for the
Protestant missions. These ideas did not stay in Cantel either. Poz and several members
of the congregation joined with Samayoa as travelling evangelists to other highland
indigenous communities and to plantation work camps on the coastal plain below
Quetzaltenango where they spread their version of primitivism adapted for Guatemalan
41
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social contexts. As explained in chapters 4, 5, and 6, this adapted primitivism was not
static in these contexts either, and primitivism combined with other missionary ideas and
with local social needs so that it morphed into new theologies that would have even wider
effects.42
Carlos Kramer and Salas Evangélicas
Although the indigenous adaptation of primitivism that began in Cantel was one
of the first and most important manifestations of this theological trend in Guatemala, it
was not alone for long. Soon after, nearby Ladinos also began to develop forms of
primitivism that built on ideas imported from the United States but applied them to
Guatemalan contexts. The most colorful and extreme of these new primitive theologies
came from Carlos Kramer, the Guatemalan son of a German immigrant father and Ladina
mother in Quetzaltenango. Like the indigenous congregation in Cantel, Kramer adopted
a form of primitivism that pushed beyond missionary theology in its application, but
unlike the Cantel congregation, Kramer faulted the Presbyterian mission for its lax
interpretation of primitivism and adopted a militant posture against anyone outside of his
system. What Kramer pioneered in Guatemala was not just a contextualized primitivism
but also an exclusivist primitivism that required the rejection of all “interpretations” of
Christianity. This form of Protestantism did not have as broad an appeal as did the
version cast in the Cantel mold, but it did attract a sizable and highly committed minority
of Guatemalan Protestants to its doctrines.
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In his early life, Kramer was not a likely candidate to spearhead such a rigorous
and militantly anti-establishment form of primitive Protestantism in Guatemala. His
mother, Delfina de Kramer, was one of the first members of the Presbyterian mission in
Quetzaltenango, and missionaries considered her the ideal model of an educated and
cultured middle-class, Ladina convert. After the earthquake and volcanic eruption of
1902, Delfina was one of the few Protestants who remained in the city when the
missionaries fled. She was a leader in the drive to bring Anastasio Samayoa to
Quetzaltenango to pastor the church when no missionaries were present, and she even
offered to pay part of his salary as well as fund the installation of electric lights in a new
church building.43 One of Carlos Kramer’s sisters was the same Magdalena Kramer who
went to work at the Friends school in Chiquimula in 1914, and his other sister Mercedes
was a leading teacher at the Presbyterian school La Patria in the 1910s.44
Despite the piety of his mother and sisters, Kramer refused to associate with the
church until his conversion experience in 1912 at age eighteen. In a move that displayed
his penchant all-or-nothing enthusiasm, Kramer went from mocking Protestants to
training to be a preacher almost overnight. His first assignment was as pastor of the
Presbyterian Ladino congregation in nearby San Juan Ostuncalco, but around 1914, he
joined the American Bible Society as a colporteur in Honduras where, like his sister
Magdalena, he encountered Protestants who challenged what he had learned from the
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Presbyterians. Whereas Magdalena crossed traditional Presbyterian boundaries by
becoming a female preacher thanks to the teachings of the Friends, Kramer found a
different influence when he began working with an Englishman named Alfred Hopkins.
Hopkins was a missionary with the Plymouth Brethren, a primitive Fundamentalist
Christian group who rejected denominationalism and theological labels as divisive and
unbiblical. In a short time, Hopkins convinced Kramer that the Presbyterians had taught
him a corrupted form of Christianity. Back in Guatemala, Kramer began consulting with
Clayton Secord, the independent Plymouth Brethren missionary in nearby
Chichicastenango, who convinced his young acolyte to seek theological training at a
Brethren seminary in the United States. Following this advice, Kramer cemented his
belief that the Presbyterians, and in fact most U.S. missionary groups, were apostates
who were corrupting the truth of the New Testament just as much as Roman Catholic
priests.45
Kramer returned to Guatemala in 1923 or 1924, and upon arrival he either quit the
Presbyterian Church or was suspended for attacking the institution. Whichever was the
case, he quickly established his own primitivist congregation in Quetzaltenango
comprised of himself and four Presbyterian women including his mother and his sister
Magdalena. Arguing that primitive Christianity forbade labels and names, Kramer
referred to his new church simply as an “assembly” and invited others to attend services
in the “sala evangélica,” the classroom of the gospel. This latter name stuck and Salas
Evangélicas became the unofficial moniker of Kramer’s new sect, but the Presbyterians
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preferred to call the members “Krameristas,” reflecting their belief that the new
organization was a cult of personality rather than a church.46
As soon as Kramer opened his new church, his single-minded focus on attacking
the errors of the Presbyterians became clear. Kramer assailed his old denomination on
numerous counts, including the paying of pastors, failure to baptize by immersion, and a
perceived lack of self-discipline, all of which he argued made them false prophets and out
of line with New Testament teachings. Kramer took this message beyond
Quetzaltenango as well. He soon developed a pattern of visiting towns with a
Presbyterian congregation and preaching to individual members until he persuaded a
handful to open a Sala Evangélica in the town so that the pure, primitive gospel would be
available. In some cases, Kramer even attempted to take over Presbyterian buildings by
force.47 In 1924, the head missionary at the Quetzaltenango station, Paul Burgess, was
travelling in the United States, and his wife Dora wrote several letters about the problems
Kramer was creating in Quetzaltenango. Dora Burgess even expressed fear for her
personal safety because of Kramer’s militant preaching style. Although most of
Kramer’s converts were Ladinos, Dora Burgess also noted that the Presbyterian casualties
included indigenous churches that Poz started near Cantel but that opted for the Kramer’s
more radical primitivism. The church in Cantel even suspended several “disorderly”
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members who followed Kramer.48 In a September 1924 letter, Dora Burgess offered the
first published summary of Kramer’s new theological teachings,
The separatist part of Carlos’s work is not the worst. He talks constantly about
how his preaching is the truth and ours is not, that the church of God, so called, is
in great error and that he obeys the word of God absolutely. One of his strong
arguments is that he asks for no collections, he preaches for the love of it and not
for money, he does not get paid at all, nor does he sell books, but gives them
away. And says right out that we sell books we have no business to sell and are
making money out of our work; that that is the only reason we are here, for gain.
Although he targeted Presbyterians at first, Kramer’s reach extended quickly as his
followers spread their rigid interpretation of Protestant doctrine into other mission
territories, and soon the Salas Evangélicas began attacking the entire Christian
establishment including Protestants, Catholics, and even marginal sects with little
presence in Guatemala.49
As Kramer’s audience became more spread out around the country, he followed
the model set by missionaries and turned to the written word to disseminate his religious
message, beginning publication of a newspaper called Contendor por la Fe in 1925. At
first, the paper came out sporadically, but in 1931 Kramer raised enough money from
family and converts to buy his own press and began publishing monthly. The earliest
surviving copies of Contendor from the mid-1930s point to an acceleration of Kramer’s
exclusivist rhetoric along with a heavy focus on end-times prophecy and
dispensationalism. They also illustrate Kramer’s strict understanding of primitivism and
his Fundamentalist devotion to Scriptures through the dizzying number of biblical
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citations sprinkled generously throughout his articles. A standard issue would include
five to ten articles peppered with dozens of Bible verses that Kramer or his wife
Margarita would supplement with lists of fifty or more references on the topic. For
example, in 1938 Kramer wrote an open letter to salaried preachers about the apostasy of
being paid to preach that included forty-nine biblical citations and was supplemented by
lists of more than 100 additional passages related to leadership. Despite this veneer of
breadth, Kramer’s focus in Contendor was quite narrow and fell into two basic
categories: end-times prophecies and heresy charges against other Christians. Even these
categories often overlapped since his descriptions of the final judgment usually included
Catholics, Presbyterians, Pentecostals, Adventists, and any number of other Christian
groups facing the wrath of God and the fires of judgment.50
Kramer’s criticisms of these groups were wide-ranging. He berated the Friends
for allowing women to preach. He attacked Adventists for legalism. He accused the
Pope of being the anti-Christ, and he launched countless other attacks against
Pentecostals, independent Guatemalan churches, the CAM, and any other Protestant
group he encountered.51 Despite his diversity of targets, Kramer’s basic rationale was
always the same: the denomination, mission, or individual in question was violating the
primitive teachings of the New Testament. For Kramer the most dangerous violators of
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these teachings were not those he considered at the periphery of Christianity such as
Catholics and Adventists but rather those who were closest the Protestant core.
In the 1920s, Kramer directed his disgust primarily at foreign missionaries like
the Burgesses. However, both his situation and his tactics changed in the 1930s. The
purchase of his own printing press plus membership reaching critical mass – in 1934, the
Salas Evangélicas counted 425 members in 15 congregations and 20 preaching points52 –
gave Kramer newfound confidence in his Guatemalan identity. The fiery preacher began
prefacing his communication with the national government by noting that his group was
led by a Guatemalan and not by foreigners. In indigenous areas, he took time before
preaching to inform villagers that despite his light skin and fair hair he was not a
missionary but a Guatemalan and that his congregations were autonomous and owed
allegiance only to God, not to any outside earthly powers. With this national identity
among Salas Evangélicas strengthening, Kramer also turned his attention away from
missionaries, who he apparently wrote off as a lost cause, and instead focused his attacks
on Guatemalan preachers for failing to preach the unadulterated gospel to their fellow
countrymen.53
Kramer shared his unsolicited advice and critiques with several pastors through
open letters, but the most detailed came in a series of interactions with Cruz Ordóñez
whose father was one of Poz’s earliest K’iche’ converts. Ordóñez was a lifelong member
52
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of the Cantel church and became the first indigenous Guatemalan to receive official
training and pastoral ordination by the Presbyterians.54 After several personal exchanges
through letters and on the streets of Cantel and Quetzaltenango, Kramer directed a public
missive to Ordóñez in July 1936 addressed to “the so-called Presbyterian Pastor.” In this
duel between competing primitivisms, Kramer outlined twenty-one points of doctrine that
Protestants outside of the Salas Evangélicas and Ordóñez in particular failed to
understand and practice correctly. The full charges and the hundreds of Bible quotations
scattered throughout the seven-page letter present a thorough, if somewhat tedious,
exercise in anti-institutional theology and Fundamentalism. However, most of these
points can be distilled into just a few categories that are instructional for understanding
how Kramer used primitivism to take traditional Protestant thought to its extreme end.55
One of Kramer’s primary concerns was Protestants’ “worldliness.” He
condemned other Protestants for “spending time and money on clothes, cutting their hair,
painting themselves, adorning themselves and for taking pleasure in the flesh in theaters,
movies, comedies, mundane festivals, marimbas, smoking, etc.” Kramer specifically
singled out women for their misbehavior in these activities and said that women in the
Salas Evangélicas set a good example by covering their heads during worship. He also
54
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denounced the use of music in other Protestant churches and argued, “On the earth, we
only encounter music among the heathen for accompanying the worship of their dead
idols and in their festivals where they have dances, drunken parties, and prostitution.”
Taking a swipe at the growing Pentecostal movement in the nearby highlands that
featured music and dancing prominently in its services, Kramer added that the Bible even
makes no mention of music in its description of Pentecost. Kramer also took aim at
religious hierarchy, denouncing the fact that other ministers drew salaries and took titles
like priest and pastor, “things that were not known in the primitive Church.” The fiery
preacher also dedicated a full third of his letter to the topic of ordination as a “false
teaching” that usurped the power of God by giving people the ability to name leaders.
Despite Kramer’s salutatory claim, “I attack your error, but I love your souls,” his
message to Ordóñez was clear. Kramer laced his treatise with invectives like “heresy”
and “apostasy” and claimed that he could not “tolerate or have any communion with you
because the Word of God commands me to separate myself and to not receive those who
bear false doctrines.”56
What this open letter did finally and completely was to announce that the Salas
Evangélicas were not only different than paganism and Catholicism but also separate
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from the rest of Protestantism. Kramer effectively took the logic of primitivism a step
further than Cantel leaders like Poz and Ordóñez by claiming an exclusivist
understanding of Christianity that rejected any Biblical interpretations created outside of
the immediate community, which in this case was almost synonymous with Kramer
himself. Guatemala was not the only, or even the first, place where primitivism
underwent such a transformation.
As already mentioned, Kramer himself was loosely affiliated with the Plymouth
Brethren who held similar views, and he even translated some of their material into
Spanish. However, the importance of Kramer’s hyper-primitivism was that it developed
and matured as a Guatemalan organization. Outside influences like Hopkins and Secord
were important, but they were not determinative or involved in the day-to-day operation
of the movement. Kramer developed his own ideas of what primitive Christianity meant,
and he fought his own theological battles with fellow Guatemalan pastors like Ordóñez.
Kramer discounted the missionary Christianity of the comity agreement as being
corrupted by foreign cultural influences, and this hyper-primitivist approach proved
relatively successful. After growing from five members to 425 between 1924 and 1934,
the Salas Evangélicas expanded to 2,500 members in 1965 and to nearly 9,000 in 1980.57
However, this growth was not without casualties as many members returned to traditional
denominations either because they were unable to live up to Kramer’s exacting standards
or, more commonly, because the rigid Fundamentalism of the Salas Evangélicas did not
provide the theological flexibility to meet members’ needs in times of crisis. The most
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famous defector in this latter camp was Kramer’s own sister Magdalena who made an
apologetic return to the Presbyterian Church in 1933 after the death of her son.58
Beyond their own numerical gains, Kramer’s churches also made an impact as the
vanguard of an important trend that gained momentum among Guatemalan Protestants in
the late-twentieth and early-twentieth-first centuries. After mid-century, as the reach of
the Salas Evangélicas expanded nationwide, it became increasingly common for small
groups of believers to follow Kramer’s model and to abandon traditional denominational
structures in favor of theologically strict, highly regimented churches that eschewed any
type of allegiance or alliance beyond their own community. It is nearly impossible to
count these churches because of their fiercely guarded independence and their common
insistence that enumeration of membership is a violation of early Church practices.
However, such primitivist congregations now exist in almost every corner of Guatemala,
and even those that do not claim descent from the Salas Evangélicas often structure their
worship and community rules in similar ways.
Conclusion
These local adaptations of primitive theology by the church in Cantel and by
Kramer were not only the first major instances of Guatemalan Protestants successfully
exerting local control over the development of their new religion; they were the first
instances of any local or regional Protestant group that could properly be labeled
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Guatemalan. This was true both for the indigenous Presbyterians whose primitivism
remained friendly to missionaries despite their recasting of certain doctrines and also for
Kramer’s Salas Evangélicas that took a much more radical view of primitivism and cast
missionaries themselves as enemies of true Christianity. As was apparent in the dispute
between Kramer and Ordóñez, the Cantel church and the Salas Evangélicas were not
always allies and eventually did not even consider themselves part of the same
movement. Nonetheless, they shared several key traits that bound them together in the
early history of Guatemalan Protestantism. Both looked beyond cultural interpretations
of Christianity and to the early Church for guidance in developing their theology, and
both felt comfortable converting primal Christianity into locally relevant forms through
tools like indigenous language or claims of national identity. Each group also parlayed
their balance between a universal ideal of the Church and a local particularity into
numerical success. With minimal expenditures, clerical training, or foreign influence, the
Cantel church became the largest congregation in Guatemala in its first few years of
existence, and the Salas Evangélicas also grew quickly to become a financially selfsufficient denomination that challenged established missions for converts.
However, it is significant that neither group’s growth proved revolutionary. That
is, they did not spark a rapid, wholesale change in the way that Protestants operated in the
country. Rather, the emergence of these local primitive theologies kick-started changes
in Guatemalan Protestantism that, while gradual, had far-reaching effects. These
evolutionary changes spread out from the highlands in two ways. In some instances they
spread among missionaries, which was significant because the emergence of primitivism
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as a dominant narrative represented the first case of local innovation contributing to
substantive change in foreign missionary policies and approaches. This is not to say that
a shift toward primitivism among missionaries was solely a reaction to local interests. It
was the missionaries themselves who introduced primitivism to Guatemala. However,
missionary reliance on primitive theology both increased in frequency and began
adapting to Guatemalan social realities like the civil-religious hierarchies of indigenous
communities only after the innovations at Cantel.
At times, these changes were tangible and public. For example in 1924, by which
time the primitive church of Cantel was the largest congregation in the country and
Kramer had begun his preaching, the Presbyterian mission changed the masthead of its
Spanish-language periodical, El Mensajero. Prior to that year, the masthead included a
reference to Matthew 11:10, which says, “Behold I send my messenger before thy face,”
and could easily be read as a reference to foreign missionaries. However, starting in
1924, Haymaker replaced that verse with the phrase “Proclaiming Primitive Christianity,”
a clear nod to the growing influence of the idea of primitivism, especially coming from
the denomination that was still the most closely aligned to the North American Protestant
establishment.
Elsewhere, the changes were subtler but still far reaching. The shift to indigenous
ministry discussed in chapter 2 resulted not only in linguistic changes but also in changes
to how missionaries presented Protestantism in different cultural settings. Specifically,
missionaries like Townsend and Burgess began promoting Protestantism as an alternate
to traditional hierarchies, echoing the pioneering efforts of Cantel. In more Ladino areas,
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missionaries like the Friends shifted their pre-existing primitivism in the 1920s to
emphasize the transcultural nature of the early Church and especially prophecies about
Christianity encompassing “every tribe and tongue and people and nation.” The Friends
missionaries interpreted these passages to mean that true primitivism meant preparing
Guatemalans to preach and teach alongside North American missionaries.59
The second way that these changes spread was through other Guatemalan
Protestants. Although they did not produce a radical or revolutionary change in the
religious landscape at their inception, the adapted primitivism of groups like Cantel and
the Salas Evangélicas did represent the start of a larger movement in which Guatemalan
Protestants searched for and found theological justifications for bypassing missionary
interpretations of Protestantism. The specific ways that Protestants put these
justifications into practice varied depending on social and cultural contexts, but at their
root was the idea that theological primitivism not only permitted but also encouraged the
questioning of theological interpretation and established hierarchies, even if those
interpretations and hierarchies were established by missionaries. The most significant
results of this application of primitivism in Guatemala are the subject of the following
three chapters.
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Chapter 4: Pentecostalism, Meaning Making, and Indigenous Empowerment
Among the various forms of primitivism to take root in Guatemala,
Pentecostalism was both the most successful and the most controversial. By the turn of
twenty-first century, Pentecostals had become the public face of Protestantism in
Guatemala, so much so that outsiders often used the terms Protestant and Pentecostal
interchangeably to describe all non-Catholic Christians in the country. A 2006 survey by
the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life found that 85 percent of Guatemalan
Protestants were “renewalists,” which was that study’s big-tent term for Pentecostalism.
This statistic included 58 percent who were members of Pentecostal churches and another
27 percent who participated in Pentecostal practices like speaking in tongues but who
worshipped in non-Pentecostal congregations. The Pew study also found that
Pentecostalism had influenced the Catholic Church, with 62 percent of Guatemalan
Catholics either self-identifying as charismatic or claiming to speak in tongues on a
regular basis. Taken together, these numbers indicated that 60 percent of Guatemalans
participated in some version of Pentecostal-influenced Christianity in the early-twentyfirst century.1 Proof of modern Pentecostal prominence also goes well-beyond statistics.
In most Guatemalan neighborhoods, from rural mountain hamlets to Guatemala City
barrios, the amplified sounds of Pentecostal music and sermons blare into the wee hours
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of weekend nights, and the national political landscape even includes Pentecostal parties
and candidates.2
This Pentecostal prominence was not always the case. The first Pentecostal
missionary arrived in Guatemala in 1908, and after twenty-five years of preaching, the
Pentecostals still had not developed a national organization by 1933. Isolated Pentecostal
revivals were not uncommon in this period, but they appeared to be ephemeral since
actual adherence to any church that could be called Pentecostal was negligible at best.
This lack of institutionalization meant that other Protestants like the Presbyterians and the
CAM had as much as a half-century head start in recruiting converts and adapting their
religious systems to Guatemala. Despite this lag time, however, Pentecostalism raced to
the forefront of Guatemalan Protestantism by the late-twentieth century to take its current
place on the national stage.
This chapter bridges this apparent divide in Pentecostal history by arguing that the
factors scholars have identified as key drivers of late-twentieth-century Pentecostal
growth were already clearly articulated and materially effective in the first half of the
century. Drawing on both early primary sources and the insights of historical and social
scientific studies of the later period, this chapter identifies three key elements of
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Pentecostal innovation that began in the early-twentieth century and contributed to
nation-wide growth in subsequent decades: adaptability to local cultures, appeal to
indigenous converts, and empowerment of local believers. Despite Pentecostal
missionaries’ relatively late start, these three factors converged to make Pentecostalism a
unique participant in Guatemalan Protestantism by allowing for new levels of autonomy
and leadership among converts. This autonomy and empowerment did not immediately
make Pentecostalism the largest Protestant group in the country; that would not come
until the 1970s. However, this chapter argues that those factors did make Pentecostalism
a threat to the missionary establishment as early as the 1910s because it gave converts
new latitude to adapt Protestantism to their cultural realities without necessarily
conforming to external standards. Although it took time to fully implement, this radical
contextualization was what ultimately connected early Pentecostalism to later
demographic success.3
The first step this chapter takes to make this argument is to establish a definition
of Pentecostalism, an important and often overlooked task that significant influences how
we understand the movement’s origins and pervasiveness. Subsequently, the chapter
examines four different periods of early Pentecostal development: first, as an extension of
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Holiness Christianity; second, as a small and diffuse collection of independent
missionaries; third, as a controversial but small peripheral group; and finally, as a strong
but provincial movement that raised concerns among the missionary establishment. This
step-by-step chronological approach demonstrates how Pentecostalism began to mature
in Guatemala and also how its approach to missionary-convert relations emerged as a
threat to other denominations despite its small official size.
Defining Pentecostalism
Although the term “Pentecostal” is widely used, it does not have a single, agreed
upon definition. The root word “Pentecost” refers to the day described in the New
Testament book of Acts when the Holy Spirit descended on Jesus’ disciples and gave
them the ability to speak various languages in order to make converts.4 Most Christian
traditions regard this event as the founding of the Church, and so modern Pentecostalism
is at its root a particular form of primitivism that seeks to replicate the early Christian
Church as it existed at Pentecost. However, internal debates about what that replication
should look like are numerous. The most traditional and commonly used definition of
Pentecostalism focuses on “baptism in the Spirit,” an experience in which believers
receive both holiness and a physical sign to mark that holiness. These Pentecostal signs
(also called gifts) are numerous, but the most well-known is speaking in tongues, or
glossolalia, a practice in which adherents utter strings of syllables that are unintelligible
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to others but which they believe to be a divine language.5 Because glossolalia draws the
sharpest contrast between Pentecostalism and other forms of Protestantism, speaking in
tongues has become a popular shorthand for identifying Pentecostalism itself. However,
such a narrow manifestational definition ignores both the theological roots of glossolalia
and the fact that the personal practice of glossolalia is seldom a membership requirement
in Pentecostal churches.
This popular definition also ignores the reality that speaking in tongues has
become less central to Pentecostalism over time, a shift that leading scholars of global
Pentecostalism have sought to address with new definitions. Allan Anderson proposed
referring to “a whole ‘range of Pentecostalisms,’” and Walter Hollenweger also
questioned whether scholars can prescribe a single, overarching definition of
Pentecostalism.6 In place of a simple tongues-based delineation of Pentecostalism, both
Hollenweger and Anderson offered broad, functional definitions of the movement.
Hollenweger described a Pentecostal as any Christian who expects “manifestations of the
Spirit in the normal worship service.”7 While vague, Hollenweger helpfully situated his
definition historically by arguing that Pentecostalism derives from a numbers of sources
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including Roman Catholicism, Reformation Protestantism, Wesleyan Holiness
movements, and even non-Western spiritual traditions outside the stream of Christianity.8
For his part, Anderson proposed that the diversity within Pentecostalism arises from its
malleability in different cultural contexts. Anderson also added to the manifestational
definition by arguing that the common denominator connecting all Pentecostals is an
emphasis on “the working of the gifts of the Spirit, both on phenomenological and
theological grounds,” a definition that does not privilege experience over belief.9
Some scholars of Latin America have been slow to adopt similarly broad
definitions and instead prefer the traditional glossolalia rubric.10 However, a notable
group has drawn attention to Pentecostalism’s internal diversity by expanding their
manifestational definitions to include practices like healing and exorcism.11 The benefit
of using these manifestational definitions is that they allow for clear categorization of
contemporary Pentecostals. The downside is that they leave many members in limbo
between Pentecostalism and other forms of Christianity, and they privilege contemporary
experiences so much that they effectively ignore the historical processes that created
those practices. On the other hand, broader definitions that equate Pentecostalism with a
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theological emphasis on the ongoing activity of the Holy Spirit have their own
limitations. Chiefly, they threaten the integrity of the term Pentecostal, since all
Trinitarian Christian groups include some theology of the Holy Spirit. However, the
primary benefit of these broad definitions is their ability to include all historical actors
who claimed to be Pentecostal, a luxury not afforded by narrower definitions. It is
possible to lay claim to the benefits of both of these definitions through a two-step
approach to defining Pentecostalism adopted in this chapter. First, this analysis accepts
at face value any individual or group’s claim to be Pentecostal in a given time and place,
even if that claim conflicts with others’ definitions of Pentecostalism (or even if the claim
conflicts with the same individual or group’s definition of Pentecostal at a different point
in history).
However, this acceptance is not uncritical. For each stage of Pentecostal
development, this study analyzes how participants defined Pentecostal doctrine as well as
why their detractors considered them on the edge, or even outside, of the bounds of
orthodoxy. Second, the chapter examines what specific practices, manifestations, and
theological innovations accompanied various stages of Pentecostal development in order
to understand what Pentecostalism offered to potential converts that other forms of
Protestantism did not. This step enables the concrete classification of Pentecostals and
also provides a foundation for demonstrating the continuity that existed between various
stages of Guatemalan Pentecostalism. While this chapter follows the careful application
of this definition, it also acknowledges the eventual association of Pentecostalism with
glossolalia, and for this reason it differentiates between broadly defined Pentecostals and
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those who practice glossolalia by using the modified form “tongues Pentecostals.” This
modifier is added for the sake of clarity to identify the subset of Pentecostalism that
became most prominent.
Holiness Christians and Pentecostalism
Historians generally trace the birth of tongues Pentecostalism to a series of
autonomous revivals that occurred in the first decade of the twentieth century. The 1906
Azusa Street Revival in Los Angeles, California is the most famous of these, and
Pentecostals widely consider it to be the historical starting point of their faith. Azusa was
undoubtedly important to early Pentecostalism, but its reputation as the single origin
point of global Pentecostalism is largely mythical. The Azusa Street Revival itself
emerged from a smaller movement in Topeka, Kansas, where members spoke in tongues
as early as 1901, and additional independent revivals in Wales in 1904 and India in 1905
also predated Azusa Street and included speaking in tongues as a sign of receiving the
Holy Spirit’s power.12 These various revivals also shared something other than just
glossolalia. All of them emerged from Wesleyan Holiness movements, a North Atlantic
theological movement that had a strong influence in Guatemala, particularly in the more
remote regions of the country.13 Differentiating, or choosing not to differentiate, between
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eradication of sin was possible in Christian’s lives and argued that the Holy Spirit
counteracts sin rather than removing it. While seemingly trivial to outsiders, this
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early tongues Pentecostals and their Holiness contemporaries is one of the first crossroads
when crafting a historical definition of Pentecostalism.
Holiness Christians adhere to John Wesley’s doctrine of Christian perfection,
which is the idea that a “second work of grace” allows Christians to live without sinning.
Wesley, who led the Methodist movement in eighteenth-century England, did not create a
specific church to promote his theology, but after his death several of his followers
systematized his ideas and formed new denominations. These followers believed that full
conversion required not just justification, in which God forgave sins, but also
sanctification, in which the Holy Spirit empowered believers not to sin. In the nineteenth
century, Holiness denominations began connecting sanctification to “the baptism of the
Holy Spirit” as described in the New Testament’s depiction of Pentecost. Wesleyan
scholars like Donald Dayton argue that this teaching was a departure from the actual
teachings of Wesley, who never linked sanctification to either the Holy Spirit or
Pentecost. However, the connection gradually became so important that many
nineteenth-century Holiness groups began referring to themselves as “Pentecostals.”
By the 1900s, this movement gained so much momentum that some sub-groups
began emphasizing the Holy Spirit more than Christian perfection. These sub-group
became tongues Pentecostals and claimed to experience not just a second work of grace

difference divided the two groups in a significant way, and it provided space within the
Keswick movement for Christians of a wide variety of theological backgrounds including
Presbyterian Calvinists and dispensational Fundamentalists. In Guatemala, Presbyterian
missionaries James Hayter and Paul Burgess were associated with the Keswick
movement as was CAM missionary Cameron Townsend. However, all of these
missionaries expressed trepidation toward Wesleyan Holiness groups and outright
disagreement with tongues Pentecostals.
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but also a third in which believers received the power of the Holy Spirit as evidenced by
signs. Although many Holiness practitioners had connected purification with physical
manifestations of Pentecost like healing and prophecy, glossolalia took this belief to a
different level that many detractors decried as disorderly. By 1920, the tongues
Pentecostals’ focus on power and ecstatic worship led other Holiness Christians to
declare the two movements not only separate but also incompatible. Holiness preachers
soon became some of the greatest critics of tongues Pentecostals, and their opposition
forced Holiness denominations to drop their association with very word Pentecostal both
in the United States and in mission areas like Guatemala.14
The earliest Holiness denominations in Guatemala entered the country at the cusp
of this division. The Nazarenes actually went by the name The Pentecostal Mission when
they arrived in Guatemala in 1901 and later merged with the Pentecostal Church of the
Nazarene in 1915. Only in 1919 did the denomination drop the word Pentecostal from its
name. The Friends regularly used the term to describe themselves and their experiences
as late as 1925. The Primitive Methodists also embraced the label Pentecostal until 1925,
when the U.S. branch of the church condemned glossolalia. Despite this precedent,
Primitive Methodists in Guatemala did not completely abandon the term Pentecostal until
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1934, when a group of tongues Pentecostals separated from the mission and forced local
churches to choose between the two identities.15
Although these separations set the stage for glossolalia to become the defining
element of Pentecostalism, Holiness practices in Guatemala through the 1920s fit neatly
into the broader definitions of Pentecostalism as an emphasis on the Holy Spirit
accompanied by physical manifestations. These early Holiness groups also closely
resembled Guatemalan Pentecostals of the late-twentieth and early-twenty-first centuries,
for whom glossolalia has become less central. In the 1910s and 1920s, Guatemalan
Holiness Protestants’ belief in the power of the Holy Spirit to sanctify was not just a
theological exercise, nor was it divorced from “signs” of the Holy Spirit’s power.
Sanctified converts often reported that the Holy Spirit physically overwhelmed them and
caused their bodies to act in unexpected ways. Unlike the non-Holiness Presbyterians
and CAM, these Holiness groups shared with tongues Pentecostals the beliefs that
complete salvation was a multi-step process, that the Holy Spirit interacted directly and
individually with believers in the second step, and that otherwise unexplainable physical
manifestations of the Holy Spirit’s power were normal parts of the Christian experience.
For this reason, it is most accurate to include early Holiness denominations under the
rubric of Pentecostals, despite the fact that their later institutional descendents denounced
glossolalia.
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The best illustration of early Holiness-Pentecostalism comes from the Friends
mission in eastern Guatemala.16 As we have seen, the prominent roles of women and
Guatemalans in this mission made the Friends an outlier among their peers. Although
previous studies have discussed these innovations, especially regarding gender, few have
highlighted the success these methods engendered in the early period. Internal statistics
reported by the mission boards indicate that the “small” Friends mission in the east
outpaced its more centralized and doctrinally strict counterparts. In 1922, the Friends
reported 1,981 members compared to 1,506 for the Presbyterians (1923), and 2,850 for
CAM (1921). Although CAM membership numbers eclipsed the Friends on an absolute
level, it is important to note that under the comity agreement, the CAM territory included
nearly one million residents to the Friends 300,000. The Presbyterians, with their lower
totals, worked in departments totaling more than 500,000 residents.17
The springboard for the growth that made the Friends arguably the most effective
Protestant group in this period was a 1918 revival that, despite later rebranding to
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distance the denomination from tongue-speakers, was the country’s first large-scale
Pentecostal event. The revival was notable both for its theological content and for the
leadership provided by several constituencies that were peripheral in other missions,
including ordained women, native pastors, and youth. The 1918 revival began in August
when an eighteen-year-old believer named Ángel Castro received sanctification during a
regular service. Missionary Helen Kersey Ford reported what followed in a letter to her
mother,
I had heard about holy laughter, but never heard it before. When Ángel realized
that God had really cleansed him and the ‘old man’ was dead as he expressed it he
laughed and laughed and kept repeating, ‘And, God, I didn’t merit it.’ When he
tried to tell what had happed to him words failed so he wound up with ‘maybe
some of you who have received the same thing can imagine how happy I am’ and
convulsed again with holy laughter.18
Castro did not speak in tongues, but his spiritual progression followed a model that was
common among tongues Pentecostals. The beginning of this progression was a
separation between his conversion and sanctification. Castro officially joined the Friends
church in 1916, but he did not receive his “second blessing” right away. Instead, he spent
two years seeking it. When this second event occurred in 1918, it was accompanied by a
physical manifestation of laughter that overpowered Castro physically and that those
around him considered “holy” or “heavenly” rather than normal. It is also noteworthy
that even the most ardent tongues Pentecostals considered holy laughter as a valid sign of
baptism in the Holy Spirit.19
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Only one other worshipper shared Castro’s experience that evening, but within
weeks the pair had inspired a number of second-blessing experiences accompanied by
signs, especially among teenagers. On a Saturday night in September, Ford investigated
a commotion at the girls’ boarding school and found several students in prayer and others
“praising the Lord and clapping their hands.” The next morning the “same spirit of
prayer and seeking fell on the whole church.” Soon after, the residents of the boys’
boarding school followed suit.20 By Novembers, the Friends mission had reported an
outbreak of “visions, trances, and prophesying” by twenty different members, half of
them students at the schools. One eighteen-year-old, Adolfo Marroquín passed out and
“appeared to be in the heavenlies” for twelve hours. When Marroquín came to, he
immediately began prophesying and continued for several days, at times physically
supported by other men because of his inability to keep his body erect.21 María Morales
Machorro, who was eleven at the time, reported that the women of the congregation
responded by shaking and crying out until they were hoarse and that the services ran
through the night, and a local doctor announced that he believed the women were
hypnotized.22 After this, the revival quickly spread to outlying areas where more visions
and prophesy ensued during all-night meetings. Missionaries were present at most of
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these meetings, but none of them reported leading or participating in the Pentecostal
services. However, they did write positively about the revival to their supporters in the
U.S., and rather than distancing themselves from the events’ excesses and emotional
qualities, the missionaries claimed the revival was a sign of God’s blessing. Ruth Esther
Smith, the matron of the mission, referred to the 1918 events as “a revival of power and
fire like Pentecost” and prayed for her own revelations.23
There is no record of glossolalia in the 1918 Friends revival, but in every other
way this event can be considered Pentecostal. Participants used the word “Pentecostal”
to describe their own experiences, and they believed that the Holy Spirit was interacting
with them directly to bring about their sanctification. The participants also expected and
practiced manifestational signs that they attributed to the power of the Holy Spirit. These
signs included prophecy, holy laughter, bodily possession by the Spirit, and intelligible
“holy crying,” all of which continue to form part of Pentecostal practice into the twentyfirst century. At the time of the revival, Holiness Quakers in the United States were
trying to distinguish themselves from tongues Pentecostals, but in Guatemala nonHoliness missionaries were having trouble deciding if there was any distinction between
the two at all. At the end of 1918, Presbyterian James Hayter complained of “tongue
preachers” and “those who represent nobody” in the east who were threatening
Presbyterian work in El Progreso, the department immediately to the west of
Chiquimula.24 This complaint is sufficiently vague that it could refer either to the Friends
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or to the itinerant Thomas Pullin, a Pentecostal missionary who spent part of 1918 in
nearby Zacapa.
Other missionary concerns were more direct, however. Shortly before the revival,
the always-diplomatic Paul Burgess expressed some reservations about the Friends
doctrine but told the Presbyterian board that he could still work with the group. He
reported that “seven or eight” members of his church had worked as evangelists in
Friends’ territory and that there was some tension in Quetzaltenango because of “‘a holier
than thou’ attitude on the part of some native Christians who think they ‘got
sanctification’ at Chiquimula.” However, he told the board that he did not think that the
sanctification doctrine should keep the two missions from working together.25 CAM
missionaries led by Albert Bishop offered the greatest opposition to Holiness and
Pentecostal doctrine. In 1918, Bishop sent a set of proofs to Burgess that only barely
stopped short of declaring Pentecostalism and “sign-seeking” as heresies.26 In 1919,
CAM missionaries lamented that the Friends’ field “has been badly torn up due to the
work of the Tongues and Holiness people.”27 Two CAM missionaries, Estella
Zimmerman and Fern Houser, who had enrolled students in and occasionally taught at the
Friends’ boarding schools since 1916, also abruptly left in early 1919 to return to
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Guatemala City “for unknown reasons,” a signal of the growing concern over the strong
resemblance of the Friends’ Holiness theology to outright Pentecostalism.28
Within the Friends church, the 1918 revival was a springboard for the
denominations’ most rapid period of growth.29 However, the revival itself was neither
the beginning nor the end of characteristically Pentecostal practices among the Friends.
Recorded testimonies of early believers almost always indicate dates for conversion and
sanctification, and these two “works of grace” are usually separated by several years,
which indicates that converts in the mission viewed them as unique encounters with Jesus
Christ and the Holy Spirit, respectively.30 It was also common for sanctified members of
the mission to receive manifestations of the Holy Spirit in their lives, especially in the
form of divine visions and prophecies. The first of these related to Guatemala was
Smith’s experience in Oakland, California in 1906 when she heard the Holy Spirit
audibly tell her to go to Chiquimula. Among local believers, the influential preacher
Pedro Leiva claimed to have received a vision years before the Friends’ arrival in which
he saw the faces of the foreign missionaries who would convert him in 1910. After 1918,
reports of visions increased among missionaries and local believers, and descriptions
ranged from out-of-body experiences during prayer to symbolic dreams later interpreted
by other believers. In addition to visions, some converts in the 1920s also reported divine
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healings associated with their sanctification, and several reported variations of laughter,
ecstatic shouting, and trance-like states of rapture.31 Although the Nazarenes did not
report any single revival event like the Friends 1918 meeting, missionaries and local
converts in that Holiness church also reported visions and sanctification events that
reflected their relationship to nascent Pentecostalism. Like the Friends, visions were
especially prominent among Nazarene converts, with several leading pastors in the
remote area of Petén reporting “heavenly visions” or out-of-body experiences.32 These
reports only decreased in the 1930s when tongues Pentecostalism emerged as a serious
threat in the districts immediately bordering the Friends and Nazarene missions and when
institutional preferences pressured converts to avoid Pentecostal practices on the grounds
that they were disorderly.
Independent Tongues Pentecostals: 1908-1920
Despite the similarities between the early Holiness groups and later Pentecostals,
it is the emergence of glossolalia that both secular and denominational historians usually
use to mark the beginning of Guatemalan Pentecostalism. The canonical starting point of
glossolalia in Guatemala is a 1932 Primitive Methodist revival in the highland town of
Totonicapán. Even though evidence from the Friends and Nazarene territories indicates
that this was not the first broadly conceived Pentecostal experience in the country, it was
still one of the most significant events in the history of Guatemalan Protestantism since it
31
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both launched the most strictly defined version of Pentecostalism and also ushered in the
era in which the three Holiness denominations joined the Presbyterians and the CAM in
opposing Pentecostalism. The latter of these points is critical because by excluding
Pentecostals from nation-wide agreements like comity and the formation of the national
synod in 1936, the five main denominations created an environment that would later
encourage Pentecostal sympathizers within their ranks to form their own churches rather
than to seek reform from within existing denominations. In the late-twentieth century,
the churches that emerged from internal breaks came to dominate the Guatemalan
Protestant landscape.33
As important as it was, and despite spiritually triumphalist denominational
narratives that argue to the contrary, the 1932 “outpouring of the Holy Spirit” was not a
singular event or a bolt of lightning from heaven. Rather, the emergence of glossolalia in
that year rested on nearly three decades of prior history that included several loosely
related and largely decentralized Holiness and Pentecostal churches, not only in the
highland departments of Totonicapán and El Quiché but even as far away as Zacapa, an
area that sat, not coincidentally, at the intersection of the Friends and Nazarene territories.
Tracing a line backwards from this event to the “first” Pentecostal missionary in
Guatemala is difficult because unlike their denominational and even faith-mission
counterparts early Pentecostals tended to work alone, live a peripatetic existence, and
operate with little pledged financial support. At various points between 1910 and 1920,
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Presbyterian and CAM missionaries mentioned several unnamed Pentecostals or
“tongues preachers” roaming the Guatemalan countryside. It is not only possible but also
likely that travelling Pentecostals passed through Guatemala as early as the first decade
of the 1900s. However, they left few traces of their presence and almost no converts.34
The first documented tongues missionary in Guatemala was Amos Bradley, a
transient Bible college student who arrived in Guatemala in 1908 as an independent
Holiness missionary. The twenty-five-year-old Bradley first settled Salamá, Baja
Verapaz where he preached a doctrine similar to the one prevalent in the Friends mission.
Technically, the comity agreement awarded this remote area to the Pentecostal Mission
(which later became the Nazarenes), but that denomination’s lack of resources meant that
most of Baja Verapaz had remained effectively untouched by Protestant missionaries
since Frederick Crowe’s stay there in the 1840s. Although independent, Bradley
coordinated his evangelization with the Pentecostal Mission based on relationships he
built during one term at the denomination’s training school in Nashville. He had also
spent a year at a Holiness Bible institute in South Carolina where he met the Pentecostal
Mission’s three employees, Richard and Maude Anderson and Effie Mae Glover. In
1909, Bradley married Glover, joined the mission, and moved south to El Progreso.
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Three years later, while on leave in the United States, the Bradleys visited their South
Carolina alma mater and participated in a tongues revival that transformed their theology
and would also alter their relationships on the field.35
Figure 5. Map of Early Pentecostal Sites
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When the Bradleys joined the tongues movement, they left the Pentecostal
Mission, which did not support their speaking in tongues, and they joined the similarly
named Pentecostal Holiness Church. After three years in El Salvador, the Bradleys
returned to Zacapa in violation of the comity agreement. However, the Holiness
missionaries had left Zacapa for the more healthful environment of Cobán, Alta Verapaz,
and Bradley decided that since he had worked in the area before, he had a right to
evangelize there.36 Like the Holiness missionaries, the Bradleys found Zacapa’s hot,
malarial climate unsuitable for their children, and so they moved to Guatemala City and
commuted by train to visit their churches in Zacapa and Baja Verapaz. Bradley did not
leave any detailed accounts of this early ministry, but a report to his U.S. supporters in
1917 indicated that he had developed a network of native workers to care for churches in
his absence and that many of his “hundreds” of converts “received the Pentecostal
baptism of the Holy Spirit.” Although vague, this reference almost certainly refers to
speaking in tongues since the same paper that published his report declared on another
page, “By the word ‘Pentecostal’ we mean to signify that the church and paper stand for
the Baptism of the Spirit to be received subsequent to heart cleansing, and that the initial
evidence of this Baptism in speaking in tongues as in Acts 2:4.” In addition to his
Guatemalan converts, Bradley also recruited at least one worker away from the Holiness
mission in Cobán to join the tongues branch of Pentecostalism.37
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While the Bradleys were spreading tongues Pentecostalism in the east, two other
missionaries, Albert Hines and his wife (whose name is not recorded), arrived in the
western highlands department of Totonicapán. The Hines’ personal story is mostly lost
to history, in large part because they were prototypical independent Pentecostal
missionaries who operated without strong connections to a larger organization. With no
mission board or affiliated periodical, any records the Hines produced did not receive the
benefits of publicity or archiving. What is preserved survives mostly through Albert
Hines’s interactions with other missionaries, especially the founders of what would
become the Primitive Methodist Church and later the Church of God. The Hineses
arrived in Guatemala between 1910 and 1912 from Pennsylvania, and they moved
directly to Totonicapán, an area with no denominational presence but allotted by the
comity agreement to Clayton Secord. All that is known about the Hines’ work prior to
1916 is that they successfully operated at least one church, led evangelistic campaigns in
the department of El Quiché not far from Secord’s base in Chichicastenango, and had a
friendship with Bradley.
The early evangelism of the Bradleys and Hineses provided tongues Pentecostals
with a toehold in Guatemala by the time the two men widely credited with being the
country’s original Pentecostal missionaries, Charles Furman and Thomas Pullin, arrived
on the scene in 1916 as representatives of the United and Free Gospel Missionary Society
of Turtle Creek, Pennsylvania. When Furman and Pullin set foot on Guatemalan soil for
the first time, they were teenagers with a zeal for evangelizing but little actual knowledge
of Guatemala. Not sure what to do upon arrival, they headed for Guatemala City to speak
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with established missionaries there. Fortunately for these young “practicing
Pentecostals,” the first missionary they found was Bradley, who explained the comity
agreement to them and instructed them to steer clear of the leading missions that had just
revised the agreement to preclude independent Pentecostals. Instead, Bradley directed
the pair to Totonicapán to work with the Hines, who took on the task of mentoring the
young evangelists.38
There is little record of the roles that Guatemalans played in the Pentecostal
churches during the first years that Furman and Pullin spent with the Hines, but one
telling fact is that upon arriving in Totonicapán, Albert Hines set his new protégés to
learning not only Spanish but also K’iche’, the dominant language in the region. As
outlined in chapter 2, Haymaker and Bishop had expressed some interest in indigenous
languages around the turn of the century, but the missions as a whole had resisted such
efforts. In contrast, the Hines had adopted a significantly different position upon arriving
in the predominantly indigenous highlands. They adopted K’iche’ preaching at least by
1916 when Furman and Pullin arrived and probably earlier, five years before Burgess and
Townsend began discussing their translation projects. Although the Pentecostals were
not party to those later discussions, Burgess consulted several times with Albert Hines
about indigenous language work in the year prior to his meeting with Townsend, and
Hines played an important behind-the-scenes role in raising interest among other
missions “as to the spiritual welfare of the Indians.” Paul and Dora Burgess’s first
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attempts to translate the New Testament into K’iche’ also began as a joint effort with
Amos Bradley, who left the project after completing Matthew and John.39
The Pentecostals early interest in ministering within indigenous cultures was not
only limited to language. In 1919, Furman further illustrated the Pentecostals’
commitment to participating in indigenous culture by marrying newly arrived missionary
Carrie Smith “in a native ceremony” where “the believers gathered in to instruct the bride
and groom in the form of procedure.” Although details of the ceremony are scarce, the
couple participated in a traditional wedding march through town trailed by a procession
of “townspeople,” and the church followed the wedding with a full week of celebration
and feasting.40 The fact that Furman and Smith let indigenous Guatemalans instruct them
on how to marry rather than vice versa was a striking contrast to the other missions where
encouraging converts to approach weddings according to North American social norms
was among missionaries’ most commonly discussed themes. In later years, smaller acts
of missionary inculturation like wearing indigenous traje would become more common
in other missions. However, at the time early Pentecostal missionaries began integrating
into local indigenous culture, there were no missionaries in traditional Protestant or other
Holiness bodies acting similarly. In fact, some leading missionaries such as the CAM’s
Bishop were openly hostile to indigenous missions and instead favored assimilating
Indians into Spanish culture and churches. Even those who were more open to
39
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evangelizing in indigenous languages, like the Burgesses and Townsends, continued to
express reservations about the spiritual implications of other indigenous practices.41
While the evidence that early Pentecostal missionaries’ embraced indigenous
culture is clear, the results of that embrace remain in the historical shadows since the
missionaries and their converts left little information about their work prior to 1920. The
few records that remain indicate that several of the most important leaders in the pivotal
decade of the 1930s converted prior to 1920. Among these were José María Enríquez,
who joined the Hines’ church prior to Furman and Pullin’s arrival and later was pastor of
the primary church in Totonicapán; Cayetano Aguilar, who converted in 1918 and later
served as pastor in San Andres Xecul; José Cruz Figueroa, another early Hines convert
who later was pastor at San Cristóbal; and José Francisco Matul, a 1919 convert of
Figueroa who later led the congregation at San Francisco El Alto.42
Of these four named early converts, only Aguilar’s conversion narrative survives,
and it bears striking similarities to the contemporary events occurring in the Friends’
territory 120 miles away. Aguilar, a native of San Cristóbal, did not convert by hearing
preaching or reading a tract, the two most popular evangelistic techniques of other
Protestant missionaries, because when he converted, Aguilar was illiterate and only spoke
K’iche’. Instead, Aguilar explained his conversion as a direct experience with God rather
than the result of missionary intervention. One day while travelling, Aguilar and his
41
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brother had simultaneous a vision of Jesus telling them, “Believe in the Gospel that is
good for you.” Upon returning home to San Cristóbal, the pair asked a friend what they
should do, and she directed them to Furman. This marked not only Aguilar’s conversion
but also his start as a Pentecostal preacher. Although he would not speak in tongues for
fourteen more years, in the interim Aguilar reported other manifestations of the Holy
Spirit in his ministry, especially the ability to heal.43
Although they recorded little about their converts, the early Pentecostal
missionaries did provide information about the difficulties they had navigating the
changing landscape of Guatemala’s missionary establishment. This problem was pushed
to the fore by the strengthening of the comity agreement and the unification of the other
missions against the tongues Pentecostals in the 1910s in spite of the Holiness
denominations’ ambivalent position between the two camps. Furman and Pullin’s
troubles in this area began in 1918 when the Bradleys departed Guatemala for the United
States. Worried about the future of his churches in Zacapa and Baja Verapaz, Bradley
asked Furman and Pullin to visit these territories. However, in the midst of this
transition, the two Holiness denominations in that part of the country asserted their own
claims to these territories, with the Nazarenes moving into Baja Verapaz and the Friends
into Zacapa. The Nazarenes and Friends demanded that Furman and Pullin vacate the
area since they were from a different mission than the Bradleys and did not share his
long-standing ties to the area. Recounting these events two decades later, Furman wrote,
“Pullin, who did not appreciate the comity agreement in the first place, refused to
43
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comply, but with his leaving (to visit Totonicapán), the Friends took over the department
anyway.”44 Furman also tried to open new churches in the remote and mostly
unevangelized jungle region of Petén in Guatemala’s far north, but the Nazarene
missionary Richard Anderson let him know with “kind, Christian courtesy” that his
mission would view such a move as an “invasion.”45
Just after the Bradleys’ departure, the Hines also left Guatemala for health
reasons, and they entrusted their stations in Totonicapán and El Quiché to Furman and
Pullin. This transition led to a territorial dispute with Secord, who had been in the
highland region around Chichicastenango a decade longer than Hines and had clashed
with the Pentecostals regularly over glossolalia. In a small sign of the close relationship
between the Pentecostal missionaries and their early converts, Figueroa and Enríquez
warned Furman that Secord was attempting to take over their churches. Upon receiving
this warning, he contacted Hines in the United States. Unsettled by Secord’s overtures,
Hines returned to Guatemala at the end of 1918 and rallied local Protestants around him
in Totonicapán to keep their churches Pentecostal. Following this agreement, the
Pentecostal missionaries offered the first official count of their membership, a relatively
paltry fifty converts in five congregations, numbers that did not include Bradley’s
churches taken over by the Friends and Nazarenes.46
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Primitive Methodists and Tension over Tongues Pentecostals: 1921-1932
Although Hines’s agreement with Secord kept the Pentecostal churches alive,
their de-centralized structure and the increasing opposition from other Protestant
missionaries meant that the Pentecostals’ toehold in the highlands was weakening around
1920. The five Pentecostal churches that existed then were all clustered in a fifteen-mile
zone between the towns of Totonicapán, San Cristóbal, and Paxixil, three indigenous
communities that lay near the main highway connecting the capital and Quetzaltenango.
Repeated efforts by missionaries and early converts to evangelize the interior of
the Totonicapán and El Quiché departments met with stiff resistance not only from
Secord but also from indigenous civil-religious leaders who viewed Pentecostals, and
Protestants in general, as interlopers. In the rest of the country, Protestantism was
becoming more visible and less persecuted, but in these rural indigenous areas
Pentecostals could still expect to be met by stones, shouting matches, and even bullets
when they entered a new town. The April 1920 revolution that ousted president Manuel
Estrada Cabrera brought new violence to the countryside as competing factions sought to
fill the resulting void, and the Pentecostal missionaries assumed this would make their
situation even worse. However, they were surprised to find that the revolution weakened
or distracted most of their opponents to the point that Pentecostal missionaries and local
believers were able to open up a number of new churches.47 This was especially true in
the department of El Quiché where Secord, a long-time ally and sometimes personal
physician to Estrada Cabrera, was forced to leave the country following the president’s
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ouster.48 With Secord’s old station in Chichicastenango abandoned, the Pentecostals
moved in quickly by sending preachers not only to that market center but also to Chiché
and Santa Cruz del Quiché. The Furmans and Pullin even moved their missionary
operation to the latter city in that year, leaving the churches in the department of
Totonicapán under the care of native pastors Figueroa and Enríquez.49
The expansion that accompanied these dramatic changes seemed to provide the
Pentecostals with some promise of stability in Guatemala, especially since none of the
remaining mission groups had a historic claim to Totonicapán or El Quiché. However,
the mission suffered an unexpected setback from outside the country in 1921 when the
United and Free Gospel Missionary Society informed the Furmans that it could no longer
fund both them and Pullin, who had recently married and planned to bring his new wife
Flora Waterman Pullin to Guatemala. The Furmans resigned; but fortunately, or as they
argued providentially, they received an invitation almost immediately to align with the
Primitive Methodist Church. This denomination had already voted to fund a missionary
couple in Central America, but it had yet to train any of its own clergy for the task.
Instead of waiting, they recruited the Furmans and purchased the existing mission
property in Totonicapán. This alignment required some compromise by both parties since
the Primitive Methodists were not Pentecostal but were eager to begin their missionary
effort. As part of their agreement, the Methodists promised their new missionaries that
they “had liberty to preach everything between the two lids of the Bible.” This guarantee
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that was vague enough both to reassure the denomination and to empower the Furmans.
Two events in 1922 also added to the Pentecostal flavor of Primitive Methodism in
Guatemala. First, Charles Furman arranged for his old mentor Amos Bradley to join the
mission, and second, the Hineses retired and transferred their Pentecostal churches to the
Primitive Methodist mission.50
The Furmans’ new commission as Primitive Methodists did not harm their longstanding partnership with the Pullins. However, the Pullins’ financial backers in the
United States did urge the couple to distance themselves from their former co-workers.
Taking this recommendation rather literally, the Pullins ceded their Santa Cruz del
Quiché station to the Furmans in 1923 and moved north to Nebaj, an Ixil Mayan town
considered one of the most remote populated areas in Guatemala. Although instructed to
operate independently, the Pullins maintained close contact with the Furmans, and the
pair often coordinated their efforts under the banner of Pentecostalism rather than in the
name of their specific denominations.51 This unified effort and the geographic expansion
following the revolution of 1920 strengthened the Pentecostal church organizationally,
but the missionaries still worried about their theological progress since they could not
claim a single convert who had experienced glossolalia. Nonetheless, the missionaries
did report several Spirit-filled activities like healing and divine dreams that encouraged
them to continue promoting Pentecostalism among their K’iche’ churches.52 As they
pushed farther into the mountains of Guatemala, the early Pentecostal missionaries also
50
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removed themselves from the growing disapproval of the country’s other Protestant
missionaries, a group that now included the Nazarenes and Friends whose practices were
so similar to Pentecostalism less than a decade earlier but whose U.S. supporters had
forced them to disavow tongues Pentecostalism.
In 1925, the Primitive Methodist Church followed the lead of other Holiness
groups and officially denounced glossolalia in its annual conference in the United States.
Along with this new hard-line theology, the Methodists began sending their own trainees
to Guatemala as missionaries, all of whom opposed speaking in tongues. This antiPentecostal orthodoxy earned the Primitive Methodists new respect from the other
Guatemalan missionaries, who granted the denomination Totonicapán and El Quiché in a
reworked comity agreement. However, theological tensions flared within the mission as
the new missionaries established themselves, and when the Bradleys left for a two-year
furlough in 1926, the Furmans found themselves outnumbered. In 1927, as the
controversy continued, the couple resigned and moved to Ecuador. Charles Furman
claimed that this move resulted from a vision he received in which God promised to heal
him of a chronic sickness if he moved to South America, but the stress of butting heads
with his fellow missionaries no doubt also played a large role.53
During his three years in Ecuador, the Primitive Methodist board urged the
Furmans to return to Guatemala where most converts still considered them the mission’s
leaders. With Charles still battling ill health, the Furmans finally agreed to return in
1930, and they moved to San Cristóbal to occupy the Hineses’ former station. However,
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they only did so conditionally. Before returning, Furman wrote to the Primitive
Methodist board and restated his belief that speaking in tongues was the only legitimate
sign of baptism in the Holy Spirit. Despite official condemnation of the practice, the
denomination rehired the Furmans, in large part because their preaching of tongues
Pentecostalism was still theoretical. By 1930, local believers still were not practicing
glossolalia, and as long as that was the case the Primitive Methodists believed that the
benefits provided by the Furmans’ experience in Guatemala outweighed the costs
associated with their theology.54
The Church of God and the Full Adoption of Glossolalia: 1932-1944
The Primitive Methodists’ cost-benefit calculus changed dramatically in 1932.
Upon returning from Ecuador, the Furmans expressed dismay at what they found. Carrie
Furman reported that “not much had been accomplished” in their absence, and Charles
Furman complained to his wife that the congregations in Totonicapán, where Pentecostal
missionaries had worked the longest, were “dead spiritually.”55 At roughly the same
time, and no doubt affected in part by his mentor’s disappointment, pastor José María
Enríquez had a vision of a flood rushing down a mountain carrying debris with it, which
he interpreted as a sign that before receiving the gift of glossolalia the congregation
needed sanctification, the same doctrine that had motivated the Friends’ revival a decade
and a half earlier. In the spring of 1932, after a period of confessing their sinfulness, first
Enríquez and then the rest of the congregation began speaking in tongues. Indicative of
the empowerment local leaders felt, no missionaries were present at this monumental
54
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service. It was completely Guatemalan led. An unnamed attendee, possibly Cayetano
Aguilar, later described the event:
The worshippers were accustomed to a peaceful and quiet atmosphere in their
service. But when the Holy Spirit descended, the building was shaken by the
supernatural powers of God. Many people arose from their beds and left their
homes to find the cause of this disturbance. Some who leaned on the balcony
were surprised when they received what seemed like an electric shock. They
could not explain this since the building had no electrical connections. A group
of policemen came to investigate. When they returned to their post they wrote
that the Christians had converted the building into a crazy house… Brothers and
sisters danced in the Spirit as if intoxicated while the place shook and trembled.
All spoke in other tongues and magnified the Lord.56
This description of prior services as “peaceful and quiet” implies that the Pentecostal
practices in the 1932 revival were spontaneous creations and not completely derivative of
an external model. This is especially interesting when coupled with the absence of
missionaries from this event and the fact that neither the Furmans nor the Pullins ever
claimed to speak in tongues in front of their parishioners. These details indicate that even
though foreign missionaries introduced the doctrine of Pentecost to K’iche’ converts,
early Guatemalan Pentecostals apparently crafted their interpretations of this doctrine
locally rather than modeling them strictly on foreign missionary practices.
Almost immediately, the movement spread to other Primitive Methodist
congregations in the highlands, and representatives from nearby churches affiliated with
the Presbyterians and the CAM also came to inquire about this new Protestant theology.
Those inquiries prompted Burgess to confront Furman in San Cristóbal about his
theological errors and his lack of “control” over converts in the region.57 This concern
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about the lack of order in the Totonicapán revival even spread to tongues Pentecostals in
neighboring El Salvador, who sent an Assemblies of God missionary to tour the area in
1933. That liaison ended poorly when the visiting missionary referred to the Guatemalan
Pentecostals as “libertines,” and Furman accused the Assemblies of God of trying to take
over the Guatemalan church.58
By the time of the Furmans’ next visit to the United States in 1934, a dozen
Primitive Methodist churches had adopted glossolalia. Neither missionaries nor local
leaders recorded the exact number of converts affected by this revival, but in 1933 the
Pullins registered four Pentecostal congregations with the government and in 1935 the
Furmans registered sixteen more. Considering the rapid spread of glossolalia in 1932, it
is likely that all of these churches were composed of members who spoke in tongues. In
Pullin’s report, he noted that the four congregations in Nebaj, Uspantán, Cunen, and
Cotzal included eighty-nine members. If we conservatively apply the northern Quiché
average of twenty-two members per church to the Furmans’ area, which had a longer
mission history and a larger surrounding population, then the total number of
Pentecostals immediately following the tongues revival was at least 440 and probably
more. These statistics meant that at their inception, tongues Pentecostals accounted for
three percent of the total Protestant population of the country.59
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When Furman reported these developments to his mission board at its annual
meeting, the secretary’s curt reply was, “I didn’t ask for this report.” Having it in hand,
however, the board was forced to act, and it received further pressure when the Furmans
began preaching about the Pentecostal revival in local churches around Pennsylvania.
The board informed the Furmans that they could only return to Guatemala if they
denounced glossolalia. Furman rejected the offer and, much like when he joined the
Primitive Methodists, found a “providential” invitation for realignment in his mailbox
within days of his firing. This time the invitation was from the Church of God
(Cleveland, Tennessee), a loose alliance of Pentecostal churches in the Southeastern
United States that had sent pastor J.H. Ingram to México and Guatemala earlier that year
to scout potential mission locations. In Guatemala, Presbyterian and CAM missionaries
hosted Ingram in the capital and at Lake Atitlán, but they informed him of the comity
agreement and suggested that his ideas were better suited to the “peculiar” people of the
highlands near Totonicapán. He then visited fourteen Pentecostal churches in the area
where he did not report contact with a single U.S. missionary but rather with a string of
self-sufficient K’iche’ pastors including Baltazar Chacaj Tzunux, Figueroa, and Enríquez,
whom he referred to as being “in charge of the Primitive Methodist Mission” in
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Totonicapán despite the fact that a non-Pentecostal Primitive Methodist named William
Oughton also resided there.60
When the Furmans transferred to the Church of God, they took fourteen churches
and half of the Primitive Methodist converts with them. These churches provided a
launching pad for the further blooming of Pentecostal practice in Totonicapán and El
Quiché, as well as expansion to the departments of Quetzaltenango and Retalhuleu, areas
that the Presbyterians had already heavily evangelized.61 The two most noteworthy
characteristics of this expansion were experiential worship that centered on
manifestations of the Spirit and empowerment of local indigenous converts to craft
Pentecostalism in their own image, two aspects of Protestantism often suppressed in other
missions. The most often reported form of experiential worship in this period was
glossolalia, which became commonplace among Guatemalan Pentecostals after 1932. In
some cases, glossolalia was a very personal experience with only two actors, the believer
and God, but more commonly it was reported as a communal event that involved the
interaction of several believers, either as co-participants or as sympathetic observers.62
Corporate glossolalia events multiplied wildly in the highlands in the 1930s and
saturated the area by the end of the decade. The most important early center of
glossolalia was the small town of Chuicacá in eastern Totonicapán. The Pentecostals first
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made contact with the town in May 1922 when a local man named Marcos Lux Carillo
dreamed one of his household saints instructed him to follow the gospel being preached
in Totonicapán. Although the Pentecostals adopted the same anti-Catholic stance as
other Protestant missionaries, who all referred to veneration of saints as idolatry, the
details of this story have remained part of canonical Pentecostal history in Guatemala.
The perseverance of this small detail, which is not replicated in conversion narratives
from other missions, serves as another reminder of Guatemalan Pentecostalism’s
adaptability to local culture. Not understanding the dream’s reference, Lux traveled to
Totonicapán to investigate, and he reportedly found a building with the words “Gospel
Mission” painted on the side. Inside he found Hines, who explained Pentecostal
Christianity to Lux. In turn, Lux returned in the fall with several extended family
members including Baltazar Chacaj, Marcos Carillo Soc, and Lucas Chacaj Carillo who
became the nucleus of the church in Chuicacá.
From its inception, Chuicacá’s pastors were Guatemalans rather than
missionaries, first Enríquez and after 1929 Baltazar Chacaj. However, in 1928 the nonPentecostal Primitive Methodist missionary Oughton established an annual camp meeting
at the site. After the 1932 tongues revival, the meeting became distinctly Pentecostal in
focus and began attracting hundreds, and later thousands, of attendees.63 One reason for
the meeting’s popularity was its reputation for facilitating baptism in the Holy Spirit. In
the mid-1930s, the Pentecostal church at Chichicastenango still had not experienced
glossolalia despite the raft of conversions in nearby towns; and so it sent two
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representatives to Chuicacá, both of whom returned speaking in tongues and spread that
movement to the rest of the congregation. The following year, after hearing about the
Chichicastenango church’s success, the entire Pentecostal congregation from Santa Cruz
del Quiché attended and also began speaking in tongues.64
Despite its prevalence after the 1932 revival, glossolalia was not the only
accepted manifestation of the Holy Spirit in the highland Pentecostal churches. Some of
the most unique expressions of Pentecostalism were culturally influenced practices that
the missionaries found foreign to their understanding of Pentecostalism but nonetheless
encouraged Guatemalan believers to explore. Charles Furman’s account of a 1935
meeting in Olintepeque, Quetzaltenango provides one of the few surviving descriptions
of these practices, as well as his characteristically open response. He reported to a U.S.
Pentecostal periodical,
The Word was preached in the demonstration and power of the Spirit. Various
messages in tongues, with interpretation were given, some of these being acted
out in groups. These manifestations I have never witnessed except among our
Indians here. We baptized eight in water and at least one was baptized in the
Spirit. The conference ended at 2 o’clock in the morning, with a genuine Indian
dance in the Spirit. The Gospel does wonders for the Indian, but it doesn’t make
him over into a white man. An Indian full of the Spirit is still an Indian and for
this reason an Indian dance in the Spirit is not exactly like a white man’s dance in
the Spirit. And did we dance? Yes, and with the Indians we yelled and shouted.
To our critics, and we have many of them, we answer with David’s words: “And I
will yet be more vile than thus.”65
This description highlights not only the experiential nature of early Pentecostal worship
in the highlands but also the ability of local believers to mold that experience to fit their
64
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own cultures, a practice encouraged by the Pentecostal missionaries. As Garrard-Burnett
has pointed out, this was the antithesis of the “developmentalist gospel” preached by
other Protestant missions that sought to “tame native Protestants” through various
civilizing institutions, and this difference proved to be a popular motivation for religious
switching from other missions to Pentecostalism in the coming years and decades.66
In addition to dancing and interpretive group acting, the Furmans also reported
that “dreams and visions” were more common among the indigenous Guatemalans than
they were among North American Pentecostals.67 In one particularly odd incident in
1933, a group of Pentecostals from Totonicapán visited Thomas Pullin in Nebaj when he
was suffering from a severe illness. On arrival, the group encountered an owl and
interpreted it as an omen of death. Pullin lived, but the visitors considered their prophecy
validated when three nearby neighbors died. Although the missionaries dismissed this
omen reading as native superstition, they did not condemn it, and the Guatemalan
believers found such cultural practices compatible with the prophecy, dreams, and visions
that were so integral to their new religion.68
These ecstatic worship practices and other manifestations usually form the
baseline for defining Pentecostalism, but the second trend of increased autonomy for
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local believers was just as important as a marker that differentiated early tongues
Pentecostals in Guatemala from their Protestant cousins. Pentecostals’ embrace of local
autonomy and increased responsibility for national leaders was partially a practical matter
since the foreign employees of the two highland Pentecostal missions consisted only of
the Furmans and Pullins between 1934 and 1941. During the same period, the four
established non-Pentecostal missions averaged between ten and thirty-five missionaries
each, with the CAM representing the high end of that range and the Nazarenes the low
end.69 The pragmatic nature of this relationship between few missionaries and increased
responsibilities for native workers was neither unintentional nor simply a product poor
finances. Rather, it was rooted in Pentecostal theology that emphasized an egalitarian
view of humanity and the ability of any individual to receive power from the Holy
Spirit.70 This was a sharp contrast to non-Pentecostal missions in the country that
constantly pleaded with U.S. supporters to fund more missionaries in order to accomplish
the evangelization of Guatemala. Despite evidence to the contrary, their rhetoric implied,
and sometimes explicitly stated, that locals did not yet have enough training to be as
effective as foreigners. Pentecostals, on the other hand, adopted an entirely contrary
rhetoric and told their supporters as early as 1919, “the missionary would do very little
boasting about numbers saved without the work of the natives.”71
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This inverted rationale was a natural function of Pentecostal theology, which took
to its logical extreme the Protestant idea that people did not require mediators to access
the divine. Other Protestant missionaries adhered to versions of this primitivist belief.
However, they tempered this theological point in their own churches with the idea that
new Christians needed training by more established Christians like missionaries before
they could fully participate in decision-making roles. Pentecostals, on the other hand,
believed that a personal experience with the Holy Spirit empowered believers to preach
and evangelize immediately. Thus, while training was helpful, it was not a prerequisite
for leading. Furman even argued that other Protestants’ attempts to civilize “backward
races” as a part of the evangelization process was a fool’s errand that created more
problems than it solved. He argued that cultural primitivism allowed indigenous
Guatemalans to better understand theological primitivism because they practiced “a
simple faith which will rebuke an apostatized religion, floundering and bogged down,
along with a civilization which has been built upon the sand.” For the Pentecostal
missionaries, this meant that more than any other missionary group in Guatemala, their
ideology divorced evangelizing from civilizing.72
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The Pentecostals also, and quite literally, “practiced what they preached” in their
egalitarian theology. Whereas the Presbyterians and the CAM developed central mission
bases controlled by missionaries and only gradually entrusted “outstations” to locals, the
Pentecostals took an opposite approach. As early as 1920, the Pullins and Furmans
indefinitely left their primary center of Totonicapán under the care of local pastors as the
missionaries moved to less populated areas to begin new projects. The strongest
evidence that this local leadership structure was widespread comes from the Church of
God’s 1935 registration with government, a requirement for all Protestant missions and
foreign Roman Catholic orders during the Ubico administration. Every other Protestant
mission in Guatemala used this census to report the names of their foreign missionary
personnel, but after their transfer to the Church of God, the Furmans also registered all
seventeen churches affiliated with their mission and the names of the pastors of these
churches.
These data revealed two important facts about the Pentecostal mission. First, the
Furmans did not list themselves as pastors of any of the Church of God congregations.
By the mid-1930s, it was not unheard of for Guatemalans to be the primary leaders of a
local churches in other missions, but it was far from normal and certainly not universal.
The CAM and Presbyterian missions still relied heavily on missionary oversight of
organized churches, and the promotion of national leaders took a significant step
backward in the 1920s when both of these missions faced separatist movements led by
local pastors.73 The second fact revealed by the Church of God’s 1935 registration was
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the prominence of K’iche’ Maya among the church’s leadership. Six of the seventeen
pastors had indigenous surnames, and as Garrard-Burnett notes many of the remaining
pastors were likely Maya with Spanish surnames. This assumption is almost certainly
correct, as evidenced by the case of Aguilar, the listed pastor of San Andrés Xecul who
spoke no Spanish when he first converted in 1918. It is actually quite likely that all
seventeen of the pastors were K’iche’ Maya. In 1940, Furman reported that only one of
the denomination’s twenty-five congregations was Ladino, and even that church in Jocote
was led by indigenous pastor Obispo Lacán, an unheard of arrangement in the other
contemporary missions.74
Lacán’s personal history further underscores several aspects of local autonomy
among highland Pentecostals including the religion’s ability to accommodate local
cultural norms, the leadership of native pastors in the Pentecostal mission, and native
pastors’ effectiveness in spreading Protestantism in the highlands. Like many of his
contemporaries, Lacán believed that God communicated directly with him through
dreams, and both of his pastoral assignments, first in Momostenango and later in the
Ladino town of Jocote, resulted from visions that pointed out specific locations for him to
preach. These visions were only part of the cultural accommodation between Lacán and
Pentecostalism. When Lacán received his first vision and began working as an evangelist
in Momostenango in the 1930s, he was living in an informal but long-term relationship
74
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with his common-law wife. Due to the cost of both civil and religious ceremonies, such
common-law marriages were the norm in early-twentieth century Guatemala, and most
Protestant missionaries regularly and vociferously assailed the practice as not only
immoral but also incompatible with Protestant theology. In turn, most missionaries
refused to admit Guatemalans to membership if they were living with a conjugal partner
to whom they were not legally married, regardless of whether the relationship was
monogamous or long term.75 The Furmans also encouraged their converts to marry but
much less strenuously, and Furman showed no concern that Lacán’s living situation
would impede his authorization or his effectiveness as an official representative of the
Church of God.
Rather than using the customary Protestant epithets of “living in sin” or
“immorality,” Furman simply referred to Lacán’s common-law marriage as “the custom
of the Indians.”76 Lacán’s marriage situation was not a unique accommodation either. In
other Protestant missions, converts were expected to purify their lives of vice and sin
before officially joining the church. For Pentecostals, the process worked in reverse. As
Furman told his U.S. supporters, “One of the first things a missionary, who lays his own
foundation, learns is that it is outside of his authority to choose the quality, the class or
the number of his converts.” Although change and moral progress were expected, the
missionaries did not hide the fact that new Pentecostal converts read omens, lived in
75
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common-law marriages, and occasionally even received visions while drunk, practices
that would have resulted in disciplinary action and expulsion elsewhere. One woman
who was an early supporter of Furman even operated a saloon and killed a man, all while
being affiliated with the church. Furman did not approve of these actions, and he did not
baptize the woman until she sold the saloon. However, she was still active in the church,
and rather than condemn her hard living, Furman rather matter-of-factly compared the
woman to one of Jesus’ disciples, writing to U.S. supporters, “Peter didn’t kill anyone,
but I guess he was trying to when he cut that man’s ear off with a sword.”77
Early Pentecostalism’s unorthodoxy in granting autonomy to Guatemalans was
not only limited to moral issues either. Pentecostalism also empowered marginal
members of society. Many of the first Pentecostal preachers in the highlands like Aguilar
and Lacán began their careers not only without formal education but also without
literacy. By the time Lacán received his vision to go to Momostenango in the 1930s,
Charles Furman had been making periodic visits there since 1919, but he had trouble
convening a curious crowd much less convincing a committed convert. In the 1930s,
however, Lacán established a church there, and Furman reported, “to our shame, and
delight, the Lord used an untrained and illiterate Indian to do it. (More romance gone up
in smoke).”78 Even life experience was not a prerequisite for Pentecostal leadership. In
an episode reminiscent of the Friends’ experience in 1918, the congregation at San
Cristóbal experienced a revival in the 1930s led by pre-teen children Gorge and Olimpia
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Matul, whose boredom during a “forced and flat” sermon by Furman caused them to go
to another room where their shouting and dancing in the Spirit distracted the
congregation to the point that everyone joined them and began speaking in tongues.79
By the late-1930s, the expansion of Pentecostalism had thoroughly saturated the
highland departments of Totonicapán, El Quiché, and Quetzaltenango, and it had begun
to spill over into the rest of the country where it would begin to reshape the Protestant
landscape not only in indigenous churches but also among Ladinos. Part of this
expansion was contained within the Church of God, which by 1944 claimed fifty
congregations including two in the capital and several in the eastern department of Izabal
and Zacapa.80 However, the Church of God’s growth was only part of the Pentecostal
story by the end of this period. The Assemblies of God (AG), after being rebuffed by
Furman in 1933 and failing to get permission from the government to enter the country in
1936, took advantage of a brief window of international openness by the Ubico regime in
1937 to become the first new mission in Guatemala since Furman and Pullin arrived in
1917.81 The AG’s first missionary John Franklin set up his mission base in Atescampa,
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Jutiapa, just a few miles from the border with El Salvador. This city was technically in
CAM territory, but when Franklin arrived there were already five “clandestine”
Pentecostal churches that native evangelists from El Salvador had started as early as
1934. In the next decade, the AG grew among the Ladino population in the east using
many of the same techniques and theology that the Church of God used in the indigenous
highlands, effectively opening Pentecostal competitors to traditional Protestant missions
in all corners of the country.82
Conclusion
Guatemala’s Pentecostal history clearly did not start in the late-twentieth century,
and even though it lagged behind its traditional Protestant competitors in terms of
organizational strength and membership figures early in the century, the movement began
impacting the Guatemalan religious field from its inception. As early as the 1910s, the
dominant Presbyterian and CAM missions expressed concern that Pentecostals would
overrun their mission fields and corrupt their churches. If we only consider the
organizational context, these fears seem overblown. The non-Pentecostal missions far
outnumbered their Pentecostal counterparts in terms of foreign funding and manpower,
even when the Holiness Pentecostals are included in the latter group. However, large
organizations were not the real threat that mainstream Protestants faced, and if we reduce
Pentecostal success only to late-twentieth century statistical triumphs then we miss what
Pentecostalism accomplished not only in the 1970s and 1980s but also very early in the
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twentieth century. The main crux of this accomplishment was that it created a primitive
Protestant product that was both appealing and empowering to local converts.
The early Holiness Pentecostal revivals in the Friends mission proved the
potential force of this appeal and empowerment. Although they would later eschew the
label Pentecostal, the early Friends offered an experiential theology that allowed converts
to claim their own, individual experiences with God. These experiences did not require
missionary mediation or interpretation, and the Friends missionaries did not try to impose
either of those things on converts’ experiences of the Holy Spirit. By freeing converts to
experience the Holy Spirit themselves, the missionaries also freed converts to lead. For
this group, as for all Pentecostals, the purpose of the Holy Spirit was to give power and
ability—poder in all senses of the word—to a believer so that he or she could be God’s
agent in the world. The Friends embraced this theology whole-heartedly, trusting the
abilities of women, youth, and new converts to go out as preachers, an amount of latitude
that was unheard of among the Presbyterians and the CAM. The result, even in this early
period, was an increase in conversion rates for the Friends.
In the highlands, this empowerment was even more integral to Pentecostal
churches’ identities. Although historians typically distinguish Furman and Pullin from
other missionaries based on their glossolalia, their ability to attract and then empower
indigenous believers was also unrivaled and was just as significant for differentiating
them from other Protestant missionaries. Scarce records make a complete reconstruction
of the early K’iche’ Pentecostal churches virtually impossible, but what is clear from the
surviving documents is that these churches allowed for more cultural adaption and more
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indigenous leadership than any other type of Protestantism. From the 1940s to the 1970s,
Pentecostalism grew most rapidly among Ladinos, especially ex-members of
Presbyterian, Friends, and CAM churches. Seemingly, this marked a separate phase of
Pentecostal history in Guatemala. However, even this growth rested on the indigenous
foundations of Pentecostalism established in places like Chuicacá, which several
prospective Ladino Pentecostals visited beginning in the 1940s. The defections of
traditional Protestants to Pentecostalism in instances like these resulted largely from the
creeping influence of Pentecostal neighbors that missionaries like Bishop and Burgess
had worried about early in the century. In the 1980s, an apparent third-wave of
Pentecostalism emerged in Guatemala. As the worst of Guatemala’s civil war raged,
anthropologists were surprised to find that it was rural indigenous people, not Ladinos,
who were filling the ranks of Pentecostalism. When they looked closer, they found that
the reason for this was that Pentecostals gave the highland Maya the opportunity to mold
their new religion to fit their existing culture, the same trends that had been established
half-a-century earlier. What powered Pentecostalism later in its history was the same
force that powered it in the beginning; the ability of local converts to participate in the
creation of meaningful theology and practice that reflected their local culture rather than
that of the missionaries.
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Chapter 5: Early Protestant Political Involvement and Citizenship in Guatemala
In March 1921, the patriarch of the Central American Mission, Albert Bishop,
spent a weekend in the Antigua mission station, a half-day’s journey west of his home in
Guatemala City. Bishop ostensibly went to Antigua to preach the Sunday sermon, but
any number of younger missionaries or native pastors in the area could have performed
that task. Bishop’s real mission came the day after the sermon when, as he reported, “we
had some helpful consultations with the native pastor, and then we went to visit one of
the prominent members of the congregation, who had become identified with one of the
political parties. He saw his mistake and agreed to resign at once.”1
Bishop did not elaborate on this man’s “mistake,” and that lack of detail enhances
the feeling that the mistake was not simply which political party the member aligned with
but rather the fact that he aligned with any party at all. Having learned hard lessons from
failed alliances with politicians in the nineteenth century, many early-twentieth-century
missionaries shared Bishop’s belief that politics was no place for Protestants. This belief
was nearly universal among missionaries; and even Presbyterian Edward Haymaker, who
had made some accommodation for politics early in his career, warned converts against
political involvement in the early 1900s. However, this principle was not applied evenly.
A few months before Bishop confronted the Antigua believer, one of his fellow CAM
missionaries rejoiced at the conversion of the mayor in the eastern town of Teculután
because “his life and influence mean much in this place.”2 For missionaries, politics
typically represented a distraction from more important spiritual matters, but at other
1
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times politics were a pragmatic tool. In other words, converts were to avoid politics
except when missionaries told them not to.
The inconsistency of these messages was not lost on early Guatemalan
Protestants, and several took the initiative to insert themselves into local and national
politics by supporting candidates, organizing groups around social interests, and even
seeking office themselves. These activities often upset missionaries, who by the earlytwentieth century increasingly hailed from more conservative branches of North
American Protestantism that advocated separation from the secular world.3 Despite this
opposition, however, the early political activities of local converts laid the groundwork
for forms of Guatemalan Protestantism that promoted rather than avoided secular
political engagement even while continuing to embrace conservative forms of theology
that were familiar and acceptable to missionaries.
This chapter argues that Protestant political participation became increasingly
common as the Liberal period progressed and demonstrates that early Protestant civic
identities became a key source of tension between missionaries and converts. As with the
analysis of Pentecostalism in chapter 4, this argument draws on both primary documents
from the early-twentieth century and on theoretical insights from more recent secondary
works. Social scientific literature since the 1980s has focused much of its attention on
debates about whether Guatemalan Protestants are inherently conservative and quiescent
or whether they are actively involved in shaping national discourse. The latter of these
3
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views has prevailed as the dominant interpretation of modern Guatemalan Protestantism,
but scholars have not connected that involvement to early Protestant developments.4
Even Garrard-Burnett, who traced the political involvement of local Protestants back
further than other scholars, mistakenly claimed that it was not until the 1940s that a
Protestant held public office for the first time or that local Protestants became involved in
worker and campesino unions.5
This chapter reiterates the prevailing belief that Guatemalan Protestants are not
inherently conservative or disinterested in politics. However, it challenges the
ahistoricism of prior social-scientific works by arguing that the foundation of Protestant
political involvement lies not in the late-twentieth century but rather in the six decades of
Liberal rule at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. This
chapter does not claim that modern ideas of Protestant citizenship were fully formed
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among Guatemalan Protestants in this early period. They most certainly were not.
Rather, it contends that the earliest versions of political consciousness emerged prior to
1944 and developed gradually according to the changing dynamics of Guatemalan
society as a whole. The chapter also discusses how the development of Protestant
political identity was contested not only between foreign missionaries and local converts
but also within both of those groups.
To make these arguments, this chapter uses the four natural divisions of national
politics in Guatemala’s Liberal period as a guide. It begins in the nineteenth century by
considering how Liberal-Protestant alliances contributed to the formation of missionary
suspicions about political involvement. Following this, the chapter examines how
dictator Manuel Estrada Cabrera’s policies between 1899 and 1920 provided Protestants
with access to new populations in Guatemala and also alienated some converts from the
missionary establishment. The third period, which was a democratic opening in the
1920s, had the most dramatic impact on Protestant political identity as many converts
actively participated in civic life for the first time. This chapter examines how that
participation resulted in public conflict between missionaries and converts over
definitions of proper Protestant behavior. Finally, even though the dictatorship of Jorge
Ubico from 1931 to 1944 reversed many civic gains of the 1920s, this chapter argues that
Ubico’s nationalist rhetoric provided both material and ideological support for
Guatemalan Protestants to continue differentiating themselves from missionaries.
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Protestants and Politics in the Nineteenth Century
The first phase of Guatemala’s Liberal era ran from 1871 to 1898 and saw the
purest application of Liberal political principles, but even in this period the personalistic,
caudillo-style politics of presidents and military governors regularly overshadowed
attempts to create a modern nation through privatization, investment, and economic
development. Guatemala’s Liberal era began when Justo Rufino Barrios led a military
revolution against entrenched Conservative politicians in 1871.6 After two years of
consolidation and political maneuvering, Barrios took the reins of government in 1873
and maintained his power through force of arms and personality until 1885 when he died
in battle attempting to force El Salvador to join a Central American Union. As president,
Barrios’s major legacies were decreasing the power of the Catholic Church and
promoting the expansion of the coffee industry by passing laws that favored capital
accumulation by wealthy, mostly foreign, investors and that coerced labor from
indigenous peasants through the debt peonage. Manuel Lisandro Barillas and José María
Reina Barrios followed Barrios as de facto dictators in the nineteenth century, and both
men promoted policies similar to those of Barrios. However, neither of these men
matched Barrios in charisma or political effectiveness, and so by the time of Reina
Barrios’s assassination in 1898, the heavy-handed anti-clerical and pro-development
policies of the government had undergone significant moderation in order to appease
political opponents.
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As we saw in chapter 1, Protestantism was closely allied with this first phase of
Guatemalan Liberalism. By the time that Protestant missionaries arrived, Barrios had
largely achieved the religious aspect of his political agenda by destroying the clerical
power of the Catholic Church in Guatemala and unintentionally creating a system in
which local lay leaders substituted popular forms of Catholicism for the orthodox faith
taught by priests. These reforms meant that the ability of the Roman Catholic hierarchy
to control the development of Catholicism effectively ended in much of the country in the
1870s, giving the Liberals had one less competitor in the struggle to gain allegiance
among Guatemalans. The near-complete undermining of the Catholic hierarchy also
meant that the Liberal alliance with Protestants begun by Barrios and the Presbyterian
mission had little to do with challenging Catholic authority. In fact, as the case of Luis
Canal illustrated, when individual Protestants pushed this point in the nineteenth century,
the Liberal regime urged their censure.7
Instead, Barrios and his successors believed that the primary connection between
themselves and Protestantism lay in the social and economic spheres rather than the
religious one. They linked Protestantism both ideologically and practically to European
and North American-style modernization and civilization. Protestant missionaries
represented a way to inculcate modern values in the Guatemalan population, and just as
importantly, the establishment of Protestant churches was a way to make foreign
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investors feel welcome in the country. Northern American Protestants, with their long
history of educational programs, also represented a ready and cheap supply of teachers to
replace the now-exiled Catholic orders who had operated the nation’s educational system
prior to the 1870s. Missionary excitement about this alliance quickly waned as pastors
like Haymaker realized the implications of aligning with politicians who were secularists
at heart, but despite this unease, Presbyterian missionaries spent the remainder of the
nineteenth century promoting educational and civic programs that mirrored Liberal ones.8
After Haymaker refused to extend special privileges to well-connected converts in
1887, the late-nineteenth century saw little actual political involvement on the part of
Guatemalan Protestants. This was primarily due to the fact that there were very few local
converts in this period, and the handful of Guatemalans who had remained with the
Presbyterian mission lacked the necessary connections to participate in either the elitecontrolled Liberal power structures of the capital or the popular community governing
structures of indigenous communities. As such, despite the politically charged way that
Protestantism entered the country, the last fifteen years of the nineteenth century
produced very little in the way of Protestant political identity. What did occur in this
period was the establishment of a foundational missionary perspective on politics that
held that Protestants should promote a progress-oriented rhetoric while abstaining from
any actual alignment with secular political entities. This approach underwent some
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minor changes during the subsequent decades, and newly arrived missionaries did
recalibrate their interpretations of progress according to their own theological leanings.
However, the basic formula of promoting a religious version of civilizing ideology while
abstaining from secular politics remained the norm among the missionary community
well into the twentieth century.
Protestants and Politics under Estrada Cabrera, 1898-1921
The first phase of Guatemalan Liberalism ended in 1898 with the assassination of
Reina Barrios, an event that set off the most dramatic political change in Guatemala since
1871. During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Liberal party power brokers had
determined presidential succession amongst themselves, and elections merely served to
validate those decisions. The same process was at work in 1898, but those brokers left
General Manuel Estrada Cabrera, a senior member of the party and the army chief of
staff, out of the succession discussion. Estrada Cabrera responded to this perceived slight
by forcibly taking the presidency, allegedly entering a meeting with his pistol drawn and
threatening his opponents with violence if they stood in his way.9 Whether mythic or
factual, that episode served as an apt metaphor for Estrada Cabrera’s twenty-two-year
presidency, during which he maintained power with threats of force, purges of opponents,
and promotion of confidants rather than by espousing the positivistic rhetoric favored by
his predecessors. More than a century after his rise to power, Estrada Cabrera’s mental
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instability has become his most remembered quality, and indeed it was that trait that
ultimately led to his downfall in 1920. However, this colorful legacy often overshadows
the fact that his long dictatorship included three defining initiatives that took prior Liberal
policies in a new direction and had important effects on the young Protestant movement,
which entered the Estrada Cabrera years as a single mission on life support and exited
them as a diverse, multi-faceted movement poised to claim its position as permanent part
of the Guatemalan social landscape.10
The first and most important of Estrada Cabrera’s impacts was in agribusiness.
Like his Liberal predecessors, the caudillo focused on mono-crop export agricultural
funded by foreign capital, but unlike his predecessors Estrada Cabrera shifted his
attention from coffee to bananas. Several scholars have documented the ways that the
rise of the banana industry in Guatemala under the monopolistic United Fruit Company
shifted the country’s trading relationships from Europe to the United States, enriched
foreign investors, and stripped local populations of both land and labor rights. Most
famously, the combination of these factors played a large role in precipitating 1950s land
reforms efforts by Jacobo Árbenz and the subsequent U.S.-backed military coup that
ousted him as president in 1954.11 However, Estrada Cabrera’s banana policies also had
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effects on Protestant missions, many of which were both unintentional and unexpected.
On one level, Protestants enjoyed renewed governmental patronage simply because of
their status as foreigners, a category that under Estrada Cabrera conferred privileges such
as free postage and lowered import duties.12 However, this equation of foreign
missionaries and foreign business interests was limited. Despite the shared nationalities
of banana barons and missionaries and the common historiographical view that both were
agents of U.S. imperialism, these two groups actually shared few common interests, and
they seldom worked together. Both groups were rooted in U.S. society and culture, but
their visions of civilized American ideals were only sometimes compatible. Missionary
educational goals conflicted with United Fruit’s labor needs, and the profits earned by
foreign plantation managers were much more likely to be spent on vice than virtue in the
opinions of missionaries. In a rare critique of a fellow foreigner, Haymaker even
characterized United Fruit’s leading executive in Central America as “very unfavorable
to missions and to religion in general.”13
One way that Estrada Cabrera’s banana policies did aid Protestantism was
through the development of transportation infrastructure in Guatemala, especially
railroads. The modernization of Guatemala’s transportation networks began under
Barrios, but those projects remained almost completely moribund until Estrada Cabrera
struck a series of deals with the United Fruit Company between 1900 and 1904 that
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produced new rail lines and ports in Guatemala. However, these infrastructure
improvements came with a high price tag. The Guatemalan government had to cede
control of these rails and ports as well as 168,000 acres of land to the banana company as
part of a ninety-nine year lease.14 As might be expected, more efficient transportation
networks allowed Protestant preachers to move about the country more quickly, and
missionaries certainly made use of these improvements even though the banana
companies typically refused to offer them any sort of a discount on travel.15 What might
be less expected was that the new rail lines hastened the spread of heterodox local forms
of Protestantism more than they did the orthodox missionary versions of the religion.
With little exception, the banana company rail lines ran through the territory of the
Presbyterian mission. Although the Presbyterians were the first Protestants in
Guatemala, they were the last to station foreign personnel in rural areas. Rather, they
relied on a small number of itinerating “native helpers” to pastor outstations with
missionaries making personal visits on a quarterly or annual basis. The new railroads
allowed native pastors to establish stronger connections among congregations in towns
along the rail lines in part because they could visit more sites with greater regularity.
Local pastors also became more significant in these areas because they were willing to
14
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travel in third-class accommodations, which meant they could evangelize these areas
much more cheaply than foreign missionaries. This allowed new ideas to spread quickly
in certain areas of the country served by railroads and for new rural congregations to
develop closer ties to local leaders than to foreign missionaries.
Estrada Cabrera’s second defining impact was in education. Education was a
hallmark issue for Guatemala’s Liberal presidents who each crafted innumerable
speeches and decrees on the subject, and Estrada Cabrera represented the pinnacle of this
trend. However, this does not mean that his administration made significant strides
toward providing even basic educational services to the majority of poor, rural, or
indigenous Guatemalans. Perhaps the best marker of this was that at the end of Estrada
Cabrera’s presidency in 1921, nearly 87 percent of Guatemalans over age seven were
illiterate, an improvement of less than two percentage points from the statistics three
decades earlier. Not surprisingly, the four departments with the highest illiteracy rates
were also among the most rural and indigenous: Alta Verapaz, Sololá, El Quiché, and
Huehuetenango, each of which had an illiteracy rate of above 94.16 These statistics
indicate that Estrada Cabrera’s educational policies were ineffective if not absent in much
of the country. As with other Liberal presidents, Estrada Cabrera’s rhetoric and action
were commonly aimed not at the majority of his countrymen but rather at a small group
of land- and capital-rich constituents both at home and abroad. Through speeches and
policy, the president hoped to convince these potential investors that Guatemala was a
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modern, civilized member of the increasingly interconnected hemispheric and Atlantic
economic systems.
This aspirational education program of Estrada Cabrera was as quixotic as it was
ambitious, and these two characteristics were best represented in the president’s
fascination with Minerva, the Roman goddess of wisdom. Estrada Cabrera’s most lasting
physical imprint on Guatemala was the dozens of Temples of Minerva that he
commissioned around the country in the first two decades of the twentieth century with
the goal of remaking Guatemala into a “tropical Athens.” Estrada Cabrera’s conflation of
Roman mythology with the ancient Greek cultural center gives some indication of how
poorly planned his designs were, but they nonetheless had a significant impact on
Guatemala by reshaping both the landscape and the calendar of cities and towns across
the country. The columned, classical facades of Estrada Cabrera’s Minervan temples
were, to say the least, incongruous with the Guatemalan landscape.
During his lifetime, criticism of the violent dictator’s project was understandably
rare. However, by 1934 no less a visitor than Aldous Huxley puzzled at the peculiar site
of a poorly imitated Greek temple constructed of cement and corrugated iron in the dusty
town of El Progreso.17 Despite their obviously forced nature, the temples served two
important nation-building roles during the regime of Estrada Cabrera. First, they were a
mark of loyalty to the president, and the construction of elaborate temples functioned as a
contest between municipalities to gain the central government’s favor. Early in the
1900s, political leaders of provincial areas competed with one another to build the largest
17
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and most ornate Minervan temple in honor of Estrada Cabrera. By 1915, there were
twenty-two in the country; and several, most notably the sprawling example in
Guatemala City, also included inscriptions honoring Estrada Cabrera as “The
Distinguished Man of the Fatherland” or “The Father of the Studious Youth.” 18
Second and more important for Protestantism, the Minervan temples reshaped the
ritual calendar across Guatemala. For most of the year, Estrada Cabrera’s temples sat
empty, looming in the center of populated areas as unoccupied symbols of power, but
every fall the buildings became the locus of the annual Fiesta Minervalia that celebrated
the close of the school year. For a week, students and teachers would don their best
clothes and parade through town before holding final recitations under the portico of the
local Temple of Minerva. In Guatemala City, the president himself presided over these
events while in outlying departments appointed officials filled in for the head of state. In
some ways, the Minervalia were an extension of Barrios’s anti-clerical reforms. Those
reforms had stripped the Catholic Church of its institutional power and banned integral
Catholic activities like holding parades and religious celebrations outdoors. The
Minervalia offered a Liberal, government-approved substitute for religious celebrations
that included public displays of wealth, reveling, and parades. However, rather than
promoting allegiance to the Catholic Church, the Minervalia promoted allegiance to
modernizing ideals like particularly education.19
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Another role of the Minervalia was that it cloaked the government’s lack of actual
investment in education by putting the few educated youth of Guatemalan society front
and center for visiting dignitaries to see. As illiteracy statistics illustrate, Estrada
Cabrera’s government made virtually no progress in funding national education
initiatives. However, that did not stop the president from promoting alleged Guatemalan
progress. In 1902, the government claimed to have thirty-eight schools in the capital, a
large number for Latin America at the time. The Chilean government was so impressed
by this claim that they commissioned a delegation to investigate the Guatemalan model
for adaptation in Chile.
What they found, however, were not operating schools but for the most part a
series of cornerstones where the government planned to build a school in the future.20 To
hide the lack of government investment in education, Estrada Cabrera legislated that all
private schools must participate in the Minervalia, and he also encouraged foreigners to
open new educational institutions in the country. One of the leading and most cost
effective forms of foreign education in this period was missionary schools. During
Estrada Cabrera’s presidency, Protestant missionaries opened at least ten new schools for
youth and children as well as several theological training centers.21 This was a reversal
of the Presbyterian’s decision in the late 1800s to shutter their official educational
programs after the failure of Hill’s elite Colegio Americano and the tightening of
governmental regulations against religious education. It was not until the entrance of
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other Protestant groups in the first decade of the twentieth century that the confluence of
a government that encouraged private education and an influx of missionaries trained as
schoolteachers resulted in the institutionalization of the missionary education program.22
Although the ten missionary schools reached only a sliver of the Guatemalan
population, they acted as ideal partners for Estrada Cabrera for two reasons. First, the
missionary schools served as a bridge between the president’s lofty rhetoric and the
interior of the country where government schools rarely reached. Of the ten missionary
schools, only the CAM’s Jardín de las Rosas was permanently located in the capital. The
Presbyterian La Patria school operated in the capital for part of the period but later moved
to Quetzaltenango because of an earthquake in Guatemala City. The remaining
institutions were spread among the provincial towns of Cobán, Huehuetenango,
Totonicapán, San Antonio Aguascalientes, and Chiquimula, the first four of which had
high indigenous populations. As with the Minerva Temples, these missionary-run and
missionary-funded schools gave the national education program at least a symbolic
presence beyond the capital.23
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The second reason that the missionaries were ideal partners for Estrada Cabrera is
that they enthusiastically embraced the annual Minervalia. Some missionaries may have
privately questioned the pomp and circumstance of these galas, but their public
comments were unfailingly supportive. This enthusiasm partially resulted from a desire
not to offend a dictatorial government, but the missionary educators were also driven by
another motive. Liberal laws that limited public religious ceremonies applied to
Protestants as well as Catholics. With rare exception, all religious events were confined
to church buildings, especially in the departmental population centers where mission
stations and mission schools were located. This legal restriction put a damper on
Protestant evangelistic campaigns by limiting proselytizing in public spaces. However,
the Minervalia provided a government-sanctioned platform for Protestant missionaries to
display their spiritual goods to the entire community, and even though they technically
could not preach, the missionaries could demonstrate their values and influence through
their students’ recitations.
A typical comment on the Minervalia came from Eugenia Philips Coats, a teacher
at the Nazarene girls’ school in Cobán, who recalled the 1917 festival as a “magnificent
affair” that allowed her and the Nazarenes to showcase students alongside pupils from the
city’s national school. This was especially important for the Nazarene school because at
the time their forty-student enrollment consisted entirely of Catholics except for the
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children of one missionary family. For Coats, the public Minerva festival was a way to
demonstrate the value of Protestant education to Catholic families.24
Other missionaries also looked at the Minervalia as a chance to demonstrate their
faith’s religious superiority. In the highlands near San Carlos Sija, the director of the
national school in the village of Recuerdo a Barrios in 1913 was Demetria M. Gramajo, a
convert of the virulently anti-Catholic independent missionary Clayton Secord. Just
before the end of the school year, a zealous local police official arrested Gramajo for
converting to Protestantism and prevented her from participating in the Minerva festival.
In an open letter titled “Attempt against the Constitution of the Republic” that was
undoubtedly intended to be read by national officials, Secord and Gramajo tied the arrest
directly to the festival of Minerva and asked readers to compare the repressive morals of
Catholicism to the educational values of Protestantism.25 Other Protestant participation
in the Minervalia was not so overtly anti-Catholic but rather presented Protestant values
as a logical corollary to progress. In the capital, Presbyterian students and faculty were
called upon each year prior to the 1917 earthquake to provide recitations in English,
participate in debates, and demonstrate Guatemalan proficiency in Western sports like
baseball before the watchful eyes of visiting dignitaries in front of the city’s grand
Temple of Minerva. In 1915, the Presbyterian school even fielded a Guatemalan national
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baseball team to take on a group of American players from United Fruit Company.26 By
the 1910s, Protestant missionaries seemed to have learned their lessons about marrying
their spiritual mission too closely either to Western-style progress or to the secular
government, and so absent the Minervalia, it is doubtful that baseball games, school
parades, and English recitations would have been at the top of their agenda. Nonetheless,
the missionaries were more than willing to embrace these activities as a way to gain
public awareness and influence that far outstripped their small numbers, and this is what
Estrada Cabrera’s obsessions with the appearance of modern education provided. As
with the original alliance with Barrios, the alliance with Estrada Cabrera offered access to
both public recognition and some degree of government protection. Also like that early
alliance, the compact with Estrada Cabrera put missionaries in tenuous situations that had
the potential to alienate them from certain groups of local believers and future converts.
This tension that accompanied bargains with Estrada Cabrera was not unique to
Protestant missionaries, and it marked the third distinctive element of the president’s rule,
an effective yet repressive era of pax Estrada Cabrera. Estrada Cabrera came to power
in a period of political uncertainty, but for the most part his two-decade rule was notable
for the absence of high-level intrigue, assassination, and rebellion that had been common
for much of the prior century. This was no accident. The near economic collapse of
Guatemala in 1900 followed by the devastating earthquake and volcanic eruption in
Quetzaltenango in 1902 portended more instability for Guatemala, but Estrada Cabrera
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seized upon these events to consolidate power more so than any of his predecessors.
Estrada Cabrera’s successful consolidation of power rested on a number of tactics
ranging from personal espionage to targeted violence to economic favoritism. However,
the single most important device of the president was his mastery of Guatemala’s
national bureaucratic system of jefaturas políticas.
From independence to the end of the Liberal era in 1944, Guatemalan political
geography consisted of departmental subdivisions overseen by a jefe político, a
presidential appointee whose official job was to keep order in his district and who
unofficially operated his department as a personal fiefdom by building patronage
networks. In each department, local elected officials like mayors and town councils
communicated with the national government primarily through the jefes políticos, and
these appointees also had the power to oversee or even to overrule local political
decisions deemed incompatible with national interests. In the nineteenth century, this
system benefitted the central government by providing a mechanism for keeping order in
the interior where poor infrastructure, crippled finances, and the lack of a professional
army made central government intervention nearly impossible. However, the tradeoff
was that many of these posts proved to be a breeding ground for political aspirants who
used their personal armies and patron-client ties to build allegiances apart from the
national government and even to foment rebellions.
Estrada Cabrera reined in much of this excess early in his presidency by shifting
existing jefes políticos to new areas, codifying reporting requirements so that oversight
was consolidated in Guatemala City, and improving transportation infrastructure so that
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the effective distance between the capital and much of the interior shrank dramatically.
Not coincidentally, these efforts coincided with the president’s concessions to the
American banana companies who paid for much of the infrastructure improvements and
who also encouraged the U.S. government to support the regime. The result of these
changes was an improvement in bureaucratic efficiency that allowed Estrada Cabrera’s
network of political allies and spies to permeate the country far more thoroughly than any
prior president. This expansion meant that political opponents faced danger not only in
the capital but also in the interior where prior revolts had usually found safe haven during
their formative phases.
This countrywide penetration of the central government was the basis for the pax
Estrada Cabrera, and only two assassination attempts in the first years of Estrada
Cabrera’s presidency posed any serious challenge to the iron-fisted pacification of the
country. These two failed attempts actually bolstered the state’s power by providing a
justification for a strong response to the alleged plotters, including former president
Manual Lisandro Barillas, who was stabbed to death in 1906 on orders from Estrada
Cabrera.27 For Protestants, this harshly imposed peace was a double-edged sword. On
the one hand, missionary doctrines of non-involvement and respect for authority made
them de facto allies of the dictator. Secord, the diehard anti-Catholic, was the missionary
with the closest relationship with Estrada Cabrera. He visited the presidential residence
several times, provided regular medical consultations for the jefe político in
Chichicastenango, and was even a personal doctor to the president. The jefe político also
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protected Secord when elected members of the town council accused him of operating a
pharmacy without the correct permits.28
Estrada Cabrera’s hard-line law-and-order policy also insulated Protestant
missionaries from threats and occasional violence at the hands of fanatic Catholics. On
Good Friday of 1904, in one of the most extreme incidents of Catholic-Protestant
violence in Guatemalan history, a priest accused the “Masons” of Cinco Calles Church of
throwing a stone at an image of the Virgin Mary. Incensed, dozens of Catholic
parishioners stormed the CAM church, destroyed much of the building, and looted its
contents. Estrada Cabrera’s reaction was both swift and in character. In addition to
paying for all repairs out of the national treasury, he imprisoned and tortured at least
thirty members of the local parish and then confiscated the Catholic chapel’s pulpit and
had it installed in the Protestant church. Not surprisingly, the CAM missionaries praised
the president’s response and claimed that their refusal to dishonestly inflate the value of
their losses impressed him that the Protestant gospel was both sincere and valuable for
the country.29
However, such enthusiasm overlooked the fact that the regime’s heavyhandedness cut both ways. Estrada Cabrera’s intervention in 1904 had much more to do
with maintaining order than it did with favoring Protestants over Catholics. In other
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areas of the country, especially the indigenous highlands, authorities jailed local
Protestant pastors, sometimes for months, on charges of disturbing the peace, and the
central government seldom intervened. Although missionaries were protected by the
threat of presidential intervention because of their status as foreigners, converts had much
less cover. In the Estrada Cabrera years, the Presbyterians, the CAM, and the Friends
reported several religiously motivated killings, and none of them received attention from
the national government.30 Because of this, by the time that the Estrada Cabrera regime
ended in a 1920 coup, even the missionaries who had earlier praised the president began
opposing him. In 1920, Bishop wrote a lengthy indictment of the former president’s
“tyrannical administration” and described the two-decade dictatorship as going “from bad
to worse, the iron hand of (Estrada) Cabrera continued crushing out liberty until men
hardly dared to think of freedom.” The senior missionary even denounced the muchpraised educational initiatives of the president as “a farce.”31 The Presbyterians
published a similar condemnation of Estrada Cabrera in an open letter to his successor
drafted and signed by seventy Guatemalan pastors and lay leaders, and the Friends took a
typically spiritualized and generalized tact, not rebuking the president by name but
lamenting the lack of leadership that would allow such revolutions in the first place.32
By the time of his ouster, the only Protestant ally Estrada Cabrera could count
was the stubborn and argumentative Secord, whom the ex-president’s foes labeled a spy
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and had deported to the United States soon after the president’s overthrow.33 The
otherwise united Protestant front in opposition to Estrada Cabrera lacked significant
moral authority based on the previous two decades of participation and partnership with
the regime’s programs, and this lack of conviction manifested itself in a fracturing of
loyalties among local converts. During the 1920 coup d’état, most Protestants opted for
the tactic shared by the majority of Guatemalans and maintained a low profile, but those
who did take up arms were split between the two sides of Estrada Cabrera supporters and
opponents.34 Once the Estrada Cabrera regime finally fell, the missionary position of
apoliticism and deference to authority had calcified to the point that they were not able to
articulate a meaningful political position. Only once the outcome of the fighting was
apparent did the majority of missionaries endorse what was by then the dominant view
that the past regime was bad for Guatemala and that the new revolutionaries offered
hope. Guatemalan Protestants who wished to develop more complex political positions
had to look to someone other than missionaries for leadership, and the changes in the
Guatemalan political landscape in 1920 opened up other options.
Protestants and Politics during the Democratic Interregnum, 1920-1931
Although Estrada Cabrera’s economic policies, educational initiatives, and
centralized power created ideal conditions for the evolution and spread of Protestant ideas
in Guatemala, it was the collapse of the dictatorship that brought these ideas to the
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forefront of Guatemalan civil life for the first time. In 1920, the forceful overthrow of
Estrada Cabrera produced the largest political vacuum in the Liberal period. Estrada
Cabrera’s heavy-handed paranoia as president, coupled with his bureaucratic reforms,
meant that unlike prior regime changes in 1821, 1844, 1871, and 1898, there was no
caudillo prepared to step in once the old dictator was deposed. The result was
Guatemala’s first flirtation with a democratic opening and the introduction of free,
contested elections in the 1920s.
However, this transition was not a smooth process as the two dominant political
groups, the Partido Unionista and Partido Liberal Federalista (PLF), struggled to establish
themselves in the year following the coup against Estrada Cabrera. The leaders of the
coup were largely Unionists, and that group appointed wealthy sugar planter Carlos
Herrera to the presidency in April 1920. Herrera was a moderate and not the first choice
of the coup leaders, but he was an acceptable compromise candidate between the
revolutionaries and the U.S. government, which agreed to recognize the new regime. In
September 1920, Herrera won what was billed as the country’s first open, democratic
elections. However, the fact that he garnered 95 percent of the vote raised questions
about the contest’s legitimacy.35 Such questionable political tactics coupled with
Herrera’s decision to fill his cabinet largely with wealthy landowners and to honor onesided Estrada Cabrera era contracts with foreign companies like United Fruit immediately
began to weaken the new government, and in 1921 the PLF led a successful but bloodless
military coup that ousted Herrera and installed General José María Orellana as president.
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Despite the turmoil of these first two post-dictatorship years, the greater inclusiveness of
the Orellana presidency coupled with Guatemalan participation in the global economic
boom of the 1920s provided the country with political stability for the next decade. One
result of this change was that several new players emerged on the Guatemalan political
landscape including a nascent organized labor movement that aligned with the PLF and a
newly empowered urban middle class that cast its lot with the Unionistas.36
Guatemalan Protestants were among the participants on both ends of this new
political spectrum, and the 1920-1921 transition from autocratic rule to relative
democracy exposed the political and social fissures that had developed between
missionaries and some local Protestants during the previous two decades. The leading
example of this trend was Anastasio Samayoa. With a tenure in the Guatemalan
Protestant movement that exceeded every missionary in the country except for Haymaker
and a history of support for pet missionary projects like marriage reform and literacy
campaigns, the Presbyterian mission entrusted Samayoa with more responsibility and
independence than any of its other Guatemalan workers in the 1910s. Samayoa founded
and pastored churches in dozens of indigenous and Ladino towns in the western
highlands in the early 1910s and was even charged with orienting missionaries Paul and
Dora Burgess to the region upon their arrival in 1913. By 1917, Samayoa had moved
south to the Boca Costa coffee region where he continued to preach and open churches in
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more than twenty-five locations while serving as the permanent pastor in Colomba, the
largest municipality in the region.37 However, Samayoa lost this hard-won confidence
when the 1920 election revealed a side of the preacher that had either been suppressed by
political oppression or blindly ignored by missionaries in the prior decades.
During the 1920 election, Samayoa led several fellow church members in the
Boca Costa town of Colomba to form a local club in favor of the PLF. The club then
nominated Samayoa for vice-mayor of Colomba along with fellow Protestants Manuel
“Meme” Barrios for mayor and Candido Barrios for alderman, all of whom prevailed.
Samayoa and the Barrioses were technically not the first Protestants elected to public
office in Guatemala. There were proceeded by Jorge Ruano, a close friend of Samayoa
who was elected mayor of Mazatenango sometime around 1900, roughly the same time
as his conversion to Protestantism. However, Samayoa was the first trained church
leader to become directly involved in politics, and his election was part of a trend that
many missionaries believed he was actively promoting. Between 1920 and 1926, at least
seven Protestants were elected mayor in Guatemala, mostly in the extreme west and east
of the country. In the Presbyterian’s western territory, Protestants won office in Huitán,
Nuevo San Carlos, San Felipe, and Cantel, all of which were home to churches with
connections to Samayoa. In the Friend’s eastern territory, Protestant mayors served in
Chiquimula and Morales, Izabal.38 Although there is no documentation of Protestant
politicians in CAM, Nazarene, or Pentecostal areas, Albert Bishop’s 1921 chastisement
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of a politically involved church member in Antigua indicates that the uptick in Protestant
political interest and involvement was not limited to a single geographic area or
denomination.39
Bishop’s report on that incident typified the general feeling among missionaries
that converts should separate themselves from politics in order to focus on more pressing
spiritual concerns. However, Samayoa’s case demonstrates that the missionary position
was not quite so facile or disinterested as it seemed at first glance. The missionary who
oversaw Samayoa’s churches was Burgess, the only member of a foreign mission to
challenge Estrada Cabrera’s policies to any extent during the 1910s. As Bogenschild
points out, Burgess had a long personal history with socialist causes in the United States,
which would have placed him ideologically closer to the PLF than to the Unionists, and
Burgess even derisively referred to Herrera as a “millionaire sugar planter.” However,
the Unionists’ close ties with the U.S. government and their commitment to law and order
were apparently enough to sway Burgess to their cause. In the months leading up to the
coup against Estrada Cabrera and in the year following, Burgess championed the
Unionist Party in letters to supporters in the United States.40
This position put Burgess at odds with Samayoa, who reportedly was arrested for
encouraging plantation workers on the Boca Costa to strike if plantation owner Herrera
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was elected in 1920.41 When Burgess reported this behavior in later letters, he was
clearly bothered by it, but it is not apparent that he was even aware of the pastor’s
political activities at the time they occurred. Burgess’s first acknowledgment of
Samayoa’s political involvement came in January 1922 when Samayoa himself informed
Burgess that he and the Barrios brothers had won election to the municipal posts in
Colomba. Burgess’s initial response was to congratulate the trio and to wish them
success in their new posts, but soon after, he received an anonymous report about how
these Protestants won their election. According to this unidentified parishioner, Samayoa
had established a PLF club in the church building in Colomba and even used his 1921
Christmas Eve sermon to preach, “Jesus always preferred the poor among his children,
and the Federalist Party is composed of the poor, for this reason all of my brothers in
faith should belong to this party.” The writer, who signed the note only as “a brother in
the faith who denounces this act as repugnant” urged Burgess to send someone
undercover to verify these claims because he claimed that the Protestant chapel in
Colomba had become a political headquarters rather than an evangelization center.42
Since this summary came in an anonymous complaint, it is entirely possible that
the charges are somewhat exaggerated. However, given the chance to refute the
allegations, Samayoa declined. There is also no record in Samayoa’s subsequent
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correspondence with Burgess that he tried to recharacterize this sermon or place it in a
more favorable context. At its most extreme, this brief excerpt offers an early Protestant
way of thinking that strongly resembles later Liberation Theology and socialist political
thought, but in other areas Samayoa’s theology was cast straight from the mold of
traditional, conservative Protestantism. For example, he rejected Catholicism as an
excessive and idolatrous form of Christianity, and he joined with his missionary
colleagues in emphasizing the connection between spiritual conversion and practical
results such as the normalization of marriage relationships. However, on the question of
politics and what English- and German-language theologians of the time were calling
“social justice,” Samayoa definitely fell to the left of the mainstream missionary thought
and even to the left of the most progressive missionaries in the country such as Burgess.43
The anonymous denouncement of Samayoa’s political theology was enough to
cause Burgess to investigate further, and by the end of January the missionary had
convinced Samayoa to renounce his position as an elected official.44 Although Samayoa
apparently resigned, notarial records from the jefe político show that Manuel and
Candido Barrios served out the remainder of their terms, and Burgess’s correspondence
for the remainder of 1922 indicated that Samayoa continued to support their political
activity and PLF positions.45 In February, Burgess told Guatemalan pastor Tomás
Cifuentes that he had received numerous complaints about Samayoa’s activity from
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parishioners and from at least one other missionary, the CAM’s Herbert Toms. In this
letter, Burgess revealed that his relationship with Samayoa had broken down to the point
that the pastor accused the missionary of playing politics with the gospel. Although not
stated explicitly, this charge presumably stemmed from Burgess’s support of the
Unionists and their pro-U.S., investor-friendly positions. In the letter to Cifuentes,
Burgess followed this revelation by distancing himself from politics and falling back on
the standard missionary platform that their purpose in Guatemala was to promote “the
good news of salvation” and not “to favor one or another party.” Burgess also directly
accused Samayoa of abandoning his pastoral duties to promote a political agenda and
assured Cifuentes that he would contact both the mission office in Guatemala and
Samayoa’s financial supporters in the United States to inform them that he was using
their money for politics rather than preaching. The end result was the suspension of
Samayoa’s paycheck and soon after his official dismissal from the mission.46
Burgess, Cifuentes, and others probably did believe on some level that Samayoa’s
entrance into politics was wrong simply because it distracted him from his more
important spiritual duties as an evangelist. However, this was also a somewhat
misleading charge. As late as December 1921, the Burgess-edited periodical El Noticiero
Evangélico ran a pastoral report from Samayoa recording nine baptisms of adult
believers, the dedication of one newborn, the successful reuniting of an estranged couple,
and the transfer of two families from CAM territory, all events that occurred in the fall of
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1921 when Samayoa was running for office.47 Instead of dereliction of pastoral duties, it
was probably the content of Samayoa’s political thought that raised concerns among the
missionary establishment and their allies. Samayoa left no documents expanding on his
alleged solidarity with campesinos or labor tactics like strikes. However, in his
subsequent communication with Burgess, he never denied these charges. There is also
some evidence that Samayoa was not alone among western Guatemalan pastors in
adopting these positions immediately following Estrada Cabrera’s fall. In a letter from
September 1920 complaining about discord in Colomba, Burgess also reported that in
Cantel, the K’iche’ pastor Pedro Poz had “struck for higher wages.” It is not clear that
Poz’s politics were as vocal or as left-leaning as Samayoa’s. However, Samayoa was
Poz’s mentor, and Burgess did report in 1922 that the PLF overthrow of the Unionistas
“split” the Cantel congregation. He also unequivocally connected the intracongregational tensions in Colomba and Cantel with each other and with secular politics
in general, all of which was unacceptable to the mission.48
This tendency in the early 1920s for secular politics to create ecclesial conflict
was the primary reason that Burgess intervened in the Colomba church. In other times
and places, Burgess’s espoused his own progressive views that were not that different
from what Samayoa preached in Colomba. However, Samayoa’s ministerial context was
far removed from the sterile classrooms of Chicago and Germany where Burgess had
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toyed with socialism as a student before arriving in Guatemala.49 The municipality of
Colomba sat in the heart of Guatemala’s coffee belt, and by 1921, its population of
30,000 people put it on par with the municipalities of Quetzaltenango and Totonicapán as
the most populous area of the country outside of Guatemala City. Unlike these other
three areas, however, Colomba’s population was almost entirely comprised of rural
agricultural workers. Only 424 people lived in the municipal cabecera with the rest were
spread among 135 coffee plantations and 37 other agricultural sites. Despite the fact that
Colomba lay outside of the highland area comprising the Mayan heartland, 83.7 percent
of the municipality’s residents were indigenous in 1921, which indicated that most of the
workers were conscripted laborers tied to plantations through debt peonage.50
It is not hard to see why Samayoa’s mixture of theology and left-of-center politics
drew detractors in the Boca Costa and Quetzaltenango. After the Hill debacle of the
1880s and the loss of interest on the part of the few curious Liberal elites who visited the
first services, Guatemalan Protestantism earned a reputation for drawing its members
from the lower end of the social spectrum and assembling a motley crew of dried-out
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drunkards, underemployed laborers, and orphaned children.51 Such social misfits did
form a sizable constituency within early-twentieth-century Protestantism. However, they
were neither the only nor the most influential Protestant sub-group in the western half of
the country. Many preachers like Samayoa came from literate families that comprised
Guatemala’s small middle class, and around Quetzaltenango, one often-overlooked
constituency in Paul Burgess’s orbit was the German Lutherans who formed a large
enclave community in Quetzaltenango because they controlled most of the nearby coffee
plantations that employed the indigenous workers to whom Samayoa was preaching.52
Although very few of these German families actually joined the Presbyterian mission,
they often turned to Burgess, a fluent German speaker and former theology student of the
University of Marburg, to provide for their spiritual needs such as baptisms, marriages,
and funerals. Burgess even presided over a regular German-language Protestant service
in the mid-1910s.53 Some of these German plantation owners also encouraged the
Presbyterians to build chapels on their plantations, and in at least one instance, the
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German managers and Guatemalan workers attended Protestant service together on a
Boca Costa plantation.54
These evangelization agreements with influential and friendly German plantation
owners undoubtedly would have been threatened if the church became a locus of labor
organization that challenged the foreign planters’ bottom lines. Despite resigning his
own political office in 1922, Samayoa did not renounce his support for the labor-friendly
PLF or the propriety of lay Protestants like the Barrioses holding office. It is almost
certain that despite Burgess’s own ideological leanings, the missionary could not allow
the working class indigenous converts of the Boca Costa to adopt a theology that would
threaten the broader Protestant mission of winning them and their peers as spiritual
converts. Even in a politically open time like the 1920s, that mission required some level
of alliance with governmental and economic power brokers who controlled access to the
large number of Guatemalans who worked on private plantations under the watchful eye
of their employers. With Samayoa and his followers unwilling to compromise their
politics, Burgess effectively chose to excommunicate them by removing Samayoa’s
financial support and replacing him as pastor of the Colomba congregation.
When the Presbyterian mission opted for access to potential converts over
Samayoa’s left-leaning politics in 1922, it marked the emergence of two heretoforenascent strains of Guatemalan Protestantism. One of these was the birth of independent,
nationalistic Protestant groups, which are explored in depth in chapter 6. The second was
the broadening of Guatemalan Protestants’ views of the relationship between religion and
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politics. Far from suppressing the political consciousness raised by pastors like Samayoa,
the strong reaction against this movement in the early 1920s actually opened the door for
local converts to explore the connection between their faith and issues that missionaries
had previously deemed purely secular. This is not to say that there was an explosion of
political involvement by Protestants or a universal move to reject the political positions
held by missionaries. Rather, these events marked the beginning of an attitude among
local believers that refused to correlate Protestant theology with any particular political
position or with the professed missionary stance of political neutrality and quiescence.
Throughout the remainder of the 1920s, a handful of Protestant candidates held public
office and several more openly expressed opinions on political issues, but this trickle
paved the way for higher profile and more well-documented positions in later decades,
beginning with several Protestants involvement in politics during the Ten Years of Spring
when democracy and the rights of non-elite Guatemalans again moved to the fore.
Before arriving at that point, however, the civic engagement of Protestants, like the rest
of Guatemalans, would be shaped by the rise of another long dictatorship that began in
1931.55
Protestants and Politics under Ubico, 1931-1944
General Jorge Ubico’s uncontested election to the presidency in February 1931
marked the final dramatic shift in Guatemalan national politics during the Liberal era.
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Ubico was raised in a well-heeled Liberal family, was a godson of Barrios, and began his
political career as a jefe político under Estrada Cabrera. Ubico first served in the coffee
region of Alta Verapaz, and later Estrada Cabrera reassigned him to Retalhuleu on the
Pacific coast. The coups of 1920 and 1921 briefly interrupted Ubico’s political
trajectory, but in 1926 he ran for president as the candidate of the newly formed Liberal
Progressive Party, a group of young Liberals who viewed the PLF as mired in old ways
of governing and handling the economy. At its inception, this party seemed ready to take
a legitimate place in the democratic opening of the 1920s. Its first leaders included a
group young intellectuals from elite families who deemed themselves the “Generation of
1920” including Miguel Ángel Asturias, Jorge García Granados, and even Juan José
Arévalo, the reformist who would succeed Ubico as president and usher in Guatemala’s
Ten Years of Spring. The Generation of 1920 had originally formed after the 1917
earthquake and had played a key role in laying the ideological framework for the
overthrow of Estrada Cabrera. However, more established Liberals viewed their young
counterparts with suspicion because of their criticism of foreign investors and especially
their interest in land reforms. Some Liberal critics even worried that their young
counterparts were actually Communists.56
This youthful idealism proved to be too dramatic for the political establishment
and Ubico lost the 1926 election to the more senior General Lazaro Chacón. After this
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defeat, Ubico demonstrated his political pragmatism by moderating the more extreme
positions of the Liberal Progressive Party. This alienated some of his closest Guatemalan
supporters, but it garnered approval from foreign interests, particularly in the United
States. Ubico’s positioning paid off at the end of the decade when the global economic
crisis devastated Guatemala’s export-based economy and combined with the unexpected
death of Chacón in December 1930 as well as a 1931 peasant uprising in neighboring El
Salvador to produce unprecedented instability in Central American politics. Thanks to
his recently cultivated relationship with the United States, Ubico was able to call on the
State Department to arrange his installation as president in 1931, effectively ending the
democratic opening of the 1920s.57
Ubico’s ascendency affected the country’s Protestants in several ways. For local
converts, and also for almost all Guatemalans, Ubico’s political reforms effectively cut
off meaningful access to political power as well as the ability to participate in alternative
forms of civic engagement like unions. In the 1920s, local elections and collective action
were the primary avenues for non-elite Guatemalans to engage in civic life. Ubico closed
the first of these outlets by appointing intendentes to replace elected mayors on the
municipal level. These intendentes, most of whom were Ladinos from Guatemala City,
operated as small-scale jefes políticos in that they owed their allegiance not to local
populations but rather to the president himself. Their role was to suppress any local
reform or innovation that conflicted with Ubico’s political interests, and they created a
level of state centralization that exceeded even what occurred under Estrada Cabrera.
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Whereas in the 1920s, many Guatemalans including Protestants had participated
in opposition parties, such activities resulted in imprisonment under Ubico.58 Ubico’s
restrictions on collective action were more gradual but also more thorough than his
political checks. Ubico was famously known for his “efficiency and cruelty,” and he put
these traits to use most effectively in stamping out organizations suspected of opposing
the regime. Ubico adopted a strong anti-Communist rhetoric that cast suspicion on any
group that gathered collectively to petition for redress of grievances, and in 1937, the
president even required the registration of all presses and printed materials to prevent the
spread of dissent in written form. Ubico also instituted vagrancy laws that abolished the
old debt peonage and mandamiento systems but replaced them with a requirement that
laborers carry an identification booklet noting the number of days they had worked and
obligating them to labor on government projects if they were idle. This double-edged
law not only reduced the chance of indigenous revolts but also weakened the power of
elite landowners who previously controlled the national labor pool through debt
peonage.59
For Protestant missionaries, the effects of Ubico’s rise to the presidency were
more direct. Despite convincing U.S. diplomats that he was the country’s closest friend
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in Latin America, Ubico harbored a deep distrust, if not outright resentment, of foreign
interests in Guatemala. This feeling was rooted in Ubico’s involvement with the
Generation of 1920 that sought to create a national Guatemalan identity that would
resonate beyond the Guatemala City elite. Much of Ubico-era policy emanated from the
dictator’s vision of Guatemalan nationalism that included the need to develop a single
Guatemalan identity, the importance of addressing “the Indian problem,” and an
emphasis on independence from foreign influence.
The first two of these three planks of the ubiquista platform had some affect on
missionaries, especially with regards to their growing focus on educational work in
indigenous languages. However, it was the third issue of foreign influence that put
missionaries most squarely in the government’s crosshairs. Ubico’s distaste for foreign
intervention grew stronger when he was forced to approve new one-sided contracts with
the United Fruit Company in exchange for the U.S. support of his presidential
installation. These contracts, first in 1931 and again in 1936, granted thousands of acres
of new land and a handful of new tax breaks to United Fruit in exchange for
infrastructure projects with no stated deadlines and no real expectation of completion.
One of the only construction projects that did emerge from the United Fruit contracts was
the new national palace, a key symbol of ubiquista nationalism and central power, which
was funded by an United Fruit-guaranteed loan.60
Ubico did not have the political or economic capital to confront either the U.S.
government or United Fruit, but he did pass a series of laws limiting the influence of
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other foreigners in Guatemala including Protestant missionaries. In 1932, just a year
after taking office, Ubico established quotas for foreign missionaries that corresponded to
the number of missionaries already in the country. This law decreed that no new
missionary organizations could enter the country, that all missionary salaries be paid
from outside the country, and that missionaries keep enough cash on hand to leave the
country at any time. The next year Ubico also instructed all missionaries to register with
the government annually. Ubico claimed that these restrictions stemmed from economic
necessities during the financial crisis of the 1930s. However, all foreign missionaries at
the time received their financial support from abroad, and the real root of these
restrictions was Ubico’s desire to project a strong national identity that took a hard line
against foreign interference.
Even though Protestant numbers were still relatively small, this was an important
step to reverse the prominent positioning Protestants had gained in areas like education
under Estrada Cabrera. Ubico even went so far as to arrest Burgess in 1933 and make
plans to expel him from the country. The official charge against Burgess was selling
literature without a license, but Ubico’s response also cited an almanac published by the
missionary that made jokes at the dictator’s expense. After a month in prison, the
administration agreed to release Burgess, and most missionaries agreed that the arrest
was meant to intimidate them into silence on domestic issues, a tactic that proved
successful.61
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As the political winds shifted in the run-up to World War II, Ubico’s stance
toward Protestant missions also changed. In the late 1930s, the U.S. extended its
influence in Latin America through the Good Neighbor Policy, and Ubico responded by
loosening but not lifting restrictions on missionary activity. This especially benefitted the
smaller missions like the newly formed Pentecostals who were able to re-charter their
churches under the banner of a new denomination in 1934. The more established
denominations also benefitted from this shift, largely due to the anti-Communist
ideologies they shared with the Ubico government as World War II approached.
Although the two parties still did not see eye-to-eye on many issues, the anti-Communist
Protestant rhetoric from the United States included a theological imperative that rankand-file parishioners not only oppose the destructive anti-religious nature of Communism
but also submit to secular authorities that were allies in this fight. In Guatemala, that
meant submission to the Ubico regime, which missionaries encouraged their converts to
support as model citizens even if they were not complete ideological allies.62
This up-and-down relationship between missionaries and the Ubico regime
produced somewhat surprising results for local Guatemalan Protestants. The early years
of the Ubico presidency, when anti-missionary sentiment was highest in the government,
coincided with two important trends within Protestantism. The first was the rise of
Pentecostalism in the western highlands. This coincidence of anti-missionary policies
and Pentecostalism’s emergence was not coincidental since that movement’s primary
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opponents in earlier decades were established Protestant missionaries and the civilreligious hierarchies in the area’s indigenous villages. Ubico’s policies weakened both of
these institutions. In the first case, ubiquista laws limited the size and movement of the
non-Pentecostal mission forces through the quota systems, and since the Presbyterians
and the CAM relied heavily on missionaries to lead Guatemalan churches and
institutions, Ubico’s laws limited their potential growth. By contrast, the empowering
nature of Pentecostal theology did not require the same level of foreign leadership, and
this provided a structural advantage for Pentecostalism in the 1930s. In the case of local
civil-religious hierarchies, it was the ubiquista policy of intendentes that provided an
unexpected benefit for the Pentecostals. The primary concern of the intendentes was
peace and order, not local tradition, as it had been for mayors in indigenous towns who
had close ties to the cofradía system. In prior years, mayors and cofradías had closely
guarded their territory against heretical Pentecostal interlopers, but Ubico’s reforms
broke-down that community safeguard and provided space for religious competition in
many of these communities.
The second trend of the early 1930s was the emergence of independent national
churches, a movement that traces its roots directly to the political involvement of the
early 1920s and is explored in detail in chapter 6. There were some small direct
connections between Ubico and these groups since Ubico’s administration was the first
government to broker disputes between missionaries and local Protestants and also the
first to extend privileges to Guatemalan-led churches that it did not offer to the
missionaries. These cases were few but significant since they marked the first time any
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president had made a distinction between local and foreign forms of Protestantism. More
important, however, were the indirect connections between Ubico’s heightened
nationalism and the emergence of local Protestant groups that shared this position both
rhetorically and ideologically. As with secular politics, the nationalistic shift in certain
corners of the Protestant community began in the early 1920s. However, it was the next
decade that saw Protestant nationalism blossom as independent churches began adopting
the same talking points as the national government by emphasizing independence from
foreign influence, the need to develop Guatemalan identity, and the importance of
addressing “the Indian problem.” It is too much to claim that the Ubico regime
coordinated with the relatively small independent Protestant churches on these points, but
it is clear that Ubico’s influence on social and cultural attitudes, particularly in the
capital, had a significant effect on a growing group of disaffected Protestants.63
Conclusion
On some level, the general trajectory of this chapter should not be surprising. The
fact that Guatemalan Protestantism’s development was closely tied to the national
political landscape is a relatively mild assertion. Liberal Guatemala was a society that
took its cues from the center. Like most social institutions of the day, Protestantism
could only work within the existing structural frameworks of the country, and by the
1900s most national social structures flowed from the secular political arena. Even
exceptional areas that operated “off the grid” such as indigenous communities and large
agricultural plantations faced limitations imposed by national politics, and Protestants as
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a group had far less autonomy than these two groups. However, as basic as this
observation about the connections between Protestantism and national politics is, it is still
an important place to begin discussions about Guatemalan political and civic involvement
because in the twentieth century the leading missionary position was to deny, or at the
very least to preach avoidance of, the relationship between Protestant spirituality and
secular politics.
Too often, scholars have taken missionary claims of Protestantism apoliticism at
face value or have assumed that the “separatist impulse” of conservative U.S.
evangelicals in the early-twentieth century applied equally to Protestants in places like
Guatemala. This chapter has demonstrated that apoliticism and separation from secular
interests were not universal hallmarks of Guatemalan evangelicals in the Liberal period
despite the fact that their theological views often mirrored the more conservative strains
of U.S. Protestantism. As early as the 1880s, members the Barrios regime felt that
“native” pastor Luis Canal was mixing politics into his preaching and arranged for his
dismissal. Under the rule of Estrada Cabrera in the first two decades of the twentieth
century, there is little evidence of Protestant political action. However, this inaction was
less a function of Protestant belief structures than it was of the universal suppression of
political action in the period. What did occur under Estrada Cabrera was the
development of transportation and educational infrastructure that unexpectedly
strengthened networks of local Protestants.
The fervent and successful political positioning of Protestants like Anastasio
Samayoa at the beginning of the 1920s indicates that these networks contributed to the
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nascent development of Protestant political consciousness during the Estrada Cabrera
years that were put into practice during the democratic opening. Not coincidentally, the
leading examples of this trend were concentrated in the Boca Costa with a secondary
pocket of Protestant political activity in the eastern valleys, two areas influenced heavily
by Estrada Cabrera’s economic policies. Foreign agricultural investors like UFCO and
coffee planters dominated both areas, which meant that local resentment of exploitation
was higher and that railroad infrastructure allowed Protestant ministers to move more
easily through those areas. In the 1920s, these two factors combined with a new degree
of national political openness to mark the first significant entrance of Protestants into
national politics.
This involvement in the 1920s was important not only for its empowering of local
Protestants but also for its solidifying of missionary opposition to such mixing of faith
and politics. Neither group was entirely homogenous in its approach to politics, but the
1920s proved to be foundational in defining the general division between missionaries
who preached apoliticism and local converts who were more willing to participate in
national civic life. This divide had serious repercussions as early as the mid-1940s, but
its full effect came to bear during the civil war of the late-twentieth century. During this
conflict many missionaries finally resigned their ideas of political quiescence in order to
take a definite stand against Communism and in favor of U.S. interventionist foreign
policy. By this time, however, many Guatemalan Protestants had developed a more
complicated and local view of politics that often made them outspoken anti-Communists
siding with missionaries, but just as often local Protestants’ views placed them on the
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other side of political debates where they advocated for reform. As the war drew to a
close, this trend only intensified as local churches multiplied and missionary influence
waned. This produced a generation of Protestants who began to conceive of
Protestantism and national identity as inherently intertwined.
As we have seen, these late-twentieth-century local options did not emerge ex
nihilo nor were they a rejection of Protestantism itself. Rather, they were rooted in a
nearly century-long history of the development of Protestant political consciousnesses
that emerged from a combination of theological, social, and political systems as
navigated by individual Protestant actors. Even during the final repressive Liberal regime
of Jorge Ubico, Protestants developed their own nationalistic affinities, and although
Ubico did not brook dissent during his rule, his tense relationship with foreign interests
did provide space for Guatemalan Protestants to develop ideas of nationalism and
political consciousness apart from the traditions imported from North America. This
proved to be a key period for consolidating and refining the positions developed in the
more democratic 1920s. Thus it was not only the political openings but also the periods
of dictatorial rule that shaped the political consciousness of the young Protestant churches
in Guatemala and started them on a trajectory that would later produce strains of
decidedly non-quiescent Protestantism that define the religious landscape in Guatemala
into the twenty-first century.
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Chapter 6: Nationalism, Fragmentation, and Independence
As unique strains of primitivism, Pentecostalism, and political involvement
developed among Guatemalan Protestants in the early-twentieth century, the formation of
independent national churches was not far behind. The previous three chapters have
made some links between new ways of thinking and new ways of organizing among
Guatemalan Protestants, but this chapter addresses directly why the earliest independent
churches developed in Guatemala and how they differentiated themselves from
missionary institutions. Because theological adaptation was local and diverse in
Guatemala, the motivations and circumstances of various independent groups differed,
and the formation of nationalist Protestant churches in this period was not a unified
movement. In fact, it remains a somewhat ironic truism that atomization remains the
most common trait shared by Guatemalan Protestants. In 1980, for example, missiologist
Clifton Holland counted 105 unique denominations in Guatemala and an additional 174
non-affiliated congregations, but only twenty-two of these groups had more than 3,000
members.1 That number has only increased in subsequent years as Protestant churches
continue to divide over reinterpretations of familiar doctrines like Pentecostal practice or
the appropriate role of political involvement in Protestant life.
This chapter examines the roots and early development of three successful
national Protestant organizations that formed in the 1920s and 1930s, and it argues that
these organizations represented the vanguard of two trends. First, by challenging
missionaries and claiming the right to lead Protestants on an organizational level, the

1
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members of these groups embodied the logical conclusion of decades of theological
innovation. Second, by characterizing their new churches as distinctly Guatemalan
entities, these movements led the process of transforming the institution of Protestantism
into a primarily non-missionary enterprise. While the origins of Protestant nationalism in
these three groups was coherent and to some extent interconnected, this chapter also
demonstrates that the formation of independent churches in Guatemala was diffuse rather
than centralized. This reality reflected both the diverse nature of the Guatemalan culture
landscape and also the internal diversity of local Protestantism. In addition, this pattern
of formation presaged what social scientists later referred to as the “fragmented” or
“splintered” characteristic the movement in the late-twentieth century.2
Two historians have already commented on the roots of this fragmentation.
Garrard-Burnett traced this trend to the “centrifugal forces” of missionaries withdrawing
in the 1960s, and Bogenschild identified “factionalization” as a function of local social
change and competing missionary theologies in the 1920s.3 Both of these arguments
inform the direction of chapter, but the cases presented below also challenge some of
Garrard-Burnett and Bogenschild’s conclusions. In contrast to Garrard-Burnett, the
emergence of these three early independence movements indicates that the stressors
leading to division came from inside as well as from outside the mission churches.4 With
regard to Bogenschild, his research into Boca Costa Presbyterianism figures heavily into
2
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this chapter, which agrees to a large extent with his analysis of the relationship between
“factionalization” and secular forces that rearranged Guatemalan society after the First
World War. However, whereas Bogenschild identifies “Fundamentalism” as the local
Protestant response to this social upheaval, this chapter argues that the ideologies adopted
by Guatemalan Protestants to cope with change were much more varied and more
complex than any single system of missionary theology.
To investigate the formation and identity of independent national Protestant
churches in this period, this chapter begins with an analysis of what made these groups
nationalist and what connected them despite their differences. The chapter then moves
into a chronological examination of the three groups. It begins with the Boca Costa
Presbyterians who rallied around Anastasio Samayoa and who pushed back against
missionary interference in local-church decision making. Next, it examines the
emergence of the National Protestant Mission in Guatemala City, which also shared close
connections with Anastasio Samayoa but differed from the Boca Costa groups in its
eventual embrace of Pentecostalism. Finally, the chapter analyzes the Convention of
Independent Churches, which established the most detailed definition of Guatemalan
identity by expanding beyond the capital and by engaging in contemporary debates about
issues like the role of indigenous people in Guatemalan society and in a national
Protestantism.
Nationalism and Inter-Movement Connections
When referencing the “nationalism” of these independence movements, it is
important to define the limits of a term that carries multiple meanings. In the context of
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this discussion, the terms “nationalism” or “nationalistic” do not refer to purely political
motives or ideologies. Instead, nationalism identifies religious bodies that local leaders
formed through an explicit attempt to exclude foreign missionaries and to reproduce
some set of values that they believed to be particularly Guatemalan. These movement’s
ideas of what it meant to be Guatemalan often coincided with definitions provided by the
political nationalism of the period. However, the origins of the religious definitions
usually came not only from secular rhetoric but also grew out of reactions to the interests
of foreign missionaries. Thus, the definition of what constituted a truly Guatemalan
church often reflected not just a positive pre-existing definition of the Guatemalan but
also a negative reaction to the non-Guatemalan. Because of Guatemala’s internal
diversity, it is not surprising that multiple versions of religious nationalism emerged, just
as multiple versions of secular nationalism continued to battle one another in the period.
Nonetheless, the call for nationalism itself served as a unifying force among a certain
segment of Guatemalan Protestants in this period, even if that unity was a weak and decentered one.5
The connections between the various independent churches of the early-twentieth
century did not only rest on a shared desire to claim national identities. They also
emerged from more concrete links like the presence of common leaders who passed
5
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among multiple movements and communication between groups about common
challenges. It is also important that even though they were not centrally organized, the
early nationalist movements did emerge out of the same social milieu. Because of this,
they shared many characteristics in common. The first of these shared traits was their
timing. After four decades of relatively stable missionary leadership that was only briefly
interrupted by Canal in 1884 and Villavicencio and Fitch in 1907, multiple independent
churches burst onto the scene in the decade of the 1920s; and unlike the two earlier trials,
each of the 1920s movements produced lasting organizational results that outlived their
respective founders.
There are several reasons why these first successful groups emerged in the 1920s.
First, each group had mature and trained leaders who had either spent decades working
within mission churches or who had grown up as Protestants. This experience meant that
these leaders had access to networks for disseminating their ideas and that they had
received some form of leadership training and theological education by missionaries. In
each case, the independent leaders rejected pieces of that training and education, but they
nonetheless benefitted from both organizational techniques and hermeneutic tools gained
through the mission system. Second, the 1920s were a period when Guatemalan
Protestantism had become stable and was moving through the early stages of
institutionalization.6 After the overthrow of Estrada Cabrera, Protestants were for the
first time an accepted, albeit small, part of the national landscape, so much so that

6
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President José María Orellana reportedly called for having a Protestant congregation in
“every town.”7
Protestants were still shunned in many rural areas, and violence spread through
much of the country during the transition following Estrada Cabrera’s ouster. However,
hostility and discrimination aimed directly at Protestants were on the wane as the
presence of Protestant chapels and preachers became commonplace, especially in the
CAM and Presbyterian areas between the capital and Quetzaltenango. Stability in this
period was also accompanied by a leveling off of conversion rates, which GarrardBurnett attributed to decreasing funds from mission boards in the United States, a
common complaint from missionaries in the period.8 This financial setback was
significant, especially considering the pastoral roles retained by missionaries, and it was
compounded by the new missionary emphases on theological training and ministry to
indigenous Guatemalans that required fresh outlays of financial and human capital. The
institutionalization of training and polity around 1920 marked the missions’ transitions
from traditional “sects,” which operated completely outside the societal mainstream, to
“established sects” that operated as an accepted part of society despite their minority
status. This transition required a redefinition of identity that brought about its own
debates within the churches, and the combination of these changes undoubtedly

7
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contributed to the temporary lull in conversion rates for the established missions as they
adjusted to their new roles.9
Finally, factors outside of Protestantism affected the coincident emergence of
these groups in the 1920s. As described in chapter 5, the political openness of this
decade coincided with a general level of peacefulness and accommodation never before
seen in Guatemala. Garrard-Burnett noted that “during this extraordinary decade of
experimentation and relative political openness… Guatemala became a haven for new
kinds of political organization,” as labor parties and even Communists openly organized

9
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in the country.10 This openness was not just limited to political organization but also
extended to Protestants who formed new religious organizations and participated in the
permeating zeitgeist of 1920s Guatemala.
In addition to their temporal similarities, these movements also emerged from
similar institutional and denominational origins. The three national independent
Protestant movements that formed in this period all separated from either the CAM or the
Presbyterians, the two oldest and most centralized Protestant organizations in the country.
Unlike the Friends, Nazarenes, Primitive Methodists, and Pentecostals who concentrated
their efforts in remote and well-defined regions of the country far from Guatemala City
and who typically ministered to relatively homogenous social and ethnic groups, the
CAM and the Presbyterians spread their missionaries and members across multiple
regions that included linguistic, ethnic, and socially diverse populations. To organize
these wide-reaching fields, both groups established headquarters in the capital city that
effectively mimicked the government’s attempts to build national identity around a
powerful political center. Some Presbyterians led by Paul Burgess sought to mitigate this
centralizing process through the creation of the Western Presbytery in 1923, and even
though Burgess remained the guiding force in this organization, the new presbytery did
provide space for Protestants in the western highlands to exercise control over the
direction of their churches without having to filter their ideas through missionary leaders
in the capital. However, the presbytery still represented a sort of “second center” that
was headquartered, not incidentally, in Guatemala’s “second city” of Quetzaltenango.
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So, even in the Western Presbytery, pastors and congregations in the surrounding
highland villages and on the Boca Costa still had to answer to a central authority that was
somewhat distant from their day-to-day experiences.
Geographic centralization was not the only way the Presbyterians and the CAM
differed from the other four missions in Guatemala. In general, their missionaries also
displayed less willingness than their peers to decentralize authority. The Friends and
Pentecostals pioneered the idea of treating Guatemalans more as co-workers than as
charges, and both had less rigorous requirements than the CAM or Presbyterians for
appointing Guatemalans as preachers and leaders. These outlying missions also had
fewer resources to support missionary hierarchies and bureaucracies, and so they were
more likely to turn local congregations and even regional bodies over to converts simply
because they had to do so in order to continue growing. Due in equal part to mission
strategy, bureaucratic requirements, and strong missionary personalities, the
Presbyterians and the CAM were less likely than these other groups to turn responsibility
over to converts. This did not mean that they never did so; in the early twentieth century,
both the CAM and the Presbyterians gradually increased responsibility for trusted
Guatemalan believers. However, both groups also resisted what some converts found to
be a logical conclusion to that gradual process, namely that the top positions in the church
hierarchy should also be entrusted to local Protestants rather than to missionaries.
That growing tension between converts and missionaries over leadership positions
in the Presbyterian mission and the CAM highlighted a final common factor in each of
the early independent national movements. All three shared a self-imposed positioning
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relative to missionaries. None of these groups defined itself solely as non-missionary,
and none were overtly anti-missionary. In fact, each group maintained some contact with
individual missionaries but not within hierarchical systems of reporting, funding, or
governance. However, each national group did form a key part of its identity in a
negative response to particular actions by missionaries that the dissenting faction found
either limiting, paternalistic, or un-Christian. Likewise, all of these dissenters found
themselves ostracized and even excommunicated from mission churches because
missionaries judged them to be heterodox, insubordinate, or un-Christian.
Presbyterian Autonomy in the Boca Costa
Of the three independent church movements in the 1920s, the first occurred in the
agricultural area between the western highlands and the Pacific Ocean known as the Boca
Costa.11 This nationalist movement was both the least centralized and the most distant
from later developments in Guatemalan Protestantism, but the lessons of this first round
of separatism did have direct effects on both the doctrine and membership of subsequent
movements. Because the Boca Costa separatism was so diffuse and non-institutional, it
was actually not one movement in any proper sense. Instead, it consisted of several
autonomous congregations that rejected Presbyterian missionary hegemony to varying
degrees and for a variety of reasons. Nonetheless, all of these congregations were
connected in three ways. First, their leaders were members of the same networks, having
matured together as colporteurs and travelling preachers in the western highlands.
11
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Second, each was Presbyterian and under the oversight of Paul Burgess in
Quetzaltenango, a significant fact given that in each case separation represented a
rejection of the authority of Burgess or one of his acolytes. Finally, all the nationalist
groups were located within thirty miles of one another and in similar social settings on
agricultural plantations. Beginning in the 1870s, the Boca Costa became an important
agricultural center dominated by coffee and sugar plantations that employed impressed
indigenous workers from the highlands. The increasing labor demands of these
plantations created dramatic demographic shifts that reshaped local communities and
placed significant stress on traditional social systems.12 Although the dissident
congregations in these areas did not band together to form a unified denomination, these
three factors linked their fortunes almost as closely as an official organization would
have.
The Boca Costa Presbyterians are the only one of the three independent church
movements that historians have analyzed to a significant degree. The “factionalization”
in this region was an important piece of Bogenschild’s investigation of the conflict
between Guatemalan Fundamentalism and the progressive theology of Presbyterian
missionaries like Burgess, and Bogenschild argued that this factionalism was the final
result of years of conflict between missionary ideals and local realities. Central to
12
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Bogenschild’s argument was a definition of Fundamentalism that is broader than the one
assigned by most historians of religion in the Americas. Rather than adopting the
traditional and exclusive historical definition of the movement based on its derivation
from the U.S. denominational controversies of the early 1900s, Bogenschild labeled as
Fundamentalist any strain of Protestantism with “an anti-Liberal orientation” including
Pentecostals, Wesleyan Holiness churches, and even groups that most Fundamentalists
considered heretical like Seventh Day Adventists and Jehovah’s Witnesses.13 This broad
definition captured the mentality of the Presbyterian missionaries, who often lumped their
spiritual competitors into a single category. However, it also unnecessarily obscured the
multiple competing theological and social processes at work in the Boca Costa
independence movements.
This is especially unfortunate since Bogenschild actually identified and discussed
many of those processes including political differences, economic concerns, racial
prejudices, and migration patterns. Bogenschild argued that these factors carried varying
degrees of weight in each congregational context but that their combination formed a
semi-coherent movement centered on Fundamentalism. The analysis in this chapter
refines this argument by demonstrating that competing versions of nationalism worked
alongside and even superseded theological conservatism as the glue that held these
movements together. This is an idea that Bogenschild references obliquely but that
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deserves more direct treatment in light of evidence that these Presbyterian churches
proved to be trials for later movements that were explicitly national in character.14
Despite these interwoven themes of theological conservatism and nationalist
sentiment, the Boca Costa independence movement had multiple points of origin, but
even so, one pastor was present for most of the pivotal moments that gave rise to
factionalism and nationalism in the region’s churches. Not surprisingly, that pastor was
Anastasio Samayoa. Samayoa’s suspension from the pastorate in early 1922 for his
political activity was probably the largest single catalyst in the independence movement,
but even before that he was at the epicenter of the region’s controversy, though not
always as the agent of change. Samayoa was one of more than a dozen evangelists based
in the department of Quetzaltenango between 1901 and 1923 whom Presbyterian
missionaries charged with pastoring outlying congregations.15 For more than a decade,
these Guatemalan evangelists were the primary preachers and theological advisors to the
fifteen congregations and numerous informal preaching points in the departments of
Quetzaltenango, Suchitepéquez, and Retalhuleu. Only when Paul Burgess arrived in
1913 did that dynamic change slightly as Burgess took on a heavier itinerant schedule
than any previous Presbyterian missionary. Even so, Burgess’s main duty was to lead the
Bethel congregation in the city of Quetzaltenango, and so his visits to any one site outside
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the city occurred quarterly at best. This schedule meant that pastors like Samayoa
continued to wield the most influence in these small towns.
Figure 6. Map of Nationalist Churches on the Boca Costa in 1920s
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Samayoa’s first visits to this area came in the first decade of the 1900s as an ABS
colporteur when he was also travelling throughout the rest of the country and even into
México and El Salvador. By 1910, Samayoa was back in the employ of the Presbyterian
mission and was elected the first elder of the newly revitalized Bethel Church in the city
of Quetzaltenango. This move fixed Samayoa’s base in the highlands, and the church
employed him as a roving pastor covering the entire 750-square-mile department of
Quetzaltenango including highland indigenous towns like Cantel and several coastal
plantations that lay below Quetzaltenango. In 1917, Burgess divided Samayoa’s large
field among several preachers because of the growing number of active sites. In this
reorganization, Burgess assigned Samayoa to Colomba, a town that sits at the entrance to
the Boca Costa on the road from Quetzaltenango and was at the time the third most
populous municipio in the country. In this new site, Samayoa found himself surrounded
by opportunities to evangelize on the numerous plantations but also by the myriad of
controversies that would lead to independence.16
Shortly after Samayoa’s transfer, an independent missionary identified only as
“Dr. Tavel” appeared on the Boca Costa and opened a competing mission in Colomba
under the leadership of a Guatemalan named Jorge Orellana. In correspondence, Bishop
and Burgess identified this congregation as both “Adventist” and “Russellite,” the latter
named after Charles Taze Russell whose followers later became the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
16
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Russellites differed from mainstream Protestants in several areas that included rejecting
the Trinity, believing that that hell did not exist, and arguing that the millennial reign of
Jesus began in 1914. Adventists were somewhat closer to mainstream Protestants than
Russellites but differed in their emphasis on Old Testament laws like Sabbath keeping.
Also, as their name suggests, they shared the Russellites’ belief in an imminent return of
Christ and have a history of failed predictions of that event.
Although his background is mostly lost to history, Dr. Tavel arrived in Guatemala
as an Adventist who already had a long career of religious switching in his native El
Salvador, jumping from being a candidate for the Catholic priesthood to a pastor in a
Protestant church and finally to an Adventist evangelist in 1915.17 Around the time he
arrived in Colomba, he publicly renounced his Adventism to Burgess, but he replaced
that with Russellite beliefs as evidenced by his publication of a periodical called “El
Atalaya” (The Watchtower).18 Garrard-Burnett noted that fringe groups like the
Adventists and Russellites usually found their foothold in areas led by “native helpers”
rather than foreign missionaries, and she argued that the reason for this was not the
missionary-supplied rationale that these leaders were ill-trained but rather that many
converts to the new Protestant religion “may not have conceptualized the mainline
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Protestant belief to be a terminal, hegemonic ideology, but only one of several variable
options that could be selected and discarded according to circumstance.”19
This description fits Tavel’s own experience, and it certainly seems to have been
the case in Colomba where the doctor’s leading convert was a Presbyterian named Tomás
Delgado who worked on a nearby plantation. By 1917, the twenty-seven-year-old
Delgado was not only a member of the Presbyterian mission but also an evangelist. In
August 1918, he joined Tavel and Orellana in a move that split the Colomba
congregation and siphoned off more than half of the 60 members. Delgado stayed in the
Russellite movement for only a year, but in that year he published several articles
denouncing the heresies of traditional Protestants. Delgado’s fiery Russellism had an
effect not only on his theology but also on his day job, and in 1919 the owner of his
plantation pressed him into military service on account of his “insubordination.”
After a public apology to Burgess and the rest of the mission, Delgado rejoined
the Presbyterians in 1919 and found work again on another Boca Costa plantation.
Although the Colomba church remained divided into a number of factions after this
incident, Delgado returned to the mission’s good graces and in 1922 regained his
leadership role as a lay preacher. This time he was stationed at Coatepeque, just ten
miles west of Columba, where he replaced Samayoa after his dismissal over political
involvement. Delgado continued to climb the ladder of leadership in the mission, became
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a candidate for ordination in the 1930s, and was elected president of the Western
Presbytery in 1927 and again in 1943.20
Delgado’s move back into the mission’s mainstream provides a snapshot of the
ultimate and unexpected results of the Tavel affair. After leaving the mission in the
failed Russellite experiment, Delgado returned with fervor and gusto and not only
adopted missionary policies but also acted as an eager enforcer of those policies in his
region. On the other hand, those who had remained faithful to the Presbyterian mission
under the leadership of Samayoa adopted a more moderate tone and proved more willing
to question what Garrard-Burnett called the “hegemonic ideology” of the mission. After
1918, the switchers who had experimented with the extreme option of Russellism came to
believe that any deviation from missionary-prescribed religion was not only heterodoxy
but also heresy. However, non-switchers who had avoided the extremes during the
trouble of 1918 tended to view the orthodoxy as a broad stream in later years and were
willing to accommodate what they considered minor doctrinal differences.
In 1922, this contrast came to a head in the community of Monte Grande, a coffee
and sugar plantation five miles west of Coatepeque that was home to around 300
workers, 16 percent of whom affiliated with the Presbyterians.21 Because of the
transitory nature of the primarily indigenous workforce on Boca Costa plantations, the
congregation at Monte Grande had a diverse history. Many members traced their
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conversion to CAM missionaries in the department of San Marcos, and others converted
during preaching tours conducted by Samayoa and Burgess in the 1910s.22 These varied
ethnic and theological backgrounds resulted in schism in 1922 when the newly appointed
Delgado insisted that the church practice the Presbyterian form of baptism, in which
newly converted adults and infants of believing parents are sprinkled with water, rather
than adult baptism by immersion, which the congregation learned from CAM
missionaries Herbert Toms and Jacob Cassell in the highlands.23
The church’s forty-eight members responded to Delgado in January 1922 by
drawing up its own constitution and converting the preaching point into a full-fledged
church with a board of elders that governed local affairs. Much of the document was a
pro forma naming of elders and declaration of faith, but the eleventh article specifically
stipulated that the church would not baptize children. As a sign that the congregation still
considered itself Presbyterian at this point, the new governing board sent a copy of the
constitution to Burgess and refrained from declaring complete independence.24 Burgess
responded in a letter written under the auspices of the consistory of Bethel Church in
Quetzaltenango where the missionary served as pastor. Rather than displaying any alarm,
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Burgess wrote that he was “glad you are organizing a church,” and his only comment on
baptism was to make sure that all elders and deacons had received the sacrament.25
However, baptism was not the only difference between the Monte Grande
congregation and the Presbyterian establishment Burgess and Delgado represented. The
congregation also inquired about who owned the chapel in nearby Coatepeque,
wondering aloud if the property was not a gift to believers rather than an asset of the
mission. They also questioned the dismissal of Samayoa a year earlier and why Burgess
chose Delgado to replace him. The result was that in February the elders of the church
wrote a letter to Burgess announcing that they “could not continue under the Presbyterian
regime.”26 While Burgess took the announcement in stride, Delgado continued preaching
nearby and took a much harsher tone, declaring that the Monte Grande group followed
“another religion” rather than the gospel.27
This response proved to be the final straw for the congregation. In a series of
letters to Burgess, the leaders at Monte Grande denounced Delgado as a liar and a
detrimental influence on evangelization in the region. Finally, in May the elders officially
declared their separation from the Presbyterians writing, “This is our idea of
independence, to be able to make the statutes of the congregation, to be able to follow the
primitive teachings that we received from the Church in which we were evangelized.”
Later comments in the same letter indicate that this oblique statement about primitivism
25
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referred to the doctrine taught by CAM missionary Herbert Toms who had instructed
them that adult baptism was the biblical method of joining the church.28
A strict interpretation of biblical morality regarding sexuality accompanied this
commitment to primitivism, and the church suspended several members on charges of
fornication, adultery, drunkenness, and “dancing to the marimbas.” Bogenschild
connected this strict moral code to attempts to “reinforce local attitudes and strictures that
had broken down in the process of proletarianization.”29 The breakdown of community
identity was a serious problem in Boca Costa areas where large populations of indigenous
migrant workers mixed with Ladino residents to form shifting communities with no clear
common identity, and the Monte Grande believers stated unequivocally that they believed
the Presbyterian system was not adequately addressing the residual problems that came
with such changes.
Still, the church did not distance itself completely from the mission. The Monte
Grande leaders declared that their independence was not sectarian or divisive but rather
an attempt to maintain the purity of the church. In this vein, they extended an open
invitation for Burgess to visit them and sent him explanations of their doctrines, including
their decision to limit baptism to adults over twenty-five years of age. They also
provided descriptions of the sinfulness of members who preferred the Presbyterian
system. In these letters, Monte Grande members often questioned Burgess’s decisions,
especially the removal of Samayoa, but they maintained a cordial tone toward the
28
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missionary that they did not extend to Delgado. Burgess reciprocated and told member
Manuel Vásquez in May that he was not concerned with who ran the church as long as it
preached “Christ and his holy Word.” He even couched his critiques of the new
constitution, especially the age requirement for baptism, as advice rather than
requirements, and he offered to visit for a consultation rather than announcing an
intervention.30
However, this was not the end of Boca Costa independence movement, nor did it
continue in such close harmony with the mission. Burgess attempted to accommodate
other congregations in the region by allowing for baptism by either immersion or
affusion, and he even substituted infant “presentation” ceremonies for child baptisms.
However, the independence movement continued to spread because of local
congregations’ allegiances to Samayoa over Delgado. In the spring of 1922, several lay
members in Coatepeque requested Delgado’s removal as pastor, leading him to denounce
the town as home to the “Devil’s work.” Soon after, Delgado reported talk of
independence by members of nearby Genová, and by the mid-1920s, many Boca Costa
communities were home to multiple congregations split between Presbyterians,
independents, Adventists, and Russellites.31 These movements also reverberated in
Quetzaltenango, a Presbyterian center where foreign missionaries exerted much more
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control than they did in the outlying Boca Costa. In August, Burgess complained in a
letter to his wife Dora, who was then visiting the United States, that Samayoa and
Vásquez had pressured members of the Quetzaltenango congregation to vote against him
as pastor in favor of missionary Lynn Sullenberger. Although the effort failed, the pair
apparently had some clout as the final vote was a close 44 to 39 in favor of Burgess.32
The unrest in the Boca Costa also coincided with Burgess’s effort to form the
Western Presbytery, which was an institution meant to provide central oversight of
Presbyterian churches in the region. On some level, this institutionalization was a
product of the rapid growth of the Presbyterian mission in this region, and missionaries
Burgess, Haymaker, Sullenberger, and James Hayter argued that the presbytery was “a
step forward in the organization of the native church.”33 The missionaries claimed that
the presbytery would provide a regional governing structure controlled by Guatemalans
that would evolve over time into non-missionary institution. This logic remained the
official narrative of the presbytery for decades, and in some ways it did promote the
formation of Guatemalan church leaders in the highlands where pastors like Delgado,
Herminio Ortiz, Cruz Ordóñez, and Pedro Poz remained loyal to Burgess and gradually
took on more responsibility. However, the presbytery’s more immediate role was as a
tool to extend missionary paternalism and to reign in dissident congregations like the
Boca Costa separatists and the Salas Evangélicas, something that was not lost on either
local or foreign observers. Nine of the fourteen presidents of the Presbytery in the 1920s
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were foreign missionaries. The ratio declined over time, but as late as 1956 a missionary
still served as president.34 Haymaker observed in 1929 that the Western Presbytery was a
means of gradually “training the boy to look after himself” and that the presbytery had
successfully guided the regional church “thru a period of intense anti-American feeling
that would have split the church or alienated it completely from the missionaries.”35
This latter point apparently referred to the tension created by Samayoa’s political
activity and his discipline by Burgess. In 1928, a delegation from the Presbyterian board
in New York visited Guatemala and reported, “Full details of the existing organization of
the Western Presbytery… still show the predominant place of the missionary members of
the Presbytery.” The main reason the delegation cited for this predominance was the lack
of any local believer “who can hold his own with the learned or the leaders,” and they
also erroneously asserted that no Protestant group in the country had developed leaders
who could manage a church. The visitors noted that fully six years after the Monte
Grande affair baptism remained the primary issue that prevented candidates from being
ordained as pastors, and they also discovered that missionaries and local believers alike
expressed concern that candidates might possess “a weakness or danger which might
make the candidate a menace to the Protestant cause and that this cause is too new to be
endangered.” Although not intended as such, this line identified one of the main
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purposes of the early presbytery, and that was protecting Guatemalan Protestantism from
“menaces” that might exist within its own ranks.36
The formation of the presbytery and the early stages of passing authority to
Guatemalans allowed missionaries to get a handle on much of the discontent in the Boca
Costa churches.37 The Presbyterians also battled nationalist dissent by integrating their
own interpretations of Guatemalan nationalism into their educational curriculums and by
instructing pupils in a nationalism that reflected the “civilizing” values missionaries had
been preaching for years.38 Although several local churches remained independent after
these reforms, they gained little organizational traction after 1923, and the Presbyterians
remained the dominant Protestant church in the region despite the continued presence of
smaller, competing groups.
Still, ripples of dissent continued within the Presbyterian churches of the Boca
Costa and even among officially approved leaders for whom baptism and missionary
dominance remained thorny issues. This even included formerly staunch proponents of
the Presbyterian cause. A good example of this was Claudio Ochoa, a trusted
Presbyterian pastor who nonetheless promoted much of the same doctrine found in Monte
Grande. After that event and the formation of the Western Presbytery, Ochoa helped
draw up the statutes of the loyal Presbyterian congregation in Coatepeque, and he insisted
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at the time that the congregation denounce infant baptism, “it not being in accord with the
Holy Scriptures.” In 1928, missionaries appointed him to pastor the church at
Mazatenango twenty-five miles to the east, and there too he convinced that church to give
up the “anti-biblical custom” of infant baptism. Despite this, Ochoa was ordained in
1933 and later served two terms as the president of the Western Presbytery in 1934 and
1939. However, in the mid-1940s, several members of churches in the area around
Mazatenango denounced him as a “complete Baptist,” and a church trial declared that his
practices were not Presbyterian. Ochoa responded by leading a group of parishioners out
of the Presbyterian mission to found an independent church in Mazatenango.39
In 1948, the Presbyterians suffered another split, this time back in Coatepeque and
led by none other than Tomás Delgado. Citing their desire to form a church “according
to the requirements of the Word,” twelve members sought advice from the newly formed
Guatemalan Baptist denomination in Guatemala City and underwent adult baptism. The
fact that the formerly hostile Delgado led this group alongside several members whom he
had opposed in Monte Grande illustrated the volatile nature of churches in the region.
The new congregation even elected Delgado as its pastor, but only on the condition that
he take a special course in the newly formed Baptist seminary operated by another
separatist group, the Convention of Independent Churches, which is discussed later in this
chapter.40
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The National Protestant Mission
Although they were the first to form autonomous Protestant bodies, the Boca
Costa Presbyterian congregations failed to coalesce around a national or even regional
identity. This lack of a common identity meant that their separatism remained a local
phenomenon, and it failed to gain traction beyond the congregational level. However,
during this turmoil in the west, similar rumblings occurred in the capital within the
CAM’s flagship congregation Cinco Calles, and this movement has received only brief
mention in Pentecostal denominational histories and Zapata’s overview of Guatemalan
Protestantism.41 Despite the different denominational origins of this movement and the
Boca Costa nationalists, members of the two groups communicated with each other
regularly leading up to and following the capital city split, and the most telling sign of
this interconnectedness between the geographically and theologically separate
movements was the participation of Anastasio Samayoa in both groups.
Samayoa’s dismissal for political involvement and alleged loss of evangelistic
focus was one of the first points of division in the Boca Costa, and that act also
reverberated in Guatemala City. As early as February 1922, less than two months after
Samayoa’s dismissal by the Presbyterian mission, a CAM evangelist named Jorge Ruano
wrote to Burgess to ask him to reconsider. Although Burgess rebuffed Ruano’s request,
the Guatemalan preacher’s intercession highlighted the ways that local leaders in the
various mission often shared relationships outside of the missionaries’ purview. The
intersection of these particular men in the early 1920s also demonstrated how those
41
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relationships could lead to new ways of practicing Protestantism that did not necessarily
adhere to missionary structures.42
Like Samayoa, Ruano began his ministry career as a colporteur working jointly
for the Presbyterians and the Bible Societies at the turn of the twentieth century.43
Although Haymaker never listed Ruano by name, he was likely one of the workers that
the missionary lamented losing as competing groups entered the country. Ruano joined
the Presbyterian mission as a colporteur in 1901, and Haymaker charged him with the
task of evangelizing the Boca Costa. Ruano apparently remained in contact with the
Presbyterians after he left the mission in the early 1900s, but his paycheck came from the
British and Foreign Bible Society, where he worked alongside Samayoa’s brother
Silverio.44 While working for the British society, Ruano made the city of Mazatenango
his base of operations and successfully started a Presbyterian congregation there. He
supplemented his meager evangelist’s salary by running a business, and he also became
mayor of Mazatenango early in the century. Alongside his secular activities, Ruano
continued preaching on Sundays around the area, and he founded several congregations
in the department of Suchitepéquez, all of which eventually affiliated with the
Presbyterian mission.45 However, Ruano’s ministry was not limited to the Boca Costa.
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By its very nature, colportage required mobile ministers, and both Ruano and Samayoa fit
this model. It was in this context of being travelling preachers that the two men
apparently built a friendship. They did not always travel together, but they regularly
coordinating their efforts as the leaders of Bible society evangelization efforts in northern
Central America. Between 1900 and 1910, the pair divided responsibility for the territory
outside of Guatemala between themselves, with Ruano going to Honduras and Samayoa
to El Salvador.46
Specific information about Ruano’s travels in this period is sparse, but by 1913
the British society had pulled out of Central America and ceded their territory to the
American Bible Society, which began working through denominations rather than
alongside them.47 For most BFBS colporteurs, this change meant that they needed to
align with a specific missionary group. Although Ruano began with the Presbyterians in
1901, he apparently chose to work for CAM in the 1910s. This switch was not
necessarily the result of a personal conflict, and it likely had more to do with convenience
than theology. By aligning with the CAM, Ruano shifted his attention away from the
Presbyterian territory of Suchitepéquez in the second decade of the twentieth century, and
although his itinerary is no longer available, it is likely that he spent more time in CAM
areas.
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By 1921, Ruano was officially part of the CAM, but in keeping with the trend
toward cooperation set by the comity agreement, he also participated in joint programs
with the Presbyterians. In September of that year, the CAM-affiliated Jardín de las Rosas
school hosted an Anti-alcohol League camp organized by Ruano, Presbyterian Benjamin
Mazariegos, and Concha Barrientos. Attendees at the conference included youth and
young adults from both CAM and Presbyterian churches.48 This event paralleled similar
efforts by Burgess in Quetzaltenango and occurred just months before Ruano attempted
to intercede on behalf of his long-time friend Samayoa. This background is important
because it demonstrates the extent to which Ruano, the primary leader of the first lasting
nationalist church movement, was ingrained not only in a specific denomination but also
in the broader networks of Guatemalan Protestant culture. Ruano had moved between
Presbyterian, Bible society, and CAM networks for the first two decades of the twentieth
century not because of disagreements or discord but rather because he was following
leadership opportunities. In addition to providing him with training at the hands of
missionaries, this transience also allowed him to build a network of contacts among other
long-time national workers who would support his move out of missionary-controlled
institutions and into an independent national body.
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That move came in 1923 when Jorge Ruano and his brother Ramón led twenty
families out of Cinco Calles Church to form the National Protestant Mission (Misión
Evangélica Nacional). The reasons for this split are difficulty to identity, but a historian
within Cinco Calles Church noted that around 1915, the Ruanos and another family had
clashed with Bishop over whether the church should offer social services like a hospital
in the community. The nationalist leaders saw the Presbyterian hospital established in
1910 as a model to follow, but Bishop insisted that evangelization was the sole purpose
of the mission. It is doubtful that this single event was the source of the split, but it is
possible. Bishop repeatedly emphasized that evangelism was the mission’s only duty,
and he often criticized the Presbyterian mission for its social programs. At a minimum,
this anecdote points to the growing frustration between some senior members of Cinco
Calles about who had the right to set the church’s agenda.49
Whatever their reasons, a significant group of members acted on their discontent
in 1923 by forming their own church.50 This move was especially significant because the
NPM was only the third church in the capital after the Presbyterians’ Central Church and
the CAM’s Cinco Calles Church. Further, since the comity agreement divided those two
church’s efforts and membership geographically, the national church essentially reintroduced choice to Protestant landscape of the capital, allowing Protestants in whatever
neighborhood of Guatemala City to select their place of worship. The NPM remained
relatively small after the split. However, two factors put the small size into perspective.
49
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First, the NPM siphoned off some of the most experienced workers from the two largest
denominations in the country. In addition to Ruano and Mazariegos who each had two
decades of experience preaching and organizing churches, Samayoa soon joined the
young congregation in the capital, meaning that the national church claimed one of only
three Guatemalan pastors whose work dated back to the 1800s, the other two being Pedro
and Herminio Ortiz who both remained Presbyterian.
The coordinated efforts of Ruano and Samayoa led the new church to organize
around a Presbyterian polity that reflected their tutelage under missionaries, and the
church even formed a Christian Endeavor Society for its youth, mirroring the youth
groups imported by Presbyterian missionaries a decade earlier.51 The new church’s
Presbyterian style of governance, which relied on a board of elders to make decisions for
each congregation, was not totally alien to CAM churches. Although many CAM
missionaries like those in the highlands were congregationalists who practiced adult
baptism, others followed Presbyterian models, and such organizational issues were not
settled matters in CAM churches.52 As such, it is not surprising that the Ruanos and
Mazariegos were able to cobble together a group of followers from the CAM without
inciting tension over the issues that had divided the Boca Costa churches. Ruano and
Samayoa’s organizational decisions actually provided a significant amount of continuity
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in the transition from missionary-controlled Cinco Calles to the new independent church,
which undoubtedly added some stability to the new project.
The second factor that contextualizes the small headcount of the NPM is the
relative size of its existing competitors. The original twenty families were not an
overwhelming spiritual force in a city of 116,000 people. However, they were not an
insignificant group when compared to the established missionary congregations either. In
1923, the Presbyterians had only five full-fledged churches, and they reported 1,500 total
members spread between 19 different stations. The CAM, which had less stringent
standards for both official membership and the leadership of outstations, had 2,850
members spread across 145 stations just prior to the split. In the capital, Cinco Calles
Church reported a Sunday School membership of 360 in 1920, including many of the
families who would leave three years later. There is no count of the exact number of
members who comprised these twenty families, but the references that exist indicate that
“family” meant not just a parent-child unit but also rather an extended clan. For example,
mentions of the Ruano family in documents include both of the adult brothers and their
wives and children. Even a conservative estimate of three adults per family would mean
that the national church opened its doors with 60 members, fully 20 percent as large as
the remaining Cinco Calles membership that had twenty years of history behind it.
However, the greatest impact of the national church was not numerical; it was
theological. Although the original reasons for the split remains somewhat murky,
openness to theological innovation and change quickly became the force that drove the
deepest wedge between the national and missionary churches. This openness was
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hastened by the departure of Samayoa around 1927 to plant new churches in San
Salvador. The elderly Samayoa was sixty-nine years old at the time, and he had seldom
spent more than a few years of his ministry career in one place. He followed that pattern
in this case, likely leaving the national church because of new opportunities more than as
a result personal conflict. Few details of Samayoa’s exit exist, but his son Eugenio, who
often continued fighting his father’s battles after his death in 1943, wrote positively of
Ruano in his 1980 family memoir. Whatever the circumstances of his departure,
Samayoa’s move represented a shift in the national church because for the first five years
the old colporteur had provided a consistent voice for traditional Protestant orthodoxy.
Although Samayoa had often clashed with Presbyterian missionaries like
Haymaker and Burgess, these conflicts always revolved around practice rather than
doctrine. After his exit, the national church moved much farther afield than Samayoa
would have followed, especially regarding the adoption of Pentecostalism. In 1931, after
four years in El Salvador, Samayoa even returned to Guatemala and chose to move to
Quetzaltenango and rejoin the Presbyterians rather than settle in Guatemala City with the
NPM. The Presbyterian mission received him back as a retired worker, but so
Haymaker’s 1895 promise to ordain Samayoa failed to materialize. However, by
returning, he did assure his son that opportunity, and in 1935 Eugenio was part of the
second group of Guatemalan pastors ordained by the Presbyterians.53
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Samayoa’s departure combined with the independent church’s freedom from
missionary oversight firmly established the Ruano brothers as the elder statesmen of the
national group. In this role, the pair reached out to groups that had previously been on
the fringe of Guatemalan Protestant life, especially Pentecostals. The original split with
Cinco Calles was not predicated on Pentecostalism, and there is little evidence that Ruano
or any other members of the national church held any particular affection for
Pentecostalism while members of the CAM.
However, it is worth noting that Jorge Ruano’s itinerating took him through the
city of Totonicapán in 1922 just before he led the group out of the capital church.54 The
department of Totonicapán was technically Primitive Methodist territory according to the
comity agreement. However, the departmental capital of the same name lies close to the
borders of the departments of Quetzaltenango (Presbyterian) and Sololá (CAM), and
travel routes between those areas often crossed the invisible lines of the agreement.55 At
the time, the city of Totonicapán was home to Pentecostal missionaries Albert Hines and
Amos Bradley, and by 1922 the Primitive Methodist church at Totonicapán was known
as one of the five congregations in the denomination with Pentecostal sympathies. So, it
is not only likely but also almost certain that by the time of the national church’s
formation Jorge Ruano had been in contact with Pentecostal leaders.
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The national church’s first overtures toward embracing Pentecostalism did not
come until 1936, and its full acceptance of the movement did not come until 1942, nearly
two decades after the NPM’s founding. However, the networks that the Ruano brothers
used in this process indicate connections dating back to Jorge Ruano’s presence in
Totonicapán in 1922. When Assembly of God missionary John Franklin visited Jutiapa
between 1935 and 1937, he also made a trip to the capital.56 While the foreign
missionaries treated Franklin as an unwelcome interloper, the national church leaders
built a friendship with Franklin, likely finding common ground in their exclusion from
the traditional center of Protestantism in Guatemala.57
In January 1940, the church made an even greater leap into Pentecostal waters by
sending a delegation to the Church of God’s important Chuicacá conference that was
famous for spreading tongues Pentecostalism.58 It is significant and almost certainly not
coincidental that Jorge Ruano and the founders of the Chuicacá conference were both in
the city of Totonicapán in 1922, the year that Marcos Lux Carillo found the house of
Albert Hines based on the interpretation of his dream. After several trips back and forth
with friends and family, Pentecostal pastor José María “Chema” Enriquez left his station
in Totonicapán to start a church in Chuicacá, and two decades later a delegation from the
national church led by Ramón Ruano met with these same men at Chuicacá to investigate
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what was happening there. Soon after, they invited several preachers from the
conference including Enriquez to preach in Guatemala City.59
These relationships between Ruano and the Chuicacá leaders provided the first
inroads for Pentecostalism into the capital. The hedge constructed by the comity
agreement had proven strong enough to keep missionary-initiated movements away from
the crown jewel of the two oldest missions even when Franklin visited in the 1930s, but
the NPM was not subject to the agreement, since that church had no relationship to
foreign missionaries. All missionary groups in Guatemala theoretically supported and
worked toward creating autonomous national churches, whose existence would preclude
the need for either missionaries or comity agreements. Therefore, by their own policies,
the missions had no moral standing to oppose the national churches’ presence in
Guatemala City.
Still, the CAM and Cinco Calles used those agreements and the structure of the
1936 National Evangelical Synod to protect their territory. Even though the national
synod was ostensibly a domestic organization created to promote national unity, it only
offered that unity only by protecting the same territorial divisions marked out by
missionaries. In September 1941, Pedro Leiva, then secretary for Cinco Calles Church,
petitioned the national synod not to recognize “Independent Churches” as members of the
group. The executive committee of the synod responded in December and reassured
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Leiva that the desire of the synod was for these independent churches to rejoin Cinco
Calles and that they synod had no plans to recognize them.60
The synod effectively agreed to ignore the national churches, neither welcoming
them nor attempting to sanction them, but the situation grew more problematic in 1943
when the NPM, after two decades of independence, aligned itself with the Church of God
(Cleveland, Tennessee) who had built a strong Pentecostal network in the western
highlands.61 Although this switch technically ended the national identity of this
congregation, the realignment had much more to do with Guatemalan workers than with
foreign missionaries. In fact, after Franklin’s brief and unpersuasive visit in the 1930s
only one other Pentecostal missionary made contact with Ruano’s congregation, the
Church of God’s Phineas D. Hoggatt who arrived in 1941. However, Hoggatt’s struggle
to learn Spanish minimized his impact, and he had no discernable influence on the
NPM.62
Rather, in August 1943 the national church finally experienced its own
Pentecostal revival under the direction of the national preachers who had been coming
from Chuicacá for the previous three years. In this revival, the preachers focused on
speaking in tongues as a sign of sanctification, and the result was forty NPM members
being baptized in the Holy Spirit and practicing glossolalia. Although some congregants
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left because of this definitive embrace of Pentecostalism, most stayed with the church and
renamed the congregation the Pentecostal Church of God.63
By aligning with the Church of God in 1943, the NPM incited a new, back-door
threat to the longstanding comity agreements that had kept non-approved Pentecostal
missionaries confined to the hinterlands of Totonicapán and El Quiché and away from the
capital. In a significant way, the conversion of the Ruano congregation marked the
beginning of the national spread of Pentecostalism. Prior to this, even though
Pentecostalism counted more than three decades of history in the country, it had operated
only within the rural highland areas fenced off from the capital by difficult-to-traverse
mountains.
With the addition of a Guatemala City congregation, the expansion of
Pentecostalism around the country took hold, not only in the Church of God but also
through the introduction of new denominations that were both missionary and
homegrown. The origins of factionalism within Guatemalan Pentecostalism, which is the
least centralized form of Protestantism in the country, also have strong roots in the
Guatemala City congregation, which left the Church of God in the 1950s over issues of
local authority and experienced numerous further splits related to nationalization and
resulting in new Pentecostal denominations that increased the diversity of the Protestant
landscape in Guatemala.64
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The Convention of Independent Churches
While the Pentecostalization of the National Protestant Mission unfolded, a
second national church separated from Cinco Calles Church in 1928. This denomination
went through several name changes but eventually became the Convention of
Independent Churches (Convención de Iglesias Independientes) in 1939. Although both
the NPM and the Convention splits originated because of conflicts between local
believers and missionaries, the trajectories of the two groups differed in significant ways.
The Convention followed a path that led it toward theological conservatism rather than
Pentecostalism, which was an outlook that was much more compatible with its CAM
heritage. Still, the Convention viewed itself in self-consciously national terms that put it
at odds with CAM leaders, and the Convention’s leadership interpreted the formation of
their church as a process of identifying primitive Christianity that missionary agendas
often obscured.
Like the NPM, the historiographical treatment of the Convention is limited
primarily to basic chronological mentions in Zapata and Holland and more detailed but
highly partisan histories written by the heirs of the movement.65 The references in the
former category offer condensed narratives of origins of these movements but little
analysis. In the second category, the Convention differs from the NPM on two counts.
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First, rather than joining an existing denominational structure in Guatemala as its
predecessor did with the Church of God, the Convention became the structure through
which a new missionary group, the Southern Baptists, worked. Secondly, as a direct
result of this first factor, the leaders and congregations of the Convention continued to
play central roles in the Guatemalan Baptist Convention after aligning with this new
group of missionaries. For these reasons, the independent period of the Convention is
both better documented and more favorably interpreted than the same era for the NPM.
The Baptist church itself maintains a small archive from the independent period,
and several Baptist writers have included this history in their denominational writings.
The first of these was Carlos Clodoveo Quilo, a leading pastor in the independent church
who wrote a history of the movement in the mid-1940s just after the denomination
officially became Baptist. Following this, two works appeared in the 1970s that included
analysis of the independent Convention. The first, in 1974, was Jorge Enrique Díaz’s Los
Bautistas de ayer, a theological and historical workbook that claimed to be “notes” rather
than “a history in the fullest sense.”66 The second was an English dissertation, later
adapted into a Spanish version, in which Samuel Cadwallader sought to place Baptists in
the larger context of the Guatemalan Protestant history.67
Unlike the NPM, the Convention also received a brief mention in a critical
scholarly assessment of Guatemalan Protestantism written from outside of its own
denominational stream. In her 1998 book, while explaining how Southern Baptists
66
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entered Guatemala in 1947 and effectively ended the comity period, Garrard-Burnett
referred to three small independent Protestant churches that “suffered from a lack of
leadership and direction” after splintering from Cinco Calles Church and sought
assistance from Southern Baptist missionaries.68 Garrard-Burnett’s assessment of the
later significance of these churches and their relationships with the Southern Baptists is
important for understanding changes in missionary activity during the Ten Years of
Spring and beyond. However, her brief summary of the independent period of these
churches is somewhat incomplete, and neither she nor Zapata recognizes the broad reach
of this denomination or the role it served in defining how a new generation of Protestants
born and raised in missionary churches rather than converted directly from Catholicism
viewed their relationship to Protestantism.
The formation of the Convention began in 1927 when CAM missionary Bishop
created a benevolent society in whose name he registered all church property. Bishop
likely made this move from innocent motives since the Liberal laws of the time sharply
limited the ability of religious groups to hold property in the name of a church,
denomination, or mission. To comply with the law, many Protestant congregations
registered property in the names of individual missionaries or believers, but that solution
created new problems when the legal owner decided that he disagreed with either the
preacher or the direction of the church as a whole, at which time he could legally lock the
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doors to anyone whom he deemed a trespasser.69 To work around this, Bishop created a
separate society to hold church property, ostensibly to avoid just such a conflict.70
What Bishop did not do, however, was consult the local congregation about his
decision. In the following months, nineteen mostly younger members protested against
Bishop not for forming the society, but rather for acting unilaterally on an issue they
believed was the provenance of the local church rather than the missionaries. As one
later Convention leader described it, the dissidents advocated for their “liberty” within
the church.71 In response to Bishop’s plan, the group of nineteen men pressed for an
open meeting to discuss alternatives they had drawn up, but the elders of the church rose
to the missionaries’ defense, declared their younger colleagues insubordinate, and
threatened to remove them from the congregation. When the dissident group refused to
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yield their ground, they were excommunicated by an official church decree on August 15,
1928.72
In the immediate aftermath, the expelled group did lack both resources and
“concrete orientations,” as both Díaz and Garrard-Burnett noted.73 However, they did not
remain in that state for long. They quickly banded together to form a denomination they
called the Convención Fraternal Guatemalteca, recruited sympathetic members from the
Presbyterian mission, selected a group of elders, and rented a building just a few blocks
from Cinco Calles to hold worship services. By the end of the decade, the group even
pooled its money to buy its own property and opened the capital’s fourth Protestant
congregation, the newly christened Iglesia Gethsemaní.74
The ability of the Convention to establish economic self-reliance so quickly was
one marker of the differences between it and the earlier two groups that were led by longstanding ministers and colporteurs like Samayoa and Ruano. These elder preachers
sometimes worked non-religious jobs but only as a means of making ends meet so that
they could preach. By contrast, none of the twenty men who formed the Convention
were professional preachers at the time of the split. Instead, the group included six
carpenters, three bakers, two shopkeepers, a shoemaker, a bricklayer, a typesetter, a
72
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jeweler, an accountant, and a mechanic.75 This background led the church to establish its
financial and organizational footing in advance of its theological foundation, the inverse
of the process in the Boca Costa and the NPM.
In the decade following the foundation of Gethsemaní, two trends defined the
direction of the independent Convention. The first was a move toward Baptist doctrine
that began in 1931 when one of the founders of the church, Rodolfo Cruz Aceituno,
decided to attend seminary. Rather than enrolling in the nearby CAM training school that
missionaries had founded in February 1929, just a few months after the church split, 76
Cruz traveled to Costa Rica to attend the Costa Rican Bible Institute. That training
center, later renamed the Latin American Biblical Seminary, was run by Scottish
Presbyterian Henry Strachan. Strachan conducted an evangelistic campaign in
Guatemala in 1921, and in the early 1930s, he advertised his seminary in several Spanish
publications printed in Central America and El Paso, Texas, which is likely how Cruz
learned of the school.77
Just as it had done when it bought its first property, the young church again
pooled its resources to send Cruz to Costa Rica, and when he left in 1931 he was joined
by at least three other Guatemalans, Presbyterians Valerio Monroy, Alfredo Cardona, and
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Ignacio de León.78 Within two years, Burgess and Haymaker had decided that sending
their future preachers to study with Strachan was a mistake since at least one student, de
León, had returned with “a big head” and erroneous doctrine including embracing of
Baptist doctrines like local church autonomy, democratic church governance, and
baptism by immersion of adult believers. These errors resulted in de Leon’s separation
from the Presbyterian Church and his eventual move to Colombia where he was invited
to work with Baptist missionaries.79
Despite Strachan’s Presbyterian upbringing in Scotland, his seminary proved to
be a seedbed for Baptist thought in Latin America, and its influence on Cruz and the
independent Convention was no exception. Gethsemaní had disseminated some Baptist
ideas before Cruz’s education by using Sunday school material printed by a Baptist
publisher in El Paso, Texas. However, the Convention remained non-committal to the
denomination’s specific doctrines since most members had come from a CAM
congregation with Presbyterian models of governance and baptism. That began to
change when Cruz returned from Costa Rica in 1933 not only with not only Baptist
doctrine but also with a Baptist wife, Carmen de Cruz, originally from Puerto Rico.80
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Unlike de León with the Presbyterians, Cruz’s new ideas were well received in
the independent church, and the congregation sent eight more men and one woman to the
Costa Rican seminary between 1935 and 1940.81 During the 1930s, the independent
church did not record any direct contact with Baptist foreign missionaries, but they did
begin using several Baptist publications including a church governance manual and a
book of doctrine. After a decade of discussion within the church, the members decided to
organize themselves around these principles and form a Baptist-like group in Guatemala,
although they still did not adopt the name Baptist. In 1939, the organization that began as
a leaderless and directionless group of twenty families incorporated itself as the
Convention of Independent Churches, began publishing its own monthly newsletter
called Nueva Era, and effectively declared itself a Protestant force not only in the capital
but nationwide.82
The national scope of the Convention is the second trend that determined its
identity, and this broad sense of national church identity differentiated the Convention
from the Ruano group that continued to operate just a few blocks away. While
influential, the NPM remained confined to a specific congregation in the capital city until
it allied with the Church of God. The Convention, on the other hand, viewed itself as a
mission movement whose goal was to evangelize and start churches throughout
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Guatemala, and it began growing as soon as its first members received their
excommunication orders from Cinco Calles Church in 1928. On the heals of that
controversy, significant parts of two other CAM congregations in Tecpán and Santa
Catarina Barahona separated from the missionaries to align with the nascent Convention.
Although both of these congregations were in predominantly indigenous areas, only the
latter was an indigenous congregation. The splinter group in Tecpán, located forty miles
west of Guatemala City on the main road to the western highlands, was a primarily
Ladino congregation with substantial connections to the group that formed Gethsemaní in
the capital.
The indigenous group that joined the Convention in 1928 offers a somewhat more
complex picture of the dynamics of the split within the CAM, highlighting not only the
issues of foreign vs. local control and generational differences but else ethnic and secular
conflicts. Santa Catarina is a Kaqchikel community that lies adjacent to San Antonio
Aguas Calientes on the outskirts of Antigua. The two towns literally abut one another
with nothing dividing them but a sign on a street corner. Until 1928, Protestants in Santa
Catarina attended the Esmirna Church in San Antonio that missionary Cameron
Townsend organized in 1919 and which sits only half a block from the line between the
two towns.
The church split of 1928 in this community resulted in two congregations that
drew their respective memberships almost entirely from their own sides of the city
boundary line, indicating that local social issues may have played as significant a role in
that church’s division as the controversy in the capital. Part of the split likely resulted
339

from the long-standing hostility between residents of the two towns over issues like water
rights and land claims, a conflict that Cameron Townsend made note of almost as soon as
he arrived.83 According to anthropologist Antonio Goubaud Cabrera, this conflict began
in the colonial era when the older community of Santa Catarina tried to protect its
territory from settlers in the newly established San Antonio. Over time, however, San
Antonio grew larger and more influential than its neighbor, and the dominant motif in the
dispute became San Antonio residents holding their neighbors in “lesser esteem.”
Although there is no documentary evidence of how this conflict manifested itself within
the Protestant church, current members recall that prior to the division, Santa Catarina
residents were shut out of leadership posts in the congregations and at times even forced
to sit in segregated areas of the main assembly hall.84
While significant, these were not the only issues at work in the church division.
Rather, the move of the Santa Catarina dissidents to join the independence movement in
the capital stemmed from both the local conflict and the sort of missionary-convert
tensions that marked the formation of Gethsemaní. Testimony from missionaries and a
failed attempt at reunification in 1930 indicate that this latter category of conflict quickly
dominated discussions in the indigenous church. In their hagiographic biography of
83
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Townsend, James and Marti Hefley report that missionaries Cameron and Elvira
Townsend were in Guatemala City around Christmas of 1930 celebrating their recently
completed Kaqchikel Bible translation when they received news of the split in their old
base of San Antonio. The couple rushed west to find that “the congregation had been
agitated by anti-American propagandists and was making life uncomfortable for the
missionary staff.” Those “propagandists” were almost certainly representatives from the
Convention who were speaking out against missionary control of church resources.
According to the Hefleys, Townsend used his Kaqchickel language skills and his
standing in the community to resolve the dispute. This account is partially true, but when
Townsend left the rift reopened immediately, which indicated that the accord rested on
the competing parties’ mutual respect for the church’s founding missionary rather than on
the resolution of underlying issues.85
When Townsend mediated the dispute at the end of 1930 and beginning of 1931,
the two churches produced a “Pact of Reconciliation” signed by Townsend, missionary
Lynn Van Sickle, thirteen members of the San Antonio church, and seven members of the
Santa Catarina congregation. However, the eleven articles of the pact read less like the
result of a negotiation than they do a firm reaffirmation of missionary leadership. Among
other things, the pact rejected “speaking against a man because of his nationality or race”
(a protection intended, somewhat ironically, for the foreign missionaries rather than the
indigenous believers), reminded the signers that the chapel in San Antonio was paid for
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by missionary donations, reaffirmed that the legal owner of the chapel was Albert
Bishop’s benevolent society, decreed that elders could only be named by missionaries
and that preachers must be approved by the mission, and asserted that in the future
missionaries would conduct all Sunday school and youth instruction in the church.86
Rather than dealing with local social issues, Townsend’s pact instead sought to
tamp down the same complaints about missionary authority that had occurred in the
capital. Following this pact, Townsend named three new elders, all from San Antonio,
along with five other church officers. Of the eight men appointed to the new leadership
group, only church secretary Secundino López was from Santa Catarina.87 In 1932,
church leadership included two members of the Santa Catarina group: López, who
became an elder, and Maximiliano Ordoñez, named as secretary.88 However, at the end
of that year, Santa Catarina members disappear from church records, and their
congregation renewed its connection with the independent movement centered at
Gethsemaní. In 1938, Gethsemaní even sent one of its members to serve as pastor of the
Kaqchikel congregation, and in 1940, after more than a decade of informal affiliation, the
Santa Catarina congregation adopted the name Iglesia Bethlehem and officially joined the
Convention.89
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Five more churches joined the Convention permanently during its independent
phase, and these churches also started several smaller missions. In January 1929,
Gethsemaní sent a team of self-styled missionaries to Escuintla, a large market town
between the capital and the coast, to start an independent church there. As in Santa
Catarina and Tecpán, these missionaries did not initially target non-Protestants but rather
disgruntled members of the local CAM congregation. The resulting division in the
church proved problematic because the local church property was not held in Bishop’s
trust but rather in the names of four members of the congregation who ended up on
different sides of the division. The church attempted to settle the dispute through legal
channels, but after years of wrangling the lawsuits resulted in an appeal to President
Ubico’s administration, whose less-than-Solomonic decision was to nationalize the
property and lease it back to each congregation for alternating periods of two years
each.90
The Ubico regime’s decision to nationalize rather than to mediate was hardly
surprising considering the president’s open disdain for foreign missionaries in the 1930s
and his desire to build Guatemalan nationalism by asserting himself as the chief patron of
the nation. Though it was likely unintentional, the Convention used this shifting political
landscape to their advantage not only in Escuintla where the presidential decision placed
them on equal footing with the missionary-established congregation but also in the
capital.
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In the late 1920s, the national government sub-divided a nationalized plantation
on the eastern edge of the capital named La Palmita and raffled the lots to poor and
working-class Guatemalan families needing land. Six of the recipients were members of
Gethsemaní, and this group decided that their relocation was an opportunity to expand the
reach of the independent church. After several years of meeting in homes, the growing
congregation decided it was ready to construct its own building. In 1937, two women in
the church, Ramona de Azurdia and Hortencia Romero, requested that the government set
aside land for a new national Protestant church in the neighborhood. The president
responded by donating four lots from the government’s remaining inventory, and in
January 1939 the congregation dedicated the new Iglesia Bethania, paid for completely
by members of the independent Convention.91
The final three churches to join the Convention were the Bethel Church of
Guatemala City, comprised of a group of Protestants who left the National Protestant
Mission in 1936 around the time that it began dabbling in Pentecostalism, and two
congregations on the shores of Lake Atitlán in the towns of Santiago Atitlán and San
Pedro La Laguna. Both of these churches included former CAM members who had
developed friendships with Ladino missionaries from Gethsemaní,92 and like the church
in Santa Catarina Barahona, both lakeside churches were entirely indigenous, in this case
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drawing their members from the local Tz’utujil population. The integration of these three
indigenous congregations with the Ladino believers that dominated Convention was rapid
by the standards of Guatemalan Protestantism, which had long struggled with ethnic and
class divisions between congregations in different parts of the country.93
However, this quick integration was not without trade-offs or controversy, and it
raised a new set of divisions between Ladinos in the independent church and foreign
missionaries who offered competing brands of paternalism in their relationships to
indigenous believers. In 1942, the Convention launched a program emphasizing the
evangelization of Guatemala’s indigenous population, and it based this campaign on a
treatise written by pastor Adalberto Santizo titled “El Problema del Indio.” Santizo was a
Ladino from Guatemala City, and in his treaty he focused on the religious task of “the
evangelization of our poor American Indians” by adopting the same language and
arguments for indigenous assimilation that had become common among secular
indigenistas in Guatemala and throughout Latin America.94 This secular indigenismo
was a Latin American school of thought that emerged in the early-twentieth century and
analyzed the relationship of Indian populations to national development. Although some
strains of indigenismo valorized indigenous people by associating modern nations with
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pre-Columbian cultures, most indigenistas viewed contemporary indigenous populations
as an obstacle to national progress.95
One of the more common ways of framing this theory was as “the Indian
problem,” the terminology used by Santizo. This phraseology originated in the colonial
period and experienced a revival among indigenistas across Latin America in the
twentieth century, including Guatemala’s Miguel Ángel Asturias who later became the
country’s most famous novelist and a winner of the Nobel Prize for literature.96 In
contrast to better-known Mexican indigenistas like José Vasconcelos and Manuel Gamio
who argued that indigenous people contributed at least some positive traits to national
identity through the process of mestizaje, most Guatemalan indigenistas took a more
straightforward assimilationist approach that identified indigenous people as an inferior
biological and social class. Their answer to this problem was to “civilise the Indian and
integrate him into national life” through programs like education, substituting Spanish for
indigenous languages, and health regulation, especially related to alcohol.97
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Although the Convention’s aims were religious rather than secular, they followed
the Guatemalan pattern of indigenismo closely. Santizo argued that Guatemalan Indians
lived in a state of “shameful debasement” that inhibited evangelization. He attributed this
situation to seven factors: 1) lack of personal initiative, 2) traditional Indian clothing, 3)
drunkenness, 4) a “complex of inferiority,” 5) laziness, 6) illiteracy and “primitive
languages,” and 7) superstition masquerading as Catholicism.98 Although Santizo’s list
differed somewhat from those proposed by indigenistas like Asturias, his proposed
solutions matched his secular counterparts in that he encouraged his fellow Ladinos to
help integrate Indians into modern society by ridding them of these psychological and
material problems.
At first glance, the Convention’s approach to “the Indian problem” seems to be
just a more focused version of the civilizing programs espoused by missionaries like
Haymaker at the turn of the century, even though those early missionaries directed their
civilizing ideals at Guatemalan society in general rather than at indigenous Guatemalans
in particular. The difference, although subtle, was that the second-generation Protestants
at the head of the Convention had internalized that civilizing logic in the Guatemalan
context rather than receiving it in the U.S. form of social uplift espoused by Haymaker.
Convention leaders like Santizo had nationalized the “us vs. them” paradigm of civilizing
progress. Whereas Haymaker’s civilizing program set almost all Guatemalans on one
side of the scale with a European and North American ideal on the other, the Convention
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adopted a model that that determined class based on ethnicity. Thus the Convention, like
the Ubico regime, was asking indigenous people to be more “Guatemalan.” In contrast,
few sectors of the population ever accepted the earlier Protestant programs as
authentically Guatemalan due in part to their reliance on both foreign thought and capital.
At the same time the Convention was pushing this line of religious indigenismo,
the pendulum of foreign missionary thought on the topic had swung dramatically in the
other direction. Even civilizing reformers like Haymaker disagreed with Guatemalan
Liberals about the nature of indigenous people at the turn of the century, and these
missionaries argued that indigenous poverty arose from social and cultural oppression
rather than in-born characteristics.99 By the 1930s and 1940s, the next generation of
missionaries, especially Dudley and Dorothy Peck and Edward and Pauline Sywulka in
Mam areas, the Townsends in Kaqchickel communities, and the Burgesses in K’iche’
territories, had expanded this thought and abandoned any idea that indigenous identity
impeded Christian conversion. These missionaries continued to implement programs that
attacked perceived social ills in indigenous communities such as alcoholism and out-ofwedlock births, but they interpreted these problems as creations of social situations rather
than markers of identity.100 From this perspective, Burgess wrote a strong but amicable
public reply to Santizo in October 1942 in which he claimed, “The Ladinos form a bigger
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By the 1940s Presbyterian missionaries still emphasized social reform, but
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Social Gospel theology, which by that time had largely evolved into questioning of basic
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problem for the Indians than vice versa.” Burgess continued by comparing the desire to
make Indians learn Spanish to foreign missionaries who failed to understand either
Spanish or Ladino culture, and he argued poetically that forcing Indians to exchange their
traditional clothing for the gospel “cuts a vital thread that connects them to their
people.”101
This is not to say that the missionary establishment had arrived at a completely
egalitarian view of Guatemalan’s indigenous population. In effect, the independent
national church and the leading missionaries had adopted competing paternalisms, each
of which attempted to balance the tensions between indigenous identity, Protestant
theology, and the social development of Guatemala. Both camps viewed the Protestant
message and their respective interpretations of it as essential to protecting indigenous
populations in the face of a social change. The Convention argued that conversion was
part of that change and that such progress was both nationalistic and beneficial, a claim
that echoes the rhetorical nationalism of Ubico’s Liberal Progressive Party. Both the
Convention and Ubico offered to protect indigenous people by replacing their outmoded
ways of existence, but the Convention offered this in a religious rather than secular
context. The missionaries, on the other hand, had become wary of secular development
projects’ ability to help indigenous people and offered their theology as a sort of
inoculation that should precede such changes. Burgess did not see the loss of indigenous
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culture as an absolute negative, and he did expect indigenous language and dress to give
way “in the instruction of the public schools and the contact of the markets.” However,
he argued that the Protestant gospel was not part of that process but rather was something
that transcended culture. For Burgess, Protestant spirituality was a product that could
operate alongside indigenous culture to protect individuals and communities in the face
of change.102
Although these versions of paternalism competed in theory, they often looked
similar in practice, and both produced lasting results for their respective proponents that
represented a significant advances compared to earlier missionary efforts. They key traits
that linked these two were that each system offered space for indigenous leadership
within it and that neither was applied rigidly. In Presbyterian, CAM, and Convention
indigenous congregations of the 1930s and 1940s, converts assumed local leadership
roles relatively quickly. Outsiders, whether missionary or Ladino, trusted indigenous
members to promote their Protestant theological system, which is something that could
not be said for earlier generation of missionaries to Guatemala or even the same
missionaries in the 1920s. Additionally, just as Burgess did not seek to stem the loss of
indigenous dress or language due to social changes, neither did Convention leaders make
abandonment of traje or lengua a requirement for admission. In fact, Santizo’s first
pastoral assignment was in Santa Catarina Barahona where the women of the
congregation continue to wear traje and where he remains a well-regarded figure. What
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led to this accommodation by both Santizo and Burgess was the fact that their common
goal of evangelization and conversion trumped their respective forms of indigenismo so
that each understood conversions that did not fit into his system as a blessing rather than
an anomaly.103
The one practice that did differentiate the two systems was incorporation of
indigenous Guatemalans into the national religious body. The dominant missionary form
of paternalism did not lend itself well to integration because of language differences and
resulted instead in the formation of separate entities for Ladino and indigenous
Protestants. These informal divisions were concretized in the 1950s and 1960s when
various language groups formed their own presbyteries, often in areas where an existing
Ladino presbytery already existed.104 The Convention’s assimilationist approach, on the
other hand, facilitated cooperation between Ladinos and indigenous Guatemalans so that
by the mid-1940s, the denomination was truly integrated, was ordaining indigenous
pastors, and was even holding annual meetings for the entire denomination in indigenous
communities.105 This indicates that indigenous members of the Convention were able to
apply the Ladino’s assimilationist views selectively, keeping their cultural ties in the
local context but adopting enough Spanish language and “civilized” culture to participate
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nationally. The result of this was that by the time the Convention aligned with the
Baptists in 1946, the first year for which fully annotated statistics are available,
indigenous members comprised 30 percent of the group’s 346 official members.106
Although this is still well below broader societal tallies, in which Indians comprised
roughly half of the Guatemalan population, it represents the largest integrated groups of
indigenous Protestants in any national denomination at the time.
It should be noted that this tally of 346 members includes only baptized adults in
officially organized churches that made the transition from the independent to Baptist
conventions. There are two additional sets of data left out of this count, and the inclusion
of these data reveal a more accurate picture of the size of the independent Convention.
First, there were several mission stations in both indigenous and Ladino areas that only
later became official churches when they drew up the appropriate constitutions and began
raising support for local pastors. Second, there were a handful of churches in places like
Chimaltenango, Yepocapa, and Acatenango that opposed certain Baptist doctrines and
remained independent or returned to CAM in the mid-1940s. Because of these factors,
they are excluded from the early Baptist statistics. Including these two groups, the
independent church claimed 700 members in nine churches and sixty-four mission
stations at the end of 1945.107
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Because it was a national rather than missionary body, the Convention was not
subject to the comity agreements. However, during its independent phase that lasted until
1946, the group’s missionary expansion did not venture outside the confines of CAM
territory. In fact, each new church the Convention started initially consisted solely of
disaffected CAM members and only drew in “new” converts after the establishment of an
ex-CAM congregation. The growth of the independent Convention signals that by the
1930s, the missionary-directed comity agreement had come to firmly define the outlook
not only of missionaries but also of many Guatemalan believers. Whereas the earlier
formation of the National Protestant Mission relied on the cross-denominational networks
forged by colporteurs in the pioneering years of Guatemalan Protestantism, the
Convention’s leadership emerged from a much different generation when Guatemalan
Protestantism had become compartmentalized. There was still communication between
missionaries and believers in different parts of the country, but Protestant religion had
become a much more regionalized program, especially for local believers.
In the 1920s and 1930s, it was still common for missionaries from different
comity entities to cross boundaries to meet and make plans for large projects. However,
by this time it was becoming less common for Guatemalan preachers to wander as freely
as Samayoa, Ruano and others had in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Rather,
missionaries trained their students close to home so that groups like the Costa Rican
seminary would not mislead them, and the missionaries then assigned trainees to specific
preaching points in their mission’s circumscribed area. This is the milieu that the
terminology likely results not from a looser definition of membership but rather the
Baptist preference for avoiding sacramentalism or imposing tests for membership.
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Convention founders emerged from, and so it is no surprise that their networks for
growing a new denomination within the country did not extend beyond CAM territory.
In fact, when these independent leaders did finally expand their geographic reach,
the combination of the limits they inherited from the comity agreement and the
Convention leaders’ experiences at the Costa Rican seminary meant that their nexus of
expansion occurred along international rather than domestic lines. In 1935, Cruz led a
group of nine men and four women through the Southern Baptist Convention’s “Maestro
del Rey” Sunday school training manual that he had learned about in Costa Rica.108 In
the early 1940s, as the Convention entered its largest growth phase, Cruz and Carlos
Quilo also reached out to former classmates in other Central American countries for
advice on organizing their developing denomination and made visits to national Baptist
meetings in Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and El Salvador.109 Finally, in 1944, the Convention
sent a request for a Baptist missionary to visit Guatemala, and Paul Bell visited from the
Panama Canal Zone to offer advice on how to “conform to Baptist, or better yet New
Testament, doctrine.”110
When the Convention decided to officially align itself with the Baptists in 1946,
they called again on Bell. The Convention’s desire to align with a foreign Protestant
group was possible politically because following the October Revolution of 1944, new
president Juan José Arévalo relaxed Ubico’s restrictions against new foreign missionaries
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on grounds that they promoted educational projects beneficial to the country.111 Despite
this opening, Bell declined a permanent role in Guatemala since he was technically a
domestic missionary working on U.S. soil in the Canal Zone. Rather than call on the
Southern Baptists to immediately send a foreign missionary to Guatemala, Bell enlisted
the help of two Central American pastors, Aurelio Gutiérrez of San José, Costa Rica and
José Prado Cideros of Panama City, Panamá, to guide the Guatemalan Convention
through the process of incorporating as Baptists.112 Later in 1946, a Baptist missionary to
Northern Mexico named William Webb visited to assess the situation for the Southern
Baptists Foreign Mission Board. Two years later, Webb and his wife Inez returned as the
first permanent Southern Baptists missionaries to Guatemala, but unlike the existing
missions, the Baptist national church and Baptist mission remained separate entities.
This negotiated institutional separation allowed the Convention churches to maintain
their nationalist and pro-indigenous policies.113
These changes of officially adopting the moniker Baptist and aligning with new
foreign missionaries marked the emergence of the Convention as a denomination that was
national in scope as well as rhetoric. It also marked the unofficial end of the comity
agreement as a handful of sympathetic congregations in the old mission systems of the
Presbyterians, CAM, Nazarenes, and Friends began joining the Baptists from places as
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far away as Puerto Barrios in the east and Boca Costa in the west. Not surprisingly, two
of the earliest and largest congregations to join the Baptists in the 1940s were the
Presbyterians in Coatepeque and Mazatenango led by Ochoa and Delgado that had long
practiced baptism by immersion and resisted missionary efforts to exert control over their
congregations.114
Conclusion
The final results of two decades of nationalist independence movements among
Presbyterian and CAM churches were somewhat mixed. By the end of the 1940s, the
only churches completely independent of foreign missionary influence were the small,
scattered congregations on the Boca Costa. The larger, more organized groups in the
capital and central highlands had both realigned with new Pentecostal and Baptist
missionary organizations. However, they did so on their own theological terms and while
maintaining a significant level of national control over the direction of their respective
organizations. The formerly independent Pentecostals exerted this control by retaining
and exercising their rights to re-separate themselves from their new partners, which they
did several times in subsequent years to form various national Pentecostal churches. The
Baptists exerted their control by maintaining a national church that was organizationally
separate from the foreign mission enterprise, a division that neither Presbyterians nor the
CAM would draw so sharply until the 1960s.
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The divisions in this later decade eventually created larger and more influential
denominations than the movements of the 1920s and 1930s. However, the factors that
defined the movements of the 1960s such as a quest for national autonomy from foreign
missionary organizations and a search for a religious identity that was pura guatemalteca
originated not at the end of the century but at the beginning. In some cases, especially
among the Presbyterians and Pentecostals, individual leaders and families provided direct
links between the earlier and later periods of national church formation. Even where that
was not the case, however, the ideological programs of the two periods were strongly
connected and relied on principles of national identity defined by the opposition to undue
foreign missionary influence, the ability of local Protestants to determine the limits of
orthodoxy, and the rights of Guatemalans to control church assets.
The Convention in particular also disrupted the normal patterns of racial
interactions among Protestants by integrating its indigenous and Ladino members on a
national level. Despite missionary critiques that the Convention’s assimilationist
approach threatened indigenous culture, the foreign missions would not replicate the
Convention’s ability to integrate indigenous and Ladino believers side-by-side for
decades. The Convention’s efforts to integrate should not be overstated since on the
congregational level Ladinos and indigenous Guatemalans remained in separate churches.
However, the Convention did successfully include both groups in all aspects of the
national structure. By all indications, indigenous leaders and lay members of the
Convention considered themselves on equal footing with their Ladino colleagues not only
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in their own heavily indigenous communities but also in national meetings, which the
Convention even held in these indigenous areas.
As Guatemalan Protestants first began to assert these ideologies in the 1920s and
1930s, they also revealed the movement’s inherent internal diversity and its connection,
however unintentional, to broader social and political trends in the country. Although
missionaries may have planted the seeds of factionalism with their competing theologies
and comity divisions, the first fruit of those seeds ripened in the 1920s under Guatemalan
leaders, and when the three coincident independent movements failed to unify around
their shared nationalism they set the stage for further division. This marked the
beginning of the visible and organizational atomization of Guatemalan Protestantism that
continues to the present. The coincidence of these movements also reflected national
Protestants’ participation in the ideologies that defined contemporary Guatemalan
society. Although few participants associated with secular nationalist movements
outright, with Samayoa being a notable exception, the fortunes of all three separatist
churches rested in part on their relationship to prevailing political trends whether that
influence came through their responses to social changes wrought by the coffee boom,
their participation in urban land reform efforts, or their interpretation of indigenismo. In
the end, these secular influences combined with the particular religious contexts of each
of these groups to congeal the idea of Protestant nationalism for the first time in
Guatemala, a trend that would set the stage for more radical changes in coming decades.
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Conclusion: Connecting Early Protestantism to Later Prominence
When I embarked on this project, I began with a list of the names of several dozen
Guatemalan converts culled from easily accessible missionary periodicals. Because these
names came primarily from lists or passing references, I initially knew little more about
each person than a name and the date that name appeared in print. However, my hope
was that I could use those data as a starting point to investigate the complex lives behind
each name and to understand why and how these Guatemalans chose to align with
Protestantism. Some names proved to be dead ends and never earned another mention in
archival records. However, the majority reappeared elsewhere with a few more details,
and a handful opened the doors to richer local histories. One name appeared again and
again across a surprisingly wide range of sources.
This dissertation is not about Anastasio Samayoa, but he is undoubtedly the most
prominent actor in the narrative that unfolded over the prior six chapters. He was present
in the 1880s as one of the first “proper” converts of the Presbyterian mission. When the
missionary enterprise diversified at the turn of the twentieth century and de-centered
Protestantism, Samayoa was one of the first converts to switch to Bible-society
employment, and he was the first Protestant to traverse all twenty-two departments of
Guatemala. When the first indigenous church formed in 1910 and turned its attention to
theological primitivism, it was Samayoa who served as the mentor for Pedro Poz. When
the democratic opening of the 1920s offered opportunities for Protestants to carve out a
political identity, it was Samayoa who organized a church-based political club. When
those actions ran afoul of missionary interests, Samayoa became the rallying point for the
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first successful nationalist Protestant churches, and although he was not involved in the
organization of early Pentecostal congregations, when Pentecostalism finally left the
highlands and arrived in the capital, it inhabited a church started by Samayoa and his
long-time colleague Jorge Ruano.
Samayoa’s involvement in each of these phases of early Protestantism was
important, but equally important was how Samayoa made his way into the archival
documentation of these events. Samayoa’s prominence in this study did not result from
the survival of a single cache of his own writings or the existence of a particular archive
dedicated to his work. Like all early Guatemalan Protestants, Samayoa did not leave
behind centralized records of his life or his ideas. Instead, the recording of Samayoa’s
life and ministry reflects the diversity of his activity. The information about Samayoa
analyzed in this dissertation comes from Guatemala’s national archives, Presbyterian
mission archives, local Presbyterian congregational records, American Bible Society
documents, Central American Mission periodicals, internal Pentecostal histories, family
memoirs, and the records of national churches.
The decentralized nature of these sources, and of most sources about early
Protestantism in Guatemala, illustrates in a small but concrete way the chief conclusion
of this study – that early Guatemalan converts did not simply accept missionary-approved
versions of Protestantism but rather navigated between and beyond missionary ideas to
create localized theologies and practices that empowered them and that addressed their
socio-cultural contexts. This empowerment and contextualization created churches and
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movements that were attractive to other Guatemalans, and in turn, those churches and
movements brought new vitality and growth to Protestantism in the country.
There are several concrete links between these early local innovations and the
period of late-twentieth-century growth that has previously dominated the literature about
Guatemalan Protestantism. Anastasio Samayoa’s son Eugenio was a Presbyterian leader
who later led a new national church movement on the Boca Costa. The Madrid family’s
historical arc crossed through the Friends, the Presbyterians, and Pentecostalism on the
way to Edmundo Madrid’s leadership in the Alianza Evangélica, which itself was a
rebranded incarnation of the Evangelical Synod founded in 1935. Pedro Poz’s
grandchildren are still leaders of K’iche’ churches around Cantel. Carlos Kramer’s Salas
Evangélicas remain a visible but militantly isolated branch of Protestantism. The
national churches that split from the CAM in the 1920s and 1930s continue to operate,
and the Church of God and its many Pentecostal offshoots are some of the largest
denominations in twenty-first-century Guatemala. However, this dissertation has been
less interested in those direct institutional connections than in demonstrating that the core
values and identity of Guatemalan Protestantism that scholars described in recent decades
emerged much earlier than previously thought.
This dissertation began by acknowledging the debt owed to existing studies that
recognized the differences between modern Protestantism in Guatemala and modern
Protestantism in the United States, but it also questioned the accompanying assumption
that these differences were only of recent vintage. The present study instead
demonstrated that Guatemalan Protestantism’s unique characteristics are deep-seated and
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rooted in converts’ responses to social and cultural realities of the late-nineteenth and
early-twentieth centuries. However, this deep-seated distinctiveness does not only inform
our understanding of Guatemala because the theological and practical innovations in
Guatemala where branches of larger, transnational changes. The FundamentalistModernist controversy, Pentecostalism, Holiness Christianity, and Protestant political
involvement all looked different in Guatemala than they did in North America, but these
two contexts still shared direct connections through personal networks, through
newsletters, and most of all through missionaries. The effect that Guatemalans may have
had on the development of these movements in the United States or elsewhere is difficult
to measure, but this dissertation has made it clear that through missionaries and the
written word there was an exchange of ideas about these topics that crossed national
borders.
To make these arguments about the historical roots of Guatemalan Protestantism’s
uniqueness and about transnationalism, the dissertation began by examining why the first
foreign missionaries in Guatemala were unsuccessful in spreading their civilizing version
of Protestant identity. The dissertation then explored the diversification of the missionary
landscape at the beginning of the twentieth century and argued that this diversification
not only gave Guatemalans the ability to choose among competing missionary options
but also created space in between those options where local converts could create their
own theologies and practices. This space was both literal and figurative.
The arrival of new missionaries moved Protestantism beyond the capital and
opened opportunities for local preachers to take leadership roles in rural locations. This
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expansion was possible in part because of U.S.-financed transportation infrastructure,
which has long been identified as a form of economic imperialism. However, in the case
of Protestantism this infrastructure actually aided the spread of ideas that resisted cultural
imperialism by allowing local preachers to expand their networks. On a figurative level,
the competition between different forms of missionary Protestantism from the United
States gave converts space to pick and choose ideas and to cross the imaginary lines of
comity agreements as independent actors. This led both local individuals and local
organizations to challenge missionary hegemony.
These challenges to missionary ideologies were not levied at random. Instead,
they reflected the social and cultural realities of Guatemala. This dissertation identified
four theological and practical focuses that were integral to Guatemalan Protestant identity
and that remain so today: primitivism, Pentecostalism, political involvement, and
nationalism. Each of these four motifs has featured prominently in studies of latetwentieth and early-twenty-first-century Protestantism, but as this dissertation
demonstrated, their origins date back much further. Primitivism was a theological system
that invited indigenous and Ladino Guatemalans to circumvent existing authorities and to
stake their own claim to the right of religious interpretation. The ability of primitivist
Protestants to claim authority as interpreters challenged existing social systems like civilreligious hierarchies, and it also challenged missionary hierarchies. Pentecostalism
served a similar function, removing barriers between new converts and the divine, and
Pentecostalism proved especially useful to indigenous Protestants who could challenge
both Guatemalan and missionary assumptions about how ethnicity, literacy, and culture
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related to religious leadership. On a more practical level, when Guatemala experienced
its first relative democratic opening in the 1920s, many Protestants ignored missionary
instructions and participated in political movements, thus introducing new ideas about
how civil involvement and Protestantism should interact in the country. Likewise, when
questions of national identity were prominent on Guatemalan minds in this period,
several Protestants formulated their own interpretations of nationalism that often resulted
in tension between local converts and missionaries.
These four factors were often discrete, and few groups or individuals participated
in all four simultaneously. However, they were all related in one key way. Primitivism,
Pentecostalism, political involvement, and nationalism all functioned to empower
Guatemalan Protestants in the early twentieth century. Participants in each of these
innovations created new tools that allowed them to respond to social realities in
Guatemala and to take some level of control over their lives. In turn, each of these
innovations gave Protestants something resonant to preach to other Guatemalans, and that
resonance attracted new converts at first gradually but later in a steady stream that would
remake Guatemala’s religious landscape as the twentieth century continued to unfold and
would also affect the nature of Protestantism even beyond Guatemala.
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